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Abstract: Endurance, Performance, Surveillance and Creative Collaboration
Sara Diamond
This dissertation offers a new method for engaging in and analysing the complex
processes of creative exchange between teams of cross-disciplinary researchers. It
thereby pushes forwards the boundaries of knowledge with regard to the topical arena
of ‘art and science’, while engaging deeply and critically with the subjective and
social aspects of collaboration. The dissertation presents a new form of mediated
endurance performance art designed to engage diverse audiences with the work of
performer/researchers whose process of creation is facilitated by skilled moderators.
The main research outcome is the analytical method discussed in these pages:
a new form of ‘brainstorming that draws from collaborative inquiry, as well as media
and performance art. The method has identifiable and constrained parameters that are
tested and analysed in the dissertation. It encourages the rapid development and
prototyping of artistically and scientifically informed inventions, art works, tools,
processes and concepts that enable collaboration. These emerge within a timeconstrained context wherein collaborators reflect on the knowledge and biases they
bring to their work together. Three major tools are employed: 1) a constrained
physical environment that includes elements of a domestic setting; 2) surveillance and
communication technologies that allow the engagement of the collaborating teams
with a lead moderator and researcher, outside moderators and audiences; and finally,
3) thematically focussed conversation in face-to-face and networked contexts, briefly
interpolated by movement, diagrams, video and performances. The resulting
collaboration methodology reaches across academic and professional disciplines.
The dissertation itself is also cross-disciplinary. It situates itself at the
crossroads of several major fields of knowledge, broadly defined as performance art,
media art, sociology, media studies and computer science. Key scholarly works from
these fields are discussed in these pages, as they were in the collaborative experiments
that formed the body of practice analysed herein. The thesis analyses the performance
transcripts as evidence of a critically engaged academic and art practice. It makes a
significant contribution to the emerging field of collaborative new media art, and to
the scholarship of that field and its cognate disciplines.
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INTRODUCTION

Endurance, Performance, Surveillance and Creative Collaboration

1. Overview
The Introduction sets out the path of investigation leading to the dissertation. It notes
the current conjuncture of art and science collaboration and argues for the value of
research that contributes to success in this emerging field. It explains the confluence
of knowledge around the practice and the dissertation and, in doing so, explains the
decision to choose from occasionally contradictory approaches to finding these
sources.2
The Introduction reflects briefly on the two CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances at the Dutch Electronic Festival of 2003. It notes the developments that
have stemmed from the research since 2003,3 summarises contributions to the fields
of research that intersect in the dissertation, provides a discussion of voice as applied
to the writing of the dissertation and authorship in collaborative research, and ends
with a brief summary of the research conclusions.
2. The Research Question
The research and resulting dissertation asked whether the invention and analysis of a
method that elicited new forms of creative exchange between artists and scientists
might push forward the boundaries of knowledge in the emerging field of
collaboration between art and science. The goal was to offer a method for such
collaboration that could, in whole or in part, be used by future scholars and other
communities-of-practice.
Briefly stated, the method is a form of brainstorming that draws from
participatory action research, also known as collaborative inquiry, in combination
with media and performance art. The method has identifiable and constrained
parameters that are tested and analysed. This method encourages the rapid
development and even prototyping of artistically and scientifically informed
2

Chapter One contains an overview of the structure of the MPhil dissertation.
These applications are elaborated throughout the dissertation and in depth in Chapter Seven,
Conclusions.
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inventions, art works, tools, processes and concepts, and it results in new forms of
identification or cohesion between disciplines.
Cohesion emerges within a context where collaborators reflect on the methods
and biases that they bring to their work together and which are inferred by the
performance or collaboration context. Four variants of the method, using variable
lengths of collaboration, have been tested. The methods produce variable forms of
cohesion or levels of identification between researchers and a set of boundary objects
that represent the merging conjoined culture of collaboration.

3. The Current Conjuncture of Art and Science Research
This dissertation has relevance in the unstable climate of art and science and art and
technology collaboration. While new programs and structures continue to come onstream, there are countervailing pressures, where art and science funding schemes are
being curtailed or eliminated and the productivity of entire programs such as the MIT
Media Lab questioned.4 Criteria for research evaluation are increasingly strict in many
countries. First and foremost, technology transfer, or the commercialisation of
research, has become the dominant factor in evaluating the benefits of research
investment by governments. But art and science and art and technology collaborations
have not always resulted in easily measurable outcomes.
First, the development of new technology is not always a direct goal of the
research. Second, artists’ projects and the technical solutions for these projects are
often unique and not intended to transfer to a larger popular context; however,
scalability and transferability are core qualities through which the success of new
technologies and inventions are evaluated. Third, the aesthetics of art and science and
art and technology projects are nascent. Critics often perceive the art work to be
subordinate to the technology or the science or even worse, illustrative. At the same
time, science audiences do not have the language to understand and evaluate art work
with its constantly evolving discourse.
This context requires that clarity in goals and commitment by researchers in

4

NESTA in the United Kingdom has cut back its funding for art and science collaboration, and the
AHRB is revamping its investment in artists’ residencies. The Social Science and Humanities Research
Council in Canada is rethinking the Research/Creation program and will clarify research outcome
expectations. At the same time, new programs are coming on-stream to support a wider range of
disciplines collaborating, in particular, art, design and health sciences.
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the art and science and art and technology fields be well articulated and issues of
technology transfer and aesthetics be addressed. These challenges required that the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances result in a viable method that could be
extracted and applied to multiple situations. In fact, the CodeZebra Project encourages
the development of methods and tools that can be transferred to a diverse set of
communities.
There are significant lessons to be gleaned from the extensive work in new
and interactive media that artists have undertaken independently and within the
context of techno-culture. The dissertation gathers insights from this practice, 5
drawing connections between the work of new media artists and the art and science
and art and technology collaboration initiatives.6
4. The Practice-Base
The practice-base of the dissertation was predicated on a mediated, endurance-based
performance work, the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, initially created
for a festival and on-line audience. This work sought a new kind of performance
experience that built on documentary expressions of popular culture, in particular,
reality television, and vérité, in combination with performance art, artists’ created
tools and counter-surveillance art. The success of the Dutch Electronic Arts Festival
(DEAF) performances resulted in ongoing exhibition of the CodeZebra documentary
archive, side by side with a series of public discussions and debates between artists
and scientists and a new set of performances.
As noted above, the performances occurred at DEAF in 2003. The researcher
sequestered teams of artists and scientists for twenty-four hours in a domestic set
entitled the ‘Parasite’, in order to use the effects of a condensed and intense period of
time to fast-track collaboration. She asked each of the two pairs of artist and scientist
teams to develop inventions, make art works, or devise concepts, tools, methods and
protocols. Various forms of creative expression, from video diaries, to performances,
images and interviews, interpolated their twenty-four hour conversation. Participants
were provided with props, twenty-four hour moderation, specific brainstorming tools
known to facilitate collaboration and a set of media tools. The artist-researcher was
5
6

Described, in part, in Chapter Three.
Described in Chapter Four.
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on-site several floors below in ‘Las Palmas’, the site of the larger festival. The goal
was to facilitate an intensive conversational exchange between the artists and
scientists, the MPhil candidate, a group of moderators and an audience that was either
at the DEAF festival or on-line. A group of on-site or on-line moderators facilitated
the dialogues with the artists and scientists.
Technologies included real time video conferencing that allowed interaction
between the locked up pairs in the Parasite, and the artist-researcher, moderators and
audiences in Las Palmas. CodeZebraOS, a conversation visualization software system
invented by the artist-researcher, which traces the behaviours and dialogues of
participants in Internet chat sessions, was provided for moderation and audience
participation.
The artists and scientists were asked by the artist-researcher to act as
collaborative inquiry researchers, commenting on, refining and adding to the tool-set
that made up the CodeZebra Habitation Cage method. They were requested to bring a
critical understanding of the roles they brought to the performance, whether and how
these were shifting and the impact of the experience on their individual and conjoined
identities. In the course of the event, the collaborators developed a set of boundary
objects: new conjoined practices that built on individual knowledge and creative acts.
A series of collaborations that apply a method deriving from the DEAF
experience have occurred since the festival. These include endurance brainstorm
applications of the CodeZebraOS system, three facilitated long-term collaborations
and one short event. The method has been applied to research in art, design and
engineering, at conferences and in institutional planning.7

5. Research Methodology
5.1. Overview
Sociology, the study of social structures and behaviours, including roles and
institutions, formed the basis of the methodology. It was coupled with the originating
artistic disciplines of performance and media art to create the CodeZebra Habituation
Cages performances and extract a method. The approach drew from collaborative

7

The case studies are briefly compared and discussed in Chapters Four and Seven, Conclusions. Case
studies are available on DVD 2 and DVD 3.
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inquiry (Bray et al., 2000), which rests within the larger field of participatory action
research (Reason & Bradbury, 2002).
The sociology of science and technology (Latour, 1986, 1987, 1998, 1999),
sociology analysing surveillance after 9/11 (Lyons, 2003, 2004) and techno-culture
(Penley & Ross, 1991) were useful in creating the context for an on-line collaboration
that hoped to challenge traditional divisions of labour and lines of control.8 Tools
from social computing or sociable media (Donath, 2004) included video conferencing
and language visualisation software enabled the performance (Erickson, 2003a).
Sociological data gathering and analysis, with parallels in documentary
filmmaking, was the backbone of the research methodology. An ethnographic
approach, combined with media art was used in preparing transcripts, subjecting these
to analysis and editing them into the detailed treatment presented in Appendices V
and VI.
Language forms a key component of cross-disciplinary dialogues.
Conversation analysis (Goffman, 1967, 1981) drawn from sociology and linguistics
became a means to understand shifting social structures and power within the
performances as reflected in conversation. To this end, tools derived from
computational linguistics (Ahmad & Salway, 2000) were applied. CodeZebraOS was
designed and employed as a communication tool; its transcripts were analysed for
emotional and word use patterns after the performance. Transcripts were analysed to
see what concepts were emerging in each performance and to search for emotional
dynamics.

5.2. Making Peace between Approaches
Undertaking research to plan and analyse the complexity of the practice-based work
required building coherency between sometimes contradictory bodies of thought. The
actions and ideas of the participants and the ultimate working or failure of the
technology design made it necessary to consider additional ideas beyond those
originally brought to the planning of the performances.
The chosen thinkers converge in their anticipation (Goffman, 1967, 1981) or
appreciation of the raw or cultivated state of electronic communication or in the logic
8

These moves towards control were counter-posed to intensive pressures for the democratisation of
media and culture (Truelove et al., 2001; Galloway, 2004, Miller, 2004).
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of their ideas regarding the context of the Internet and networked performances. Each
thinker represents a cluster of thought, a complex conceptual background. In just one
example, Braidotti (2006), a philosopher of social ethics in the age of Internet and
biopower draws her ideas from Deleuze (1986, 1988, 1989) who himself references
Bergson (1990) and many others. She relies on Foucault (1972, 1988, 1989, 1995),
Irigiray (1985, 1993), Cixous (1994) and others, distilling their thoughts or redirecting
them at new objects of study. Foucault who highlighted the power of knowledge
(1972) and the rise of surveillance society (1988,1989, 1995) acts as a magnet for
many other writers, in particular, those trying to understand the current decade’s
contradictory complex of decentralization, heightened surveillance and participatory
culture. Alexander Galloway (2004) is one of these followers.
Sociological research methods, social computing and media studies have
developed at different paces. Hence, the use of theory in these fields and between
them is associative rather than reflective.
The recognition of the returning value of past ideas is important, despite what
social theorists (Reason & Bradbury, 2002) describe as a ‘turn’, or what historians of
science call ‘paradigm shifts’ (McAllister, 1996; Godfrey-Smith, 2003). When
seeking explanations for how people collaborate, it proved valuable to return to
twentieth-century ideas such as those of Goffman (1959, 1967, 1981) or the early
work of Latour and Woolgar (1979), choosing elements relevant to the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances. At the same time, it was necessary to recognise that
elements of these canonical texts have been surpassed by new discoveries or ways of
knowing.
Dramatic changes in thought are apparent in the ways that writers analyse
determining forces. This research explored three stages of consecutive movements in
sociological thinking as applicable to role-playing and its cultural expression.
Positivist American and European social theorists, such as Goffman (1959,
1967) and Berger and Luckman (1967), describe roles in social situations. They use
dramaturgy to describe the social order of their time, including social games that
people play, the ways that institutions enact hierarchies and the ways that
conversations unfold. Later theorists, such as de Certeau (1988, 1994), a social
constructivist, also describe daily life as performance and intervention. These
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concepts are worked into performance theory in the early twenty-first century by
Schechner (2002) and others.
In the later twentieth century there was a turn towards ‘constructivism’, that is
the humanist belief that culture and social life shapes reality, not nature and that even
our understanding of nature is filtered through these constructions (Meunier, 2002).
Bourdieu (1977, 2000a) shifts his analysis of behaviours towards institutions, with
notions of the ‘habitus’, or structures of society, and the ‘doxa’, or systems of
classification that reproduce class, create power relationships and are expressed
through places and actions. Anna Cauquelin (1999) uses the concept of doxa as a
positive sign of social process that can stand in for idiosyncratic as well as formal
behaviours. The doxa is a place to think together, through shared codes that allow us
to communicate.
Foucault and those working from his ideas represent a structuralist sociology
that began in Europe and was later adapted by North American and European
theorists of techno-culture, such as Burgin (1986), Druckery (1996), Darley (2000),
Galloway (2004), or Gane (2004). These theorists examine the emergence of
institutions, new forms of cultural knowledge, power, and cultures of surveillance and
anti-surveillance. Debates focus on the formation and expression of societal control
and resistance.
A second turn containing elements of constructivism is the ‘linguistic turn’,
the belief that socially constructed reality only comes into being when expressed
through language (Treleaven, 2002). Collaboration studies note the critical role of
language in cross-disciplinary exchange (Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal, 2003;
Fischer, 2004; Diaz-Kommonen, 2005; Goodman & Milton, 2005). Language is
acknowledged as the medium through which collaborations are negotiated and
communicated (Pearce, Diamond & Beam, 2003). It is the force of misunderstanding,
compromise or the formation of new disciplines and ideas. The term ‘boundary
object’ (Star & Greisemer, 1989) has been adapted and applied from ethnography to
indicate words or objects that transfer meaning and when adopted become a way of
understanding the process at hand in a collaboration across disciplines. New forms of
language, the adoption of terms, or neologisms become boundary objects,
empowering collaboration and cohesion.
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Analysts describe the most recent turn as the ‘performative turn’ (Butler, 1991,
1993, 2002; Schechner, 2002), when the use or expression of language and its effects
are privileged over its production. All social interactions, including research, are
‘performative’, a means to act out the daily behaviour (or performance) of individuals,
based on social norms or habitus, through unconscious and conscious expression,
ritual and ‘performativity’ (Consalvo & Passonen, 2002; Taylor, 2003). Other
theorists concentrate on the social constraints, systems, actors and networks that
unfold in performance (Law & Hassard, 1999; Mol, 1999). Performativity allows for
transformation, as it also infers the ways in which the use of language can change
action and the context in which an action is understood (de Certeau, 1994). Unlike
Goffman (1959), theorists like Butler (1993, 1991, 2002) or Schechner (2002) suggest
a significant malleability to roles.
Hence, the analysis in the dissertation touches on all of these theories, drawing
from complex and contradictory approaches within the sociology of roles, language
and collaborative process. Ultimately, it spans almost five decades of critical
approaches to understanding how people work, learn and create culture together.

5.3 The Choice of Collaborative Inquiry
Collaborative inquiry (Bray et al., 2000) is the principle methodology for the research.
A subset of participatory action research (Reason and Bradbury, 2002), it draws from
constructivist, linguistic and performative approaches to build a hybrid participatory
method of inquiry. Research subjects in collaborative inquiry projects become
researchers, contributing to both the research and the analysis of the methods that the
research undertakes. Participatory action research methods have a performative
quality, at times actually making use of theatre (Mienczacakowski & Morgan, 2002)
and drawing from tools that facilitate expression, the discovery of creative solutions,
improvisation and summary within the research process. Collaborative inquiry is an
ideal framework for research through and about collaboration, because it demands
that cross-disciplinary researchers take control of the research process as it unfolds.

5.4. Cohesion
Based on a literature review and case studies of successful collaborations (Mitchell,
Innouye & Blumenthal, 2003; Goodman & Milton, 2005), it appears that researchers
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who work together over a period of time establish strong identifications with each
other, with their project and with (or in opposition to) their institution. The
sociological term ‘cohesion’ (Duncan, 2006 p.1), describing the degree and quality of
alignment people have with groups in society, is a valuable means of describing these
complex identifications. In fact, ‘cohesion’ is identified as a goal of the new method.
The dissertation notes and applies various definitions of these terms. For
example, ‘heterogeneous cohesion’, or Gesellschaft, expresses Ferdinand Tönnies’
notions of social solidarity between different groups. Karl Deutsch (1957, in Duncan,
2006 p.1) describes a cohesion indicated by the cultivation of mutual loyalties or ‘wefeeling’, trust, the successful prediction of behaviour and the ability of people to
engage in cooperative action. The notion of an individual is enlarged to enclose a
structural sense of ‘interconnection between the singular self and the environment of
totality in which it is embodied and embedded’ (Braidotti, 2006 p160).

5.5. Conversation Analysis
Understanding the contribution of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances
requires an analysis of communications processes, as the playing out of modes of
speech can be used to investigate levels of engagement, power relations and cohesion.
Here, Goffman’s (1981) descriptions of the ways that people use conversation as a
formal or informal vehicle provided valuable clues to understanding speech within the
performances, for example, how frustration was expressed.
Computational linguistics and conversational and text–based communication
analysis that draw from sociology and linguistics are a means to analyse
collaborations. These fields also provide tools to enable collaboration and tools to
analyse the use of language within collaboration. Donath and Viégas (2002) and
others (Erickson, 2002; Smith, 2000) analyse on-line conversations through
visualisation tools in what Donath (2004) calls sociable media. In this research,
conversational software systems were applied to transcripts to extract ‘interaction
rituals’ (Goffman, 1967) and breaks from these rituals. In this context, researchers
such as Ahmad and Salway (2000) are useful, as they show the ways that terms, or
even neologisms, emerge from discovery and are adopted by the larger culture.
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6. Originating Artistic Disciplines: Performance Art, Artists’ Tools, Vérité,
Media Art and Art/Science Collaboration
In its quest to form a method to further collaboration, the research drew from a
number of core originating artistic disciplines. These were performance art, with its
close ties to media art, interactive performance art, and the emerging field of new
media artists’ tool-making. In these domains, the lines between art practice and theory
are often blurred (McCarthy & Ondaatje, 2002), and they share elements that are
appropriately related to structures of collaboration: the use of language, the creation
or use of appropriate spaces, and time-based experiences.

6.1. Performance Art
Performance art and its theorists reject theatricality and instead insist on the ways that
everyday tasks and repetition can produce epiphany through choreographer Merce
Cunningham’s concept of ‘dailiness’ (Williams & Alsopp, 2003) or criticality through
the repetition of tasks taken out of context and performed, such as domestic labour
(Rosler, 1975). Since the 1970s, media and performance artists have drawn on daily
life as a setting and theme for performances, to underscore issues of oppression,
repression or loss (Ackerman, 1974, 2006) or to create contingent communities and
relationships (Stafford, 1998; Tiravanija, 2002).
Performance artists have tested the limits of human physical or social comfort
and the impact of extended duration on a process, seeking to provoke realisations on
the part of audiences, including within participatory performances (Wong, 1978;
Hatoum, 1984; Kawash, 1999; Fusco, 2001; L’Hirondelle, 2003; Hoffmann & Jonas,
2005).

6.2 Artist-Created Tools
Over the centuries, artists have been tool makers. However, in the last fifty years,
media artists have offered a critique of the ways that given technologies structure the
form and content of art works (Latour, 1999). Rather than accept existing tools, they
have produced new technologies that offer different understandings of the world
either in their own right or when applied to artistic production (Rokeby, 1996). The
recently intensified approach of artists as inventors and toolmakers, enabled by the
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accessibility of digital tools and art/science collaboration, has informed this research
(Diamond & Kennard, 1993-2007). Thus, the dissertation explores two directions
artists have taken as tool-makers: working on their own to create technologies
(Chapter Three); and working in close collaboration with scientists and engineers
(Chapter Four).

6.3. Media Studies
Approaches in the field of media studies are intrinsic to the emerging method and its
analysis, and the dissertation contributes to this field. The history of documentary
practice, in particular, the trajectories of vérité, radical documentary and reality
television, have informed the practical and theoretical research (Nichols, 2001;
Holmes & Jermyn, 2004). As has been noted, discussions of techno-culture and
surveillance society provide an understanding of contemporary structures of cultural
control which has been useful in creating and analysing the method.
Collaboration has moved beyond the spheres of research and creation, and the
lines between creation and presentation are increasingly blurred. Hence, the role of
the curator as an artist and collaborator (Graham & Cook, 2004) is significant in a
method where the artist moves between multiple roles as a performer, artist, inventor,
action researcher and moderator.
6.4. The Time-Image
The flow of time was a core dynamic of the research, one that moved well beyond the
twenty-four-hour clock provided for the DEAF case study. Time, its structures and
effects became of focus of both of the collaborative teams. Deleuze (1987, 1989)
uses cinema to understand the shifts in contemporary views of the lived experience of
time. Feminist media theorists also provide insight into time, in their search for an
understanding of alternate structures to linear narrative (de Laureitis, 1984, 1987;
Irigaray, 1985, 1993; Cixous, 1994; Braidotti, 2006). Finally, M.B. Hansen (2004)
draws from phenomenology and analyses of social and technological processes to
understand presence, a common feature of video conferencing and immersive new
media.
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7. Contributions of the Research
The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance method makes numerous contributions
to artistic production and invention, to the larger theoretical terrain that informs it and
to the applied knowledge of collaboration. The following section enumerates a few of
these.

7.1. The CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performance Results
In the CodeZebra performances, results operated as boundary objects, bringing
together the cultural and scientific knowledge of each participant. In the context of an
intensive collaborative conversation, it is not surprising that a significant number of
the tools and methods that teams invented rely on language. In fact, the CodeZebra
method encourages the use of language tools, because agreement on the meaning of
words is often a breaking point during collaborations.
Results reflect the mandate of participatory action research, as tools and
methods to improve and facilitate collaboration were a result, along with protocols for
future CodeZebra collaboration projects. The performances produced five kinds of
results: tools and techniques that augmented the CodeZebra method; art works that
emerged during the event; potential inventions that could be developed after the
event; theories that arose during the event or afterwards; and protocols and methods.
These results are detailed and analysed in Chapter Six and Seven, Conclusions.

7.2. Contemporary Art Practice
Many contemporary art works critique oppressive forms of power. The CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances adopted a hybrid strategy and encouraged participants,
including audiences, to invert the use of surveillance technologies for creative
purposes, hoping this would result in new models of power and new tools. CodeZebra
mixed tools for on-line communication with surveillance, artistic production and
artist-built software, hence, encouraging ongoing critique and reinvention.

7.3. Cohesion in Collaboration
The performances and subsequent case studies resulted in temporary alignments as
well as overall cohesion through the behaviors of the participants, providing a
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template for understanding the mechanisms of cohesion in collaborative teams.
Cohesion transferred across physical spaces and was aligned to different kinds of
interactions, such as troubleshooting technology. Cohesion among the performers
emerged from a combination of curiosity, identification through the shared working
processes, meaningful conversation, resistance to conditions and various kinds of play
and sociality.
Trust is cited as a core factor in analyses of social cohesion and the ability to
effectively motivate human activity. Trust has always been a factor in endurance and
extreme performance, because the well-being of the performers is at stake. It is a key
element in why users will adopt a technology. Trust, in a context of acceptable debate
and resolution, ensures success in collaboration and the formation of cohesion
between individuals from different disciplines.
Artists and scientists participating in the CodeZebra performances found a
balance between trust and constructive destabilisation, that is, unsettling collaborating
participants’ assumptions about role and outcome, while resolving disputes in
productive ways. This mix appears to be a pre-condition for effective breakthrough
leading to fast-tracked interdisciplinary invention.

7.4. Role Change in Performance
The research provides a means to understand the ways that roles change in the context
of an intensive performance and in participatory action research collaboration with
stated goals. In this instance, the roles of curator, artist and moderator were combined,
making the curator a facilitator towards the goals of the new media work-in-progress.
Identities also transformed during the performances. For example, although one team
maintained a more traditional division of labour, their interests elided throughout the
process and a participant temporarily took on the moniker and self-identification of
artist, rather than sociologist.
The CodeZebra performances link and mingle diverse disciplines, each with
its own modes of speech. Thus, the Habituation Cages can be understood as a form of
‘doxa’, an intersection of place and language, where familiar codes are transformed.
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7.5. Language in Collaboration
Language played a key role in differentiation and alignment between the artists and
scientists in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances. The participating artists
and scientists shared and invented linguistic expressions that operated as boundary
objects. For example, one team appropriated science language, shifting its meaning to
describe their ideas and experience together. Similar words were used in both
performances, indicating parallels in the researchers’ experience and a process of
knowledge being amortised over two performances. Language games and
brainstorming methods involving language analysis were fundamental to building
cohesion.
Software tools, such as CodeZebraOS, that map language through
contemplative dialogue and designate conversation dynamics proved to be useful
tools for moderators, performers and audiences. The integration of software for postevent conversational and linguistic analysis added a rich dimension to the
examination of video files and transcripts.
In sum, the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances afford a rich ground to
apply conversation analysis to cohesion and conjoined culture. The research and
resulting method illustrate the critical role of language and communication processes
in collaboration, providing a context within which to analyse the use of language and
test ongoing approaches to cohesion.

7.6. Space in the Context of Performance, Technology and the Everyday
In the CodeZebra performances, the organisation of space and the distribution of
technical resources within it affected the character of the research and collaboration.
Research findings were commensurate with the field of research known as human
computer interaction or social computing, wherein the positioning and interface
design of technology is understood as a design issue, with large impacts on social
experience (Crabtree, 2004).
Real and virtual space structured the collaborations and performances,
including the intentional and actual location of technologies. The research discovered
that the division of labour inscribed by performers affects the use of space. For them,
the assertive ‘art of doing’, as de Certeau (1994) indicates (that is, the physicality of
establishing presence within and then moving through the space) quickly familiarised
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an unfamiliar space and added an element of ownership, of the space itself and for
some collaborators, of regions of the space for their own use.
In a final analysis, the Habituation Cages successfully tested the use of
everyday life activities in a domestic setting for performance research, and the role of
this space and its activities in framing and enabling collaboration and identification.

7.7. The Time-Image and the Creation of Alternate Time Structures
Time was a key factor in the experience of the Habituation Cages, partly because of
the compacted nature of the twenty-four hour experiment and partly because of the
pervasive presence of time lag in the speed with which the video signal transmitted
between the Parasite and Las Palmas.9 The passage of time was expressed through
play, games, events, process, conversation, performances and summaries, rather than
through narrative.
The performances provided a unique and possibly radical opportunity to
develop analyses about the nature of temporal experience in mediated performances
and in collaboration. Deleuze (1989) proposes that society should transform its
thinking of time towards process and becoming, rather than an endless drive forward.
The strategies of such feminist theorists as Cixous (1994), who creates fictions where
the story can start at any page in her text, provide parallels to the temporal disruptions
and event-oriented flow of the CodeZebra Habituation performances.
On a practical level, the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances tested
various means to effectively use time measurement during brainstorming in order to
maximize the use of participants’ energy levels in an endurance collaboration
Ultimately, the CodeZebra Habituation Cage method, with its emphasis on
manipulating temporal experience, is timely in a techno-culture where the pace of
lived experience, communication and data is a focus of discourse, research and policy.

7.8. Participant-Driven Tools and Processes
At the request of the artist-scientist, the performers brought with them or created their
own tools and props that allowed them to reach new understandings of language, to
play and to improvise within the larger method or toolbox of the CodeZebra
9

There was a twenty-second to twenty-minute gap between the time an utterance occurred in one space
and its reception in another.
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Habituation Cage performances. The pattern of adaptation within a given context
reinforces the larger social trend discussed in the dissertation, wherein users become
participants and adapt existing technological functions or methods so that these will
serve their social or personal needs—this is the practice of open source and
collaborative software systems. The process of adopting and then adapting a tool or
process creates cohesion with others who are participating in the process, as well as
with the system being augmented. And this results in boundary objects which
represent the collaboration.

8. Overview: A New Approach and Methodology for First-Stage Brainstorming
and Key Results of the Application
The previous pages have discussed the application of lessons from the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances.10 The following list sums up the main elements of
the resulting method:
1. The use of facilitated intensive conversations as a performance within the
method, interpolated by body-storming and location-storming to discover new
approaches to the question under investigation.
2. The use of collaborative inquiry as a fundamental starting point and ongoing
method in the research. Participants are equal stake-holders; they help to refine
questions as these emerge, and they refine the actual research approach to suite
their disciplines and needs.
3. The use of intensive time durations in brainstorming or in elements of the
brainstorm, including playful and non-linear approaches to the use of time
within the brainstorm.
4. The use of domestic, neutral settings and social tasks as a means of creating
cohesion.
5. The use of the CodeZebra tool-kit of language and other games drawn from
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, games that researchers are
encouraged to bring and games that use metaphors for the topic of the
brainstorm.
6. The use of language analysis within the collaborative process, by moderators
and through software.
7. The use of performance and direct address, including approaches that shift
10

The lessons have been extracted from a method that is fully elaborated in Chapter Seven,
Conclusions.
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expectations and use metaphor.
8. The use of facilitating technology for collaborative conversation and analysis,
including observational and engaging technology.
9. A leading moderator who helps to organise the collaboration and facilitates the
process.
10. The use of skilled topical moderators to provide fresh perspectives.
11. An open source environment, where inventions, imagery and ideas can be
shared and used by all participants as long as credit is given to originators.
Since 2003, the CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performance method has been
tested in variable circumstances, indicating that the approach is adaptable. It was
successfully used at the University of Surrey in an endurance brainstorm and as a
short event during a summit at The Banff Centre to design software. Key elements
have been used to facilitate long-term collaborations: elements were used throughout
the Mobile Digital Commons Network Project and the Am-I-Able Project to develop
cohesion, brainstorm ideas and treatments for mobile outdoor games and wearable
technologies and create prototypes. Finally, the performances have been synthesized
into an exhibition archive. When it is exhibited, short-term performance brainstorms
between artists and scientists can be scheduled at regular intervals, as in Toronto, in
2005.

9. Voice
In an art and science research project such as CodeZebra, the agency of the researcher
who must play a coherent set of different roles must be acknowledged within the text.
It is neither accurate nor helpful to erase the role of the researcher in an effort at
‘objectification’ of the authorial voice. In fact, the use of ‘collaborative inquiry’ or
‘action research’ infers that the researcher is also a subject or performer within the
process of the research. In the CodeZebra performances, the roles of artist, curator,
moderator and researcher were in the foreground of the creative work. A goal of the
research was to break down and reconstitute roles. Defining the role of the main
researcher, the author of this dissertation, was a key element in the derivation of a
new collaboration method.
It is difficult, however, to establish one effective, accessible and accurate form
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of address with which to refer to the role of the author. For purposes of clarity, the
term ‘MPhil candidate’ designates the student who has led the practice-based research
and written the dissertation; the term ‘artist-researcher’ refers to the MPhil candidate
as she engaged in multiple role-play within the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances; in Appendix V and VI ‘Diamond’ denotes the author of the dissertation,
as these documents are dramatic and ethnographic treatments. An unexpected
dimension of the dissertation research is the indication that when roles blur, dynamic
interstices of meaning and designation open up in the research writing itself.

10. Role of Collaboration in Research
The research presented in this dissertation—with its focus on and analysis of the
creation of a unique face-to-face and mediated collaboration style—is the original
research of the MPhil candidate. The core ideas, the key design directions, the central
aspects of each element of the CodeZebra project, including the performances at the
Dutch Electronic Arts Festival, were inspired and led by the MPhil candidate, as the
artist and researcher at the centre of this project.
The history of and interest in collaboration is a driving force in the MPhil
candidate’s practice.11 Collaboration is a challenging issue within academia, and a
common ground for discussion as universities, and higher education institutions more
generally, strive to define and refine the boundaries and markers to record ‘academic
excellence’. Collaboration is increasingly necessary in relation to research or work
that is cross-disciplinary in nature, including projects led by an artist or teams of
artists, including with an art and design university context. 12 Research that draws
upon and contributes to the creation of new technology applications and tools
necessarily brings in a level of complexity with regard to processes of collaboration
11

Chapter One includes a brief note on the larger CodeZebra project with details in Appendix VIII and
the role of collaboration within it. Chapter Five and Appendix VII discuss the CodeZebraOS software.
While the artist-researcher worked closely with engineering expertise to realise technical elements of
the research, such as coding the software, she was responsible for the concept and design of
CodeZebraOS. Appendix I, ‘An Overview—Support for the Creation of the CodeZebra Habituation
Cage Project’ (and a Brief History of the Candidate as its Creator) on DVD 3 provides an overview of
the MPhil candidate’s long-term interest in collaboration within culture and society, as well as recent
CodeZebra collaborations. The CodeZebra Chronology is provided in Appendix III a, which also
appears on DVD 3; it provides a comprehensive overview of the CodeZebra project. Appendix VIII
bound with the dissertation provides a synthetic overview of the project’s history, Appendix VII, also
bound with the dissertation, a history of the CodeZebraOS software.
12
Chapter Four provides an overview of and argument for such collaboration between artists and
scientists (Century, 2002; NSF, 2003).
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and authorship.13
The dissertation acknowledges the value of collaboration and cites all those
who have worked on the CodeZebra project. However, in all stages of the research,
the artist-researcher was careful to separate the collaborative making and testing from
the scholarly analysis and method inspired by and developed in the context of practice.
In short, the method was created by the MPhil candidate; the dissertation is a
summary of that method, related in the context of a larger academic treatise on the
nature of collaboration.

11. Overview of the Results of the Practice-Based Research and Dissertation
The outcomes of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, inventions and
resulting analysis are multi-faceted and include the following.
First, the research provides a new approach to and methodology for first-stage
collaboration and brainstorming, appropriate to potential applications in a range of
other contexts such as institutional planning. It indicates a fast-tracked means, using
collaborative inquiry, of building effective collaboration in teams and variable
expressions of cohesion. And it offers a new form of brainstorming that makes use of
language games, endurance performance, conversation, body-storming (acting out
concepts), as well as surveillance and communication technology within a time
constrained domestic setting. These brainstorming and body-storming techniques
draw from known methods in business planning, theatre, performance art or language
learning but adapt these tools within the performance of mediated long-term
conversation, turning them into boundary objects.
It also yields a case study and larger proof of the value of using art
methodologies, in this instance, performance and media art, to develop crossdisciplinary research. The research shows a series of creative outcomes, developed by
the contributing artists and scientists that act as boundary objects, uniting their
disciplines and flowing from the context and process of the Habituation Cage
performances. This holds relevance outside the event. More specifically, ongoing
applications of the method include a diverse range of situations in which collaborative
methods and cross-disciplinary knowledge are needed.
Next, the research identifies a form of creative production that engages
13

As indicated by arguments for an open source approach in Chapter Three.
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contemporary popular culture, such as reality television, yet provides social benefits
and knowledge through the use of these forms. This is a process that, by engaging
viewers and performers alike, offers a critical view, a self-reflexive critique of the
production of knowledge and a reflection on techno-culture, the systems of
technological control and communication that mediate its production and the process
of invention.
The method suggests an analytic approach to cross-disciplinary collaboration
that effectively draws from art, science and social science. It contributes to
contemporary media theory and sociology through the integration of diverse, at times
contrary sources, and it applies a participatory inquiry approach to collaborative
practice in art/science
Finally, the research offers proof of the value of artist-developed tools and
applications of existing tools in the context of invention, creative and scientific
discovery. It furthers the development of collaborative technical systems that
contribute to social computing, ‘sociable media’, visualisation, and collaborative
technologies.
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CHAPTER ONE

The CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performances and the Resulting Method

1. Introduction
This chapter argues for the importance of collaboration between artists and
scientists,14 an overall goal of the larger CodeZebra Project.15 The MPhil research and
dissertation provide an opportunity to focus scholarly analysis and create a resulting
methodology based on the data gathered from one of the most successful and complex
initiatives in the CodeZebra Project, namely, the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances, which occurred at the Dutch Electronic Art Festival (DEAF) in 2003.
The purpose of the performances was to provide a rich performance and media art
experience for audiences, as well as evolve a method to ‘habitualise’ (Berger &
Luckmann, 1967 p. 53) artists and scientists to one another. To this end, the audience
used Version Three of CodeZebraOS, conversation visualisation software (described
in detail in Chapter Five and documented on DVD 4). Chapter One provides a brief
overview of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance method and engages in a
discussion of the major contributions of the practical work which resulted from the
performances (also summarised in Chapters Six and Seven). It ends with a review of
the components of the dissertation that follow.

2. Creating a Model for Analysing Collaboration
This dissertation elicits and compares new forms of creative exchange between teams
of cross-disciplinary researchers, seeking to push back the boundaries of art and
science collaboration, while engaging deeply and critically with the subjective and
social aspects of collaboration. As noted, the practice base of the research is a series
of performances entitled the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, which
occurred at the Dutch Electronic Festival in 2003. The resulting method was tested at
subsequent events and has since been applied in segmented, elongated, attenuated and
documentary forms.
14

For comments on collaborative inquiry, see Calvert (2002); Century (2002); Packer and Jordan
(2001); Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal (2003); Graham and Cook (2004); Goodman and Milton
(2005); Asselin (2007).
15
Described on DVD 2 and DVD 3 and Appendix VIII.
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Unlike more traditional dissertations, the main research outcome is not an
argument but a method: a new form of brainstorming that draws from participatory
action research, also known as collaborative inquiry, and media and performance art
with identifiable and constrained parameters. These are tested and analysed in the
following chapters. The dissertation deliberately stands at a crossroads, seeking to
send researchers in a new direction, combining knowledge from sociology, media
studies, performance and media art and computer science.
The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and the research that informs
the dissertation offer an opportunity to look for parallels and mergers in art and
science collaboration. Rather than reduce art and science to simple polarities, as so
many have done, the research seeks to build bridges across differences in method and
language which, as contemporary philosophers of science and art theorists note, are
‘produced complex and social objects’ (Law & Mol, 2002 p. 77). In short, the
dissertation contributes a research process that critiques the process of invention, the
habitus and doxa of art and science and the systems of technological control
employed in such collaborations, while offering participants a means to constantly
improve the method (Bourdieu, 1977; Latour & Woolgar, 1979; Latour, 1987,
1999).16 It offers a new system, one which encourages rapid concept development,
even prototyping, of artistic and scientifically informed inventions, processes or sets
of art works emerging in a context where collaborators reflect on the methods and
biases they bring to their work together.
At the same time, the intention of the CodeZebra Habitation Cage
performances and resulting method was to create cohesion, that is, to trigger the
emergence of a new, conjoined identity, and a related desire to continue working
together. Thus, in the method, spatial and time constraints are imposed deliberately in
order to delimit the scope of research and force a focus on emerging ideas in an
immediate, pressurised and physically constrained context. This leads to a sense of
cohesion, connectedness and responsibility between participants to produce new
knowledge and new forms of creative acts. The research-performance series also
seeks to provide an experience for diverse audiences, through active spectatorship and
participation in presentation of a mediated, endurance-based performance work,
initially created for a festival and on-line audience.
16

See Godfrey-Smith (2003) for an excellent mapping of the shifting grounds of science and truth.
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The practice-based research and the dissertation result in the creation of a new
methodology for collaboration between diverse disciplines, one which makes use of
face-to-face and networked encounters within a limited or constrained time frame and
physical setting. Three major tools are employed to enable this methodology. First, it
uses domestic sets or environments to suggest an intimate non-workplace aura for
performance. Second, its new form of media performance art uses ‘endurance’ or
time-based and spatially constrained, thematically focussed conversation in real-time
face-to-face and networked contexts in which researchers hold a long-term
‘conversation’, finding a common language and a set of shared creative outcomes (art
works, inventions, discourses), using talk as well as other forms of expression, such as
movement, diagrams, documentary video and video art, art and performance (both
face-to-face and networked). Third, and finally, it draws on surveillance,
communication technologies and conversational visualisation tools to mediate the
performance, creating a sense of performance expectations and opportunities for
audience intervention.

3. Why Conduct This Research?
Contemporary research requires that diverse disciplines combine to solve complex
questions. Moreover, cross-disciplinary research in the sciences and social sciences
can benefit from approaches used by arts researchers, and vice versa (Century, 2002;
Malina, 2002; Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal, 2003; Pearce, Diamond & Beam,
2003; Shanken, 2006). Creative approaches can help to develop viable working
relationships as these researchers co-create new media art and designs with scientists
and engineers or work together to face challenges in science, health or social science.
Such projects are often long and complex, requiring face-to-face collaboration and
ongoing work from disparate locations (Brooks, 2003; Erickson, 2003a).
The tools and methods researchers use to work across disciplines and over
distance, in turn, infer assumptions about creativity, knowledge, language and
collaboration. The development of creative tools requires the same cross-disciplinary
attention as artists’ new media works (Goodman & Milton, 2005). By using different
knowledge lenses, creative approaches can provide qualitative shifts in the experience
that tools can bring (Tuer, 2000; Chandler & Neumark, 2005).
The dissertation seeks to enable research collaboration between arts, social
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science and science. There is a marginal but growing history of collaboration between
artists, designers and scientists. Collaboration remains challenging, and the spaces
where consistent collaboration occurs are few and far between (Sommerer &
Mignonneau, 1999; Cantz, 2003; Mitchell, Innouye & Blumenthal, 2003; DiazKommonen, 2005). The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and the method
that emerged from these provide a brainstorming tool to facilitate the early stages of
research collaboration.

4. The Habituation Cage Performance at DEAF 2003
In 2003, at the invitation of the Dutch Electronic Arts Festival, the researcher
sequestered teams of artists and scientists for twenty-four hours and asked them to
produce art works, new inventions and concepts (Adriaansens, 2003). They were
located in a two-storey structure called ‘The Parasite’, which rode on top of Las
Palmas, the multi-storey warehouse where DEAF occurred. The artist-researcher
established and resided in a control booth, accessible to the public when DEAF was
open. It was located two stories below in Las Palmas as Figure 1.1 located below
indicates.
Figure 1.1

The Parasite apartment structure sat on top the Dutch Electronic Arts Festival
The artist-researcher asked the artist and scientist teams to discover a system
or new process, or to develop inventions or make art works. She asked them, as
participatory action researchers, to comment on and refine the fundamental
CodeZebra Habituation Cage premise, thus inventing systems for cross-disciplinary
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collaboration.
As the lead artist in the performance events, and as the researcher, the artistresearcher followed and shaped each artist and scientist pair’s process of exchange,
collaboration and invention over twenty-four hours. She facilitated their dialogues and
those with the outside world. All interacted with outside moderators—artists,
scientists and cultural theorists.
The CodeZebraOS conversation visualisation chat software was envisioned as
the primary tool for the visualisation of dialogue, while real-time video feeds and
streams provided two-way documentation and interaction between the ‘Parasite’ and
Las Palmas. Some moderators joined the lock-up through the software at a distance,
while others were on site, using the conversation visualisation software CodeZebraOS
and two-way video stream conferencing. The locked-up pair kept direct-to-audience
video diaries on a regular basis, where they provided opinions of their creative
processes, personal dynamics and inventions. Every four hours, a documentary crew
entered the lock-up and interviewed the artist and scientist, receiving a report of their
work to date, their feelings about and analysis of the experiment. At the end of the
twenty-four-hour period, a debriefing occurred with each of the locked-up pair, the
pair together, and the researcher.
Since 9/11, ‘surveillance society’ (Lyons, 2004 p. 4) and the invention of
reality television have amplified public scrutiny of daily life and discovery, drawing
in individuals willing to disclose their professional and personal lives to the camera or
the worldwide web. Because of this, the artist-researcher developed a domestic set as
the site of collaboration, using it as a means to sidestep the habitus of professional life,
invoking vulnerability and acts of caretaking and referencing the performativity of the
current cultural moment (Schechner, 2002).
The public nature of the event—and its presentational context in an art
festival—were intended to place pressure on all involved to look outward to an
audience, as well as inward to each other. The challenge was to produce a highly
charged environment for collaboration between the two individuals, while providing
an experience for diverse audiences, through spectatorship and participation. The goal
was to relate these two processes, to move cross-disciplinary collaboration forward
while effectively combining artistic tools drawn from performance art, media art,
critical documentary and artists’ practices in creating technologies, with references to
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reality television and contemporary media criticism. The outcome was a mediated,
endurance-based performance work, which seeks an audience at the event and then as
a transformed documentation of the 2003 performances that is exhibited in galleries
and on-line. .

5. Theoretical Sources and Artistic Frameworks
To mitigate the complexity of the challenge, the researcher drew on valuable concepts
and methodologies from the related fields of sociology and media studies. In addition,
the use of a qualitative approach stresses the transformative role of observation and
intervention, both on the data and the material being observed by science, and on the
ways we live contemporary life.
As a first premise, the analysis employs the methodology of participatory
action research or collaborative inquiry (Bray et al., 2000; Reason & Bradbury, 2002).
This positions the collaborative team as the producer of new knowledge and
inventions, yet equally responsible for the critique and transformation of the research
process within the twenty-four-hour segment. The analysis examines role-playing in
relation to the cultures of art and science and the habitus or doxa, including the ways
that roles do or do not change (Bourdieu, 1977; Cauquelin, 1999). These are the
cultural contexts of performers’ assumptions about themselves and each other.
With the understanding that cohesion is a requisite for effective collaboration,
the dissertation considers the types of identifications, roles, divisions of labour and
cohesion that emerged through the performances, the factors that affected these,
including solidarity, problem solving, resistance, play, embodied experience,
disruption and flow, the roles of the researcher, the moderators and video crew and
how these shifted and transformed or failed to do so. Empirical studies of
collaboration are important to the dissertation as well, since they helped to shape the
event and to analyse it afterwards (Legrady & Stenheider, 2002; Cook, 2004b; Milton
& Goodman, 2005).
Cohesion is a key element in the success of collaborations and is discussed in
some detail in Chapters Two and Four. It has been variously described as
‘specialisation yet interdependence’, ‘we-feeling’ (Duncan, 2007 p. 1), a conjoined
identity or ‘intersubjectivity’ (Flusser, 1999 p. 206), a sense of ‘becoming’ that is ‘an
ethics of passion that aims at joy not destruction’ (Braidotti, 2006 p. 160), or as a
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sense of responsibility within the collaborating teams to each other, to the research
process and to the ‘sense of interconnectedness between the singular self and the
larger environment (Braidotti, 2006 p. 160).
Collaboration occurs within a larger social context. Here, sociologists and
media researchers provide insights about techno-culture and surveillance society and
its counter-tendency, increased participation in cultural and social life (Foucault,
1989; Penley & Ross, 1991; Druckery, 1996; Darley, 2000; Stone, 2000b; Lyons,
2003, 2004; Galloway, 2004). These concepts can be applied to the design of the
practice-based research and the analysis of results, in particular the desire to create a
self-reflexive and participatory practice in relation to art and science collaboration.
Recognising the material effects of technologies, the dissertation discusses the ways
that technology framed and mediated the CodeZebra experience and how it failed or
succeeded in being integrated into the collaborative process (Latour, 1987, 1988,
1999).
Performance art repositions the private and invisible into the public eye. It has
a long-standing engagement with technology and vérité documentation (Nichols,
2001; Hoffman & Jonas, 2005). Therefore, it provides a rich archive upon which the
present research draws, namely, its history of participatory practices, its engagement
with social issues and its use of task-based, caged, or endurance-based performances
(Archer, Brett & deZegher, 1997; Fusco, 2001, 2003; Taylor, 2003). The CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances, the performance art used in this study, tested the use
of everyday life activities in a domestic setting in framing and enabling collaboration
and identification (Burstyn % Smith, 1985; de Certeau, 1988; 1994; Hoffman & Jonas,
2005).
The dissertation also analyses the ways that real and virtual space structured
the collaborations and performances, including the intentional and actual location of
surveillance and documentation technologies (Crabtree & Rodden, 2004; Evans et al.,
2006; Green, Riel & Thorington, 2007). To do so, it draws from media studies’
analyses of space (Budney & Blackwell, 2005; Chandler & Neumark, 2005). It
considers the use of time as a medium within the performances, including a twentyfour-hour clock, time zones and video time lag, and it looks for temporal structures
specific to collaboration, such as play or events (Deleuze, 1989; Irigiray, 1993;
Cixous, 1994; Sutton-Smith, 2001; Hansen, 2004).
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It should also be mentioned that the facilitation method used by the artistresearcher in the design of the performances, as well as the tools and props that
participants brought into the performances, drew from and reinterpreted brainstorming
methods in business and collaboration planning, theatre and performance art that
manipulate time, space and language, as demonstrated in Figure 1.2.17
Figure 1.2

Brain and body-storming workshop using drawing techniques as part of the
Am-I-Able project 2004 co-led by Wakkary, Diamond and Berzowksa
(Diamond, 2005)
The dissertation focuses on conversation and technologies that enable these. It
considers the overall importance of language within the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances, referencing this, as does the critical role of language in crossdisciplinary exchange, in the process of invention and as a means of cohesion
(Goffman, 1981; Star & Greisemer, 1989; Treleaven, 2001; Ahmad, 2002; Cohen,
2004).
Computational linguistic tools that quantify the adoption and popularisation of
terms within expert communities were valuable in analysing events that transpired in
the performances (Salway & Ahmad, 2000; Ahmad, 2002). The emerging
technologies of computational conversational analysis provided a context within
which to discuss CodeZebraOS in Chapter Five, illustrated in Figure 1.3 below
(Viegas & Donuth, 1999; Sack, 2001; Smith & Fiore, 2001). Appendix VII provides
an brief overview of the collaborative process of building CodeZebraOS, notes on the
system architecture and a perspective on intended PhD research regarding
CodeZebraOS. The dissertation relates these tools to emerging understandings of
17

The following sources provide approaches to improvisation, brain and body-storming: Oddey, 1996;
Hill & Paris, 2001; Williams & Alsop, 2003; Muller, 2003; Lane & Angus, 2004; Mienczacakowsk &
Morgan, 2002; Diamond, 2007a; Manktelow, 2007.
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effective collaboration and to the burgeoning and closely related fields of social
networking and collaborative tools (Marsh et al., 2002; Wakkary, Newby & Hatala,
2003; Donath, 2004; Miller, 2004). These understandings of the use of participatory
technologies are then brought to bear on the ways that collaboration was managed by
the teams (Schuler & Namioka, 1993; Wakeford & Churchill, 2001; J.H. Smith, 2002;
Sawchuk, 2004).
Figure 1.3

CodeZebraOS Version Three topic documents debates about chaos theory
and complexity during Donaldson and Flanagan performance
6. Research Methodology
The researcher carried out the following tasks: planned the research concept; began
theoretical research; planned the collaboration performance; built the CodeZebraOS
conversation visualisation software used for real-time chat and archival analysis to
support the event; planned the use of sociology techniques of data recording, analysis
and interviews; did comparative studies of collaboration and performance; wrote
supporting prose, fiction and theoretical texts; undertook the performance at DEAF
2003; recorded data to the best of her ability; conducted interviews at the end of the
event and one year later; analysed the data; and continued to research appropriate
explanatory theoretical frameworks. 18 At the same time she revised the dissertation
and repackaged the practice-based work into a travelling exhibition, CodeZebra:
Sifting Time, Shifting Space, an Exhibition from the CodeZebra Archive that is
accompanied by public discussions and debates between artists and scientists. She has
18

The close reading of transcripts and the resulting narrative of Appendices V and VI fit with a
sociological and vérité approach that elicits knowledge ‘through careful description of the endogenous
methods observably implicated in their local production’ (Crabtree, 2003 p. 1). This field study
narrative forms a key underpinning for the analysis of the performances.
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also undertaken a series of lectures in many locations around the world.
The goal of the initial dissertation research was to build new software and a
related on-line environment for virtual collaboration through the Internet. The reality
of twenty-first-century collaboration is that it occurs as much through networked
encounters as face-to-face ones, resources and partners are in dispersed locations
(Denton, 1997; Smith & Kollock, 1999a Cohen, 2002; Erickson, 2003a; Gassmann &
Zedtwitz, 2003). In this instance, as the research progressed, face-to-face presence
was recognised as especially valuable for brainstorming, as it requires intimacy. It
also enabled the use of new approaches such as body-storming. Moreover, face-toface and virtual contexts provided different experiences and opportunities for
comparison.19
In sum, the researcher considered what was produced as an experience for
audiences, as a series of inventions and as a methodology. The challenge and the
strength of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances was that they threaded
together many different approaches into a coherent whole. Ultimately, the
performances provoked cohesion among the scientists and artists, engendered new
forms of discovery, provided a challenging live and networked performance and led
to a successful exhibition that continues to travel.

7. Research Sources
The sources for the analyses are videos and video transcripts from the two CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances. The artist-researcher also analysed QuickTime files
and transcripts from one of the servers that handled the streams at DEAF (the file
server holding the data from the Wakeford and Wong Habituation Cage performance).
The documentation resources include the CodeZebraOS software archive of the chat
during the events. Also analysed are fast sketches of movement within the space,
created as part of the research process for this dissertation, along with the research
notes taken for purposes of this analysis. Excerpts from interviews conducted with the
participants after the Habituation Cage performances ended are analysed, along with

19

WestGrid research proves the importance of face-to-face meeting, even within a grid network
dedicated to high-performance network collaboration (Borwein et al., 2007). This is a topic of
discussion in the New Media Collaboration Studies Network that forms part of the findings in
Appendix IIIa. and found on DVD 3 (Diamond, Parker & Wesolanka, 2004–2005).
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excerpts from video documentation and transcripts from a dinner conversation at
which all the project collaborators for the DEAF were present. In addition, the
dissertation makes use of a secondary research resource that includes notes from
interviews with the participants conducted one year after the Habituation Cage
Performances occurred. These give a slightly more distanced perspective on the work,
as the participants discuss their understanding of the importance and key research
achievements in detail, and with the benefit of hindsight.
The analysis refers to documentation related to the planning of the software
development for the event and the exhibition itself (at DEAF 2003).
All forms of transcript are combined into ethnographic accounts, or post-event
treatments and documentaries of the performances. Transcripts of the sessions are
included in DVD 1, and Appendix VI, bound with the dissertation, contains an edited
ethnographic account. DVD 1 presents the account and the transcripts as a new media
documentary experience, in systematised, contextualised parts with cross-referencing
to the excerpts from the video stream edits. This DVD also contains original and
edited video documentation of the performances. Appendix V, on DVD 5, is a
lengthier description of the account of the performances, and it includes raw
documentation form the DEAF servers. Chapter Six draws on Appendix VI,
Appendix V and DVDs 1 and 5 to discuss the transcripts and the context of their live
performance and subsequent recording.
Selected language analysis outputs from CodeZebra, coupled with an
additional language analysis software Database for Analysing On-Line Chat (DAOC)
[Software] built for the researcher by Lubna Akbar (2005) —a University of Surrey
(UniS) Computer Science student—at the specification of the artist-researcher,
highlighted important patterns in some of the social network of dialogues within the
software (for example, of who speaks to whom) and provided at least a basic
schematic for presentation of information about the emotional quality of postings. Use
of System Quirk [Software] (2007), also a UniS software system, provided a means to
track the emergence of keywords in the performance and the frequency and adoption
of terms.
Some of the research for CodeZebraOS—the work that would later become
the first outline for the dissertation—began at the University of Surrey in 2001, during
an Artist in Residence period at the Institute for New Media Performance Research at
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UniS, the precursor of the SMARTlab. Three years later, a 2004 follow-up residency
with UniS’s Computer Science department allowed the research to be tested in its
originating environment: a group of science, sociology and computer science
collaborators worked face-to-face and on-line with CodeZebraOS and then compared
their experiences. The video and transcripts of this comparative research are available
on DVD 4.
Also included in the secondary data are notes made during feedback sessions
with project partners, taken in the months following the DEAF presentation, including
an event at the University of Turku, Finland (March 2003), in which the research
analysis of the CodeZebra OS and games was a major focus.. Documentation of the
use of the materials in subsequent exhibitions (2004-present) provides an endnote to
the dissertation. Data collected on the method that resulted from the CodeZebra
Habituation performances, as applied to additional collaborative projects, include
photographic, video and audio transcripts. These many projects include the Mobile
Digital Commons Network, the New Media Collaborations Studies Network
(Diamond, Parker & Wesolanka, 2004–2005) and strategic planning at the Ontario
College of Art & Design; these materials have been used in the analysis of the
dissertation and can be found in Chapters Four and Seven.

8. Beyond the CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performances: Towards a Method
The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, inventions and resulting analysis
provide a new self-reflexive method for cross-disciplinary collaboration, in particular
between the arts and sciences. The project proves the value of using artistic
methodologies to engender collaboration. It yields a new form of creative expression
in the fields of performance and media art and represents an analytic approach to
cross-disciplinary collaboration that draws on media studies and sociology. In a final
analysis, it enhances the emerging field of collaboration studies and attests to the
value of artist-created tools. To make these points, the dissertation traces the ongoing
applications of the method, noting the lessons learned from the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances and applying them to a diverse range of collaborative
situations. While discussed throughout the dissertation, these outcomes are most
detailed in Chapters Four, Five, Six and Seven.
Briefly stated, the research yields a new approach to and methodology for
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first-stage collaboration, one which has a number of potential applications in a range
of other contexts, such as education, scientific discovery, institutional and business
planning. This is a fast-tracked means, using participatory action research and
performance art, building effective collaboration in teams and resulting in cohesion.
The method is a form of brainstorming that makes use of language games,
endurance performance, conversation, body-storming (acting out concepts), as well as
surveillance and communication technology within a time-constrained and physically
constrained setting. The constrained artifices of domesticity in the performance’s
setting allow intimacy and care-giving, as well as intensifying cohesion, while
constraints on the organisation and passage of time lead to realisations about the ways
that time is critical to the collaborative and creative process, suggesting new means of
manipulating time within collaboration. Thus, designing the interplay of physical and
virtual spaces to create a collaboration context was a necessary component of the
research and forms a key part of the conclusions.
Brainstorming and body-storming techniques in the CodeZebra Habituation
Cage performances draw from existing practices and new approaches invented during
the event (documented in Chapters Six and Seven). Indeed, participants were
encouraged to bring in or invent their own forms and metaphors. Collaboration with
these tools is new to mediated long-term conversations, and the use of moderation,
conversation, performance and language tools is unique to the research. Thus, the
research shows great promise for the future development of techniques of
collaboration.
Moreover, as seen in Chapters Six and Seven, the performances resulted in a
series of inventions by the contributing artists and scientists that hold relevance
outside the event. The participants have gone on to develop these further in different
contexts, both with each other and individually.
The case study also leads to a reproducible form of creative production that
engages contemporary popular culture, such as reality television, yet provides social
benefits and knowledge through the use of these forms (McCarthy & Ondaatje, 2002;
Holmes & Jermyn, 2004; Murray & Ouellette, 2004). On the one hand, it offers a
critical view, a self-reflexive critique of the production of knowledge and a reflection
on the systems of technological control and communication that mediate its
production that is understood as techno-culture. On the other hand, it is also clearly
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successful as an art form: the performances and resulting documentation have been
commissioned in constrained form since 2003, and many public presentations and
publication opportunities have been commissioned from the practice-based research.
Major exhibitions of the results will continue through 2008 and beyond.
The research resulted in an analytic approach to cross-disciplinary
collaboration that effectively draws from art, science and social science and
contributes to the growing field of collaboration studies. The research provides proof
of the value of an action research or a participatory inquiry approach, including
participatory design, in collaborative practice in art and science, design and
engineering and many specific expressions of these combined fields. The method has
been applied in various forms in a variety of other contexts, some of which are
described in the dissertation, particularly in Chapters Four and Seven.
The methodology and major case study attest to the value of artist-developed
tools and applications of existing tools in the context of creative and scientific
discovery. These include analyses and contributions to the growing fields of
collaborative technical systems, advanced visualisation and language visualisation in
the larger field of social computing.
The method has been refined in three directions, or applications. 20 In sum,
examples of applications include the application of the full method to fast tracked
collaboration training in the post-secondary environment; the application of a processbased method to sociological research and the use of language and related games by a
researcher using elements of the method; and the application of the elements of the
method to two large scale processes, stretching the time over a longer duration.

9. Conclusion
This chapter has laid the background for the dissertation, the CodeZebra Project,
looking specifically at the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and the
software which was subsequently developed from them, the CodeZebraOS. It has
20

Chapter Seven, Conclusions, provides a thorough overview of the ongoing impacts and applications
of the research. For example, the University of Surrey has made a short-term application of the method,
and key elements of the method have been used in designing strategic planning at a number of
institutions. Participant Nina Wakeford is conducting longitudinal studies of artistic process from an
ethnographic perspective, and a full application of the method is described by team-member Mary
Flanagan.
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briefly touched on the overall Project, its goals and its aftermath.
Chapter Two goes on to provide an in-depth overview of the conceptual
underpinnings of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and resulting
methods, drawing from sociology and media studies, briefly relating these to creative
practices in performance and new media. Chapter Three links these ideas with artistic
practices in performance and media art, consider the rise of participatory culture and
analyse the growing invention of tools designed by artists, within the context of
techno-culture and surveillance society. Chapter Four gives an overview and a series
of comparative case studies of art, science and technology collaborations. Chapter
Five briefly discusses language visualisation software and places the CodeZebraOS
within this larger context. It provides brief explanation of how the CodeZebraOS
operates. Chapter Six features a discussion of the results of the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances, while Chapter Seven draws conclusions from these
events and provides an overview of the ways that the resulting method has been
applied and can continue to be applied. Appendix VI is an edited treatment of the
performances, which also acts as an ethnographic account, drawing from transcripts.
Appendix VII provides some additional detail regarding the CodeZebraOS software,
including some notes on system architecture. Appendix VIII is an abbreviated history
of the collaborations that form the larger CodeZebra Project, providing a long-term
context for the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances. DVD2 augments this
history as a visual archive.
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CHAPTER TWO

Sociology, Media Studies and Conversation Analysis: Theory and Contextual
Analysis for the CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performances
1. Introduction
The two decades of study and professional art practice (art creation, experimental
documentary, curatorial practice, on-line moderation and design of conversational
environments and prose writing and performance) that inform this dissertation led to
(1) the discovery of a ‘toolkit’ of related performance methodologies from the fields
of sociology and media studies, as expressed in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances and (2) the tools for the creation and analysis of this performance.
As explained in the Introduction and Chapter One, the original CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances were twenty-four-hour brainstorming collaborations
between pairs of artists and scientists, chosen by the artist-researcher and sequestered
in a constructed domestic set named the ‘Parasite’ atop the 2003 Dutch Electronic Art
Festival. The teams were asked to act as participatory action researchers, focusing
their efforts on a set of themes provided by the artist-researcher but adapted to their
own interests, while creating new inventions, theories and creative works. They were
asked to contribute an analysis of their collaboration, suggest improvements to the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance method, and one year later, to
retrospectively consider the ways that the experience impacted on their practice
The artist-researcher facilitated their exploration from a separate public space
within the larger DEAF festival in the Las Palmas warehouse, acting as moderator,
observer and archivist. Drawing from vérité and reality television genres, the
performers and the artist-researcher were monitored by several two-way video
cameras that streamed between the Parasite and Las Palmas and over the Internet. The
CodeZebraOS conversation visualisation software, invented by the artist-researcher,
linked the spaces with each other, as well as with Internet audiences, whether on-site
or off-site. Off-site moderators or those at the control deck at DEAF watched the
video stream and engaged in conversations, creative exchanges and performances
with the performers, audience members and the artist-researcher, thereby contributing
to the dialogues and inventions. The goal of the research was to create a viable
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performance while piloting a method and related tool kit that could be used in part or
whole to foster collaboration between artists and scientists or other kinds of
interdisciplinary teams
This chapter establishes the theoretical groundwork of the dissertation, putting
the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and resulting method into critical
context. The theory and contextual analysis presented here provide a general guide to
understanding the process and possible results of collaboration between artists and
scientists and establishing a method to fast-track and initiate this collaboration, as
required in such projects as the ongoing CodeZebra Project. Through the lens of ideas,
this chapter also looks at the roles and contexts that different collaborators in the arts
and science matrix may bring to collaboration. With respect to the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances, it describes the original and additional concepts that
were brought to establishing the setting, the tools and the expectations for the
practice-based work. It describes the concepts needed to analyse the sometimes
unexpected results, including the interventions by artists and scientists in the
Habituation Cage performances.
While a more straightforward research project might delve into and apply one
body of relevant scholarly writings, this project, by necessity, synthesises theory to
arrive at a framework for the practice-based activities that culminated in both the
creation of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and the actions of the
performers themselves. The very framework—collaborative inquiry, or participatory
action research—means that the artist-researcher must be responsive to events as they
unfold. Hence, the analysis could not be limited to one critical approach, and it
presents the outcomes of both the theory and practice. Furthermore, as contemporary
theorists identify their roots in a wide array of sources, the chapter relies on a number
of key thinkers, whose work is at the core of the dissertation, linking them with their
antecedents, thus providing a critical and an historical context within which to discuss
the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and elicit a method that can be
reproduced in other contexts. It also has links with the larger CodeZebra Project,
discussed in Chapter One and Appendix VIII and documented on DVDs 2, 3 and 4,
which provides clues to the conceptual and theoretical sources that resulted in the
performances and the methods.
Two related but distinct disciplines, sociology and media studies are
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interwoven to achieve an understanding of what occurred in the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances. Sociology provides a method to engage in research,
by which we can change the object of research by involving different stakeholders in
the research process through ‘collaborative inquiry’, also known as ‘participatory
action research’. Sociology also provides a means of analysing and subverting roles,
and related cultural practices. Media studies tools, meanwhile, allow the preparation
and analysis of performances making use of physical and virtual space and time,
creative expression and language. Finally, when combined, sociology and media
studies can explain techno-culture and surveillance society and propose a means of
intervening in this culture (i.e., by means of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performance method).

1.1. Sociology
Sociology’s participatory action research, with its interest in ‘collaborative inquiry’, is
a core source for the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance method—a fasttracked brainstorming method that uses intensive, technically mediated conversation,
performances and regular reflection, to facilitate creative discovery that combines art
and science. The larger CodeZebra project seeks to be a refinement of art and
sociology that facilitates collaboration between researchers. For one thing, sociology
provides points of entry to understand the processes that occur between the
collaborators within the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and the larger
context of collaboration, including the formation of social and cultural cohesion and
points of rupture (Goffman, 1959; Bourdieu, 1977; Cauquelin, 1999; Bray et al.,
2000). It also explains the specific role of conversation, language and modes of
speech in the maintenance and transformation of roles and identification (Goffman,
1967, 1981; Berger & Luckman, 1967), so necessary to the CodeZebra Habituation
Cage performance process.21
It is generally understood that technologies are a key part of current systems of
power and governance. Art makes use of technology, and science applies its
knowledge to its invention. By placing art and science in a creative but
21

As Bourdieu (1977) and Latour (Latour & Woolgar 1979; Latour, 1987) explain, cultural norms and
products, including art works, and scientific and technical inventions, are generally represented as
finished, whole objects, whose inner workings, or modes of development, cannot be seen.
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technologically mediated conversation, the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance
method aims to demystify cultural and scientific invention and point out the ways that
power relations and surveillance can be critiqued and changed. Sociology also adds a
requisite analysis of power and surveillance to the mix when it examines societal
structures such as media, technological innovations or policing (Foucault, 1989, 1995).
In other words, taking a sociological approach to an analysis of the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performance method allows the researcher tools with which to
analyse the cultures of artists and scientists, position those cultures within the
contemporary techno-cultural moment, establish a method for a continuous selfreflective analysis of the research process, and further understand the results and
changes that occurred through the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance process.

1.2 Media Studies and Contextual Analysis
Media studies are a hybrid discipline with roots in sociology, and links to philosophy,
communications, performance and cultural studies. Media studies offers debates about
the specifics of techno-culture and surveillance society, such as Internet protocol,
reality television, cohesion and trust on the Internet, and provides tools to create and
analyse CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances (Galloway, 2005). Gilles
Deleuze’s (1989) comments on the time-image and cinema play a special role in the
present study, as does Cixous (1994), Irigaray (1995), and Braidotti’s (2006) work on
time, narrativity, and cohesion. As will be seen later in the chapter, Hansen (2004)
extends Deleuze’s ideas to gain an understanding of contemporary new media culture
and hence provides additional support for the arguments in the dissertation.

1.3 Creative Sources
The use of performance and documentary new media art as the key creative sources
for the practice-based portion of the dissertation allows sociological analyses of roleplay to be placed within a media studies and practice context. Consideration of
staging, timing, and the history of creative uses of physical and virtual space is found
later in this chapter and again in Chapters Three, Four and Five. Empirical studies of
collaboration have proved helpful in shaping and, later, in analysing the performance
(Century, 1999, 2002; Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal, 2003).
Finally, as has been noted, the dissertation focuses on the applications of
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sociology and media studies to creating an alternate tool-kit, one that includes actual
technologies to facilitate collaboration. Some of this is taken up in this chapter,
through linking the work of human-computer interface researchers to other
sociologists and media studies scholars. More specifically, as will be shown, humancomputer interface researchers analyse the ways that physical and virtual spaces shape
perception (Kollock & Smith, 1999; Crabtree, 2003).22

2. Sociology as a Source for Art/Science Analysis
Sociology examines the ways that people create societies, and it analyses the resulting
dynamic interplay of power, roles and ideologies. Sociology concerns itself with the
study of cohesion and conflict within social order; hence, it provides a set of
definitions and descriptions to understand the emergence or failure of cohesion
between the performers in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and
between the performers and others, such as the artist-researcher, the moderators or the
technical team. Recent sociology has engaged with studies of science and its practical
off-spring, technology, considering the methods, ideologies and modes of circulation
of both science and technology. Beginning in the latter half of the twentieth century,
sociology has focused its efforts on understanding knowledge and its production,
tying its concerns closely to language, and applying concepts from ethnographic
research that looks at past societies and at contemporary modes of communication.
An uncomfortable proximity between the various methods of sociology,
including ethnography and some forms of art-making, has made the use of
sociological methods in the dissertation both compelling and challenging. As will be
seen in due course, this is best illustrated in the first CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performance between Nina Wakeford, an ethnographer, and Paul Wong, a
performance and media artist.

22

These discussions also receive specific attention in later chapters: Chapter Three discusses
surveillance, performance and artists’ tools; Chapter Four considers collaboration contexts, practices,
and tools; and Chapter Five looks at conversation and language visualization analysis and tools,
including CodeZebraOS. Computational linguistic tools that quantify the adoption and popularisation
of terms within expert communities were useful for both the performance and its subsequent analysis
(Erickson, 2002; Gillam & Ahmad, 2002; Salway, 2001).
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2.1 Collaborative Inquiry and Participatory Action Research: The Core

Methodology
As noted at the outset, participatory action research, also known as collaborative
inquiry, is central to the dissertation. Participatory action research emerged from
participatory observation; in which ethnographers and sociologists lived with the
communities they studied, while doing their best to mitigate their impact on their
subjects (Reason & Bradbury, 2002). With the rise of constructivism—the belief that
all research is situated—thinkers such as Bourdieu argued that ethnographers need to
describe their own biases and be alert to the impact of their presence (2000a).
Participatory research introduces an element of instability and creative
improvisation into the research process. For example, Blomberg et al. (1993) use
participatory methods to understand and develop technological systems. They discuss
the challenge of field work, noting that it requires the personal involvement of the
investigator, a willingness to be in situations outside of one’s control, and as such an
abandonment of strict ‘scientific control’. It also involves an iterative, improvisational
approach to understanding (Blomberg et al., 1993 pp.129-30).
Participatory action research or collaborative inquiry moves beyond simply
embedding the researcher or the researcher’s observation, when it proposes that
researchers treat their subjects as their equals (Bray et al., 2000). In the view of Bray
et al., action researchers are ‘radical ethnographers’ who perceive themselves as
interveners, working lockstep with the communities they are researching and
empowering them. Reason and Bradbury add: ‘The focus of research is to understand
the process and effects of deliberate intervention to produce social change’ (Reason &
Bradbury, 2002 p. x).
This research method sees a shift in existing relations of power in the
production of knowledge with the acknowledgment of ‘ways in which the production
of knowledge shapes consciousness of the agenda in the first place, and participation
in knowledge production becomes a method for building greater awareness and more
authentic self-consciousness of one’s issues and capacities for action’ (Gaventa &
Cornwall, 2000 p. 71). This means that research subjects participate in defining and
refining the questions asked. Thus, sociologists committed to collaborative inquiry
share an interest with artists who engage in collaborative work with audiences,
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seeking to understand how research or artistic methods can structure the process of
making the work or undertaking research.
Collaborative inquiry has implications for the ways researchers who initiate a
project must see themselves, as the process is ‘grounded in experience and actionoriented’ (Reason & Bradbury, 2002 p. xxiv). Hence, ‘learning requires utilising the
full range of a researcher’s sensibilities in dialogical relation with other co-inquirers’
(Bray et al., 2000 p. 4). This implies a physical, sensory layer that could link research
to more expressive forms of performance. Bray et al. continue, ‘Propositions about
human experience are of questionable validity if they are not grounded in the
researcher’s own experience’ (p. 4). The researcher must fully engage, not merely
observe (p. 5). This method has significant implications for the research process of the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and the responsibilities placed on all
performers in the research context: ‘Each participant is a co-inquirer—shaping the
question, designing the inquiry process, and participating in the experience of
exploring the inquiry question, making and communicating meaning (p. 9).
Practitioners of collaborative inquiry provide guidelines for understanding the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance experience. These guidelines echo the
empirical findings of successful cross-disciplinary collaborations discussed briefly in
this chapter and at greater length in Chapter Four. For one thing, the initiator plays a
leadership role in the beginning, but leadership migrates throughout the process with
‘everyone taking responsibility for facilitating dialogue and discussion’ (Bray et al.,
2000 p. 67). Moreover, a climate for group learning that requires ‘periodic reflection
on the process’ is a key part of the research process (p. 69). Collaborative inquiry and
participatory action research require rigorous reflection, and during the process of
research, researchers and subjects may discover that they want to learn how to modify
the question or questions. All inquirers have the right to act on the question being
researched: ideas are owned by the group.
Collaborative inquiry proposes concepts of ‘group learning’ that are valuable
to the development of cohesion and new identities. As a collaborative inquiry project
moves forward, it must build effective cohesion and be aware of the dangers of ‘group
think’ (Bray, et al., 2000 p. 108). The latter can result from one (or a combination) of
the following: leaders implying a preferred solution; social and ideological
homogeneity in the choice of collaborators; or a lack of stated methodology and
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insulation of the group. But difference should be welcomed as necessary to
collaborative inquiry, as it allows divergent points of view to create a rich research
context. Collaborators are urged to bring ‘productive reasoning’ to bear on the data
that develop through collaborative inquiry, allowing arguments over actual experience,
not over meaning or interpretation (Bray et al., 2000 p. 107).
Through these means, groups ‘foster certain kinds of knowledge construction’,
described as ‘porosity’ by Bray et al. (2000 p. 72). They suggest: ‘It may be a
function of group learning that there are several simultaneous currents of thought,
ebbing and flowing, rising to the surface, or lurking at oceanic depths’ (p. 72), noting
that ‘imaginative experimentation’ allows new forms of interpretation to occur as a
means of productive reasoning (p. 107), and emphasizing the importance of rational
self-review within this context of flow. The CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances used experimental strategies, a consistent review of the data and the
disruptive interventions of the moderators to encourage self-reflection throughout the
process of the performances. Taken together, these facilitate group learning, provide
order in the experimental flow of collaborative inquiry and are a prophylactic against
‘group think’ (i.e., where researchers fail to bring in a larger context of ideas).
Bray et al. (2000) advocate the use of visual representations as well as text to
capture research processes, ideas and group dynamics, including self-reflection. The
CodeZebraOS software that visually indicates the relationships between the ideas and
the emotional qualities of exchange appears to be of value in the Habituation Cage
performances for this reason. The participatory research process is ‘iterative and
improvisational’, echoing qualities in performance art practice and creative
development, including the physical use of body-storming.
Given the focus on improvisational process over secure research methods,
points of crisis are inevitable and perhaps, in a contained manner, desirable. In fact,
Fischer (2004) suggests that ‘situations that support social creativity need to be
sufficiently open-ended and complex that users will encounter breakdowns’ (p. 152).
Such situations ‘offer unique opportunities for reflection and learning’, while
simultaneously opening up ‘new creative possibilities’ (p. 153). However, to succeed
the atmosphere must ‘build on interconnectedness and a shared understanding’ (p.
156). Successful collaborative research is increasingly reliant on establishing trust and
commitment amongst participants, so that with ‘informed participants the roles of
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“expert” or “novice” shift from person to person, depending on the current focus of
attention’ (p. 156).
The reliance on trust proves equally important in research collaborations using
virtual systems (Stone, 1995; Smith & Kollock, 1999a; Marsh et al., 2001; Olviera,
2004; Fischer 2004). These collaborations have produced extensive case studies and
analysis about the critical role played by trust in virtual communities, large or small.
As indicated by J.H. Smith’s (2002) comprehensive examination of computer gameplayers, participation in on-line collaborative dialogue occurs more freely within
trusted systems. Hence, the technological strategies of the CodeZebra Habituation
Cage performances place participatory inquiry, cohesion and self-criticality within a
context of trust (Smith, 2002).
Summarising this shift in research methods, sociologist Annemarie Mol
(1999) argues that we must situate the production of knowledge within metaphors of
‘intervention and performance’. She provides a rich definition of performance, seeing
unfolding process as a research approach within which ‘reality is done and enacted
rather than observed’. Mol ties the production of reality to the analytic and technical
tools used to produce it, saying that ‘reality is manipulated by various tools in the
course of a diversity of practices’. She further notes that ‘instead of attributes or
aspects, they are different versions that the tools help to enact’ (Mol, 1999 p. 77).
Mol’s perspective is important, as it reinforces the notion of the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances as a method whereby research unfolds as a process,
one in which observation is triggered into action and where varying realities result
from the actual knowledge and tools brought to collaboration.

2.2 Action Research, Documentary Practice and Performance Practices
Documentary has historically been closely aligned with ethnography and sociological
observation, as well as with political commentary and community engagement
(Nichols, 2001). Documentary methods have mirrored the shifts from participatory
observation to action research or collaborative inquiry, attempting, as Mamber
suggests, to ‘eliminate barriers between subject and audience’ through the invention
of cinema vérité as ‘an attempt to strip away the accumulated conventions of the
traditional cinema in the hope of rediscovering a reality that eludes other forms of
film-making and reporting (Mamber, 1974 p. 4).
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Early vérité directors believed that their cameras, set on location for months at
a time, were truly capturing reality as it unfolded. Feminist artist, writer and theorist,
Trinh T. Minh-ha, began as an ethnographer, a discipline that had long made use of
the camera as a documentation tool. She soon insisted that modern ethnographic filmmakers had a responsibility to consciously represent their own position and to also
attempt to construct the cinematic gaze from the perspective of those studied (Minhha, 1998). Minh-ha shot her films about life in African villages at ground-level, as she
observed that daily life occurred close to the ground, and using the movement of a
circle, as daily life and ritual were organised in a circular fashion.
Radical documentary practice built on the vérité tradition but democratised it.
In the 1960s, documentary activists followed a path of critical inquiry. In order to
engage documentary subjects in films, makers began to interview large groups of
people. As Stevens shows (1993), the National Film Board of Canada’s Challenge for
Change programme put cameras into the hands of communities, inverting the
mechanisms of production and control. This process, like the collaborative inquiry
process, constructed self-conscious group identities (Nichols, 2001). Many decades
later, the same process is reflected in participatory media on the Internet.
Other practitioner-theorists of documentary, such as Jean-Luc Godard (in
Rayns, 1975) or Mary Kelly (1976), in The Night Cleaners, agreed that directors
implicated themselves in the process of production when they cut the footage to
express point of view. More fundamentally, they became implicated because the
camera turned everyday life into a performance. These film-makers believed that
audiences needed to understand media reality as a construct not an actuality.
Deleuze (1989), writing in Cinema 2, The Time-Image, picks up on these
debates about truth in cinema and relates them to his interests in how cinema
represents time and narrative. Deleuze believes that while cinema vérité carved a new
path, it problematically ‘embedded an ideal of truth’ that carried over into cinematic
fiction (p. 144). He argues that as a movement, cinema vérité brought every level of
truth into question, in part through the evolution of different conflicting formal
approaches to the telling of truth through documentary. He also argues that the rupture
was not between fiction and reality. Rather, the creation of new forms of story
affected both the fictive and the real, drawing into question the notion of a fixed truth.
In the late 1990s, vérité, reconstruction, community testimonials and
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performance to camera, slid into reality television and World Wide Web (WWW)
expressions, where directors construct the ‘real’ by combining tools from observation
and realist drama ‘with noticeable connections to the documentary tradition’ (Murray
& Ouellette, 2004 p.5). The rise of reality shows coincides with the strengthening of
techno-culture, the full bloom of surveillance society and an era of heightened
performativity and voyeurism. This is discussed at greater length elsewhere in this
chapter and again in Chapter Three. At this point it should be noted, however, that the
organisation of the dialogical and observational tools in the CodeZebra Habituation
Cage performances reflects on the complex use of documentary video in critical and
popular culture and as a key tool of participatory inquiry.
2.3 Applying Collaborative Inquiry and Participatory Action Research in the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performances
Participatory action research requires researchers to ‘invent our methods as we go
along’ (Bray et al., 2000 p. 5), extracting approaches while in the process of research.
In this sense, participatory action research was the core approach of the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances, namely, the extraction of a method from the
performances and the application of the method to other contexts.
Participatory action research helped create a performance methodology for
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, one aimed at producing new forms of
cohesion and destabilisation between the performers with respect to goals, process
and outcome, and one which demanded the performers’ consistent engagement in the
process (Bray et al., 2000; Reason & Bradbury, 2002). The CodeZebra Habituation
Cage performances revolved around ongoing conversations between the scientist, the
artist, the curator, and other moderators. In these performances, the artists, scientists,
the artist-researcher and even the moderators went about the creative processes of art
making, invention and self-reflection and theorisation. They also critiqued and refined
the methodology of the performance as it emerged. Here, ‘collaborative inquiry is a
process consisting of repeated episodes of reflection and action through which a group
of peers strives to answer a question of importance to them’ (Bray et al., 2000 p. 6).
Thus, the research methodology used in this dissertation draws on the sociological
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tool kits of ethno-drama, contextual and post-event interviews, video documentation
and its analysis, field notes and their analysis.23

3. The Sociology of Culture and Roles
3.1 The Problem of Cohesion
From the discussion above, it seems logical to surmise that navigating, building and
articulating group identity out of diverse experiences and perspectives might well be
necessary for successful participatory research collaboration. The concept of
‘cohesion’ is a flexible but effective term to describe the successful emergence of a
group identity that does not demand that individuals lose their identities or knowledge.
While warnings of the quagmires associated with ‘group think’ are worth noting, such
problems occur primarily in long-term institutional collaborations. This is hardly the
case with art and science collaborations.
Social cohesion was as a goal of nineteenth and twentieth-century sociology.
For example, ‘heterogeneous cohesion’, or Gesellschaft, expresses Ferdinand
Tönnies’ notions of social solidarity between different groups (Duncan, 2006 p.1).
Differing interpretations of the expression of cohesion continue to be found today. As
Duncan comments:
Social cohesion is seen to be achieved through specialisation yet
interdependence and reciprocity of individual social actors and segments, each
somehow contributing to the whole… Karl Deutsch (1957) importantly
described the nature of social cohesion afforded by a united political
community, a cohesion indicated by the cultivation of mutual loyalties or ‘wefeeling’, trust, successful prediction of behaviour and the ability of people to
engage in cooperative action. (Duncan, 2006 p. 1)
Contemporary analyses of the information society and techno-culture, such as
Information Technology, National Identity, and Social Cohesion, stress the continued
applicability of the term, while noting the changes in forces affecting the traditional
nation-bound process of the cohesion of individuals, which result in new forms of
cohesion separating the geographical from the social. Communities are ‘bimodal’ and
have begun to combine face-to-face and virtual interactions, resulting in the
‘appearance of forms of citizenship alternative to geopolitical identification—most
23

See Appendices V and VI for descriptive understandings of how the performers actually behaved.
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importantly, cultural citizenship and global citizenship’ (Braman, 2006 p. 2).
Almost like nation-states, artists and scientists operate within different cultural
and even physical contexts (Sommerer & Mignonneau, 1999). Studies such as the
National Research Council of the National Academies’s Beyond Productivity:
Information technology, innovation and creativity (Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal
2003) indicate that creating a truly conjoined culture, with trust and ‘we-feeling’,
requires relentless labour, as well as institutional support.24 Empirical studies echo the
self-reflexive methodologies of collaborative inquiry and participatory action research.
Appropriately, feminist philosopher Rosi Braidotti (2006) argues for a positive
inventiveness, tied to sustainability as an ethic. She values the ‘potency’ of ‘embodied
subjects’ and proposes a mission in which ‘the notion of an individual is enlarged to
enclose a structural sense of interconnection between the singular self and the
environment of totality in which it is embodied and embedded’ (p. 160).
As will be discussed in Chapter Four, the literature on collaboration is rich
with case studies that underscore the importance of cohesion (Packer & Jordan, 2001;
Goodman & Milton, 2005). For the most part, observers of successful long-term
collaborations note the importance of a conjoined identity. Cohesion includes
alignment on goals, whether conjoined or parallel and the means to achieve these. It
allows groups to manage conflict and permits role mobility. Studies of institutional
cultures suggest that group identities also coalesce around narratives of overcoming
crisis or disruption (Goffman, 1957). Symbolic acts of resistance to authority can
build long-lasting identifications, and action researchers and participatory designers
often step into the breach to build instrumentality rather than victimisation. Cohesion
allows new worldviews and expressions to emerge over time.
Century’s (1999, 2002) research into ‘collaboratories’—that is, the art and
science collaborative laboratories of the twentieth century—provides additional
evidence that with success, a new group identity tends to emerge. MIT Media Lab,
Xerox PARC, the Banff New Media Institute or Simon Fraser University Computer
Arts Workshops are examples of novel laboratories that built strong identities beyond

24

This National Research Council of the National Academies (2003) study looks at the history of
cultural and technological innovation and expectations that surround it. See also Century (1999, 2002).
He examines the criteria for success and failure and the tendency for new forms of science to emerge,
as well as new forms of culture.
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that of their host institution (Brand, 1987; Harris, 1999; Cook, Diamond & Kennard,
forthcoming). Participants in this history, such as Calvert (2002), attest to their strong
identification with their creative partner and the sense of an identity beyond their own
specialisation. Flusser (1999) suggests the term ‘intersubjectivity’ as an apt
description for such interdisciplinary cohesion:
We will have to replace the category subject: object with the category of
‘intersubjectivity’, which will invalidate the distinction between science and
art: science will emerge as an intersubjective force, art as an intersubjective
discipline in the search for knowledge; thus, science will become a form of art
and art a variant of science. (Flusser, 1999 p. 206)
By the same token, the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances looked for
the production of an action-oriented cohesion, produced through ‘bimodal’ and
reciprocal exchanges. Varying forms of cohesion could point difference towards
‘intersubjectivity’, that is merged new identities as Calvert (2002) testifies, or towards
‘specialisation yet interdependence’. Hence, it is appropriate to the goals of
collaborators in the field of new media, where collaboration could seek new
expressions of ‘cultural citizenship’ and ‘we-feeling’. The CodeZebra Habituation
Cage performances sought a fast-tracked method of creating a sense of cohesion that
could play out not only between the principal performers, but also between the artistresearcher and others who join the performances. To this end, the method includes
effective disruptions to cohesion to allow access to the process by outsiders—and to
permit self-reflection. As demonstrated in Appendices V and VI and in Chapter Six,
the process elicits cohesion through forms of resistance, as well as through
identification with the process.

3.2 The Habitus and the Doxa
Participatory action research and collaborative inquiry delineate terms of engagement;
they do not offer a fixed set of structural tools and conclusions. Other bodies of
sociological knowledge augment key areas of understanding, especially with respect
to what participants bring to the table. For example, Pierre Bourdieu’s (1977) notions
of the ‘habitus’ and the ‘doxa’ and Anne Cauquelin’s (1999) application of them,
provide insights into the ways that we unconsciously live out social structures.
Bourdieu believes that there are often unacknowledged fissures between the familiar
and the forces that shape our actions and hence shifts in attitudes emerge at points of
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societal breakdown. Cauquelin points out that these transitions can occur within
highly located and contradictory expressions of contemporary art. By looking at
Bourdieu’s (1977, 2000a, 2000b) and Cauquelin’s (1999) writings in tandem, it is
possible to see a set of emergent ideas on how culture produces structures of
knowledge. In addition, and more specifically relevant to the work at hand, Goffman’s
(1959, 1967, 1981) contributions to the sociology of role-play and conversation
provide structure for and understanding of the Habituation Cages.

3.2.1 Habitus
As Swartz (1997) notes, Bourdieu focuses on the ways that social grouping, identity,
and related practice emerge through sharing culture, its rituals, and daily life. In his
own words, Bourdieu seeks ‘a materialist yet non-reductive approach to cultural life’
(Bourdieu, 1977 p. 79). To Bourdieu, the habitus embodies both social and cultural
and knowledge, thus including all behaviours that go hand-in-hand with institutional
identities, such as ‘scientist’, ‘artist’ or ‘ethnographer’. He proposes that institutions
and discourses form a culture, carry norms over into new circumstances, reproducing
and reshaping at the same instance. His concept of the ‘habitus’ informs the
structuring of the Habituation Cages as ‘systems of durable, transposable dispositions,
structured structures predisposed to function as structuring structures, that is, as
principles of the generation and structuring of practices and representations which can
be objectively “regulated” and “regular” without any way being the product of
obedience to rules’ (p. 79).
In accordance with the process described by Bourdieu, American sociologists
Berger and Luckmann (1967) insist that ‘all human behaviour is subject to
habitualisation’. In their view, this is not necessarily a deficit, as ‘it can be performed
against a stable background’, for ‘deliberation and innovation’, through ‘social and
non-social activity. They argue that institutionalisation involves ‘shared historicity
and control’ (p. 53).

3.2.2 Doxa
Bourdieu’s term ‘doxa’ refers to a system of classification, or assumed knowledge
that ‘reproduces objective classes, creates power relations’ (Bourdieu, 1977 p. 164).
Bourdieu believes that it is primarily at points of pressure that these ways of working
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become evident or are rethought. In his analysis, this occurs at points of massive
social upheaval, such as revolution or war. The Habituation Cage performances
attempted to produce just such a moment of ‘rupture’.
Anne Cauquelin describes the doxa as the means to ‘rationalise daily life’
while unveiling it through artistic practices and debates (Cauquelin, 1999 p. 11). In
her view, the doxa is full of inconsistency; it relies on ‘people with functions,
capacities, tied to their positions of authority’ (p. 22). At the same time, it integrates
‘variation, absurdity… relations and chains, escape routes, displacements and limits’,
in the ways that conditions are rationalised (p. 13). Art is important because it
crystallises, expresses and undermines the doxa of its moment, sometimes with great
prescience. By establishing new common places, with shared if transitory meaning
and techne (the process of making art), Cauquelin suggests that culture can create
citizenship rather than command. In his writing about everyday life and the ‘art of the
everyday’ and in keeping with Cauquelin’s ideas, de Certeau (1988, 1994) proposes
interventions into the doxa of daily life as a set of tactics that can transform consumer
society.

3.2.3 Roles
Goffman first proposed social role ‘as the enactment of rights and duties attached to
given statuses, introducing ideas around performance and social scripting into
sociology (Goffman, 1959 p. 235). Berger and Luckmann (1967) go on to underscore
the performative qualities of institutional practices, arguing that the institution, with
its assemblages of ‘programmed actions, is like the unwritten libretto of a drama’ (p.
75). The drama relies on the reiterated performance of ‘prescribed roles by living
actors’ (p. 75).
The concept of performance has been extended to the performative, or the
often unconscious expression of habitus, doxa or role through language. Schnecher
(2002) proposes that acts and tasks of everyday life become performances linked to
self-awareness, surveillance, and constant technological presence.
Judith Butler (1991, 1993, 2001) has stripped away any idea of naturalness
from roles that we play, insisting instead that basic identifications such as gender and
sexuality are socially constructed. Social reality does not exist a priori but is always a
construction.
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Picking up on the myriad doxa of this cultural moment, Hoffman and Jonas
describe the performative turn, where not only art forms but where ‘academic fields
such as philosophy, sociology, linguistics and anthropology have revisited
performance as a means of examining core issues of social science, shifting their eyes
from structuralist methods to processes’ (Hoffmann & Jonas, 2005 p. 12).
These concepts are relevant because the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances focused on drawing from the habitus and doxa of art and science and
providing a forum for fast-track collaboration between two distinct spheres In a move
that consciously combines the contradictory approaches of these disciplinary fields,
the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances might act as a tool and a common
place for the rapid formation of a contingent new ‘intersubjective’ method, or ‘doxa’,
one in which existing practices are foregrounded, not unconsciously re-inscribed, and
one in which new relations are invented.

4. Theorizing Techno-Culture—Applied Sociology
4.1 Demystifying Science and Technology
Participatory action research links larger ‘social constructivist’ approaches to
sociology, as explained earlier in this chapter and the Introduction—that is, looking at
the impacts of social structures and related ideologies on reality (Lincoln, 2000 p.
125). For example, media theorists Penley and Ross (1991) describe the current
period as a ‘techno-culture’, an era of intensive interaction between the structures and
politics of technology and culture. This neologism has been taken up in the last fifteen
years and is now in wide spread use. The characteristics of techno-culture include a
close relationship between cultural forms and their expression through technology.
Technology is revered, yet its structures are either invisible or taken for granted as
absolute. The current phase of techno-culture includes heightened surveillance. At the
same time, there is increased use of social media linking people all over the world.
Thus, the tools of scientific inquiry and of new media communication are bound up in
techno-culture. Once recognized, however, these can be turned into productive
elements of creative research. The cultural analysis of techno-culture is introduced in
this chapter and discussed more extensively in Chapter Three. It is topic which is
relevant to this dissertation, as the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances hoped
to shed light on the ways that science and resulting technologies become mystified
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within contemporary society; they use science to confront a romanticised or casual
application of scientific knowledge by the arts.
At the same time as social scientists began to include their own subjectivity in
the research equation, scientists began to question assumptions that the real exists as a
fixed entity outside its analysis by science. Physicist Walter Heisenberg (1959) made
the controversial argument that the presence of the observer affects the thing observed.
Later, he took this a step further, commenting, ‘Natural science does not simply
explain and describe nature, it describes nature as exposed to our mode of
questioning’ (Heisenberg, 1959 p. 3). Heisenberg opened the door for science to
examine its own relative positioning, to consider the social construction of ideas,
including the specificity of tools of observation (human and inhuman) and the form of
scientific expression (Godfrey-Smith, 2002), leading Thomas Kuhn (1970), a
physicist and historian of science, to observe that science shifts paradigms or ways of
explaining the world through consistent revolutions in knowledge and that the culture
around science does as much shaping as science itself.
Within the history of science and in the context of the emergence of technoculture, philosopher-sociologist Bruno Latour (Latour & Woolgar, 1979; Latour, 1987,
1998) examines systems of knowledge production and validation in science and
technology. He is the foremost theorist to show the ways that scientific and technical
invention are ‘black-boxed’—that is, represented as finished, whole products, whose
inner working, or mode of development, cannot be seen. Latour argues that society
naturalises inventions; these are then protected by fictional stories that shield debates
within science and mystify the process of invention. Science appears as a free-floating
enterprise, operating as an engine outside of society; ‘facts are seen as reproducing
themselves without people as carriers’ (Latour, 1987 p. 133). The mystified and
invisible processes of invention make the intentions and ideas behind each new stage
of technology appear as absolutes.
Latour and Woolgar (1979) paint science as a system made up of habitus and
doxa. These are past decisions, institutions and associations, where human acts fit into
a larger set of contexts that include structures and histories of regulation,
identification and explanation. Elsewhere, Latour (1987) indicates the ways that
paradigms become established: there is a stage at which a debate is considered closed,
and when certain tools and methods are considered norms. Science moves on from
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this threshold. When science shuts the lid on the ‘black box’ of a series of
experiments, people work from the newly hegemonic ‘truth’ (Latour, 1987 p. 133)
towards the next question rather than continuing to test the old (Latour 1987, 1999).
Latour’s early work, Laboratory Life, co-authored with Stephen Woolgar
(1979), was crucial to the Habituation Cage performances. In 1977, Latour and
Woolgar embedded themselves in Jonas Salk’s laboratory, lived with, and studied a
group of biologists, working as technicians and using participant observation methods.
While they were finishing their manuscript, Salk’s laboratory won the Nobel Prize for
Medicine. Although Western culture purports to ‘know’ science, Latour and Woolgar
treat the laboratory as though it belongs to a newly discovered and inexplicable
culture. They make the study of ‘labour’ in the laboratory—that is, the production of
knowledge—the object. They discover that invention flows from ‘practical
applications’, from actuality and conjoined social work, rather than an
epistemological approach of ‘pure mind’ (Latour & Woolgar, 1979 p. 30), and they
comment on the ways that ‘affinities constrain questions’ (p. 30). They note that
moments of deep insight on the part of scientists may occur outside the laboratory
routine, but these must be submitted to iteration, documentation, and writing up, since
the development of papers and citations is fundamental to validating scientific
knowledge production.25
A significant influence on this dissertation is the observation that ‘casual
conversation’ and ‘networks’ are critical to the emergence of a joint culture in the
laboratory (Latour & Woolgar, 1979 pp. 154-55), as it underscores the importance of
co-locating an artist and scientist in the same space, observing their operations, and
discovering whether conjoining would occur. Latour concludes that technologies are
never neutral: ‘In networks of humans, machines, animals, and matter in general,
humans are not the only beings with agency, not the only ones to act; matter matters’
(Latour, 1998 p. 67). Technologies act back, forming influences on a network of
activities, as much as do human actors.
The CodeZebra Habitation Cage performances and this dissertation apply
Latour’s thinking in specific ways. The CodeZebra Habitation Cage performances
sought a demystification of digital communication networks; an analysis, uncovering
25

This corresponds to the artist-researcher’s findings in interviews of leading mathematicians and
scientists in 2001, all of whom noted the gap between the creativity of realising a new discovery, often
with unorthodox or artful means, and the arduous work of iteration, proof and credible documentation.
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and provision of alternate use of related technologies of surveillance and, finally, a
demystification of the process of invention, in particular its social nature. The
dissertation proposes ways that artists’ creations of technologies serve as alternate
contributions to dominant processes and priorities of invention.26 In recent years, for
example, Latour has taken on curatorial projects that exhibit new media art, works
that engage with new technologies in challenging ways, perhaps an indication that art
works can challenge the ‘doxa’ of techno-culture.

4.2 An Exposition of Technologies: Surveillance Society versus Participatory
Culture
The practices of art and science that have become new media art have emerged in the
larger social context of techno-culture and during a contradictory time of heightened
surveillance on the one hand, and participatory engagement in popular culture on the
other. While the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances were first imagined well
before either 9/11 or the boom in reality television, they were devised in the context
of a complex digital culture that had already engendered new forms of communication,
new forms of collective expression and new forms of surveillance and social control
(Burgin, 1986; Turkle, 1995; Frank et al., 1999; Diamond, 2002; Diamond, 2003a).
Burgin (1986) discusses the relevancy of the panopticon—a circular prison
with cells distributed around a central surveillance station, in which ‘the inspector can
see each of the prisoners at all times, without being seen’ (Webster’s Revised
Dictionary, 1996, 1998) described by nineteenth-century philosopher and architect
Jeremy Bentham. Michel Foucault (1995) raised the panopticon to the level of
dominant metaphor for modernity. The Bentham panopticon is demonstrated in
Figure 2.1.

This ‘technology of power’ embraces a self-surveillance which is

disseminated to all sectors of society, imposing its ‘normality’ on school, office,
factory, hospitals and so on (Burgin, 1986 p. 167). Burgin argues that late twentiethcentury and early twenty-first-century forms of surveillance are bound as much to
workplace monitoring and cultural expressions of voyeurism and spectacle, as they
are to systems of security.

26

Chapter Three will discuss the specifics of cultural and creative resistance to surveillance, artistic
contributions to techno-culture and the implications of artists’ creation of technologies.
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Figure 2.1

Bentham’s diagram of the panopticon prison
Some sociologists of technology, building on Foucault’s observations, have
labelled this a ‘surveillance society’, a convergence and integration of security
systems and their globalisation within and between nation states (Lyons, 2004). Lyons
posits that surveillance is a result of a desire to ‘influence, manage or control’ through
access to personal data (Lyons, 2004 p. 4). Motivations for surveillance slide from
genuine care to control. Since 9/11, especially in North America, there is heightened
surveillance as well as citizen complicity in the surveillance—along with some
resistance (Lyons, 2003). At the same time, the panopticon no longer provides an
accurate model for how surveillance operates, because it is too ‘heavy-handed’ in a
world of everyday transactions that include ‘Internet surfing, street-level security,
work monitoring, and so on’ (Lyons, 2004 p. 18).
Thacker, writing in Galloway (2004) emphasises that technologies which
embed surveillance are not neutral: they are designed, material practices. Even if
technology is not visible, it frames the experience of its users. Understanding this
allows an understanding of the flow of power within technological societies.
Observers of the current technological context detail a mix of decentralised
and centralised systems that resist centralised control. The Internet has a ‘built-in
capacity to seek ways around obstacles and to continue working even when some
nodes are taken out’ (Lyons, 2004 p. 111). Galloway argues that ‘Protocol’ or ‘the
distribution diagram’ is how technological control exists after decentralisation. He
observes, ‘The Internet is not simply “open” or “closed” but above all a form that is
modulated… Information does flow but it does so in a highly regulated manner’
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(Galloway, 2004 p. 8). Lyons agrees that there is mediation and that society is
characterised by ‘synopticon’, which is the tendency towards ‘mediated watching’, as
embodied by the cameras placed throughout daily life and integrated into popular
culture (Lyons, 2004 pp. 19, 21). Zureik (2004) suggests that this results in new
cultural forms, such as reality television, where the many watch the few. Murray and
Ouellette add that reality television carries a further imperative: ‘In order to be good
citizens we must allow ourselves to be watched and watch those around us’ (2004, p.
6).
Cultural theorist Andrew Darley (2000) describes the challenge of the
emerging twenty-first century global culture as one of ‘spectacle and display’ (p. 196),
combining ‘intertextuality’, ‘hyperrealism’, the ‘simulation of the real’ and
‘immersion’ (p. 53). These are the very qualities that other theorists, such as Hansen
(2004), perceive as the building blocks of creative, alternate new media art. But
Darley suggests these qualities lead to ‘isolation’ within ‘the impression of agency’
(p.192), ‘sensation not ecstasy’ (p. 193) and ‘redundancy rather than intimacy’ (p. 68).
These contradictory qualities are found outside the entertainment sphere. In
the last fifteen years, ubiquitous computing has made its way into the home, providing
a promising movement of communication both within and beyond the domestic space.
Research from the University of Nottingham makes use of users’ documentation of
their habits, actual homes and the construction of ‘living’ laboratories that examine
the flow of communication. The scientists examine the ways that architecture and
human culture determine technology position and use through the spatial distribution
and related uses of communications media. Crabtree comments, ‘The domestic space
is not merely a container in which communications takes place but a resource actively
employed by members to organise communication… The dual contingencies of
architecture and aesthetics result in the contingent construction of ecological habitats’
(Crabtree, 2004 pp. 8, 12).
These researchers seek ways for computer systems to become naturalized in
the domestic space. Crabtree concludes that ICT designers must adapt technology to
‘stable and compelling routines’, and not force activities towards technologies or their
placement (Crabtree, 2004 pp.16-17). Studies at the Swedish Interactive Institute and
in the USA also underscore the reciprocal impact of the location of technology and
the location of human activity within the home (Mateas et al., 1996; Venkatesh, 1997;
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Crabtree et al., 2003; Crabtree & Rodden, 2004; Crabtree, 2004; Junestrand, Keijer &
Tollmar, 2005; Junestrand & Keijer, 2006). Junestrand, Keijer and Tollmar (2005)
note that the use of video conferencing in the domestic space holds specific challenges,
as it ‘breaks the established hierarchical separation of private and public spaces in the
design of the home’. Hence, there is a danger that ‘people will feel uncomfortable and
insecure in their own home’ (p. 11).
These developments in computer science have a double impact: surveillance
often goes hand-in-hand with technology presence; at the same time, participation in
democratic, domestic and cultural process can be enabled by augmented
communication capability. The domestic integration of computer systems emphasises
that digital systems are increasingly autonomous and self-replicating, creating an aura
of constant presence and responsiveness. This tendency accelerates as biotechnology
and digital technology meld. New technologies, from mobile phones, to haptic
gaming interfaces, to iris scanning, to micro-fluidics are worn on or in our bodies,
affecting our biological processes. Foucault (1988) calls the advent of these
technologies as early as the classical period, ‘bio-power’, because they achieve ‘the
subjugation of bodies and the control of populations’ (p. 140) and are present ‘at
every level of the social body and utilised by very diverse institutions’ (p. 141).
By the mid-1990s, media theorists such as Druckery (1996) and Hayles (1996,
2002) argued for an awareness of the physicality of new media as part of its creative
potential and its power as cognitive dimensions overrode communication. Druckery
says, ‘Networked communities, the emergence of bio computing and genetic mapping,
represent fields in which information has become essentialism’ (Druckery, 1996 p.
23). Druckery suggests that digital technology requires that new media cultural works
be read as performances, bringing the body of the viewer, the apparatus, the artists
and their work into a reflexive, embodied relationship that proposes the ‘ image-asevent’, and results in the extension of ‘the contingent stability of the moment’
(Druckery, 1996 p. 25).
Other analysts, such as moderator Maskegon-Iskwew (2005) or Stone (1995),
Turkle (1995, 2002), Sack (1999, 2001, 2003, 2005) and Oram (2000) counter with
arguments that emphasise the growth of citizen participation on the Internet. They
provide evidence that along with surveillance, there has been a counter tendency for
the democratisation of technology access. As disk jockey and theorist (‘Spooky’) aka
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Paul Miller (2004) demonstrates, consumer programmers and young music lovers
have created peer-to-peer systems that disrupt highly centralised server control and
thin clients, reinstating control to the originator of a communication. Recent research
by Smith (2000), Wakeford and Churchill (2001), Locke (2004), Green (2006) and
Ladly (2007) indicates the many ways that consumers have unexpectedly used mobile
phones to build active communities.
Spectacle and voyeurism may have increased with web cam and mobile phone
capabilities. However, while video streaming and chat over the WWW may be
ubiquitous, these communications media also result in citizen dialogue and
documentation of political concerns, and as Green suggests (2006), in the sharing and
altering of cultural products and the emergence of the ‘long tail’, a market for cultural
products made by independent producers (Davidson & De Vreede, 2002; Anderson,
2005). Tincknell and Raghuram (2004) see even reality television as contradictory. Its
success rests on the mobilisation of web cams, television and mobile phones to
provide the audience with the ability to shapes and at on the plot. As Galloway (2004)
points out, ‘Resistance is built into the Internet. The examples of “software art”, open
source activities, and network art and politics… provide examples of protocols for
“counter protocol” practices’ (Thacker, in Galloway, 2004 p. xxvii).
Stone (1995), Turkle (1995, 2002), Lovink (1997, 2006), Hopkins (2005) and
Maskegan-Iskwew (2005) demonstrate that the Internet has opened possibilities for
new forms of resistance. Stone (1995) proposes that virtual worlds provide new
opportunities for the expression of new subjectivities through the fusion of body,
interface, and virtual world, noting that many participants in on-line communication
are contradictory, protective of their right to contribute to dialogues while controlling
their data, or shopping on-line while feeling secure against terrorism. Although an online participatory culture has developed, those who are monitored consistently find
ways to resist, as evidenced in workplace studies.
Maskegon-Iskwew (2005) suggests that even those historically marginalised
from Western technology design—Aboriginal people—have inverted the Internet’s
capabilities, using ‘the ancient process of successfully adapting to their world’s
shifting threats and opportunities… from a position of equality and autonomy within
them, is the micro and macro cosmos of contemporary indigenous cultures: a truly
networked way of being’ (p. 191). He reminds the reader that Aboriginal artists have
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been active in digital media since 1969. Hopkins (2005) adds, ‘The Internet, for
example, was recognized almost immediately for its ability to bring people together
and communicate across large geographical divides’ (p.135).
Figure 2.2

Speaking the Language of Spiders, a collaborative Internet project initiated by
Meskagon-Iskwew, et al. (1998) that uses the circle as a structure to explore
creation and revitalisation stories
The Internet and its allied technologies, therefore, are best understood as a
terrain of negotiation and, at times, of conflict around structures of surveillance,
lateral flow and command and control. This will be discussed in more detail in later
chapters. Chapter Three will provide a brief history and overview of cultural
resistance to surveillance society, and Chapter Four will analyse some of the many
forms of collaborative expression in art and popular culture.
Another response to contemporary surveillance is found in the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances. A goal of these performances was to invert an array
of surveillance technologies into a tool for knowledge-sharing and performances,
combining these with the tools of collaboration and a collaborative inquiry model,
thereby mixing immersion with criticality. Making the technologies a subject for
dialogue between the artists and scientists and the moderators was intended to
produce new approaches to these technologies.

5. Space and Time
5.1 Planning and Analysis of Space
The intention of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances was to discover a
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fast-tracked method for interdisciplinary collaboration. To this end, space must be real
and virtual, social and physical. Budney and Blackwell (2005) suggest that artists’
interventions in social space provide a means for better understanding the invasive yet
connective nature of the techno-cultural apparatus.
In fact, creating an appropriate space and context for practice-based research
(i.e., the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances) is critical for artistic and
theoretical reasons. Proponents of collaborative inquiry stress that ‘the setting of the
inquiry assumes critical importance…responding to the ‘genius loci,’ the spirit of the
place…They also [look] look for a setting where there [will] be a minimum of
disruption, to guarantee that the participants would be attentive to the group, and not
easily distracted (Bray et al., 2000 p. 59). As suggested by Bray et al. (2000), the
ways an artist-researcher, technical crew or artist and scientist collaborators
spontaneously positions resources in a set (furniture, technology and food) are
important, as spatial organisation can promote hierarchy, decentralisation,
collaboration and the paralleling of experiences.
Situating the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances in a laboratory, at a
research bench, in an academic office, or an art studio, could bias the resulting
performance towards a certain disciplinary context. The CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances needed a neutral, intimate space, open to construction by the
participants, and allowing a non-place to be brought into a cohesive mutual identity
through the physical actions of the inhabitants (de Certeau, 1994; Auge, 1995). By the
same token, contemporary human-computer interface studies suggest that new
technology should be integrated according to the existing social activities of
families—it should not impose order on these activities (Crabtree, 2004).
Performance occurs within the process of everyday life as much as in formal
institutions, because as de Certeau (1988, 1994) emphasises, everyday practices are
‘the art of doing’. Bernard and Luckmann (1967) also see the domestic scene as the
location par excellence. We can learn much about people’s roles within the
normalising qualities of everyday life because, as they say, ‘Its phenomena are
prearranged in patterns that seem to be independent of my apprehension of them and
that impose themselves upon the latter’ (p. 21).
In addressing domestic and daily life, performance art set in everyday or
domestic settings provides a rich archive, with its history of task-based or endurance
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based performances. 27 The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances hoped to
recreate the mediating forces of techno-culture and its expressions in science,
technology and new media art through the use of surveillance and documentation
technologies. By turning domestic familiarity into a set rife with the added effects of
surveillance, intervention, and production pressures, the Cages might reveal taken-forgranted infrastructures that allow realities to be reconstructed and altered via inquiry,
a goal of collaborative inquiry (Lincoln, 2002).
Endurance-based performance, then, a form that mixes rituals of daily living,
forms of resistance, body art and social engagement, becomes a literal reference for
the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and a metaphoric one for the rigours
of intensive collaborative inquiry. In both, the artist and scientist must navigate their
way ‘home’.

5.2 The Physicality of Twenty-Four Hours
The temporal qualities of the present research into the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances now need to be established. Kawash (1999), in her study of
participatory performance art, Interactivity and Vulnerability, examines the ways that
expectations of responsiveness, openness and disclosure create contexts of intensive
vulnerability and discomfort for performers, especially those not trained in
improvisational methods. Arguably, an extended period of continual improvisation
(i.e., twenty-four hours) in the Habituation Cage in a context of sleep deprivation
could elicit a vulnerability that might result in openness to new ideas, trust or
defensiveness.28
27

Some of this art draws on early feminist theory, which also set out to inform (mainly Western)
societies about the forces shaping the performance of everyday life (Burstyn, 1976; Luxton, 1980;
Cheal, 1991). Such thinkers saw the domestic space as a context that naturalised oppressive phenomena
yet appeared socially constructed, hence open to transformative action.
28

The research method applied sleep deprivation as an endurance tool, although it was not the object of
study. It was rather, an effect of the context, where there were constant twenty-four-hour stimuli or
dialogue. Sleep deprivation results in heightened activity in the pre-frontal cortex. The brain is
extremely dynamic in its efforts to function when deprived of sleep, although the consequence for the
subject is eventual diminished ability to perform cognitive tasks (Stein, 1995). Ongoing deprivation
over time appears to erode linguistic acuity, although the sleepy brain will over-mobilise to solve
verbal problems (Drummond et al., 2000). For a short period, sleep deprivation can operate as an antidepressant, buoying the subject. The brain mobilises to transcend deprivation, hence the phenomena of
‘second wind,’ where the individual is highly focused and energised. Psychological studies suggest that
a prolonged sleep deficit may put the body in a state of high alert, increasing the production of stress
hormones and driving up blood pressure. It can result in anxiety, paranoia, impatience, and even
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At the same time as they act out the ‘habitus’ and methods of cultural and
scientific workers, performers might enter affective states, perhaps making
unconscious utterances, entering dreamlike states or expressing their feelings, whether
anger or delight. They might use physical strategies, such as play-fighting or crawling
through the space searching for previously unobserved details as a means to change
perspectives. They could engage in conversation; they could sing, dance, sleep or
cook.
In the domestic ‘everyday’, performers might call on knowledge and roles,
not only from disciplinary domains, but also from their personal and social histories.
Such knowledge is expressed through gesture or other physical activities. It also
appears in improvisational contexts, such as when Paul Wong slept under a
surveillance camera in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances. Dempster in
Touching Light (2003), describes the ways that knowledge of time and space is
fundamental in improvisational choreography, flowing through bodies, and providing
a differentiated means of knowing, as ‘embodied performance, then, makes visible an
entire spectrum of attitudes and values’ (p. 49). What is more, this multi-sensory
engagement creates a sense of responsibility and vulnerability similar to the process
of collaborative inquiry: ‘Dancer and audience are implicated in the process of
critique…haptic perception fosters an intimate relationship with the environment’ (p.
49).
In the Habituation Cages, Internet-based video conferencing systems were
expected to create a presence that mediates between physical space and time and
virtual space and time.29 The performers and moderators used the Internet to connect
performance participants and audience members in other time zones, and
communications tools were, for the most part, asynchronous. The Habituation Cages
surrounded

and

engaged

the

‘performing

bodies’

with

surveillance

and

communication technologies that are fundamental elements of techno-culture. The
constant visibility of the performers may provide an ambiguous context, depending on
their actions. On the one hand, this presence could make visible the invisible
hallucinations (Coren, 1998).
29
The exhibition Digitized Bodies, curated by Nina Czegledy and documented in the resulting book of
that name, tested this strategy. It included a CodeZebra dance performance (developed before the
dissertation) that linked to live international chat with an early version of the software and an
international webcast DJ session (Czegledy, 2001).
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protocols of a network which, as Galloway (2004) says, ‘is an affective, aesthetic
force’ that has control over life itself’ (p. 84). On the other hand, it could fail and
simply reinforce the legitimacy of surveillance.

5.3 Time Images and Processes
The original theoretical base for the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances
focused on the dynamics between action research or participatory inquiry and the
transformation of the roles of all performers. Time was a key medium in planning the
performances, in that time was seen as a means to create a clock for the event with a
beginning and end within an intensive time-limited context. The use of a highly
constrained endurance time frame drew from the aesthetics of performance art (Fusco,
2001; Abramovic et al., 2004) and also referred to the ways that scientific experiments
are framed by time and repetition (Gadamar, 1960; Latour, 1987). In other words,
time was initially valued as a primarily linear process.
As described in Appendices I and VI and discussed in Chapter Six, difficulties
with time within the performances required a search for new explanations of the
process. To this end, video signals from diverse locations echoed back and forth, and
communication between sites evoked a sense of being between actual times,
disrupting any notion of linear flow. As well, the performers created their own ways
of marking and organising time that were far from linear. These are detailed later in
the dissertation, but what is critical here are the theoretical strategies adopted to
eschew linearity, as these explain the process of the performances, such as the sense
of event, sensations of flow, and the spontaneity of play or the constant use of
summary. They also seek to understand the impact of ‘lags’ or ‘gaps’ in
communication between spaces. Paradoxically, the ensuring breakdown of linear time
structures contributes to the process of building cohesion—but in unexpected ways.
Students of ‘time-based media’, that is creative tools such as video, computer
media, and cinema, such as Gilles Deleuze (1989) and M.B. Hansen (2004) are
helpful in a consideration of the process and impacts of the CodeZebra Habituation
Cage performances. Also helpful are feminist philosophers, writers, artists,
sociologists and historians, who have contributed to an understanding of time which
can be applied to the domestic space of the Habituation Cages and the non-linear flow
of time in the performances.
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Some social scientists suggest that the way a society makes use of time reveals
its fundamental social and cultural structures. For example, sociologist Bourdieu
(1977) and technology design analyst Fischer (2004) emphasise the importance of
moments of rupture, failure or break-down, as these moments bare the mechanisms of
social roles and provoke the creation of new possible identities. And Deleuze (1989)
proposes that if we can rethink time, we will be able to transform our future and
ourselves: ‘Through memory, concepts, art and philosophy, we can move backwards
and forwards through the flow of time; we can think other durations, and we can
disengage perception from the apparatus of prompted actions’ (p. 95). He suggests
that time could be an ‘explosive force’, not a glue (p. 95).
Deleuze proposes that art can provide new experiences of time that reveal
time’s depths. Rather than being a coherent narrative flow, the world is a multiplicity
of events, a virtual or imaginary whole that is made up of durations (see also
Colebrook, 2002). For Deleuze (1989), an understanding of the passage of time can be
approached through the effects of cinema. He says, ‘[T]here are therefore already, two
possible time-images, one grounded in the past, the other in the present’ (p. 95). The
past exists as ‘the coexistence of circles’ (p. 97). He describes the importance of the
‘event’, a key marker of performances, when he says that ‘there is a present of the
future, a present of the present and a present of the past, all implicated in the event,
rolled up in the event and thus simultaneous and inexplicable’ (p. 97).
Deleuze’s interest in physics and discussion of the speed of light captures the
process of video transmission—‘the earthly event transmitted to different planets,
receive[d] at the same time (speed of light) (p. 99). In the presentation of the ‘direct
time-image’, the ‘order of time is neither succession nor interval but topological and
quantum time’ (p. 262). Finally, Deleuze argues that the process of ‘becoming’
transforms ‘an empirical sequence into a series and blurt of sequences’ (p. 263).30
Deleuze has been mentioned at some length here: his work is important to this
dissertation, as experiences in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and
new ideas that have emerged from them are compatible with his arguments for a
different temporal experience. His work has been taken up by others as well. For
30

Druckery’s (1996) arguments resonate in Deleuze’s suggestion that science may need to rethink its
understanding of the perceptual capacities of the brain in relation to time because of the ways that
culture, in particular cinema, provide new social experiences that fundamentally remake human
relationship to time.
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example, M.B. Hansen, a time-based media theorist extends Deleuze’s understanding
of topological or quantum time into the sphere of new media, with its virtual presence,
where one can perceive ‘the complex texture or ’thickness’ of the present (retention,
nowness, protention) and the notion that temporal consciousness itself constitutes an
ultimate substrate of consciousness, that time is less an object of consciousness than
its very foundation’ (Hansen, 2004 pp. 249-50).
Hansen argues that machine time becomes a force that can allow a window
into time beyond that of cinema. Drawing on Deleuze’s argument that digital media
will find its aesthetic, Hansen notes the ability of artists’ works to ‘compel us to
confront the rich temporal depth, or affective bodily spacing that underlies our
complex experience of time’ (p. 103). He continues, ‘Insofar as they catalyze an
awakening of their viewers to this bodily foundation, the works they create might
indeed be understood as efforts to specify what remains distinctly ‘human’ in this age
of digital convergence’ (p. 99).
Feminist sociologists and historians have also analysed the dependency of
capitalism on the repetitive and invisible labour of women in the home, looking at
time as a cyclical experience for women (Luxton, 1980; Burstyn & Smith, 1985;
Cheal, 1991). Feminists argue that women experience time through their body in
different ways than do men—this is reinforced by the repetitive tasks of domestic
labour, the process of menstruation and birth, and the engagement with the life cycle.
Deleuze (1989) recognises this argument, arguing that the contribution of
female authors is not militant feminism but innovations in the ‘cinema of bodies’, in
relation to time (p.189). He notes that the novelty of feminist film-maker Chantal
Ackerman is in citing states of the body ‘particular to the female character…the chain
of states for the female body is not closed’ (p. 189).
Drawing from feminist writer Irigary’s (1985, 1993) explorations of new
structures of literature and language, contemporary philosopher Braidotti reminds us
of ‘the genderisation of time and space as well as history and memory’ (Braidotti,
2006 p. 155). She believes that ‘linearity’ serves ‘phallocentric cultures’ but is ‘both
unachievable and undesirable’ (p. 175). She sees language as plastic and dynamic, as
‘living matter… with all kinds of ethos and musical variations’ (p. 175). Braidotti also
alludes to Foucault’s (1989) concept of ‘minoritarian memory’, a counter archive of
unofficial histories of the marginalised, sometimes traumatic, that ‘functions instead
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as a deterritorialising agency, which dislodges the subject from his or her unified
sense of identity’ (p. 167).
Braidotti’s concerns about time encompass not just humans but all living
matter and the earth; she writes, ‘[W]e need to rethink continuities and totalities, but
without reference to humanistic or holistic world-views’ (Braidotti, 2006 p. 152). She
critiques techno-cultural capitalism, arguing against the retreating horizon of
consumer products and for a state of gratification through ‘becoming’ (p. 154). Her
ideas promise the potential of cohesion: ‘Bodies-in-time are embodied and embedded
entities fully immersed in webs of complex interaction, negotiation and
transformation with and through other entities’ (p. 154).
Philosopher, poet and novelist Hélène Cixous provides tools to understand the
artistic processes for the bodies-in-time inside the Habituation Cages (Blythe &
Sellers, 2004). She refuses narrative, preferring a multiplicity of readings, where ‘any
point in the text serves as the first page,’ a concept relevant to the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances, where audiences and moderators might join in the
performance at any point (Cixous, 1994 p. 12). She calls for a form of automatic
writing, where the ‘physicality of writing… the flow of the hand, the touch of the
fingers, and the pulse of the blood in the arm’ allows the letting go of the body and
the expression of the unconscious (cited in Blythe & Sellers, 2004 p. 97).31 Cixous
argues that it is only by moving through time freed from ‘the conventions of linear,
sequential narrative’ that the reader can achieve the full potential and spectrum of the
text (experience) (Blythe & Sellers, 2004 p.117). This is relevant to the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances, where the Internet connection provided constant
repetitions of earlier material throughout the performance. Cixous sees points of
rupture within texts, whether written or performed, as forms of ‘jouissance’, or, ‘the
whole spectrum of pleasure and enjoyment, sexual and otherwise’ (Blythe & Sellers,
2004, p. 118). Cixous’ (1994) notion of jouissance captures a sense of ‘play’ and
‘flow’ (as described in Appendix V and VI by the performers) and has been used to
describe the activities in the Habituation Cages (p. 118).
Returning to Braidotti, this critic uses cultural assessments of time from
Deleuze and the feminist thinkers cited above to consider the process of social
31

These ideas are illustrated in Nina Wakeford’s use of writing as a means of engaging in
improvisation.
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cohesion, suggesting that a shared experience of time is essential for cohesion to
occur. She emphasises the importance of ‘becoming’ for individual subjects, and for
groups, she urges ‘learning for activity, for positivity’ (Braidotti, 2006 p.154). This
suggests that the engagement with non-linear time and with an intensive experience of
cohesion could have deep implications in the building of collaborative identities, ‘To
bring about an empowering present, however, is a project and a process which
requires the reorganization of the entire time structure of subjectivity’ (p. 153).
Taken together, these notions provide an insight into the writing processes
found in the Habituation Cages and in CodeZebraOS, not to mention the power of
non-linear time and the experience of time in the performances. They add to a vision
of cohesion where ‘ethics means faithfulness to this potential, or the desire to become’
(Braidotti, 2006 p.163). Hence, time is not merely a device that was used in the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances. Rather, understanding the process of time
is a key to understanding the process of collaboration.

6. Language in Participatory Inquiry
To this point, the chapter has looked at the importance of collaboration, role-play and
media analysis. It has discussed the critical role of participatory or social media within
forms of resistance and has highlighted the emergence of new practices in technoculture and surveillance society. It remains to approach the topic through the lens of
language, as on a very fundamental level, participatory action research engages
researchers in dialogue.
Because of its focus on the performance of research and the negotiation of
collaborative process, it is not surprising that action research took up the ‘linguistic
turn’ of the late twentieth century, emphasising the mediating role of language
(whether spoken, written or audiovisual) in creating communities of understanding or
in empowering certain concepts over others (Treleaven, 2001). After all, the research
process is dialogical, ‘Making sense is a process in which the group, through analysis
and reflection, reviews its experiences for knowledge and meaning’ (Treleaven, 2001
p. 90). Therefore, dialogue must occur throughout the research process, as a set of
structured and facilitated conversations, at times taking the form of a ‘brainstorm’, as
seen in Figures 2.3 and 2.4.
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Figure 2.3

Image from Banff Centre brainstorm to plan second portion of Mobile Digital
Commons Network Project
Figure 2.4

Brainstorm notes from mobile gaming workshop MDCN, at The Banff Centre,
2004
The use of conversation builds on earlier observational work about
conversation by Goffman (1981) and Berger and Luckmann (1967). The latter suggest
that conversation plays a role in grounding subjects into the reality they inhabit: ‘One
may view the individual’s everyday life in terms of the working away of a
conversational apparatus that ongoing maintains, modifies and reconstructs his
subjective reality’ (Berger & Luckmann, 1967 p.152). While conversation relies on
the implicit not the explicit, conversation may ‘amend reality as well as affirm it’
(p.152). Ideally, conversations include reciprocity and synchronicity, especially in
face-to-face situations: ‘Both of us hear what each says at virtually the same instant,
which makes possible a continuous, synchronised, reciprocal access to our two
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subjectivities, an inter-subjective closeness in the face-to-face situation that no other
sign system can duplicates’ (p. 38).
Action researchers see language analysis and changes in the deployment of
language as ways of understanding roles and tracking their transformation, and the
ability to create a common vocabulary is noted as a key to success. The emphasis by
participatory inquiry on the role of language aligns with this dissertation’s proposal
that the capacity of any person or group to understand the vocabulary of others, along
with the ability to work together to create appropriate terms for specific collaborations,
are fundamental to emerging forms of social cohesion and understanding (Steinholder,
2001;

Malina,

2002;

Cohen,

2004).

Paradoxically,

misunderstanding

and

mistranslation can also be beneficial, allowing assumptions behind ideas to be
explored, or instigating new thinking around old assumptions (Muller, 2003; Fischer,
2004; Diaz-Kommonen, 2005).
Successful interdisciplinary conversation draws on a vast body of empirical
evidence that reinforces the importance of shared vocabulary in interdisciplinary
exchanges. The role of conversation in ‘amending reality’ and create ‘an
intersubjective closeness’ was a critical factor in the success of the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances (Berger & Luckmann, 1967 pp. 38, 153) More
importantly for present purposes, it underscores the value of making language a focus
for discovery in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances. Linguistic
differences and assimilations are benchmarks within collaborative experiences; when,
over time, different disciplines develop a common language, a world with enormous
potential is unlocked.

6.1 Tools to Aid Flow of Language: Brainstorming, Body Storming, Location
Storming
Certain tools can facilitate the flow of language within the collaborative process of
such action research as the performances. These tools draw from Boal’s (1974) forum
theatre, devised theatre (Oddey, 1996), theatre improvisation and performance
(Richard & Robertson, 1991), as well as corporate brainstorming techniques. The use
of the tools leads to the exchange or the creation of shared terms and ideas, in other
words, boundary objects, a concept discussed later in this chapter. These tools also
provide a means by which to manage time and, in some instances, space, within an
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intensive collaborative inquiry, such as the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances.
The most commonly used technique is brainstorming, an improvisational
approach to problem solving. Brainstorming accelerates the development of ideas by
creating a value-free open process for problem-solving. It can be pleasurable and
collaborative and if managed equitably results in cohesion. Groups choose a topic or
issue: ‘All ideas are encouraged without criticism in order to allay fear…Ideas should
deliberately be as broad and odd as possible, and should be developed as fast as
possible. Brainstorming is a lateral thinking process’ (Manktelow, 2007 p.2). Once
the free-for-all ends, groups choose a limited number of ideas from the list, often first
connecting concepts together and then winnowing. The group then develops a set of
criteria against which it assesses the ideas; it begins to brainstorm solutions, and the
dialogue continues until a focus is found.
A recent technique, body-storming (de LaHunta, 2003; Lane & Angus, 2004),
is a cultural tool or boundary object that has migrated to brainstorming from
performance art, theatre and dance. Body-storming adds physical improvisation to
creative improvisation with words, and can be used to explore all manner of possible
technological applications and social dynamics. Body-storming allows participants to
enact an inquiry, thus, in Muller’s (2003) analysis, ‘enhancing communication
through the use of embodied (i.e. acted-out) experience and through contextualized
narratives’ (p. 16). Muller notes that when bringing together designers and end-users,
‘Boal’s techniques make a crucial use of improvisation by the user-audience, to
change the action and outcome of the drama’ (p. 14). Researchers act out relationships
between individuals and groups; or they approach other issues that are part of the
problem they are trying to address, such as Sha & Kuzmanovic’s (2000) use of space
and gesture. Results are described in words and diagrams (de LaHunta, 2003; Lane &
Angus 2004). The use of a twenty-four hour lock-up with intensive surveillance in the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance method could be described in part as a
body-storming approach. Figures 2.5 documents body-storming exercises in use to
better understand interface design.
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Figure 2.5

Blindfolded explorations of nature trails based on team reliance that serve as
metaphors for interface and search engine design as part of project brain and
body-storms at The Banff Centre
The Am-I-Able fashion and technology project at the Banff New Media
Institute explored the use of touch pads in garments. Research participants placed
words on each others’ white coveralls in various body zones to test comfort with
touch on those zones in different social contexts. And in a body-storm for the Mobile
Digital Commons Network project ‘Global Heart Rate’ participants adopted the roles
of bully, loner and joker and improvised play ground activity.32 Figures 2.6 and 2.7
below provide documentation of body-storming processes in the Am-I-Able project.
The Mobile Digital Commons Network is further described in Chapter Four and
Chapter Seven, Conclusions, with documentation as Appendix IIIb and DVD 3). The
observation and debriefing provided researchers with rich data from which to build
group interaction into the games they were designing.

32

As noted in Chapter Seven, Conclusions, both Am-I-Able and Mobile Digital Commons Network
drew on the CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performance method and tool-kit. Ron Wakkary and Joanna
Berzowska were the other principle investigators of Am-I-Able, along with the artist-researcher and
were engaged in co-leading and facilitating the workshop.
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Figure 2.6

Designers and workshop participants prepare words to place on the mock-ups
of interactive garments to explore touch and text interaction
Figure 2.7

Participants explore the role of touch in interactive fashion context
Location-storming, another technique now used in brainstorming, was first formalized
by Lane and Angus (2004) of Urban Tapestries, a London-based organization that
designs

participant-driven

location-based

historical

experiences

in

specific

neighbourhoods. Lane and Angus design in-situe with their participants, seeking to
bind the user’s and the designer’s imagination into an actual location. Locationstorming was also used in developing the Mobile Digital Commons Network locationbased mobile experiences described in Chapter Four (and mentioned above). In this
example, researchers developed and tested concepts and limitations of mobile games
in the actual location where these would be played. This led to an understanding of
the outdoors as a set filled with potential, albeit changing elements, and led to strong
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research results. Working on location helped diverse researchers develop a common
language that was rooted in agreed-upon descriptions of a place and the kinds of
interactions that occurred there. These examples can be viewed not only as using an
extended form of brainstorming but equally applying collaborative inquiry because of
the ways that end-users, designers and researchers are engaged throughout the
research process.

6.2 Conversation Analysis: Boundary Objects and Observational Tools
In interdisciplinary conversation, shared terms might be referred to as ‘boundary
objects,’ to borrow a term from sociologists and anthropologists, such as Star and
Greisemer (1989). From this sociological and anthropological view, boundary objects
unify disparate spaces or cultures as gifts of exchange, allowing the creation of new
relationships of power. The recipient begins to own the gift as much as does the donor
(Star & Greisemer, 1989).
In most instances, boundary objects are material gifts, but in cross-disciplinary
dialogue, these gifts can be terms or words or semiotic artefacts. In fact, concepts and
words can draw one discipline into another field. Fischer (2004) notes that boundary
objects must be able to adapt to all groups: ‘They represent the domain concepts and
ontologies that both define and reflect shared practice’ (p. 157). The original
boundary object is reinterpreted through this process, one that equally unsettles
habitus and its day-to-day expressions of doxa. Boundary objects account for
‘heterogeneity’, ‘cooperation’ and are ‘local’ and ‘general’ (Star & Greisemer p. 388).
Fischer (2004) emphasises, ‘Boundaries are the locus of the production of new
knowledge’ (p. 157)
SMS text messaging on mobile phones could be perceived as a boundary
object. A capacity developed by engineers for technical auditing was taken up by
users for social purposes, expounded upon by ethnographers as a paradigm shift and
designed actively into mobile phones by designers as first a social and then a cultural
application. The term ‘social network’ is also a boundary object, moving between
disciplines and absorbing understanding from each. ‘Artefact’ is a word that has
different meanings to graphics engineers (who seek to erase artefacts), artists (who
work with the traces of artefacts), archaeologists (who see artefacts as representing
past culture) and Aboriginal people (for whom the physical artefact represents cultural
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continuity with living culture). Negotiating meaning creates an ability to work
together around common cause.
Some earlier tools that emphasise the performative nature of conversation also
enhance the application of brainstorming and its related new expressions. Beginning
in the 1960s and continuing through the 1980s Goffman (1967, 1981) examined faceto-face ‘interaction rituals’ that mediate the continual flow of ‘involvement
obligations’ expressed through conversation (Goffman, 1967, p.115). He later (1981)
catalogued the rich dimensions of conversation, underlining ways that communication
and identifications build up when participants engage in the performance of a
dialogue. Conversation analysis can help with understanding cohesion, changes in
status and the adoption of conventions or vocabulary. Thus, Goffman’s tools for
conversation analysis help in understanding the performed and mediated
conversations of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances.
The prescient Goffman (1967, 1981) also proposed that an engineer needs to
be attentive to conversational ‘cues’ if he or she is to devise a functional and effective
conversation technology. As Erickson (2003a) underscores, the fissures between faceto-face interactions (wherein facial expression and other forms of body language, as
well as tone of voice and other contextual cues, inform meaning) and networked
conversation or performance (where these cues are largely lacking or may be
represented by other cues) cannot be underestimated. Holding conversations over the
Internet could consistently remind participants that they are in a mediated
environment.
Each conversation requires placement within the larger social situation. Talk,
Goffman says, ‘assumes relevance’ and binds us together, with collusion between
speakers masking power (1981, p. 121). For this reason there are codes of behaviour
regarding pacing that conversationalists follow. Goffman identifies ‘involvement
obligations’ which imply that participants, once in a conversation, feel that they are
socially obligated to engage and to maintain at least the appearance of spontaneous
involvement (1967 p, 114). He (1967, 1981) points out that the goal of the parties is
usually for the conversation to go well.
Conversations occur through moves, turns, statements and replies (Goffman,
1981 p. 24). There are norms of interruption, responses to simultaneous talk with
dimensions of give and take, norms of withholding and ‘back channel cues’, such as
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facial expressions and gestures, that provide the affect behind a discussion and limited
reinterpretation schemes (Goffman, 1981 p. 12). Goffman observes that the ideal in
friendly conversation is that no one participant speaks more than another and hence
blurting operates as a rupture (ibid 121). External stimuli can lead participants to be
off-centre or self-conscious, thereby making their interaction conscious.
Conversations also carry a set of norms about content. Participants rely on
stereotypical expectations of what one expects a respondent to utter, until these are
confronted or shifted, or until misunderstanding occurs (Goffman, 1981 pp. 57, 71,
88). Hosts at a dinner table, Goffman says, will ‘police listeners and encourage
incipient joiners’ (ibid 121, 122), in the same fashion as the moderators of the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and wrap-up dinner. Speakers’ social
settings lead to all manner of tropes to differentiate opinion from the general flow of
conversation, for example, a mocking repetition, speaking as another character in a
voice not one’s own, or using a stage presentation, such as a whisper.
Goffman refers to the process of significant topical shifts within conversation
as ‘phase change’, or devices that provide bridging, and help with the cadence of
activity (Goffman, 1981 p.49). The notion of ‘phase change’ draws from the scientific
understanding of the moments when a material changes its states (solid, liquid, gas,
for example). It is a linguistic boundary object that Goffman borrows from chemistry
and is used by researchers such as Trayner et al. (2005) to indicate changes in
qualities of a social group, in particular regarding cohesion within a large-scale
collaborative inquiry. It appears as a key term in the performance of Donaldson and
Flanagan.
These conversational strategies carry over to talk show environments and
other forms of hierarchy. ‘Code switching’ occurs as a shift within or breaks from
specific ‘involvement obligations’ which can be appropriate to context, uncomfortable
or ironically engaging (Goffman, 1981 p. 128). ‘Code switching’ can designate power
relationships; that is, it can indicate who has the authority to switch form, manner of
address or topic. In this light, Goffman analyses the lecture, and several television
genres, including current affairs and variety shows33.

33

To cite one example, he says that the lecture uses three kinds of address, memorisation, reading and
‘fresh talk’, where the speaker appears spontaneous.
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Goffman notes the ways that apparently spontaneous forms of conversation
become part of the professional practice and skills of a broadcast host or commentator,
whose ‘fresh talk’ seems spontaneous but is, of course, framed by topic, context and
information provided by background researchers (Goffman, 1981 p. 191). ‘Bounded
social encounters’, as Goffman calls them, spill into other spaces—especially when
performed in an open environment, drawing an audience in as witness. The public
face of this is television, where interviewers use private talk to denote bonding
between moderators and their audience, thereby initiating a dyadic breach with their
audience. Listeners are primed to make alternate readings of what is said, and
performers play off these misreadings. Breakdowns disclose hidden structures that
emerge at the point of crisis. For example, ‘blurting’ is a response to a surprise (p.
121); ‘rough voices’ is an accidentally public condemnation (p. 303); and ‘spillage’ or
‘blindness’ occurs when speakers think a microphone or camera is off when it is
actually still live.
Speaking aloud to oneself in public is odd, according to Goffman (1981), yet
he acknowledges that speakers incorporate self-reflection into most conversations,
both internally and then aloud as part of dialogue. Today, almost forty years after his
initial observations, in the era of mobile telephony, the public has become accustomed
to individuals apparently talking to themselves.
Of course, the soliloquy, the monologue, and the stand-up routine are
theatrical forms that assume an audience and allow for exegesis—stepping outside the
flow of drama, sometimes to establish a character or express emotion (Brecht, 1964).
Performers use monologues for comedic intervention through the stand-up routine.
Characters who deploy direct address interpolate throughout a performance. They
serve myriad functions; they are fools, wise men, feminist comics, and didactic
commentators (Goodman, 1993; Hill & Paris, 2001; Oddey, 2005).
Direct address is not just found on the street or on the state. It is carried into
documentary, television commentary and reality shows. In addition, forms that reflect
critically on mass media, such as video art, use direct address and conscious forms of
‘spillage’ and bad acting (Diamond & Kibbins, 1988). For example, the video diary is
an important dimension of video art and performance practice, often deployed by
feminist practitioners who want to establish a voice for women and speak directly to
an imagined audience. Direct address through the video diary is now commonplace in
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commercial websites as well, and reality television uses it to indicate authenticity.
Finally, performance to camera and direct address were designed and spontaneous
performative elements of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and their
effects are crucial to considering the final performances (Goffman, 1981).

6.3 Applying Conversational Analysis Tools
The dissertation will examine the many ways that language is taken up through the
process of the CodeZebra performances as a means of achieving collaboration and
cohesion. Finding common language and understanding the dynamics of the
conversation is particularly important when power among collaborators is unevenly
distributed. Many argue that artists hold less social capital than scientists and hence
have a more difficult time achieving recognition for their collaborative approaches;
this imbalance of power will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Four. For the
present, however, it should be noted that an action research and collaborative inquiry
approach that makes use of spoken word, audiovisual expression and performance as
much as written text, draws on artists’ skills as much as it does those of scientists,
hence providing varied points of entry for dialogue.
Applying Goffman’s (1981) conversation analysis to the performances will
help to decode power relationships and strategies after the performance. Chapter Six
will provide an understanding of the ways that Goffman’s concepts are relevant to the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, where the performers, moderators and
audiences provided readings, ‘fresh talk’ interventions, improvised conversation and
on-line interventions. (p. 303).
The dissertation will refer to the CodeZebraOS conversation visualisation
software, which was intended to diagram the exchange of ideas between the
researchers and their audiences as well as emotional analysis of the conversations,
creating a tool with which to direct conversation and change emotional dynamics.
Finally, other conversation analysis strategies will come into play, including an
analysis of shared terms or boundary objects. Chapter Five, for example, will provide
a comparative view of current digital tools for conversational analysis, and noting
their relevance to CodeZebraOS and the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances
and resulting method. Language analysis will guide the dissertation’s development of
possible future uses of the method.
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7. Concluding Note
Briefly stated, the dissertation draws on knowledge from sociology, applies it to
techno-culture, adds media studies analysis, and then considers both in relation to the
nature of collaboration and cohesion as well as the use of space and time within the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances. It achieves this using knowledge gleaned
from performance and media art. In the next three chapters, the domains of art
practice (performance art practice and artists’ tools), collaboration studies (new media
and cross-disciplinary collaboration and resulting tools) and language analysis
software will be discussed, noting the distinctions and parallels between the fields that
jointly comprise the field of knowledge for this dissertation. Then, the emerging
behaviours, expressions and vocabularies (textual, spoken, embodied and ‘played’) of
the Habituation Cage performances will be discussed in Chapter Six (drawing from
ethnographic and dramatic descriptions in Appendices V and VI), applying the
ideational constructs developed here.
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CHAPTER THREE

Responding to Techno-Culture: Performance Art, Media Art and Artists’
Tools

1. Introduction
As noted in the preceding chapter, there are parallels between participatory action
research, or collaborative inquiry, and forms of performance and media art. By
combining collaborative inquiry and media studies with critical documentary or vérité,
performance art, including networked performances and artists’ tools, the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances set out to develop a method to fast-track
interdisciplinary collaboration between artists and scientists. It was an attempt to
locate collaboration by artists and scientists, two groups who are technology-makers
and users, within a meaningful response to techno-culture, hence forming a new and
creative approach to cross-disciplinary collaboration.
While Chapter Two established the critical and social background that
permitted the development of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, this
chapter looks more closely at the performances themselves. It sets them within the
double helix of techno-culture. One strand is intensified surveillance (discussed in
Chapter Two), while the other is the trend in popular and artistic culture towards
participation and democratic exchanges. The examples used here will set the scene for
the practical work which was conducted as part of the thesis research and which will
be dealt with in more detail in the following chapters.
Chapter Three draws on critical documentary, media art and performance,
seeking out artistic expressions which address core concerns and working practices
relating to the now-common use of the Internet, surveillance and web cameras and,
more recently, mobile telephones and the integration of such technologies into work,
home, entertainment and public space. The selected examples34 privilege art works
that deconstruct or offer an alternative to the more troubling aspects of techno-culture.
The use of the Internet for collaborative performances is a crucial outcome of these
combined practices.
34

Some of the selected examples of artistic expression occurred after the 2003 CodeZebra Habituation
Cage performances at the Deaf Electronic Arts Festival (DEAF).
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Chapter Three argues that artist-invented technologies are necessary to provide
capacities that standard tools do not in order to enable new media expression. Further,
these tools are a means to unleash new forms of creativity while offering a critique of
techno-culture. The chapter studies a number of artists’ initiatives that combine new
tools with effective artistic practice as a means of critiquing surveillance, the
technologies behind surveillance, such as machine intelligence, with detailed
reference to the work of David Rokeby. These studies provide a comparative ground
for the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and their use of CodeZebraOS.
The chapter also considers the aesthetics within collaborative new media
works that use performance art as a means of engaging audiences both as viewers and
as participants. It ends with a discussion of the role of curators as initiators of, or
participants in, collaborative creative inquiry. Like artists, curators now frame
collaborative, open-ended and interventionist practices, in a fashion similar to the
multiple roles played by the artist-researcher in the creation of the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances.
Building on the ideas developed here, Chapter Four will go on to examine
collaboration in art and science. Collaboration between artists and scientists is a
logical outcome of a technically driven culture, but when each collaborator seeks
equal status, these collaborations are, in effect, another critical response to technoculture.

2. The Contradictory Moment of Surveillance Society and Sociable Media
2.1 Surveillance Society
Techno-culture intensified through the boom era of post-war capitalism, the fall of the
Soviet block, the rush towards globalization, the expansion of cultures and
technologies of collaboration and the current era of post-9/11 heightened CCTV and
Internet surveillance (Lyons, 2004). The rise of an image-oriented culture occurred
immediately before the vast expansion of digital capacity. In 1967, Guy Debord
chronicled ‘the society of the spectacle’, a world in which images captured the news
and became more powerful than actuality (Knabb, 2002 p. 35).35 Images were central
to the mass culture of cinema, the rise of television, new forms of print and the
35

Dubord was a leader of the Situationist art movement that was integral to the student uprisings of
May 1968 in Paris and inspired media studies thinkers and artists for years to come.
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advertising billboard, so that, as Knabb (2002) puts it, ‘The image has become the
final form of commodity reification… the spectacle is capital to such a degree that it
becomes an image’ (p. 54) The capture and circulation of these images increasingly
relied on digital tools and networks.
Fifteen years later, at the dawn of the electronic era, Victor Burgin (1986)
described the change that data and the Internet were bringing to bear on society:
‘[S]patial limitations are bypassed as restraints on the controlling hierarchies. All that
is needed are traces, of behaviour; credit card activity; traffic tickets, telephone bills,
loan applications... [P]anopticon monitoring extends not simply to massed groups but
to isolated individuals’ (p. 168).
Two decades later, Eric Kluitenberg (2006), one of the moderators of the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, describes the ways that the combination
of network capacity, the low cost of production, miniaturization and digital memory
have resulted in digital technology becoming invisible and embedded throughout the
environment. He notes that this condition makes critique more difficult because it
disappears from people’s everyday awareness. As Darley (2000) suggests, the current
cultural context amplifies spectacle.
Contemporary technologies implicate and engage the body in new ways,
through iris screening, immersive experience, such as computer games, or increased
sophistication of biomedical technology (Druckery, 1995; Braidotti, 2006). Machine
intelligence is embedded in buildings, transportation smart cards, objects, pets and
now the human body, through RFID and other sensor technologies that allow security
companies to profile individual employees as they move through their work spaces
(Kluitenberg, 2006).
Networked communication has resulted in new forms of mass cultural
expression. For example, reality television arises out of the amalgam of twentiethcentury Internet webcam culture, where individuals turn the camera on their daily
lives while others watch (Murray & Ouellette, 2004). This has produced a sense of
overarching intimacy combined with twenty-four/seven attention to the mundane.
Surveillance has now become internalised and distributed (Galloway, 2005). Some
critics argue that the positive underside of reality television culture is the opportunity
for its participants and audiences to gaze self-reflexively at daily life through the
television re-enactment of habitus and doxa (Couldry, 2004; Murray & Ouellette,
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2004). To some extent, it reveals the habitus and doxa of participating subjects and
their audiences (as discussed in Chapter Two) and their tactical resistance to the
hierarchies and norms of every day life (Tincknell & Raghuram, 2004).
In order to understand the rise of reality television, it may be valuable to paint
a picture of the era before the turn of the millennium. The l990s were a time of
heightened desperation about social mobility for many people—that is, ascension
through the ranks of social class and social structures—as sudden new wealth sprang
up in the aftermath of the digital wave. The technology boom provided opportunities
for some and nothing for others, but it was a time of arrogant optimism on the part of
the newly rich, as technology was seen as able to solve any problem (Gane, 2004;
Anderson, 2006; Braidotti, 2006). Anxiety was also fuelled by millennialism; hopes
as well as fears for dramatic change were part of the apocalyptic culture before the
year 2000. Finally, there was a new wave of geographic mobility that eroded
traditional social cohesion (Braman, 2006).
The long-standing fascination with celebrity was on the rise, as more invasive
technologies and new forms of communication allowed scrutiny of the daily lives of
the rich and famous (Murray & Ouellette, 2004) These processes were expressed in
the rise of confessional late night television that built on the self-help culture of the
1980s, itself an expression of the cooling of militant social critiques and the
absorption of these into capitalism. In a culture already engaged in distributed
surveillance, a preoccupation with self-analysis and public confession and the minutia
of the daily life of celebrity came first, followed by the webcam and digital cameras,
both of which allowed an accelerating capability for the observation and
documentation and of daily life through technology (Darley, 2000). Celebrities often
fed into this desire for personal detail. The crash of the technology boom coincided
with the rise of reality shows, in which ordinary people could become stars (Couldry,
2004). At the same time, participatory technologies such as file-sharing, peer-to-peer
serving, chat, or remixing of sound and audio allowed fans and audiences to
participate, thereby transforming themselves from passive to active and visible
culture-makers (Miller, 2004). Picking up on the zeitgeist, television and Internet
producers created spectacular contest shows.
The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances built on the complex
phenomena associated with reality television and its participatory culture. The artist
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and scientists were celebrities; there were confessional opportunities for both through
direct-to-camera address; their fans or audience could participate in the show; and
daily life in its detail was documented in attempt to display and understand the culture.
In early versions of the plan, the audience was going to be able to choose the artist
and scientist teams through a pre-event contest, but this was deemed too elaborate for
a small arts festival.

2.2 Social Networks, Popular Culture and Sociable Media
There are powerful countervailing tendencies, evidence and opinions which argue that
this is not simply a time of surveillance and self-interest. Rather, it is also a time of
intensive and growing sociability, expressed through media (Donath, 2004). The
Internet is decentralised in its technological form and its cultural expectations. Unlike
the early panoptic qualities of the prison, monitoring is polyvalent and multi-located
and reciprocal allowing opportunities for participatory citizenship (Galloway, 2004).
There is a significant and ongoing legacy of computer scientists and companies who
continually re-architect the Internet as a peer-to-peer space where the ability to
generate content is distributed (Oram, 2001; Truelove et al., 2001). Its users expect
the right to contribute and receive data and to find a wide range of products, including
media from the independent community rather than mass culture (Anderson, 2006).
The CodeZebraOS software stresses user engagement and participatory culture.
In the period immediately after the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, the
subculture of collaboration exploded into mass culture, enabled by peer-to-peer
technologies, text messaging, cell phone activism and the invention of blogs and then
Wikis (Green, 2006). The blossoming of social media has forever changed the
communications landscape. For example, documentary producers may now encounter
audiences who are already researching their own experiences and commenting on
these on-line, audiences who may well be one step ahead of the production company.
After a period of corporate resistance to sociable media, communications and
media companies are increasingly dependent on user-generated content for new
revenue streams. For example, commercial new media events such as nextMedia
(Achilles Media, 2007) provide forums that explore the economy of user-generated
content and participatory media, and social media such as Hurley and Chen’s
YouTube (2007) have been acquired by large companies such as Google. As
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Galloway (2004) points out, the previous network hierarchies are forever unsettled.
The multi-point quality to the structures of the Internet and other digital media also
means that centralised control is difficult to assert and that resistance is built in as
users’ expectations include participation and the free flow of information.
Recent trends in the structure of the Internet are making available
collaborative systems that were once the purview of specialists. The heightened
engagement with collaboration in the arts and research communities detailed later in
this chapter and again in Chapter Four takes place within the context of a mass and
popular culture that is increasingly collaborative in many of its expressions—
including chat systems, social networks, and collaborative web sites such as facebook
or YouTube (Oram, 2001; Truelove et al., 2001; facebook, 2007; Hurley & Chen,
2007). Donath (2004) describes this heightened user engagement as ‘sociable media’.
Blogging, while individualistic and diary-like, has a social, cumulative effect, with
blogs covering daily life, news events, dating and lifestyle issues. Finally, locative
media subcultures, such as GPS drawing or geo-caching, position social play in
specific locations (Diamond, forthcoming).
In youth culture, ‘remix’ is a practice that welds together culturally different
music and sound, as well as images. Remix, as suggested in Figure 3.1 signifies a
fundamental shift in values, where associations and new experiences, along with
familiarity, drive cultural pleasure, drawing as much from the history of the avantgarde DJ culture as the extensive file-sharing practices that first emerged with Napster
(Miller, 2004). On-line gaming is now a context where individuals meet and form
group identities across large geographic territories.
Figure 3.1

DJ Spooky represents a generation of artists who endorse an open source
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approach to cultural creation, mixing media from a wide variety of at times
copyrighted sources
Reality television has provided a testing place for large-scale viewer
engagement through Internet and mobile phone voting and commentary systems.
With respect to the latter, in an alternative to reality television, first-person storytelling spaces created by artists or designers provide a means for communities to share
their concerns with each other or with outsiders with very different worldviews.
Cumulative story-telling sites, such as those of Wayne Dunkley (2003), allow on-line
participants to upload stories about difficult subjects, such as homelessness or race,
into a standard form. These are means of creating open dialogues around difficult
subject matter like race in Feel: the longing for home, an issue of HorizonZero.ca that
Dunkley (2005) guest-edited. Feel engaged multiple communities who were exiled
from their homelands by necessity or choice, recreating a sense of home through
shared story-telling on the Internet.
The social, co-operative use of mobile telephones through SMS messaging
broke from the design protocol of the actual technology, showing the ways that
contemporary technologies are constantly repurposed by user communities. In fact,
mobile communication is the new site of social networking. Matt Locke (2004), a
British curator, theorist and former head of BBC Imagineering, describes mobile
phones as providing the possibility of ‘temporary intimate zones’ (Locke, in Leech,
2002 p.2) in public spaces. He suggests that mobile technologies are used to connect
individuals to other individuals, to mark out personal space and to build collective
identities that are not geographic, but may also be realised in geographic terms.36
These arguments indicate that the recent rise of social media may challenge
those who describe a culture of self-Interest and spectacle, pointing instead to
contradictory ‘we feelings’ and ‘intersubjectivity’ among communities who create
and share user-generated content. As will be argued, a willingness to collaborate sets
the stage for the adoption of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance method by
a wider audience than the festival, gallery or Internet alone can provide.

36

Locke was the leader of Test at The Kirkless Media Centre, now the mediacentre, available from
<http://www.the-media-centre.co.uk/> [accessed November 2006]; documentation of the UK projects
are available on their site.
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3. Creative Responses to Techno-Culture
Artists, critical media makers and other cultural producers, such as curators, engaged
with the roots and expressions of techno-culture throughout the 1960s, adapting their
interventions as structures of surveillance and techno-culture changed. Some of these,
such as immersive on-line social sites, data visualisation or visual web sites have
become core elements of a digital mass culture. The responses of artists, critical
media producers and curators to techno-culture continue to find variable forms and
are often expressed through artists’ formations and networks. Formal strategies
include documentary media, performance art with technology, works about and
against surveillance, collaborative experiences that create and deploy sociable media,
artists’ tools that provide alternate capacities to those of dominant techno-culture, and
highly collaborative curatorial initiatives. Elements of this repertoire were combined
in the final form of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances; they were at once
the tools that enabled its expression, the aesthetics surrounding it and the resulting
method.

3.1 Artists’ Formations, Networks and New Media Formations
In the 1960s and through the 1970s and 1980s as well, media artists created cooperatives and collectives in North America, the United Kingdom and Europe in order
to access portable video technology, and to screen and distribute the resulting media
art. These cooperatives tended to be relatively stable entities administered by artists,
as for example, V2 in Rotterdam, the Western Front and Video In, located in
Vancouver (Diamond, forthcoming). Artists drew on each other as creative partners,
performers and crews. They created a parallel world to that of commercial media.
Artists also lobbied for the creation of cable television broadcast and production
access for art and documentary work by independent producers. In the USA, they
were successful in developing Paper Tiger Television, ALIVE and other collectively
administered points of access to the cable networks; in the UK, Channel Four became
a co-producer of artists’ creative projects (High & Venuto, 1999; Abbott, 2000).
In the 1990s, theorists and artists, such as Stone (1995, 2000a), Frank Boyd,
Broeckman and Kluitenberg (1999) Garcia and Lovink (1997, 1999) and Bunting
(1999), were actively concerned about the ways in which computer networks were
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reverting to corporate interests, the heightening of surveillance and the denial of
creative access to users (Boyd et al., 1999). They argued that despite utopian thinking,
collectives and the networks can be exclusionary, with hierarchies of access.
Networks do not distribute their contents evenly; nodes and sub-networks reference
each other. There are many sub-networks buried inside the Internet that are passwordprotected, walled gardens or simply buried (Malina, 2002). For these reasons, Stone
(1992, 1995) feels that artists should lobby corporations and regulators to guarantee
ongoing network access for artists, as in the 1970s when they successfully established
cable television.
At this time, artist-controlled media was seen as an achievable goal. By the
1990s, Lovink, who initiated Nettime (Byfield et al., 1995-2007), one of the first art
world on-line discussion sites, was working towards the creation of an artistcontrolled, high-speed network (Garcia & Lovink, 1999; Lovink, 2003). The 1990s
also saw the rise of technologically heavy collaborative artists’ laboratories, entitled
‘collaboratories’ by Century (2002. p.2), such as Ars Electronica, the Banff New
Media Institute and Media Lab Helsinki, where art and technology research and
creation could occur (Druckery, 1999; Mawnpaa, Nykanen & Dean, 2005; Cook,
Diamond & Kennard, forthcoming); these are discussed in more detail in Chapter
Four.37
At the same time, the Internet engendered the emergence of smaller collectives
as a form of collaboration among artists. These organisational structures are nimble,
providing a context for professional collaboration and distribution. As Ditta (1998)
and Dietz (2003, 2004b) discuss, given the crucial roles of the Internet as a creation
and distribution site, networks are perhaps the dominant form of organisation of new
media artistic practices. As the Critical Art Ensemble (2001) demonstrates, these
function as collective crucibles for artistic production and provide databases of work
and sites of exhibition and discourse. The exhibition entitled The Art Formerly
Known as New Media, curated by Cook, Dietz and Kiendl in 2005 and illustrated in
Figure 3.2 provided ample examples of such initiatives that used the Banff New
37

The structures of new media collectives often differ from their video antecedents. As demonstrated
by the history of video cooperatives and within the logic of the material effects of technology that Law
and Hassard (1999) and Latour (1998) discuss, the kinds of technologies that artists require is a factor
in defining the permanency of the institutions that they create. New media produce contradictory
responses.
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Media Institute as a node for more than a decade.
Figure 3.2

The Art Formerly Known as New Media exhibition indicates growing
Integration of digital art into the art world
Sociologists of science and technology argue that networks are comprised of
technological and human actors that combine to allow their performance; hence,
structural or creative interventions must give weight to both social and technological
actors (Latour, 1999; Law & Hassard, 1999).
In order to underscore continuities as well as new formations, it is valuable to
remember, as Dunhill and O’Brien (2007) prove, that artistic networks existed long
before the Internet. Even so, the Internet has amplified networks both in terms of
deployment, types of use and metaphor.38 Networks vacillate between the local and
the ageographic (Dietz, 2004a, 2004b, 2006). New media networks cannot be
contained by traditional boundaries of nation-state (Malina, 2002; Galloway; Braman,
2006).
Some network formations such as Nettime (Byfield et al., 1995-2007) or
Rhizome (Tribe, 1996-2006) are stable, although the identities of those who are
participating or enabling may shift over time.39 Other networks are short-lived. For
example, the 1990s saw the emergence of the tactical media movement, an informal
network that amalgamated artists, documentary producers and technology builders
who documented the anti-globalisation movement of the 1990s or created expressions
that intervened in surveillance society, such as hijacking search engines or mimetic
but ironic imitations of commercial sites (Garcia & Lovink, 1997, 1999; Bunting,
38

Artists created alternative networks comparable to artist-run centres for both visual and media art in
Canada (such as the Independent Film and Video Alliance) and in the UK (through the media
workshops of the 1970s and 1980s, many of which formed the backbone of Channel Four).
39
Mark Tribe, who initiated Rhizome, was a moderator for the CodeZebra Habituation Cages.
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1999; Boyd et al., 1999; Lovink, 2003). Unlike the more stable formations of the
video art and documentary era, these collaborations were ‘temporary consensus
zones’ where focus could be spent on intervention rather than the ‘tiredness of selfsatisfied groups or communities’ that some felt was a result of long-term cooperatives
(Green & Lovink, 1999 p. 3). In this context, Heath Bunting (1999) designed
interventions against but within corporate network structures, for example, redirecting viewers who clicked on the Disney site to a pornography portal.
As Alexander et al. (2003) disclose, the technologies and systems that artists
invent for networks are often disruptive, resulting in different kinds of experiences, or
are even thoughtful hacks through security barriers or adaptations of existing
technologies. 40 To cite the specific example used here, the CodeZebra Habituation
Cage performances drew from the lessons of artists’ formations and used a temporary
network expression to engage a critical creative process.

4. The Importance of Performance Art
It is evident from the discussion of networks as comprised of human and
technological actors that techno-culture provokes previously unimagined qualities and
forms of user or audience engagement. Human creative intervention is needed, as
Rokeby (1999) argues, to keep the user aware that a human ultimately is the designers
of even apparently autonomous systems. These possibilities provide a valuable
context to re-engage performance art practices and histories. As this chapter suggests,
collective action in new media is highly performative, and the performative (whether
writing, speaking, remixing or moving) crosses media.
New technologies implicate the artist, the audience and even the curator in a
network of complex structures (Hill & Paris, 2001). Peter Weibel (1986, 1992) and
Katherine Hayles (2002, 2005), building on the work of Gilles Deleuze (1989) and
others, propose an iterative and associative nature to the structure of new media.
Repetition, rather than being nostalgic, replaces a sense of loss that characterised
classical narrative and Western culture before this period. As discussed in Chapter
Two, Braidotti (2006) proposes the power of bodies-in-time, a notion that Deleuze
40

Nortel Networks disrupted itself by its inability to predict the evolution of the technologies it
developed, despite having a group called Disruptive Networks whose job was to think strategically into
future uses. Nokia has a similar group.
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develops in analysing the revolutionary effects of cinema, as a lived recognition of the
becoming of the subject as they engage in a project of cultural transformation.
New media worlds can be experienced as a set of associations, events, nonlinear searchers, repetitions or simultaneous media, rather than narratives. This
changed perception has significant implications for role and habitus. Stone (1995) and
Turkle (1995), early theorists of the Internet, see it as a place of malleable identity
that allows personal transformation. Maskegon-Iskwew (2005) and Hopkins (2005)
argue the same but from a cultural, that is, Aboriginal, perspective. Others, such as
Roy Ascott (2004), go farther, proposing the disappearance of embodied roles and
physical constraints, in deference to a new transcendent collective mind. Debates have
erupted over the impact of network experience on the body and its representation—
some even suggesting that the actual body is superseded by the virtual (Druckery,
1996).
Consalvo and Passonen (2003), feminist sociologists, disagree with these
views. They underscore the differences between performativity, in which people
unconsciously adopt roles, and performance art, which assumes actors are aware of a
script or critical context. They trace the re-emergence of traditional structures of race,
class and power, as on-line fantasy worlds and structures developing norms and
systems of exchange. They note that subjects are seldom self-reflexive about the
content of role-play. Rather, stereotypes tend to re-emerge in characters that people
construct in most on-line situations.
Clearly, over the now many years of its existence, the Internet has provided a
contradictory space for performance, play and identity-making, coupled with social
critique. These debates suggest a moment of conflict where the habitus (structures of
cultural power) and doxa (their forms of expression, cultural and human) are revealed
and shaken (Bourdieu, 1977; Swartz, 1997). Similarly, the CodeZebra Habituation
performances and the use of CodeZebraOS within the communication structure of the
performances attempt to foreground and reveal role play and the accompanying
emotional and linguistic expressions of the performers (Goffman, 1981; Berger &
Luckmann, 1967).
Performance art, like some forms of physical theatre (Muller, 2003) and dance
(Dempster, 2003; Loukes, 2003), provides a longstanding engagement with the body
and its temporal and spatial relationships, its limits and capabilities as a medium and
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its signification—abstract, individual and social (Doherty, 2004; Hoffmann & Jonas,
2005). Performance art allows forms of improvisation that are critical to collaborative
inquiry, as discussed in Chapter Two, because its ‘liveness’ dissolves expected social
boundaries (Mienczacakowski & Morgan, 2002; Schechner, 2002; Muller, 2003).
As discussed in Chapter Two and demonstrated in Chapters Four and Six,
cohesion is a fundamental construct of collaboration, of building a sense of
participation. Participants construct identities through roles and transactions, and new
technologies implicate them into a network of pre-existing structures while allowing
them to invent new cultures, identities, and remap the network itself (Mol, 1999;
Fischer, 2004; Dietz, 2006). Bruce Barber, following the logic of the Fluxus
movement, proposes performance as an engaged and committed task of acting on
culture: ‘The task becomes restorative and critical’ (Barber, in Richard and Robertson,
1991 p. 120). What is more, collaborative inquiry demonstrates that collective
interventions can build cohesion and transform the context being acted on (Bray et al.,
2000). To cite a specific example, it was the culture of art and science collaboration
within the context of techno-culture that the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances sought out, providing not only a critique but a positive alternative
strategy through the inventions of the artist and researcher teams.
Performance art provides a rich repertoire of strategies that address the
pervasiveness of techno-culture, the institutional and invisible qualities of roles,
habitus and the daily life doxa, in which these are acted out, and the passage of time.
Like many contemporary art forms, performance art, by framing elements of the
taken-for-granted private sphere, reveals a set of relations that are increasingly
socialised by the technological mediation—performance makes the private public and
open to scrutiny and dialogue (Budney & Blackwell, 2005; Hoffman & Jonas, 2005).
Performance art gives artists a means by which to move away from notions of
the isolated creative individual towards making art a social experience, often
involving many players (Doherty, 2004). The Fluxus movement, which began in the
1960s, was an international network of artists who expressed a deep commitment to
co-authorship. Chandler and Neumark (2005) suggest, ‘Of the multitude of ideas and
directions that Fluxus has explored, the most significant one is that it models a way of
being creative that offers a communal, participatory, and open-ended alternative to the
traditional forms and functions of art-making’ (p. 123).
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A new generation of artists has taken up this approach through productive
interventions that raise the question of media spectacle. The Danish collective
Superflex/ is led by Nielsen, Fenger and Christiansen (2007) and includes almost
twenty participants in its network. Participants share their interventions and creative
processes with the international art world, as well as with local partner communities
in the developing world. They recently worked with Danish and African engineers to
invent a simple, portable, bio-gas unit capable of producing sufficient gas for the
cooking and lighting needs of a single family (Nielsen, Fenger & Christiansen, 2007).
This focus on bettering the circumstances of daily life for their collaborating subjects
is much like collaborative inquiry because the participants co-design the inquiry
process (Bray et al., 2000) (except that the displacement of this activity into the art
world could add a layer of scrutiny and self-reflexive activity).
Similarly, in order to develop a fast-tracked method for collaboration in the era
of techno-culture, the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances drew lessons from
performance art and participatory inquiry to create an environment that engendered
trust while it challenged roles, and improvised creative invention while it permitted
balanced self-reflection.
These approaches are indicated in the collaborative inquiry practice discussed
by Bray et al. (2000), in the foundations of participatory action research described by
Ludema, Cooperrider and Barrett, (2002), in Lincoln’s (2002) comparisons with
constructivist social science and in the participatory design methods evaluated by
Muller (2003). It resonates with the performance art approaches catalogued by
Williams and Allsopp (2003) and within the analysis of Hatoum’s practice by Brett
and. deZegher (1997) and Sawchuk (2004).

4.1 Performing Everyday Life: ‘dailiness’
The following discussion outlines the relevance of specific performance practices to
the theory and practice-based work of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances
and provides brief case studies of the work of several artists. In order to foreground
social structures and roles and transform our understanding of these, and to disrupt the
elitism of art as an institution, some artists have placed the performance of everyday
tasks into a displaced artistic context of repetition and scrutiny within the gallery or
on the stage.
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To cite an example, choreographer Merce Cunningham, who coined the term
‘dailiness’, undertook the daily work of culling beauty from the everyday, as a source
of movement (de La Hunta, 2003). Cunningham believed that new vocabularies
would arise through repetition and the passage of bodily time. Perhaps related to its
interest in collaborative rather than individual expression, the Fluxus performance
movement (mentioned above) was critical of the institutionalisation of art and its
separation from lived experience. Fluxus directed its work to the study and critique of
everyday life, proposing that performance must be powered by the attempt to fulfil
tasks rather than recite scripts (Higgins 1981). Finally, in a feminist statement about
daily routine, Martha Rosler (1975) in Semiotics of the Kitchen performs each letter of
the alphabet, creating an amusing semaphore using carving knifes and other kitchen
tools in a strangely menacing manner.
Michel de Certeau (1988, 1994) provided artists with key ideas about the
power of simple human acts, or the art of the everyday, to change daily life. His ideas
are directly linked to those of Auge (1995), Bourdieu (1977) and Cauquelin (1999), as
discussed in the preceding chapter. He proposes that the everyday practice of walking
across a space brings it to life, and he argues for the power of tactical small
interventions in shifting consciousness. As a result, he reinvigorated a performance
practice that focused on everyday life.
De Certeau (1988) builds on the concepts of the habitus and doxa to suggest
that rather than large disruptions, in networked capitalist society, with its emphasis on
consumption, users or consumers can engage in everyday acts that both create the
social order and, at times, are disruptive to it. Following the lead of twentieth-century
performance artists, he argues that everyday practices should be illuminated, as these
show what composes a culture. Elsewhere, de Certeau (1994) defines a set of
activities, or tactics that consumers use to mark out their differentiation. Tactics are
the way that individuals express agency within the flow of time in order to turn events
‘into opportunities’ (p. 480). De Certeau notes four areas of everyday consumption
that are crucial to the use of tactics: reading, talking, dwelling, and cooking. He
studies the activity of talk and speaking, as well as electronic speech and sees these
are forms of individual intervention. Thus, he perceives speech as demonstrating a
linguistic system, through the re-appropriation of language by the speaker, by
establishing a present moment within space and time and in creating a relationship
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with others within a network. De Certeau’s interest in talking as an everyday
performative tactic was of value to the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances
method. In addition, tactics as a form of cultural intervention were taken up by
documentary producers and NetArtists.
Often referencing de Certeau (1988), the importance of the everyday has been
embraced in the twenty-first century as a site of intervention. Performance artists use
everyday tasks staged within domestic or work space to underscore the nature of
habitus and the daily performance of doxa. Visitors to Michael Elmgreen and Ingar
Dragset’s 2002 exhibition, How are you today? at the Massimo de Carlo Gallery in
Milan, while exploring an apparently empty gallery space saw a small opening in the
ceiling, with a ladder to climb up and discover, ‘an ordinary Milanese apartment
inhabited by a friendly lady and her friends on the other side of the kitchen’
(Hoffmann & Jonas, 2005 p. 36). The housewife carried on with her routine, and
when friends visited, she fed them and talked to them. This work combines
surveillance and the everyday continuity of task and sociality.
Rirkrit Tiravanija (2002) is an Argentinean-Thai performance artist whose
working method is a combination of context creation, curatorial practice, everyday
domestic rituals and theatrical re-enactment. In a recent conversation with curator
Charles Reeve, he discusses his creation of social networks through hosting, cooking
and holding conversations (Tiravanija & Reeve, 2007). He carefully constructs the
spaces that he introduces into the gallery and where he undertakes his performances.
In Apartment, he recreated his New York apartment out of plywood and placed it
inside the Kölnische Kunstverein, keeping it open twenty-four/seven and ‘invited the
audience to inhabit it for their own purposes’ (Tiravanija, 2000 p.1). Tiravanija
cooked phad thai or curry for his audience day after day, in an act meant to challenge
the Western isolation of the gallery, to dissolve boundaries between artist and
audience and to create a sense of active engagement with and within the audience.
Tiravanija treats such encounters as though they were informal gatherings of friends.
He encourages his guests to tell stories and enjoy the meal (Stafford, 1998). As well
as suggesting an unfolding process of discovery and becoming, these strategies
introduce a physical, sensory layer to the encounter, social qualities that proponents of
collaborative inquiry deem necessary for successful research and engagement (Bray et
al., 2000).
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Tiravanija’s 2002 exhibition at the Guggenheim Museum, shown in Figure 3.3
was ironically titled Untitled 2002 (he promised), a ‘platform for improvisation and
interaction’.41 Tiravanija’s large-scale installation was conceived as an arena, a nexus
for a series of artistic, public, and private activities—effectively blurring the
boundaries that customarily separate them. From the barbecue on opening night to
Thai massages, DJ sessions, film programs, and panel discussions, Untitled 2002 (he
promised) required the active participation of the viewer in order to be fully realised.
Tiravanija was a catalyst and a gracious host (Tiravanija, 2002). He describes this
work as a model or platform that hovers between art and curatorial activity.
Figure 3.3

Gallery setting for Untitled 2002 (he promised) at the Guggenheim Museum,
NYC combines curatorial and artistic interventions by Tiravanija (2002)
At the same time as it establishes situations that confront the rules that
separate galleries from daily life. Tiravanija’s works remind the viewer of the social
separation of public and private. But galleries often balk at an artist cooking in their
space. When Tiravanija was told to move an Los Angeles Museum of Contemporary
Art cooking performance outside and place it on a platform, he reluctantly moved
outside but rejected the platform, angrily building an anti-social cage around himself
and his fellow cooks from which to give out food to the seven thousand who attended
the opening event (Tiravanija & Reeve, 2007).
Tiravanija (2007) has a stated interest in time—especially in the concepts of
endurance and simultaneity. The platform performances are endurance-based. And he
recently lined up exhibitions so that there are multiple shows at the same time around
the world, some featuring the archive of his past work, some re-enacting previous
41

Rendered in highly reflective stainless steel and chrome, its structure was inspired by R. M.
Schindler’s residence in West Hollywood (1921-1922), which exemplifies the architect’s interest in the
permeability of domestic space and how it is enlivened by its surrounding context.
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performances using different media such as audio, some offering new curatorial
platforms and performances. Both as single instances and as a whole, his works
disrupt a sense of linear time, providing a multiplicity of events, a virtual or imaginary
whole that is made up of durations as Deleuze (1989) suggests.
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances drew on the work of Tiravanija
and other performers, especially with respect to their emphasis on tasks, dailiness,
collaboration, conversations, intervention and temporality. These provided guidance
for, and affirmation of, the strategies of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances and the resulting method.

4.2 Endurance and Performance
As has been noted, performance artists hope to uncover the deep structures of existing
social order, point out the clash between public and private, and investigate dailiness.
They seek to undermine media spectacle and are concerned about the nature of the
contemporary body, its temporality and its relationship to art-making as a material.
Their work engages with ‘bodies-in-time’, as, ‘embodied and embedded entities fully
immersed in webs of complex interaction, negotiation and transformation with and
through other entities’ (Braidotti, 2006 p.154).
To achieve these goals, since the 1970s, performance artists have sought out
physically challenging tasks or acts. In 1970, in creating Reading Position for a 2nd
Degree Burn, Dennis Oppenheim lay on a beach with a book of Karl Marx, open on
his chest, and slowly changed colour, his sunburn framing the red cover of the book.
He stretched himself across pits that he had dug in the beach until he could no longer
endure the effort and collapsed. In 1971, Chris Burden explored ‘physical exertion
and concentration beyond normal endurance’, placing himself in a small foot locker at
University of California, Irvine for three days with only water (Goldberg, 1979 p.103).
Some artists combine the re-enactment of the everyday, the challenge of
endurance under duress, with surveillance, bringing the panoptic into the performance
space. In his 1978 performance/video installation In-ten-sity, Wong, one of the artists
who would later be locked up in the Habituation Cages, locked himself into a
suspended cage, attached to the interior roof of the Vancouver Art Gallery, with five
video cameras pointing at himself, to capture and share his mourning of the suicide of
his lover, Kenneth Fletcher. Wong swung the cage by throwing himself against the
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walls (Richard & Robertson, 1991). Members of the audience stormed the cage and
jumped inside it. They joined his frenzy; they too threw themselves against the walls,
then calmed Wong and slowed the movement of the cage. Those audience members
outside the cage could see only the swinging cage and the live video feed footage of
the event (Wong, 1978; Marchessault, 1995; Gale & Steele, 1996; Abbott, 2000).
Feminist artists also took up endurance practices. Feminist performance was
often anchored in the exigencies of domestic labour, as documented and analysed by
feminist sociologists and historians (Luxton, 1980; Burstyn & Smith, 1985; Cheal,
1991). 42 Diamela Eltit, a Chilean writer and artist, undertook repetitive risky
performances in opposition to the Pinochet dictatorship. She routinely scrubbed
Santiago streets with blood, following the cleansing with a poetry reading about
suffering in houses of prostitution. During the performances, she would cut her arms
and bleed (Foss & Taylor, 1986; Taylor & Constantino, 2003; Richard, 2004).
Since the 1970s, Marina Abramovic (2005), an artist from Belgrade, now
living in the Netherlands, has produced works that use her body as material and as a
time piece. Like Tiravanija, Abromovic seeks the disclosure of the personal within the
public space of the gallery. In The House with the Ocean View, she took on, as she
puts it, ‘simple daily discipline, rules, and restrictions to purify myself’, living on
three platforms, five feet above the floor, each almost two feet apart (Abramovic et al.,
2004). One platform had a wooden bed, with a white stone carved head-rest, fresh
water and a metronome; a second had a toilet and shower which she used three times
a day; and a third had a bare table and chair. For twelve days, she maintained silence
and drank only water, standing or kneeling over the ladder. Audience members could
view her facial details through a telescope. She used the simple, repeated actions of
daily life—sitting, dreaming, and thinking, to suggest psychological states. Viewers
were transfixed by her ordeal, sharing a sense of temporal shift, of non-linear time.
In Seven Easy Pieces, performed in 2005 as part of the Performance ‘05
Festival in New York at the Guggenheim Museum of Modern Art, and dedicated to
Susan Sontag, Abramovic (2005) re-enacted performances by other endurance
performance artists, Gina Pane, Joseph Beuys, Bruce Nauman, Vito Acconci, VALIE
EXPORT, and her own works. Filmmaker Babette Mangolte (2007), who released an
42

The Intensive performances described here are iterative, not linear, and prefigure performances on
the Internet.
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HDTV film of the performances, observes that the artist forms a pact with her gallery
audience that is not voyeuristic but empathetic. They experience the changes of
‘Marina Abramović’s exposed body due to the rigorous discipline of being there on
display each day for seven hours without any restrictive boundaries’ (Mongolte, 2007
p. 4).
A more benign example of endurance combined with dailiness, task and
conversation, Conversations on Choreography, led by deLahunta et al (2003) drew on
Anne Cauquelin’s (1989) use of the doxa as a place for people to be together and
think together, that is, a body of shared and shifting knowledge that mixes cultural
production with everyday life practice. The project also picked up on de Certeau’s
(1988, 1994) concentration on the power of everyday tasks and processes by creating
a series of themed extended public conversations, over a long duration (twelve hours a
day, over many days). The organisers added additional local experts to a core group of
choreographers and theorists, and this group, in turn, was subject to a series of
‘interruptions’ by individuals outside the larger group, including performances and
other interventions. The intense, long performances allowed a ‘time of becoming,
intensive and not extensible’ (deLahunta et al., 2003 p. 63). This process led to
‘imaginative experimentation’, or the emergence of varied interpretation as the
sessions moved forward (Bray et al., 2000 p. 107).
The organisers of Conversations on Choreography viewed ‘conversational
practice as choreography’ (deLahunta et al., 2003 p. 68) and sought the latter’s
reinvigoration through cross-disciplinary dialogues. These events are similar to the
Banff New Media Institute Summits (Diamond & Kennard, 1993-2007), where
scientists, designers, artists and social scientists convened in three to four day, highly
mediated and fast-tracked brain-storms, sharing research and addressing significant
problems. This calls up the conditions of collaborative inquiry already discussed—
contexts of ‘group learning that allow ‘simultaneous currents of thought, ebbing and
flowing, rising to the surface, or lurking at oceanic depths’ (Bray et al., 2000 p. 72).
Aboriginal cultural analysts and artists also stress the importance of
collaboration, engagement with time, duration and endurance as elements of
Aboriginal cultural practices and identity, relating these qualities to the experience of
living on the land (L’Hirondelle, 2003; Claxton, 2005; Hopkins, 2005; MaskeganIskwew, 2005). For Aboriginal peoples, the task of restorative action—as Barber
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describes the goal of performance—requires both re-enactment and respect for
cultural traditions (Barber, in Richard & Robertson, 1991). In ‘Indigenising the
effects of Media Globalization’, a paper given at Aboriginal Collaborations—Within
and Between Nations, Within and Between Cultures, Christine Morris proposes
continuity between new media experience, respect for elders and the land or, as she
calls it, ‘The Law’. In fact, she says, technology must be subordinate to both the
culture and its Law (Morris, 2002).
Cheryl L’Hirondelle puts these ideas into practice. In a performance entitled
cistêmaw iyîniw ohci, Savage, bringing the wild back to the west, at Makwa
Sahgaiehcan Indian Reserve in Saskatchewan, L’Hirondelle re-enacted the history of
Cistemaw inyiniw, a runner who brought stories and news across the reserve, over the
course of a month, running from home to home (L’Hirondelle, 2003; Hopkins, 2005).
Women on the reserve created a moccasin telegraph to signal that L’Hirondelle was
about to arrive, elders retold traditional runner stories, and collaborators Louise Halfe,
Cheli Nighttraveller and Joseph Noytowhow, whom L’Hirondelle curated into the
project, interacted with the community. These artists arranged for the water syllabic to
be placed on the exterior of certain houses, indicating to L’Hirondelle, who was
running around the reserve, that these homes would welcome her with water and food.
Other artist collaborators provided a means of community engagement through photo
essays, story circles, and radio streaming, but the bridge between the enduring and, at
times, suffering body and technology remained in constant movement, as a means of
engaging the senses and sympathies of the community of participants and viewers and
a larger group of spectators (Bray et al., 2000). In the spirit of collaborative inquiry, a
researcher initiated the project, but the community, through its engagement,
completed the project, adding elements along the way (Bray et al., 2000).
As guest editor of the Horizonzero.ca volume, ‘âcimowin: a story, true story,
account, report, news; what is being told’, in ‘Tell: Aboriginal Story in Digital Media’,
L’Hirondelle (2004) describes such collaborative, physically demanding and
interactive performance works as an extended form of story-telling and as a
transactional process for Aboriginal people:
As Aboriginal people, we need to remember that our stories convey vital
cultural and ceremonial information; they remind us about the laws of nature,
how communities must work together, and that we are keepers of the land,
songs, dances, narratives, and everything they inspire. It is our role and
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responsibility as artists to use, develop and share this information
appropriately, for the survival of all. (p. 3)
The performer’s body, endurance performance, repetitive ritual, Internet and video
technology provide the capacity to create interventions that starkly underscore the
importance of place, as well as time, for traditional cultures (Taylor, 2003), bridging
the sites of community and gallery. They also echo the methodologies of collaborative
inquiry when it engages communities in the ways that it has shifted ethnographic
observation to engage traditional cultures in research processes that are culturally
rooted and egalitarian (Reason & Bradbury, 2002). Figure 3.4 provides an example of
L’Hirondelle’s endurance performance practice.
Figure 3.4

Documentation of ekayapahkaci (don't freeze up) - Cheryl L'Hirondelle (2005)
originally presented February 18, 2005 with The Banff Centre
The creative strategies listed here evoke Cixous’s (1994) repetitive writing, in
that these performances allow the body to engage fully in creating forms of
unconscious action, expressed through the discipline of gesture, words and movement
(Blythe & Sellers, 2004). Furthermore, all performances described above contribute to
a new archive that inscribes in bodily and recorded memory, a ‘minoritarian culture’.
When successful, these establish ‘a deterritorialising agency’ and, hence, offer
resistance to surveillance culture (Braidotti, 2006 p. 175), all of which are strategies
used in the creation of the CodeZebra Habituation Cages.
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4.3 Performance and New Media: Communication and Collaboration in OnLine Performances
Even before the development of the Internet, performance art found an easy alliance
with media art. Video was used as a documentation medium, allowing the ephemeral
nature of performance to be captured and archived. Live communications
technologies held an immediate appeal for artists who perceived the possibilities for
on-site improvised performances and for bridging distance. Interventions into the
Internet through artistic practices could foreground techno-culture, providing an
alternative view of its power relations and technologies, while transcending the
limiting audience boundaries of the contemporary art world (or the nation-state).
From the beginning, even before the visual web, the Internet was characterised
by structured performance activity and performative acts of identity making (Hamman,
1997; Tofts & Carvelerro, 2002). Participants engaged in role-playing, first in MUDs
and MOOs, such as Lambda MOO, then in IRC and in avatar chat worlds such as
Active Worlds (Waurshauer, 1994; Hamman, 1997; Defer, 2000). Identity play
continues in on-line role-playing games like Will Wright’s (2004) The Sims, or the
burgeoning Second Life, where first-person players build and control worlds,
interacting with computer agents or each other.43 These new media provide a ground
for fantasy, for relationship-making with others who do not share physical space, and
for the development of new communities of interest around common themes (Ascott,
2004). Not surprisingly, the performative nature of the Internet also attracted artists.
Earlier preoccupations in performance art about the nature of the body in space,
its boundaries, its social nature, its division between private and public and its
capacities as an instrument, have migrated to the Internet. Artists remain interested in
the body as a spatio-temporal construct and the changing nature of its ‘dailiness’,
especially given the nature of the Internet and the effects of its presence or nonpresence (Czegledy, 2001). In fact, bodily presence is a key element of a number of
43

MUDs (Multiple User Dungeons or Domains): text-based, on-line multi-user environments modelled
after early Dungeons and Dragons-style computer games, such as Zork Zero. MOOs (MUD ObjectOriented): a more sophisticated version of the text-based, on-line multi-user environment of the MUD,
based on object-oriented programming. IRC: Internet Relay Chat. Avatar chat worlds: chat worlds in
which participants can choose or create an avatar—a graphic representation and ‘alter ego’; the term
originates from Hinduism and means ‘descent’ (Hamman, 1997; Defer, 2000; Smith, Farnham &
Drucker, 2000). First-person players: computer games distinguish between a first-person point of view,
where players control and experience the game from their own perspective, and a third-person point of
view, where players control a graphic representation of themselves within the environment.
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projects using video conferencing (Brooks, Emond & Spence, 2002; Brook, 2003;
Chandler & Neumark, 2005).
Performance on the Internet held the possibility of shifting audiences from the
art world to popular culture. Braun (2005) suggests:
By breaking down boundaries between product process and product,
communication and production, local input and transmission, and so on,
projects of this nature remove the possibility of fully defining the territory
these borders previously encompassed, and of course, they remove any
possibility of defining that territory solely as a territory of art…the use of the
network is not groundbreaking—rather network arises only in its active
utilization as a transactional space. (p. 81)
Hole in Space was created and produced by Kit Galloway and Sherrie Rabinowitz in
1980. The performance mobilised popular interest through its connection of malls in
New York and Los Angeles over three evenings. Head-to-toe, life-sized television
images of the people on opposite coasts appeared. Participants could see, hear, and
speak with each other as if on the same sidewalk. The first event was followed by an
evening of word-of-mouth rendezvous, where families, some of whom had not seen
each other for years, met over the distances across the continent (Abbott, 2000;
Diamond, 2000; McCarthy & Ondaatje, 2002). Galloway and Rabinowitz approach
their practice as a social inquiry where audience members need to establish ‘where I
am, how I am together with others, and who will we become together’ which is
stimulated through interactions between the real (the ‘here’) and the virtual (the
‘there’). The performance is an experiment, ‘a social situation without rules’
(Chandler, 2005 p. 163), using a real time format to create exchanges between
subjects that are also witnessed by viewers in both locations. Hole in Space is
illustrated in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5

Hole in Space, 1980 by Galloway and Rabinovitch (1992) drew large crowds
in New York and Los Angeles to interact with each other
The larger CodeZebra Project, discussed in Chapter One, drew from this
history of performance art and new media. It attempted variable approaches to
developing dialogues between art and science and actual artists and scientists. All
CodeZebra performances shared an aesthetic that was warm, focused on interaction
not technology, and was solution-oriented and participatory.
Like the technologically unmediated performance works discussed earlier in
the chapter, performances that create social collaborations and draw from the
everyday, such as meals, have a substantive presence in Internet performance culture.
From the 1970s through the 1990s, artist Hank Bull organised collaborative
gatherings with Glenn Lewis, Kate Craig and others at the Western Front in
Vancouver (Fairbairn, 1991; Diamond, 2000). These gatherings combined meals,
radio broadcasts, fax exchanges, improvisational cabaret and early Internet art. The
Western Front connected with art centres in many locations around the world,
including the Electronic Café in Santa Monica (Fairbairn, 1991; Richard & Robertson,
1991; Diamond, 2000).
Other cabaret- and salon-style collective performances use these networks,
gathering individual creative acts into large-scale live events. While they evoke the
gallery-based endeavours of Rirkrit Tiravanija, they allow different cultural spaces to
be linked. 44 The World Tea Party, a product of collaboration between Vancouver
44

Canadian Poet Laureate BP Nichol was part of the Toronto Research Group that created events
exploring ‘The Language of the Performance of Language’. General Idea held the Miss General Idea
Pageant to explore the impossible future.
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artist Trolley Bus and Montreal artist Daniel Dion (Bus, 2004) celebrates the rituals of
tea with tea ceremonies and tea drinking, linking World Tea Parties in remote
locations (Richard & Robertson, 1991). The combination of sociality and creative
play within these events builds strong a strong cohesive identity among culturally
diverse and dispersed artists.
In Liveform:telkinetics, Michelle Teran and Jeff Mann use technologies as
performative actors and social agents within their projects. They create potluck
picnics where their audiences, comprised of technology makers, artists and the public,
find temporary performances spaces and build the technology, as well as the meal
(Doruff, 2005). These events are characterized by casual interaction. At the same time,
the artist toolmakers and their audiences engineer physical responses into sensors
embedded in toys, dishes, pans and other picnic accessories, integrating these into
lunches and picnics. These sessions are similar to participatory design and bodystorming events where new concepts emerge and are quickly prototyped (Muller,
2003; Lane &Angus, 2004; Parker 2003-2005); body-storming is a tool used in the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, in addition to a wide variety of
brainstorming strategies.
The development of everyday sociality tied to new media performance and
invention influenced the creation of the CodeZebra set at the DEAF festival. For one
thing, the control room for the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances was placed
in the DEAF bar, and a decorative lounge environment was constructed as a
companion space. Thus, audience members could watch or interact with the
performers. In addition, an on-line dinner party was held to debrief at the end of the
CodeZebra performance. The social interaction within the CodeZebra Habituation
Cages was planned, in part, around the making and sharing of food among the
collaborators.

4.4 Moves against Surveillance Culture: Performance and Counter Surveillance
A growing number of artists such as the Internet radio and mobile creators
documented by Tuter and Smite (2004) are concerned about the ubiquity of
surveillance. In fact, the concentration on revealing techno-culture and surveillance in
the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances was a focused objective, which built
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on the broader performance history of the CodeZebra Project. Drawing from the
repertoire of performance strategies discussed earlier, such artists create contexts that
require performative activities on the part of audiences, act as performers themselves,
or combine both strategies into collaborative performances. Jordan Crandall, whose
theatrical performances engage with issues of militarisation, violence and surveillance,
explains the concern with the growth of RFID and other monitoring capacities: ‘In
locating co-ordination points between database and body, it penetrates deep into the
cellular level to precisely lock onto a biological entity, reducing the margin for error
to Zero’(Crandall, 2002 p. 207). He perceives this new terrain as ‘a powerful site for
artistic intervention: the very slippage between database, image, body, and subject
become a pliable, tactical space’ (p. 207).
French artist Maurice Benayoun combines montage and surveillance with a
strategic and cautionary use of virtual reality. He creates landscapes that are
graphically beautiful in order to underscore the implicit threat of mediated images of
war in World Skin: A photo-safari into the land of War (Benayoun, 2006).
Benayoun’s audience moves through the installation by taking photographs in a
virtual reality war zone, replete with images of the dying—each photograph sets off
an explosion and then erases the violence it has documented. Benayoun’s other works,
such as Art Impact: Collective Retinal Memory, use video and photographic
surveillance and documentation by the audience to connect spaces and exchange
images. The artist underscores the bargain that audience members make whenever
they participate in new media works when he states, ‘Any interactive system requires
some level of surveillance. Agreeing to be surveyed is the entrance fee for any
number of emerging interactive and personalised services’ (Benayoun, 2005).45

45

A performance that was not mediated by the Internet but used technology was created by British
artist Rod Dickenson (2002). The artist created The Milgrim Re-enactment, offering reflections on
social science research methods and the problem of complicity. Dickinson questions the ethics of
Stanley Milgram’s methods, recreating his notorious 1961 social psychology experiment Obedience to
Authority—a highly theatrical social science experiment that was itself a re-enactment (Dickinson,
2002). The original experiment asked participants to give apparently lethal electric shocks to an
unwilling victim to test how far they would be prepared to obey an authoritative scientist and inflict
pain on a protesting ‘patient’, testing the repeated Nuremberg testimony, ‘I was just following orders’.
The experimental subjects were monitored and documented. In order to level the power relations and
the abuse of power that occurred in both Fascism and the re-enactment, Dickinson acted all the roles
himself: the scientist, the technician and the victim. Over five decades ago, Milgram collaborated with
American vérité producer Alan Funt to document his experimental re-enactment of the German
experiments in what McCarthy (2004) suggests was a prescient forerunner of reality television.
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In Agency in Hybrid Spaces, Lovink (2006) sums up the ongoing challenge for
art-making in the contradictory period of invisible technologies, heightened
monitoring, lateral systems and participation. Lovink, who was instrumental in
creating access for artists to the high speed Internet, argues for a dual strategy,
proposing the creation of ‘Hybrid’ spaces where technology is absent, controlled
through alternate networks, or can be side-stepped easily. At the same time, artists
should concentrate on the disclosure of networks in:
a local and visible form, in such a way that they remain in the public eye and
in the public consciousness…This strategy can be expressed in ‘tactical
cartography’, using the tools of the network of waves (GPS, Wi-Fi, 3G,
etcetera) to lay bare its authoritarian structure. An aesthetic interpretation of
these structures increases the sensitivity of the observer to the ‘invisible’
presence of these networks. (Lovink, 2006 p.5)
Public space is more frequently becoming a site for violent intervention and
concomitant intensified surveillance. Lovink, who is influenced by de Certeau (1988,
1994), argues the need for social groups to mark their presence through using
technological resistance: ‘The use of space becomes agency when that use takes on a
strategic form’ (Lovink, 2006 p. 6).
Using images from police surveillance cameras, Keith Piper (2003), in his
Relocating the Remains, Excavating the Site On-Line Studio, excavates stereotypes
and racial profiling, while also permitting ‘the unfolding of a narrative based on
collective memory’ by Black subjects’ (Piper, 2003 p.12). Piper’s art works play out
the minoritarian memory that Braidotti (2006) describes as necessary to create an
alternate archive and cultures capable of ‘becoming’ through positive resistance.
The Surveillance Camera Players (2006) treat the problem of surveillance
society and the prevalence of CCTV literally. They create performances in front of
New York City’s network of street surveillance cameras for live audiences and the
unseen security guards who monitor the screens.
These arguments for the exposure of systems of surveillance parallel the
strategies of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances. The CodeZebra
performances attempt to disclose the surveillance apparatus and networks that provide
the tools for observation, as well as collaboration. The possibility for performers to
create zones outside the camera’s observation creates a line between the public and
private experiences they construct. At the same time, the performances are concerned
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with creating the capacity for new kinds of relationships between artists and scientists.
To this end, the Habituation Cages proposed themes from techno-culture as key points
of discourse and frameworks for invention within the performances.

4.5 Counter-Surveillance, Endurance and New Media Performance Strategies
Other artists mix endurance performance and technology to address surveillance
society in more direct ways. Coco Fusco (2003) has undertaken a series of projects
with Ricardo Dominguez. Their demanding works continue Fusco’s abiding interest
in forms of imprisonment, surveillance and the endurance of marginalised people
(Fusco, 2003). 46 Among these is Fusco’s (2001) Life Under Surveillance/Dolores
from 10am to 22h, based on the story of a woman worker in the free trade zones
(maquelleras), accused of resisting her employer and inciting her fellow workers to
do so (Taylor, 2003). The project was developed with Kiasma, Helsinki’s Museum of
Contemporary Art (Fusco, 2001) and illustrated in Figure 3.6 below.
Figure 3.6

Still from Life Under Surveillance/Dolores from 10am to 22h, 2001,
endurance performance by Coco Fusco (2001)

46

Fusco and Guillermo Gomez-Pena had earlier created the controversial endurance performance Two
Undiscovered Amerindians Visit the West, 1992-1994 where they lived in a cage in museums all over
the world, pretending to be members of a newly discovered tribe, a conceit that some audience
members believed (Fusco, 2000; Taylor & Constantino, 2003).
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In this incident, Dolores’ employer locked her in an office and tried to force
her to sign a letter of resignation. When she refused and sued the company, her ‘boss’
and some of her fellow workers insisted in front of a judge that the events had not
occurred. The performance was a twelve-hour re-enactment that placed the performer
under surveillance by three cameras. She could not leave the room, use the bathroom,
eat or drink water. Of her re-enactment, Fusco says: ‘None of my emotional or social
needs will be met either—my calls to the guard will be unanswered and I will be
unable to use a telephone to notify anyone of my situation’ (Fusco, 2001). The point
was to educate the art audience and, at the same time, to reach popular culture users of
the Internet to raise consciousness about surveillance society in the work place and
home: ‘I don’t think most privileged hypermedia-oriented people have any idea of the
social and political implications of the normalisation of surveillance, of accepting the
right of others to stalk you, to invade your space, to keep track of your habits, note
your faults, etc’ (Fusco, 2001).
Fusco’s performance made use of an on-line voting system to allow Internet
audiences to determine Dolores’ fate. Fusco noted that, to her dismay, on-line
audience members, mostly male, were not empathetic, but rather escalated the
victim’s abuse. They instructed the male performer to hurt and humiliate the victim in
explicit detail. This project underscores the power of Internet performance, but
suggests the need for other kinds of mediation that insists on real-world consequences.
To do so, Kiasma created a public forum to discuss the performances. The
performance was also documented and reproduced as a video work. And Fusco went
on to recreate it as live theatre, where the presence of the performers’ bodies in the
same space as the audience seemed to provoke empathy (Fusco, 2001).
In Kidnap by Blast Theory (1999), the UK performance art group, performers
held a lottery where the winners had a chance to be kidnapped. This work protested
the arrests by British police of gay men who were having consensual sadomasochistic
sex in their own homes. It picked up on the voyeuristic culture of the web cam
Internet and reality television. Blast Theory advertised for volunteer victims who
became performers through their participation. Finalists were chosen at random, told
that they might be kidnapped and put under surveillance. Two winners were snatched
in broad daylight and taken to the basement of a house where they were held for forty-
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eight hours. They were placed together, blindfolded. The performance was
documented and could be followed in real time on the Internet. On-line visitors were
able to control the video camera inside the safe house and communicate live with the
kidnappers (Blast Theory, 1999). The kidnapped collaborators quickly developed
bonds with their captors in a media art version of Stockholm Syndrome as described
by Clancy (2004) and Siegal (1995).
The works mentioned above suggest a relationship to time and its ‘thickness’
(Hansen, 2004 p. 249-50), as well as the context of techno-culture that is intensified
by the use of technology and the design of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performance went on to make use of both examples. First, Fusco’s performance
indicated the importance of thinking through both local and Internet audience
engagement. Second, the design took inspiration from Blast Theory’s ability to
engage its voluntary kidnapped subjects in a process of personal transformation that
kept the larger audience interested in the project. In such a fashion, the artist can make
key points about surveillance culture, while sustaining and strengthening arguments
against surveillance culture.

5. Engaging with the ‘Real’: Using Documentary Practice as a Resource
The prevailing use of video cameras as a documentary tool in a great many of the
works discussed previously requires a consideration of the changing nature of
documentary media and practices. The emergence and ongoing practice of critical
documentary described by Steven (1993) and Nichols (2001) both parallels and
provides a resource for performance and media art and Internet performances that
access the history of performance practices.
Critical documentary shares the goals of some forms of performance art,
namely, to disclose social practices and uncover private structures, that is, doxa and
the larger habitus. Documentary which focuses on oppressive structures often uses
improvisational forms to engage groups in the process of social or cultural change.
These forms engage a repertoire outside realism, and add an analytic capacity to an
understanding of the production of culture, seeing it as something that is constructed
and performed and highly mediated through formal structures and context, rather than
real (Kelly, 2001; Taylor, 2003). But documentary can produce a sense of presence
and immediacy in its aesthetics. The documentary ‘feel’ appears consistently as a
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partial approach within the larger performance or new media context. This context is
of even greater import within the era of reality television, where popular culture has
adopted what were once radical strategies (Murray & Ouellette, 2004).
Like some performance art and documentary practice, participatory action
research has taken up forms of documentary re-enactment: ‘In action research, the
process of inquiry, and stimulation of a group towards reconstructing that social
reality is the primary aim of the inquiry work itself’ (Lincoln, 2002 p. 129). Action
researchers make use of ‘devised, participatory’ and ‘interactional’ theatre or
‘ethnodrama’ to create scripts drawn from community conflicts to ‘understand and
construct meanings with its participants and audiences’ (Mienczacakowski & Morgan,
2002 p. 219) and provoke improvised solutions. These strategies provide intriguing
parallels to devised theatre and collaborative performance art, not to mention
documentary cinema (Goodman, 1993; Oddey, 1996; Mienczakowski & Morgan,
2002). The authors underscore the power of dramatic improvisation and warn
ethnographers not to underestimate this power, something worth considering in
developing the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and applications of these.
As noted in Chapter Two, video documentary used vérité and experimental
strategies to shift power relations through a new relationship of maker to subject.
Makers actively engaged their subjects in the production of the work. Much like
participatory action researchers, and in direct opposition to the supposedly objective
methods of the mass media, artists negotiated interview questions and immersed
themselves in the community under study (Marchessault, 1995; Gale & Steele, 1996;
Swinson & Beale, 1998; Swinson, 1999; Bray et al., 2000; Swinson, 2003). Subjects
sat in as rushes were screened and were included in the editing process. Communities
at times demanded that artists provide training to members of the group under
scrutiny. Artists identified with marginalised groups created exclusively inside and for
their own communities, bringing to light minoritarian memory (Braidotti, 2006).
Deleuze provides the example of Shirley Clarke’s ground-breaking works of
the1960s, where the film-maker and her process of creating the identity of her subject
becomes the story, the ‘becoming of the character and filmmaker belongs to a people’
(Deleuze, 1989 p. 148). In her interview with Deedee Hallock (1999), Clarke
describes her moves between fictional re-enactment and documentary, using
unconventional shooting language to elicit character and context and welcoming the
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audience into the process. A social identity is negotiated through the process of filmmaking in ways that parallel the process of participatory inquiry. This process is one
in which the artist builds an intersubjective cohesion between herself, the subject and
the audience (Fluser, 1999; Cantz, 2003). This process of building intersubjective
cohesion is a goal of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances.
Like their counterparts in performance art, women film and video-makers seek
to heighten awareness of the oppressive nature of domestic labour. In 1975, Chantal
Ackerman created the fiction film, Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quai du Commerce, 1080
Bruxelles, with its mesmerising emphasis on the repetitions of feminine daily life and
its documentary look, feel and pace. Dielman is both housewife and prostitute, and the
meticulous three-hour film is comprised of her repetitive and perfect movements
through both of these domains over a supposed forty-eight hour period, until small
problems begin to unglue ‘the tight leash of control Jeanne has on her world’
(Ackerman, 1975 p.4). 47 Delueze (1989), for one, believes that Ackerman has
effectively reworked understandings of the nature of time and its relationship to the
body through her cinematic interventions.
Building on such early works, experimental documentary producers and video
artists from the 1960s through the 1990s, deployed formal measures to underscore the
constructed nature of the ‘real’ in their work and to make their own subject position
evident. They took up Brecht’s (1964) strategy of alienation effects, interrupting
narrative flow with a chorus or direct address to the audience (Berwick Street
Collective & Kelly, 1976; Johnston, 1976; Marchessault, 1995; Gale & Steele; 1996;
Nichols, 2001). They introduced experimental performances into the documentary,
including re-enacted interviews, or fictional re-enactments and dream sequences and
they used experimental montage (Marshall, 1989; Steven, 1993; Hallock, 1999;
Nichols, 2001). High and Venuto (1999) suggest that there is a thin line between
surveillance practices and traditional documentary monitoring, propelling some artists
to foreground their documentary practices as a form of fiction rather than truth.
The video activism of previous decades made a significant move into the
Internet. Some of the creative legacy of democratic video resides in participatory online documentary and story spaces, such as Wayne Dunkley’s (2003) Share My World
47

For a full description, see Ackerman (1975), available from <http://www.imdb.com/>. [Aaccessed
December 2006]
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discussed earlier and shown in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7

Poster directing audience to his Internet site, created by Wayne
Dunkley (2003) Share my World
As discussed by Riel (2004b), Evans (2006), Green (2006) and Crayton (2007),
the tactical media movement uses low-cost digital cameras, mobile phones and online distribution, building a movement of radical journalists, documentary makers,
hacker-activists and on and off-line performers. Components of the tactical media
movement associated with the anti-globalisation movement organised themselves as
dispersed cells that use video to document activism. The Internet allows the
distribution of its reportage and provides the tools with which to organise further
protest. Like its precedents, the tactical media movement seeks intervention: ‘[T]hey
are never impartial, they always participate and it is this more than anything that
separates them from mainstream media’ (Garcia & Lovink, 1999 p.3). The aesthetics
of tactical media cites the immediacy of vérité combined with the fast pace of music
video and is nimble, flowing to new platforms such as the mobile phone as these
become available.
The volatile terrain of documentary video has shifted again with the opening
of contributory media, such as Democracy TV and related tools such as MIRO,
developed by the Participatory Culture Foundation (Cheng et al., 2007)

or the

commercial product of youtube.com (Hurley & Chen, 2007). With accessible and
contributory media forms and technologies, citizens have taken control of the means
of production—almost any context where a documentary producer enters, he or she
will be met with the expectation on the part of subjects of some form of participation
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in the process of making media. Self-distribution through the Internet coincides with
thematic filtering of content. While authorship has not diminished, it is now
distributed. The beginning of this phenomenon influenced the design of the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and CodeZebraOS. Future engagement
with CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances will be easier and more valuable,
however, because a culture of real time engagement, contributory documentary and
expertise-sharing is now widespread across many cultures and on the Internet (Donath,
2004).48

6. Artists and the Creation of Counter and Creative Tools and Technologies
The rich territory of performance art, experimental documentary practice and Internet
art practice provided fertile creative tools for the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances, allowing them to construct the self-reflexive practice required by
collaborative inquiry. However, inverting the existing technologies of the Internet,
surveillance cameras and the reality television format does not appear to be adequate
for constructing an alternate methodology for cross-disciplinary collaboration.
Turning the cameras onto the domestic scene of the CodeZebra Habituation Cages, as
well as onto the artist-researcher and moderators, was intended to allow viewing
access. But a means for audiences to interact with the performers was still required.
As Latour (1998) and Law and Hassard (1999) note, technologies are not
neutral; rather, they are designed, material practices. Even if a technology is not
visible, it can structure experience, hidden hierarchies and the flow of power
(Galloway, 2004). Latour (1998) and Law and Hassard (1999) describe technologies
as non-human actors, impacting on the performance of a network or social process,
thereby suggesting that a performance which relies heavily on technology as a
mediating force must treat the technology itself as part of the performance, as does the
Critical Art Ensemble (2001) or Mongrel (2007). Hence, the CodeZebra Habituation
48

According to Garcia and Lovink (1997, 1999), and as discussed earlier, artists identify with de
Certeau’s proposed strategies for intervention into everyday life. De Certeau (1988, 1994) suggests that
power no longer lies in media images but in the emergence of informed users who respond to socially
engaged producers. He argues that social activists needed to use media ‘tactically’, in ‘far more
creative and rebellious ways than had previously been imagined’, including appropriation, hijacking
web sites and more straight forward collaborative documentary production (Garcia & Lovink, 1997
p..30). Some on-line vérité movements are less counter-cultural and more aligned with radical
documentary traditions. Witness, led by Caldwell and Gregory (2000), provides digital cameras, mobile
phones and Internet distribution as a means of self-documentation for people who are struggling against
atrocities and for human rights all over the world; it was funded by Peter Gabriel.
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Cages also makes use of the CodeZebraOS, a visual on-line conversation tool
(discussed more fully in Chapter Five) that provides a means to level hierarchies
within discussions and to view the dynamics of group dialogue as it unfolds (Goffman,
1981). As other artists have done when existing technologies do not encompass their
values or meet their needs, CodeZebraOS was designed and applied to create a new
technological solution to on-line chat. As Oliviera’s (2004) collection of case studies
indicates, large-scale contributory projects often require both art practice and enabling
open source technologies.
While the larger scope of collaboration between artists, engineers and
scientists to create new technologies and artistic expression is described in Chapter
Four, it is worth noting here that there is a growing trend towards an interpolated
activity, where art and technology are inserted into and against each other, thus
creating significant shifts in value. As Sommerer and Mingnonneau’s (1999) research
and that of the American National Research Council of the National Academies
(2003) study, Beyond Creativity, make clear, these efforts are calculated against the
known, but result in something dynamic and fresh.
Some technologies created by artists are functional designs made to solve a
pragmatic challenge in a specific art work but then harnessed into service for other
artists and designers. For example, Elizabeth VanderZaag (2001) authored
Speakandyell (SAY), audio software, built on the Active X platform, which analyses
variances in voice data to monitor emotional tone. It can drive video art narratives
based on voice modulation or be used for training purposes, teaching parents to
contain angry or hectoring tones (VanderZaag, 2001). And Sher Doruff (2006), of the
WAAG Society for old and new media in the Netherlands, continues to perfect
KeyStroke, a software that can manipulate multiple kinds of media to allow real-time
performance between multiple remote locations, creating in the process, the ‘Sensing
Presence Program’ (Doruff & Spaendonck, 2005). The creators of the software see it
as a tool for artists and a creative structure in its own right.
As Steve Dietz (2003, 2004a, 2004b) asserts in his overviews of NetArt, artists
create tools that underscore the nature of existing technologies and create a means of
resisting surveillance and control. Similarly, Thacker (2004) believes that the Internet
and the concomitant era of wide-scale technology innovation mean that ‘resistance is
built-in’ (Thacker, in Galloway, 2004 p. xxvii). This provokes interventions that move
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past content creation into the realm of tool-making, as documented by many artists’
projects and sites (see Alexander et al., 2003; Riel, 2004b; SWAMP, 2006). ‘Software
art’ and open source activities provide examples of protocols for ‘counter protocol
practices’ (Thacker, in Galloway, 2004 p. xxvii). Galloway (2001) created
StarryNight, a tool to link concepts, articles and art works in Rhizome’s archive.
Simon Pope and Matt Fuller (2002) developed the famous Web Stalker, one of the
first software programs to crawl the web, creating a visual diagram of hidden
relationships between web domains, proving that search engine hierarchies are not
neutral. 49 Mary Flanagan (2004), who participated as an artist in the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances, created applets, such as Phage, that users download
onto their computer. The software psychoanalyses the hard drive over the course of a
week, revealing the user’s obsessions.
If an Internet user clicks <jodi.org> in Google, a series of small black popup
windows will echo the mouse click sound, fluttering around the screen, colliding with
the text, like eager but annoying butterflies; this is a jodi.org (2003) ‘non-violent’
software ‘hack’. Warren Sack (2001, 2003, 2005) developed this Conversation Map,
an interface for large-scale conversation and a tool for navigating and amplifying the
‘potential of democratic discussion forums’ (Sack, 2003).
The lack of certain tools also tells a great deal about gaps in existing concepts,
values or practices. These gaps are noticed by artists when they attempt to produce an
art work with existing tools. For example, virtual reality artists who were part of the
Art and Virtual Environments program at The Banff Centre quickly noticed that
graphics were biased towards linear geometric forms and were not painterly (Moser &
MacLeod, 1995). Artists also demand and then build tools that can establish new
modes of interaction (Century, 1999; Harris, 1999; Packer & Jordan, 2001; Goriunova
& Shulgin, 2003; Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal, 2003). Once a technology is widespread, it may become taken for granted, but in the instance of its creation and
adoption, analysts can see the need that it is addressing; the search engine, a tool that
49

StarryNight by Alexander Galloway (2001) went one step further, creating a tool to link concepts,
articles and art works in Rhizome’s archive that were the result of specific searches through visual
maps; available from <http://rhizome.org> [Accessed November 2006]. Josh On’s They Rule (2004) is
an up-to-the-minute graphic visualisation of corporate boards and their connections, fuelled by
takeovers, changes in board composition and appointments to management; available from
<http://www.theyrule.net/2004/tr2.php> [Accessed November 2006].
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has changed our culture, is an example of this. Any invention can also allow the
coalescence of knowledge.
Artists tend to think in unconventional ways and challenge existing as formal,
cultural and perceptual assumptions and hierarchies. This is one reason why
inventions by artists can provide new values. To acknowledge the role of artists’
software in providing an alternate world view, the Read Me Festival (Goriunova &
Shulgin, 2003) is an international on-line festival that considers computer code itself
and its writing as an art form. Read Me gives out annual awards, and holds the Run
Me software repository, whose slogan is, ‘say it with software art’ (Alexander et al.,
2003).
Collective cultural identity may benefit from such a shared archive, which
requires the development of databases that incorporate specific histories, as well as
tools that allow for navigation. Artists have created local data navigation tools and
search engines dedicated to picking out cultural references. The UK-based artist
collective Mongrel, for example, created a search engine tool titled Natural Selection
(Mongrel, 1996) that was aimed at eliminating all documents on the Internet
promoting racism, nationalism, and eugenics by creating ‘mongrelised’ pages of these
documents that would make the information look unreliable and thus obliterate the
credibility of the original.
Mongrel’s (2003) authoring solution for creating a collectively assembled
database, the Social Software’ Nine (9), is a continuation of their 1999 project Linker
(1999). Nine (9) is an open-source software structure that allows individuals and
communities to ‘map’ their experiences and ‘social geographies’ in collective
knowledge maps. The system allows for the easy structuring and assembly of a
database by communities of interest through the linking of images, text, and sound.
Participants engage in a process of authoring by selecting from given sources, and the
story is re-authored through each searching and threading of the database; the
narrative is collective by its very nature.
These histories of artists’ collaborative systems provide valuable models for
the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances. As cultural sociologist Tarkka (2004)
proposes, the process of modelling an invention should infer the context in which it is
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produced, rather than erase that context. 50 The methodology of facilitating the
collaboration in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances made use of the
CodeZebraOS conversation visualisation software within the performances to provide
an artist-created tool that drew from performance art practices for on-line dialogue
that revealed, commented on and reshaped the processes of the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances, while building an archive of the performance and its
processes.

6.1 Artists’ Tool Case Study: David Rokeby’s Art and Technologies
The strategies that artist-inventor David Rokeby (1996; 2004) has used in combining
the invention of technologies with their deployment in art works (Tuer, 2000;
Diamond 2003; Diamond, 2005c) are useful to an analysis of the design of the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances. Not unlike the CodeZebra method,
Rokeby’s (1996) tools include video surveillance systems, artificial intelligence data
bases and language management tools. For this reason, and because of the success of
his interventions in proposing new models of technology, Rokeby’s creations provide
a means to probe the process and impact of technology invention and tool-making by
artists. 51
The success of Rokeby’s VNS, a real-time video processing and tracking
software created for the installation Very Nervous System in 1982 and under
development since then, stems from its provision of a free and unencumbered first
step

towards

ubiquitous

computing—allowing

immersive

participant-driven

interactivity with the installation itself. Such a subtle, full-body, playable, abstract
sensor environment was outside the field of thought of designers of software in the
1980s: they tended to concentrate on screen-based experiences or the utopian promise
of encumbered virtual reality. Rokeby created a subtle, multi-modal sensor system
where small gestures could provide precise or larger ambient results based on how the
environment was programmed.
50

Tarkka is influenced by the strong Northern European history and practice of participatory design
and by Latour's analysis of invention as a social process.
51
The CodeZebraOS provides conversation visualisation capacity and is also able to manage video
conferencing (Tuer, 2000; Diamond, 2003, 2005c).While not the focus of the MPhil dissertation, its
design is briefly discussed in Chapter Five and Appendix VII, and its application is shown in
Appendices V and VI and Chapters Six and Seven, Conclusions. Documentation of the software
resides on DVD 4.
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The moment of VNS, and its adoption by artists and others, aligned with many
decades of artists’ preoccupation with technologies and human bodies—or as Michel
Foucault (1988) has proposed, with creating a new subject by consciously situating
the body as an interface to technology. In the early days of his practice, Rokeby
worked side-by-side with the nascent dance and technology movement, with
choreographers, such as Vancouver’s Thecla Schiphorst and American Lisa Naugel in
the Simon Fraser Computer Arts workshops cited earlier in this chapter (Calvert,
2002). They used dance to trigger visual and other events, or to ‘integrate dance,
music and interactive video in distributed performances linking different geographical
locations’ (Calvert, 2002 p. 4). Then, in the late 1980s, Rokeby developed a musical
composition system for severely disabled youth, using VNS (Diamond, 2003).
Rokeby’s emphasis on collaboration and improvisation in the process of
technology design and application evokes the methodology of collaborative inquiry
and echoes back to the examples of non-technological collaborative performance art
cited earlier. But Rokeby avoids spectacle, implicating the audience, through the
spectator becoming engaged in responsive/immersive environments—learning the
virtuosity of performing within a ‘live’ space as Figure 3.8 below suggests. This is
very different from the practices of artists Orlan (2006) or Stelarc (2006), who make
public their surgery or permit the audience to control devices placed on or inside the
artist’s suffering body (Abromovic, et al., 2004; Abromovic, 2005; Orlan, 2006;
Stelarc, 2006). Rather, as Lourkes suggests, speaking of dance experience, Rokeby’s
goal is to create a ‘psychophysical’ ability to ‘know/understand’ (Lourkes, 2003 p.58).
Figure 3.8

Rokeby (1983-2007) in his VNS installation on the streets of Pottsdam, 2005
Over the years, the software VNS has evolved, and the newest version, soft
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VNS 2, is equipped with video surveillance and montage capacities. Rokeby has made
VNS available to other artists, and the software has become more accessible, less
idiosyncratic and more carefully explained. This is a process of translation from the
original invention, where ‘the black box moves in space and becomes durable in time
only through the actions of many people’ (Latour, 1998 p. 138), to a viable took-kit
for others to use.
David Rokeby’s (1996) The Giver of Names, begun in 1991, employs a vision
system to identify objects and name them, using custom software and a database
developed by the artist. The Giver of Names probes the limits of artificial intelligence
research. It proposes machine languages and expression as an echo or trace of its
human designer, but has an autonomy and unpredictability that comes from machine
logic. Rokeby refuses the use of a model of intelligence that directly maps that of the
human brain. In this way, Rokeby, like Deleuze (1989), seems to draw from the early
twentieth-century psychobiological thinking of Henri Bergson (1990). More than one
hundred years ago, Bergson posited memory as a set of temporal actions, rather than a
probing of the unconscious mind (Bergson, 1990), an idea that inspired Deleuze’s
musings on time.
Rokeby’s work allows individual agency, yet reminds the viewer of the
difference that data represent as an apparatus. He discloses computer protocols, as
Galloway defines these, ‘by formal apparatus I mean the totality of techniques and
conventions that affect protocol at a social level, not simply a technical one (Galloway,
2004 p. 30).The Giver of Names, as Rokeby so poignantly notes, in his 1996 essay,
‘Transforming Mirrors’, searches for a memory devoid of lived experience, yet linked
to mnemonic emotional objects that the human participants choose: ‘The experience
is in many ways, quite alien ... [I]t has not burned its hand, scraped its knee, been
hungry, fallen in love, wanted something it could not have’ (Rokeby, 1996 p. 5).
In both his works and his writing, Rokeby refers to living in the limits,
pleasures and potentials of the human body as the stark difference that machines
cannot know. However, Code ZebraOS’s current designation of machine intelligence
uses a neural network to combines the analyst-agent with pattern language.
Participants find it uncanny to have their speech analysed. Once familiar with the
software, they spend time analysing the behaviours that result in specific patterns, and
then try to play the system and produce them. New and unexpected expressions
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emerge; in one instance, a player drew a flower with multiple posting around the rim
connected to its centre, and others, figuring out his move, joined in.
Having enticed the viewer with what sounds like human language, the orderly
computers in David Rokeby’s 2001 gathering of a digital chorus, n-cha(n)t,conspire
and spin, suddenly out of the audience’s immediate control (Diamond, 2004c, 2005c).
These gaps in coherency again point to the differences between humans and machines.
N. Katherine Hayles (2002) discusses the point where the line slips from legibility to
illegibility in her book, Writing Machines, disclosing the structured nature of
technology. Machine communication becomes the process of processing, but with
each other, not with the spectator. This reminds audience members that ‘the computer
is also a writer, moreover a writer whose operations we cannot fully grasp in all their
semiotic complexity (Hayles, 2002 pp. 50-51).
Artist-inventors have the challenge of opening the black box of their
technologies and re-socialising them, so they can demystify their production. They
have the choice of the kind of aesthetics that their tools endorse, since they are
building tools to create aesthetic effects that can differ from the mainstream. Rokeby
refuses this coolness and love of technology for its own sake. Steamingmedia.net, a
work developed over the period 2002 to 2005, created with Finnish theorist and artist
Tapio Makela, is hot, not cool (Diamond, 2005c). The ‘pipes’ of the Internet carry the
steam of the sauna across continents, as video and audio memories of past saunas drift
up, recalled by the temperature and humidity of the current bath. This work overrides
the antisocial, paranoid technology of surveillance, making it a tool for
communication. Rokeby has devised a video processing technology that blurs the
body images of the sauna-goers, providing anonymity and smearing a warm eroticism
over the cool skin of the screen.
Paradoxically, Rokeby’s compositions with the most insidious of technologies,
the surveillance of the human body, are the most classically beautiful in perspective,
montage, graphic beauty, abstraction and natural references; here, Machine for Taking
Time, Sorting Daemon and inter/face are cited by Tuer (2000).
While he enables his own creation through the invention of tools, Rokeby is
also agent provocateur; acting against the very tools he builds in his art works
(Diamond, 2003). Rokeby reinforces both Deleuze (1998) and M.B. Hansen’s (2004)
arguments that new media technologies in the hands of artists allow new forms of
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perception and possibility, as he creates systems that are able to ‘see’. At the same
time, he reminds us that machine perception is not a substitute for human capacities.
Rather, he warns, ‘If we underestimate ourselves, then we will be in danger of putting
machines to work in situations where these undervalued human faculties are actually
essential elements’ (Rokeby, 1996).
As has been shown, Rokeby opens an imaginative door to machine
consciousness. The CodeZebra Habituation Cages, and use of CodeZebraOS within
these, shared this ambition. By ‘becoming’ machine for a moment, through
understanding the emotional patterning process described in Chapter Five, an
audience can try to imagine its encounter with human intelligence, grammar and logic.
More than that, the audience can at times imagine a new perceptual space. Just as the
pigeons in Seen, through tracing a pattern, open a new line of flight (Deleuze, 1989),
so too the spectator encounters the non-human, attempting to understand or even
become it (Colebrook, 2002). The current fascination with intelligent technologies
and the desire to respond to them may stem from their differences from human
consciousness, and this may provide a counterpoint to the systems of control
embedded in surveillance.
Rokeby insists on the role of human consciousness in completing the art work
or reflecting back on technology, in other words, ‘proposing efforts to specify what
remains distinctly “human” in this age of digital convergence’ (Hansen, 2004 p. 99).
These include his ‘affective bodily spacing that underlies our complex experience of
time’ (Hansen, 2004 p. 103). It is in the imaginative gaps where his work provokes
the possibility of perceiving otherness.
Rokeby often refers to the different states of consciousness he experiences in
art-making and technology development: one is rational, the other improvisational.
These two worlds ultimately align, and the interpolated aesthetics of his art
reciprocate back into the ideology of the technology, just as the collaborations of
artists and scientists in the Habituation Cages may also do—in their inventions, art
works and action research approach to self-reflexivity.52 Latour describes the process
of disclosure: ‘Instead of “black-boxing” the technical aspects of science and then
52

David Rokeby discusses his work in video interviews undertaken for ‘Invent’, Horizon Zero, issue 3; see
Diamond (2003), ‘Invent! Imagining Interaction—The work of David Rokeby’, available at
<http://www.horizonzero.ca> [Accessed November 2006]
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looking for social influences and biases… it is much simpler to be there before the
black box closes and becomes black (Latour, 1988 p. 21). Similarly, the CodeZebra
Habituation Cages attempt to interpolate a holistic system, an art work and a
reproducible technology.

7. The Aesthetics of Technologically Mediated Collaborative Performances and
Tools for Audience Collaboration
The success of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances relied on the
development of cohesion between the artist and scientist and on a dynamic
relationship between them and the moderators and the artist-researcher, mediated by a
set of technologies. The performances attempted to create a productive process among
the artists and scientists, one that had an impact far beyond the actual event. At the
same time, the audience needed points of entry. The performances also needed to
engage audiences as viewers and contributors to the performance, to pressure the
artist and scientist teams to press on and to contribute to their inventions. Not all
audience members might be physically present. Thus, vehicles, both technical and
structural must be designed to facilitate different kinds of presence, for audiences on
site, those on the Internet, and for moderators.
The performances relied on an emerging history of new media and interactive
art aesthetics while hoping to contribute to and build on these nascent practices.
Analysts have noted that in the gallery space, under the scrutiny of the others in the
audience, some viewers assumed the role of performer-actor, while others were
spectators (Graham & Cook, 2003; Cook, 2004a). As seen in Coco Fusco (2001) and
Blast Theory’s (1999) endurance-based mediated performances, there are various
ways that audiences will engage with on-line performances. On the one hand, they are
influenced by the performance’s narrative or theme and the degree of identification
they discover with the performers; on the other hand, their actions as audience
members have a direct impact on the unfolding of events.
Some collaborative works by artists adopt a playful attitude. Ramos et al.’s
(2001) HWLA2—Airwaves is an international group who body-storm performances
with different technologies, plugging these into the performance software KeyWorx
(Doruff, 2006). They jump on trampolines, swim in water ballet formation, transmit
from a chair lift and combine all these with new tools that use radio signals for
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wireless performance devices. The artists share their experience from inside the
project in a series of Internet radio art works and interviews (Ramos et al., 2001).
Their relationships to each other and their use of the technologies require an aesthetic
of constant improvisation, making the process of more interest to the performer than
the viewer (Ramos et al, 2001). While hoping to create a similar sense of play, such a
group-think aesthetic is a challenge that the CodeZebra Habituation hoped to avoid.
New media art works that are based on audience participation change
throughout the duration of their exhibition, and the collaborative endeavours to create
them. Transformation can include form, content, scale, and even focus; for example,
in the cases of F0Am’s Taxume (Sha, 2003), discussed in Chapter Six, or George
Legrady’s Pockets Full of Memories, Sher Doruff’s Wiretap 7.04, or Lynn
Hershman’s Synthia, all shown at the Dutch Electronic Arts Festival in 2003
(Adriaansens, 2003). As demonstrated throughout this chapter, cumulative or
generative works not only engage individuals. When they are effective, they can
engage entire communities, who find a new collective identity through artworks on
the Internet.
In Subtract the Sky by Sharon Daniel, Mark Bartlett, and Raja Guhatkakurta
(2004) audiences create personal maps that function as diaries through the use of
scientific data from the Keck Observatory, as well as other mapping materials, such as
genome data or Global Information Systems (GIS) tracks. Different mapping tools
reflect varying cultural contexts, such as Native Hawaiian traditions, and provide
different views of space/time/history/community. Each self-portrait is filled with
many others, developing a collective portrait of the visitors to the piece (Daniel,
Bartlett & Guhatkakurta, 2004).
The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances represented an attempt to
bridge the hermeneutics of the immediate collaborative team and avoid ‘group think’
(Bray et al., 2000 p. 108). They sought a cumulative aesthetic where the collective
contributions of all participants could develop an aesthetic of ‘becoming’ or
‘unfolding’, and where the unfolding data base or archive of the performance on
CodeZebraOS could engage new audience members over a twenty-four hour period
(Braidotti, 2006).
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8. Collaboration, Performance, New Media and the Changing Role of the
Curator
In the case of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, the artist-researcher
worked intently with the V2 and DEAF teams as a curator, as well as an artist and
researcher. The artist-researcher also chose and invited other researchers and
moderators and realised the performance’s planned context. It is clear from the many
examples of performance art practice, artists’ technologies and new media art
collaboration, that all roles within the creative and presentation process have become
discursive, demanding openness, consciousness of process and acceptance of less
predictable results.53 Hence, the role of curator is constantly questioned—curators are
commissioners or producers, and arguably contributors; they shape the art work
during its production process, rather than creating context for completed works (Cook,
2004a, 2004b).
While the historically privileged position of the curator may have become
unsettled, it remains relevant in two contexts—the role of the curator as context
creator, making meaning within the unfolding new media art work, and as broker
within the festival, gallery and museum system. Some artists also see their practice as
establishing contexts of processes for others to join in an unfolding art work.
Examples of such artists discussed earlier in the chapter are Rirkrit Tiravanija (2002),
Wayne Dunkley (2005) and Cheryl L’Hirondelle (2005). The creation of a culture that
enables individuals to move agilely between the role of artist and curator and to work
in collaborative ways is one of the achievements of new media.54
This sort of role mobility took some years to establish. Net artists and tactical
media producers directly challenged the role of the curator by arguing that the Internet,
combined with self-organisation by artists, was a replacement for an obsolete
intermediary role of the curator (Ditta, 1998). Early net artists held list-serve text
debates, such as Nettime (Byfield et al., 2007) intervened in on-line environments
53

These conclusions stem from numerous presentations and discussions at the Participate! Collaborate!
Participatory Design Summit at The Banff Centre, September 30-October 3, 2004. See Diamond and
Kennard (2004), available from <http://www.banffcentre.ca/programs/program.aspx?id=145>. See also
discussions on the website of the New Media Collaboration Studies Network, the Banff Centre
administration research website.
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See also Stone (1992); Law and Hassard (1999); Bradner and Mark (2001); Latour (2001); Packer
and Jordan (2001); Wakeford and Churchill (2001); Cohen (2002); Erickson (2002); Legrady and
Steinheider (2002); Smith (2002); Turkle (2002; Brooks, Emond and Spence (2003).
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where they disrupted commercial hierarchies, redirected search engines or undertook
software hacks. The environment that provided them with the material for their
artistic practice was also the space in which this work was ‘exhibited’.
In 1998, at the Curating and Conserving New Media conference held at the
Banff New Media Institute, Vuk Cosic, Heath Bunting and others declared that
NetArt was dead—in part because of curators’ newly focused interest on this practice
(Ditta, 1998). At the other end of the spectrum, Barbara London, media arts curator at
the Museum of Modern Art, New York, had begun to use the Web as a diary in
planning her exhibitions and trip to China, and this may have been equally
provocative (Ditta, 1998). Over half a decade later, curator Sarah Cook (2004a, 2004b,
2005) used blogs, instant messaging, and mobile communication to plan a highly
collaborative show about re-enactment with a group of artists. Their dialogues are
culled and published as part of the ‘re-enactment’ of the exhibition itself, revealing
the emergence of a coherent exhibition strategy that relies on debates and dialogues.55
Curators inside the gallery and museum systems continue to work with new
media artists who favour collaborative forms and audience participation in completing
the art work (Diamond, forthcoming). The transient nature of the ‘object’, its
tendencies to emphasise process over product, its dependencies—more than other art
works—on the lateral, shared quality of authoring offer challenges to role of museums
in establishing values. Curators have increasingly worked as non-hierarchical teams in
the contemporary art world, and museums express interest in new media. When
galleries and museums embrace the worldwide web as a meaningful space, they can
support deeply creative works and large-scale audience participation.56
Collaborative exchange also occurs within the curatorial context, as in the case
of CRUMB (Curatorial Resource for Upstart Media Bliss)—a curatorial forum
created by Beryl Graham together with Sarah Cook (2007) in 2003, which is still in
existence, attracting over five hundred curators on a regular basis. CRUMB supports
and analyses collaborative curatorial ventures, with an emphasis on the new media
context. Graham and Cook (2007) note that one of the challenges for curators is the
55

The show opened at The Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art, UK, in 2005.
The Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, when Steve Dietz was at the helm, and Christiane Paul of the
Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, led in the development of discourse about art and the
Web, and have found effective ways to show new media—including web-based pieces—in the gallery
context. Dietz (2006) continued this work for ISEA in San Jose.
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fact that the opening of a show is intended to be the point of revelation, the theatrical
narrative pinnacle of their practice. Yet the nature of collaborations often requires that
concepts and plans be divulged throughout the process of making the work. This is
antithetical to the theatrics of opening night in the precise ways that the CodeZebra
Habituation Cages stepped across the boundaries of curatorial and artistic practice.
When curatorial practice acts as an instigator of a research question or as the
facilitator of an improvisational collaborative research process, it has strong parallels
with the changing role of the curator. The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances
unsettled not only the roles of, and boundaries between, artist and scientist, but those
between artist and curator.

9. Conclusion: Performances, Surveillance and Tools—A Strategy for the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performances
The creation of artists’ tools, in close alliance with collaborative new media art works,
may fulfil the encompassing need for a productive critique required by the complex
mechanisms of techno-culture (Penley & Ross, 1991; Darley, 2000). This is of
particular importance in a century where ‘technologies are credited with altering what
it is to be human’ (Cubitt, 1996 p. 244). In this context, the CodeZebra Habituation
Cages were designed not only as a critical practice drawing on the history of artists’
practices in media art and performance, but as a method that would produce
innovations beyond the actual performances.
The method of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances combined the
self-reflexivity and improvisation of collaborative inquiry (as discussed in Chapter
Two) with endurance-based conversations and improvisations (discussed in this
chapter), setting them within a technologically mediated environment, in order to
‘foster certain kinds of knowledge construction’, described as ‘porosity’ or
‘imagination experimentation’ (Bray et al., 2000 p. 72). Doing so draws from the
performance of everyday tasks and improvised brain-storms within the extraordinary
context of surveillance technology in a locked-up space.
In order to provoke the explicit and ongoing self-reflection and group learning
that is the currency of collaborative inquiry, the Habituation Cages made use of
moderators who were tasked with intervention—thereby ensuring that participants
challenged assumptions and approaches that might unconsciously import or reproduce
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roles and doxa (Bourdieu, 1977; Bray et al., 2000). And the corresponding computer
software, CodeZebraOS, prompted awareness of assumptions about roles through its
assignment of emotional characteristics to participants (discussed at greater length in
Chapter Five and Appendix VII).
The effective ordering of physical and virtual technological collaborative
spaces was a critical factor in the success of the performances—in establishing a
‘platform’ for collaboration (Tiravanija, 2002). Two sets were created: the ‘Parasite’,
where the artist and scientist were locked up, and Las Palmas, where the artistresearcher stayed. The physical platform for the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
Performances needed to be hospitable to the improvisational encounters between the
artists and scientists to allow the rich, layered qualities of collaborative inquiry (Bray
et al., 2000). Analyses of cohesion among new teams of collaborators suggested that
the space could be neither laboratory nor studio (Bray et al., 2000). However, building
a domestic set replete with technology research that analysed the positioning of
technology within domestic space required careful planning and a mix of existing and
new technologies (Crabtree 2004; Crabtree & Rodden, 2004). It was also necessary to
create an appropriate space for the artist-researcher and the moderators to engage with
the locked-up pairs. The aesthetics of this space needed to work the metaphors of the
panopticon and the control room and to create a workable social space. The space
must welcome guests and audiences, yet engage with debates about surveillance and
reality television.57
The technological environment offered spatial and temporal metaphors. A
bilateral video stream was designed to show activities in the Habituation Cage and in
the Control Room in Las Palmas and to allow interaction between the moderators and
the performers through the stream. Viewers could see both locations, and the
performers might have the sensation of being in both a physical and a virtual space.
The final space was CodeZebraOS, the conversation mapping software that provided
a two-dimensional map of the emerging chats among participants in the Habituation
Cage performances. This too is discussed in Chapter Five and Appendix VII and
shown on DVD 1.
Performance theorist Diane Taylor (2003) proposes that the ‘DNA of
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DVD 1 contains an interactive documentary of the performances that clearly demonstrates the
relationships between the live performances, the audiences and technologies.
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performance… draws from two heuristic systems, not only the biological and the
performative, but the archival and the repertoire’ (p. 173). Accordingly, the
Habituation Cages were intended to exacerbate the tension between the ‘archive’ of
knowledge or habitus of art and science, the ‘repertoire’ or doxa of practices engaged
in these fields, and other roles of gender, sexuality, or other identities that might be
called into play, as well as the pressures and drive to cohere a conjoined identity. The
constraints placed on the biological—the bodies of the performers—in a strenuous
twenty-four-hour encounter demanded sensuous engagement and the conscious
playing-out of roles.
The use of the CodeZebraOS software in the performances was a key aspect of
the research method. It made use of performance art methods to permit participants to
monitor and develop character-like postings and to create visual shapes that suggested
the dynamics of an ongoing event. It could be set up to flow video streams adjacent to
the software so that the performances to and through the camera could be engaged
through the chat software. This allowed the technology of the CodeZebra Habituation
Cages to combine the strengths of performance art history, vérité, artists’ tools and
collaborative methods between art and technology researchers.
In short, the importance of collaboration within the context of techno-culture,
performance and Internet art and artists’ tools, as discussed in the present chapter, is
revealed in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances. Chapter Four will go on
to indicate the rich history of art and technology collaboration alluded to here, thereby
expanding the dissertation’s analysis of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Cross-Disciplinary Collaboration between the Arts and Sciences

1. Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the motivation for recent collaborative research
in and across the fields of art, design, the sciences, social sciences and engineering. It
also gives an overview of the impact of creative collaborations in the new fields of
interactive and new media art on this creative transdisciplinary exchange. It does so
because the creative expressions and processes described here will provide a context
for the use of the CodeZebra Habitation Cage performance method.58
The examples of art and technology and art and science collaborations in this
chapter provide ample case studies of successes and failures in developing
collaboration between artists and scientists. The projects point to the value of a
method that enables brainstorming and ongoing creative exchange between artists and
scientists. The importance of language within collaborative process is underscored
(Ahmad, 2002; Fischer, 2004), and the parallels between collaborative inquiry, or
participatory action research and these other forms of collaboration are outlined
(Reason & Bradbury, 2002). The experiences and lessons of cross-disciplinary
research are linked with the collaborative and critical elements of techno-cultural
practices discussed in Chapter Three, which produced the CodeZebra Habituation
Cage performances.

2. Setting the Context
There has been a growing investment in art and science and art and technology
research projects in the early twenty-first century. Currently, however, some funding
opportunities, such as NESTA in the United Kingdom, are being scaled back and
others are being re-evaluated. As new programs are created, they must meet more
rigorous criteria than those of a decade earlier. Unlike artists’ forays into the
58

The performances and method represent a scholarly means to focus a module of the larger
CodeZebra Project, an ongoing multi-disciplinary art and research project dedicated to art and science
collaboration. Details are found available from <www.codezebra.net> (Diamond, 2005f) [Accessed
November 2006], in Appendix VIII and on DVD 3 in Appendices I and II.
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independent creation of tools, funded collaborations between artists and scientists or
technology developers must now meet expectations of scientific discovery, successful
technology invention and transfer, aesthetic success and art-world acclaim,
This context means that clarity in goals and commitment by researchers in the
art and science and art and technology fields must be well articulated and skilfully
facilitated. The development of new technology is not always a direct goal of the
research; yet technology transfer or the capitalisation of research has become the
dominant factor in evaluating the benefits of research investment by governments.
Artists’ projects and the technical solutions for these are often unique and not
intended to scale up, when scalability is a core quality through which the success of
new technologies and inventions are evaluated. The aesthetics of art and science, and
art and technology projects are nascent. Critics often perceive the artistic results to be
subordinate to the technology or the science or even worse, illustrative. At the same
time, science audiences do not have the language to understand and evaluate art work
with its constantly evolving discourse.
A regime of intensified collaboration and evaluation suggests that the tools to
facilitate brainstorming and the evaluation of common and separate goals are even
more critical. These challenges require that the CodeZebra Habituation Cages result in
a viable method, and preferably in a series of applicable smaller tools, as well as a
successful aesthetic. In other words, issues of technology transfer, scalability and
aesthetics must be addressed throughout the project.
In the larger scope of research practice, there is now recognition that
contemporary research requires that diverse disciplines combine to solve complex
questions. Artists, designers, scientists and engineers have developed successful
working relationships as they co-create new media art and design (Schuler &
Namioka, 1997; Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal, 2003; Diaz-Kommonen, 2005).
More recently, social scientists have joined in collaboration with the creative
disciplines, as well as engineering and the sciences (Crabtree, 2004; Wakeford, 2003,
2004; Bray et al., 2000). This activity is not only directed towards the creation of new
media art works or design; rather, cross-disciplinary collaboration that includes the
arts can be directed towards engineering and science research, such as cognitive
science, palliative care or kinaesthetic research.
Responding to the recognised necessity of interdisciplinary exchange in
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research, and cognisant of the growing number of patents and other intellectual
property in the information, communications and technology field, universities have
now established programmes meant to support intensive collaboration between
faculties including include artists and designers, engineers and scientists.
To cite some examples, the Arts, Computation and Engineering Graduate
Programme at the University of California at Irvine, focuses on contextualisation,
real-time computational arts and interactivity (Penny, 2007). Hexagram, led by A.
Asselin (2007), in Quebec, Canada, straddles Concordia University and Université de
Québec and supports multiple researchers in new media. Hexagram’s large-scale
science initiatives are driven by artists, architects and designers. It is almost a decade
old. Now a success story, it required many years to begin to show results. Finally, the
WestGrid Project, led by Borwein et al. (2007) in Canada is a multimillion-dollar
collaborative environment that links university researchers across Western Canadian
institutions, including designers and artists, and makes use of virtual worlds. In 2006,
this grid became a nation-wide platform and expanded its commitment to
collaboration and visualization tools.
The drive towards collaboration comes from artists as much as institutions. As
shown in Chapter Three, some new media artists are capable of inventing tools, and
others can create content with existing tools. Still others require interdisciplinary
collaboration to develop the technologies that can fit their artistic vision.
Collaboration between artists and technologists is a fundamental requirement of many
large-scale new media arts projects (Druckery, 1999; Sommerer & Mignonneau,
1999; Manovitch, 2001; Maenpaa, Nykanen & Dean, 2005; Diamond, 2005e). Multiparty collaborations, such as those of Blast Theory, can involve technology, content
creation, social science and curatorial collaboration from the inception of a project.
Blast Theory’s (2004) game Uncle Roy All Around You, shown in Figures 4.1
and 4.2, offers the public an opportunity to play on the streets of large urban centres
using specifically designed mobile devices and mapping interfaces. Participants
collaborate with on-line player teams who direct them, mapping players’ movements
through the neighbourhood and live actors who intervene into the play, and searching
for historical ghosts from the city’s past. The development team for this project with
the Banff New Media Institute included social historians, a city planner, graphic
artists and programmers, the Blast Theory artists, mobile technology scientists from
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the University of Nottingham, electronics researchers, local historians from the cities
where the work was to be presented and a commissioning curator. Its presentation
spanned many institutions and venues even before completion (Blast Theory, 2004).
Figure 4.1

Audience and performers participate in Blast Theory's (2007) Uncle Roy All
Around You
Figure 4.2

Still from virtual version of the 2004 performance
The team used a collaborative inquiry or participatory design approach as
elucidated by Schuler and Namioka (1993) and Muller (2003) that included
brainstorming and location-storming—playing simulations or metaphors of the game
on site—to explore the project as the Probiscus project does (Angus & Lane, 2004). A
wide demography of potential players was involved in imagining the game and testing
its iterations. The team culled this knowledge into a creative design, refining the game
at each location.
Blast Theory has taken the small-scale artists’ projects into large-scale
production with the BBC. The engineering team is using the project to build new
technologies and algorithms which are applied to scalable new technology
applications in the field of mobile computing and wearable technologies. And the
historians are discovering new approaches to social history, as was done with oral and
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local histories in the previous century.
Such successes in collaborative approaches in art and technology research find
an echo in Baldwin’s (2002) analysis of the richness of results of a successful
collaboration that grouped health-care researchers, practitioners and end-users and
which attracted an unanticipated high level of commitment, because of the relevancy
of the grouping:
Both cooperative inquiry groups established new areas of understanding, some
of them previously unrealised insights and others that were the result of
revising and adapting formerly held knowledge...the knowledge held meaning
for co-researchers that they were able to own and adopt in practice. (Baldwin,
2002 p. 291)
The flurry of collaborative activities, such as the example of Blast Theory
cited above, is not new to our present century. Rather it feeds an ongoing, but often
unrecognised history of collaboration between artists, designers and scientists that has
resulted in a number of past and present innovations. The National Research Council
of the National Academies suggests that:
…canonical tools in software are shaped in a wider cultural and social
setting than has hitherto been attempted in the various scholarly literatures
dealing with intersections between information technology, culture and
creativity. The sites in which this co-development occurs are designated
as studio laboratories, hybrid institutions for research and experimental
development occurring in the increasingly densely populated intersections
between art, design, science and technology since the early twentieth
century. (Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal, 2003 p. 64)
Thus, new initiatives, such as Hexagram, join a historical legacy of studio-laboratories,
or ‘collaboratories’ (Century, 2002, p.3) a term that captures their cross-disciplinary
character. Many, like The Banff Centre’s Banff New Media Institute, the MIT (Brand,
1987) and the UIAH Media Lab (Maenpa, Nyakanen & Dean 2005), reside in postsecondary art institutions or universities. Some of the art/design technology
laboratories are artist-led, such as V2 Laboratories (Boyd et al., 1999) and Ars
Electronica (Druckery, 1999). There are also many examples of industrially sponsored
art, design and technology research, including Xerox PARC, Phillips Laboratories and
Intel’s art and technology laboratories (Harris, 1999; Packer & Jordan, 2001; Cratz,
2003; Shanken, 2006). The National Research Council of the National Academies
describes three distinct and productive outcomes of these modern studio-laboratories,
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‘art/design-driven technology development; public diffusion and critical debate and
industrially sponsored applied research’ (Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal, 2003 p.
120).
Packard and Jordan (2001) chronicle the relationships of artists and engineers
in the exciting era of early digital discovery—the 1960s. Scientist Billy Kluver, at
Bell Labs, was an early instigator, opening the door for artists to work with scientists.
He collaborated with Robert Rauschenberg, creating Oracle (1963-1965) and
Soundings (1968), art that anticipated the power of digital media and encouraged ‘a
participatory role for the audience’ (Packer & Jordan, 2001 p. xix). Kluver and
Rauschenberg co-founded EAT (Experiments in Art and Technology), an institution
that also exhibited art and technology works.
Kluver did not expect that art and technology projects would immediately
result in new technologies. Rather, he hoped to inspire each field towards relevant
creation in its own domain. He clearly believed that artists and engineers together
could reveal how technology works and, in the process, discover new expressions:
‘What I am suggesting is that the use of the engineer by the artist will stimulate new
ways of looking at technology and dealing with life in the future’ (Kluver, in Packer
& Jordan, 2001 p. 33). He argued for a willingness to accept failure in order to find
ultimate success: ‘The artist’s work is like that of a scientist. Is in an investigation
which may or may not yield meaningful results; in many cases we only know many
years later (p. 33).
As suggested above, however, a patient anticipation of outcomes and a
tolerance for failure has been eclipsed by a more instrumental set of expectations of
art and technology collaboration over the past few years, as these collaborations
become institutionalised.

3. Challenges and Successes
As well as lauding the breadth and quality of collaborative outcomes, analysts of
collaboration catalogue challenges and point to successful strategies to overcome
these. The National Research Council of the National Academies lists three ongoing
problems: ‘the lack of funding for such initiatives, the lack of an evaluation
framework, and differences in vocabulary’ (Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal, 2003 p.
51). In addition, participants enter collaborations with stereotypes about each others’
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practices, and collaborators are immersed in their own cultures, or habitus and the
doxa or roles and expressions of these (Bourdieu, 1977; Cauquelin, 1999). The
National Research Council of the National Academies therefore proposes that ‘strong
common goals’ (Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal, 2003 p. 55) must couple with
individual satisfaction and forms of validation, such as publication or exhibition,
which fit participants’ evaluation contexts and their cultures (Century, 1999, 2002;
Goodman & Milton, 2005). Common and individual goals are now increasingly set by
external evaluators.
Validation can be challenging, because outcomes are less predictable than
research within one discipline (Milton & Goodman, 2005). Creative problem solving
and lateral thinking, so needed in collaborative situations, requires explicit recognition.
At times, instructions in thinking outside the box and tools to enable brainstorming
are needed. In addition, common goals require that a research team step back to
evaluate process as well as progress.
Diaz-Kommonen (2005) notes some of the ingredients she has found
successful at the Media Lab, Helsinki. She describes a collaborative inquiry approach
that agency and voice be granted to the researchers from various domains as well as
end-users. This requires ‘the acceptance of openness and indeterminacy to
acknowledge others’ agency’ (p. 95). Fischer (2004) stresses the need for a similar
complex and open context where collaborators can learn from their mistakes. The
CodeZebra Habituation Cage method is a good case in point, as it sets out to build
creative bridges between potential collaborators.
Diaz-Kommonen also comments that finding common research goals and a
process requires placing the tangible art, design or engineering research product into a
social and cultural understanding that focuses on the ‘contexts in which these objects
exist and the communities and practices within which they acquire meaning’ (p. 96).
Such an exercise requires not only social and cultural theory but empathy and
imagination, skills that are part of the trained repertoire of artists and designers.
Equally important is a conscious attempt to acknowledge and break down role
expectations, and the National Research Council of the National Academies notes that
effective collaboration appears to create cohesion or ‘intersubjectivity’ that transcends
‘traditional role boundaries to exploit different perspectives and skills and create new
ideas and products that are somehow greater than the sum of their parts’ (Mitchell,
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Inouye & Blumenthal, 2003 p.52).
Over time, new and hybrid identities seem to emerge in long-term
collaborations. These identities represent teams of participants within the
collaboration. This may be particularly true of dyads. Thecla Schiphorst, a
choreographer, and Tom Calvert, a computer scientist, are long-term collaborators at
Simon Fraser University. At Bridges Two at Banff, Calvert (2002) describes the ways
that his sense of himself as a scientist shifted through his work with Schiphorst; they
became a creative unit, one marked by sameness, not difference. Calvert suggests that
long-term collaborations no longer hold the romance of immediate difference but are
like a stable marriage, with partners sharing an identity and able to withstand
problems they might encounter.
The terrain can be less stable in larger groups or between highly differentiated
forms of knowledge. Contemporary observers of interdisciplinary collaboration have
discovered that complex multi-disciplinary systems will foster results that are
‘different’ than the sum of their parts, not simply greater. These differences can lead
to break-through discoveries and new forms of knowledge (Mason, Denzinger &
Carpendale, 2004), providing thresholds that result in new attitudes, expressions and
roles.
Legrady and Stenheider (2002) relate a poignant account of a distributed
collaboration between Legrady and the Hungarian new media centre C3, where
constraints of time, understanding, technical difficulty, time and resources led to
continual contradictions of the artist’s intention and prohibited cohesion. The artist
and sociologist who analyse the case study trace the failure back to a lack of initial
buy-in from the team that would have been strong enough to carry them through times
of hiatus. Failure occurs in contexts where there is no motivation, clear tasks or goals,
where there are conflicting opinions about the project or goals, where there are
personal conflicts that fester and there is no mediation to resolve these, where the
tools are completely inappropriate to task, where there is little leadership, where
intellectual property is not resolved, and where there is an overall failure to set
reasonable criteria for assessment or a failure to meet existing criteria (Diamond,
2003a, 2005a).
Space can inhibit or facilitate collaboration, as suggested in Chapter Two
(Bray et al., 2000). Spaces need to look and feel social and welcoming; they must
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provide ease of access to collaborators and a variety of tools. These spaces are best
when flexible, in order to ‘allow for new configurations to alter the flow of work and
communication’ (Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal, 2003 pp. 58-9). Muller (2003)
amalgamates participatory design and post-colonial third space theory to stress the
need for a third space that sits in between disciplines or more importantly, between
experts and end users in order to build equitable collaboration. This working and
social space must be created within the collaboration, both literally and
metaphorically The National Research Council of the National Academies notes that
new processes bringing knowledge about the organisation of work flow or work space
can be the result of collaboration or its product.
These points will be discussed again when we turn to the goals of the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances.

4. Finding a Common Evaluation Framework: The Challenge of Method, World
View and Training
As discussed earlier in this chapter, collaboration can be challenging for artists,
designers and scientists, as they have different training and divergent methodologies.
In addition, there is much differentiation within their broader disciplines (Balsamo,
2004). Even so, common approaches can be found. As Kluver suggested in the early
days of art and technology collaboration in the USA, artists work in relatively
speculative ways, drawing from technical and experiential, process-based methods, as
well as studio critiques (Kluver, in Packer & Jordan, 2001). Many scientists also work
in speculative ways, however. Their methods change later in the creative process,
when they add experimentalist tests of proof, placing quantitative iteration on top of
initial qualitative assessment.59 Engineering and design are relatively applied forms
of practice where concrete outcomes are imagined, prototyped, tested and revised
(Denton, 1997; Balsamo, 2004)
59

As part of the larger CodeZebra project, the artist-researcher interviewed scientists and
mathematicians in 2001, focusing on the creative process in their research. She asked how they
undertook research, how they invented, and how they perceived creativity. She was interested in the
irrational, sensory processes of finding new knowledge, as well as the rational. In the interviews, many
scientists talked about their use of artistic expression, spontaneous activities and other non-scientific
methods to find solutions to problems. However, they consistently reverse-engineered the description
of the first phase of their research process—where the strong new idea emerged—back into the
classical scientific method in order to publish, deleting descriptions of the irrational, mnemonic or
sensory paths to discovery.
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4.1 The Role of Failure
Training in research methodology and subsequent achievement in research shapes and
often reaffirms an individual’s world view. Despite current pressures to produce
positive results in science and art research, art and science have different, longstanding relationships to failure. On the one hand, the scientific method embraces
failure as a means to progress and establish the line between the potentially true and
false—that which has failed (Godfrey-Smith, 2003). On the other hand, some artists
are uncomfortable with failure because their practice focuses on the creation of a
unique object. Community acclaim is the means for artistic survival.
Yet in collaborations, it appears necessary to learn from failure. As Cook and
Graham (2002, 2003, 2004a) document and Sommerer and Mignonneau (1999) testify,
research and creation in the field of art and technology is vulnerable, as emerging
technologies are prone to failure, either episodic or dramatic, and seldom act as
prescribed. With new commissions, outcomes and, hence, the aesthetic or formal
success of a project are speculative (Graham, Cook & Martin, 2002; Cook, 2004a;
Graham & Cook, 2004; Graham & Cook, 2007). Audiences use tools differently than
expected, shifting aesthetic outcomes and challenging technology capabilities
(Graham, Cook & Martin, 2002; Cook, 2004a; Graham & Cook, 2004). Such
uncertainties can find resolution if the art work is exhibited multiple times and refined,
and the technology adequately tested.
As Fischer (2004) underscores, failures can strengthen a research project
through the ways that collaborators solve problems together and can lead to new
discoveries. To cite an example, the intention of the Canadian Applied Broadband
Enabled Learning (ABEL) Project (Murphy, 2007), was to research on-line
educational collaboration. Secondary school teachers across Canada were to develop
curriculum together, using broadband video. When the web-based video conferencing
technology failed, the teachers helped to solve technology obstacles and the
weaknesses of the learning delivery design, with the support of the academic research
team and the commercial technology company. Using a collaborative inquiry
approach (Bray et al., 2000), the team changed the research parameters to include all
the end-users, including young student learners who were helping the teachers
understand the technology and who had become integrated into lesson design. The
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technology was built and remains in use, and ABEL’s integrative approach to
technology in the classroom has won numerous research awards (Murphy, 2007).60
The solution was scalable, the form appropriate to the user-group. This example
supports Goffman’s (1959, 1967) suggestion that groups can cohere in the face of
failure or crisis.

4.2 Authorship, Instrumentality and Results
As demonstrated in Chapter Two, contemporary artists often rely on sociology and
philosophy that addresses the social, as a source of ideas; today, these approaches
incorporate critiques of science, technology and mass culture. For this reason, some
artists resist the instrumentality of outcomes or the commercialisation of results, such
as scalable projects, repeatability of outcomes and rigorously tested technology,
which science investment requires.
The examples of performance art, critical documentary and new media art
practices in Chapter Three suggest that the twentieth-century notion of the artwork as
a thing in its own right has, in part, been superseded by context and interpretation,
even provocation (McCarthy & Ondaatje, 2002; Hansen, 2004; Budney & Blackwell,
2005; Kluitenberg, 2006). In the last twenty years, heterogeneity of interpretation and
context has replaced the desire for a unique reading of the specific art work as a
situation replaces the studio (Burgin, 1986; Hetherington, 1999; Doherty, 2004). This
means that many artists no longer seek to create works that represent universal truth
or make a unique personal statement.
Art and science traditionally have different views on appropriation and citation,
as well. Scientific discovery grounds itself in prior knowledge, and citation is a form
of currency, deepening the value of the opus cited. It provides continuity and
credibility while empowering the source (Latour & Woolgar, 1979; Godfrey-Smith,
2003). Since the early twentieth century, artists have appropriated images, found
objects, texts and ideas to underscore the constructed nature of these, to offer a
critique, or to find inspiration in a fragment. The original is reified and abandoned,
while the credit and power move to the artist making the appropriation. Duchamp’s’
60

The WestGrid project, a super computing research project, encountered similar problems with the
ACCESS Grid, a research video conferencing program. Researchers built hardy user-friendly interfaces
as a result of the challenges; see WestGrid (2006), available from
<http://www.westgrid.ca/home.html> [Accessed November 2006]
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1919 L.H.O.O.Q. remake of Mona Lisa with a moustache is a found object image of
such ironic appropriation.
Some artists appropriate scientific theories, such as complexity, making use of
the theory's conceptual framework as a metaphor rather than as a mathematical
methodology. Sometimes the creative interest is in the text alone, not the theory
behind it. Mathematicians and scientists use complexity as a theorem to test and apply
to phenomena (Cilliers, 1999). Some scientists question artistic license when artists
use theory out of context, or in ironic ways. As Figure 4.3 suggests, scientific
aesthetics can mimic realism or historical abstraction, while the art world moves on in
a constant reappraisal of form and artistic language.
Figure 4.3

Debate in <www.horizonzeero.ca> (English, 2002) about realism in science
aesthetics and communications when translating science data to popular
audiences
These divergent approaches can lead to clashes between the worldviews of
science, when it seeks truth (Gadamar, 1982; Godfrey-Smith, 2003), and art, when it
seeks the contingent, contextual or metaphorical (Burgin, 1986; Cubbitt, 1996;
Critical Art Ensemble, 2001). This can result in mutual dismissal, or it can be of value
to research, as these productive frictions provide fundamental debates about the nature
of reality (Law & Mol, 2002). Thus, collaboration can result in variable or effectively
overlaid methodologies (Diamond et al., 2001). Despite the rewards, however, there
are challenges in finding common ways of working to allow projects and long-term
relationships to move forward (Denton, 1997).
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4.3 Language and Conversation
Generalisations about method and philosophy suggest possibilities for sharing
different approaches to difficult research questions and achieving complex results, or
the desired porosity of ‘simultaneous currents of thought, ebbing and flowing’ (Bray
et al., 2000 p. 107). At the same time, it is clear that the capacity to shift roles or
professional boundaries is not simply about creative play. Rather, it requires a basic
understanding and appreciation of the other fields around the table. Hence, ways of
fast-tracking the sharing of key knowledge and assumptions are required (Mitchell,
Inouye & Blumenthal, 2003). From this, a set of goals and a shared evaluation
framework can emerge.
Achieving success in collaboration requires negotiating terms of engagement,
finding the language that will allow exchange, and re-defining terms throughout the
project. Conferences about collaboration, such as Bridges One at the Annenberg
Centre, and Bridges Two at The Banff Centre have identified linguistic disparity as
one of the most difficult challenges for cross-disciplinary collaborators, for all the
reasons of cultural difference and training discussed above (Pearce, Diamond & Beam,
2003). In collaborations, participants contest words because they represent different
meanings for different disciplines. The same phenomenon can be described by
different words by scientists and artists, and the same word can have variable
interpretations (Diamond, Parker & Wesolanka, 2004-2005).
Debates about aesthetics represent a key breech point in collaborations
between artists and scientists and can be considered as a point in visual language
where boundary objects are required, as much as textual language. Such debates are
present throughout the Banff New Media Institute archives (Diamond & Kennard,
1993-2007). The process of agreeing to the interpretation of a term or an image is
often a means of establishing communication, of gifting each other with
understanding. Language buries assumptions that must be unpacked to move forward;
misunderstandings arise when assumptions of language are not pulled apart and
reworked with common thread.
Diaz-Kommonen (2005) argues that recognition is the first step: ‘Simply
recognising the barriers posed by jargon, terms of art, and localized practice goes a
long way towards bridging such gaps’ (p. 55). Even receptivity or disregard for
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difference is learned, according to Diaz-Kommonen: ‘Education and training shape
expectations for communication, they can also factor into receptivity to the
vocabulary and styles of others’ (p. 95).
Debates may create fissures in linguistic understanding but can equally herald
the birth of new terms by researchers from different disciplines (Bowker & Star,
1996; Mol, in Hassard & Law, 1999; Fischer, 2004). As discussed in Chapter Two,
ethnographers and human computer interface designers use the concept of the
‘boundary object’ (Star & Greisemer, 1989) to describe this type of collaboration.
Grey (2006) notes that boundary objects can be ‘information, conversation, interests,
rules, plans, contracts or even persons’ (p. 3). He discusses the ways that boundary
objects link communities of practice, play a different role or provoke a different
understanding within the discrete ‘communities of practice’, yet are means of
‘negotiation’ or ‘mediation’ that allow mutual processes to occur, without each
discipline needing to fully assume the other’s definition (p. 3).
Diaz-Kommonen (2005) urges dialogues where the goal is to achieve
symmetry around boundary objects and sustain a rich dialogue, not to reach accord:
‘If a word such as “meaning” makes sense to all those who practice, art, design,
history and science, then there is a possibility for multiple comparisons as well as for
knowledge to be gained by all’ (p. 95). The growing use of the term ‘boundary object’
by engineers who work with designers suggests there is more confluence between
engineers, sociologists and designers.
Difference in language can also be mystified. Latour and Woolgar (1979)
suggest that by applying ‘evaluative formulations of scientific activity’ (p. 158),
scientists represent their dialogical processes as far more rational or logical than the
conversations around the research bench actually are. Latour and Woolgar say, ‘There
is no indication that such exchanges comprise a kind of reasoning process which is
markedly different from those characteristic of exchanges in non-scientific settings’ (p.
158). The social cohesion of the laboratory seems to allow a context in which ‘beliefs
are changed, statements are enhanced or discredited, and reputations and alliances
between researchers are modified (p. 166). The conversations cover a range of
interests, not just scientific: ‘We have presented evidence to indicate the extreme
difficulty in identifying purely descriptive, technical or theoretical discussions’ (p.
166).
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Latour and Woolgar’s observation suggests that the conversational process
within disciplines may be similar to that between disciplines. In either case,
conversations may provide the social glue to weave technical and theoretical
knowledge around common-sense objects of language. As discussed in Chapter Two,
conversation creates social cohesion (Goffman, 1967; Treleaven, 2002) and a shared
understanding of the world, as well as a stable way of subtly shifting that
understanding (Berger & Luckmann, 1967).
Methods drawn from collaborative inquiry combined with conversation work
towards unpacking assumptions and reaching mutual understanding throughout the
research process and towards building cohesion (Bray et al., 2000; Reason &
Bradbury, 2002). Chapter Five will take the discussion a step farther, examining the
ways that computer science and artists’ tools have responded to the need to facilitate
on-line and face-to-face conversation analysis.

5. Collaborative Technologies for Art and Science Collaboration
The New Media Collaboration Studies Network, described in Appendix IIIa, is an
international cross-disciplinary network committed to the study of collaboration, the
consideration of how people use tools within collaborations and the design of tools to
enable collaboration (Diamond, Parker & Wesolanka, 2004-2005). 61 The network
corroborates the ongoing challenges encountered by even successful projects and
institutions in setting and realising shared goals, effective cohesion, appropriate
recognition for performance and coherent leadership. Collective process as a method
of work, lateral teams and cross-disciplinary knowledge-sharing are considered
necessary for successful new media research, teaching and application development
environments—but these are difficult to achieve. The researchers who participate in
the NMCSN articulate the need for tools that facilitate dialogue and fast-track the
process of reaching Flusser’s (1999) goal of an intersubjective cohesion. Figure 4.4
provides an example of smart board based collaborative systems.

61

The findings in this chapter are reinforced by those of the New Media Collaboration Studies Network
includes scholars from the humanities, social sciences, arts and sciences as well as art and design
practitioners who work collaboratively, study collaboration or build tools to enable collaboration. See
Diamond, Parker and Wesolanka (2004-2005), available from
<http://www.collaborativenet.banffcentre.ca> [Accessed 20 June, 2005].
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Figure 4.4

Collaborative video system and white board in use in RACOL project
(Montgomerie, 2004)
Technologies created to support research collaboration have been maturing
over the last ten years and have been influenced by art and science and art and
technology collaboration. The National Research Council of the National Academies
proposes the need for a creative tool kit that can allow experimentation, improvisation,
flexibility and ‘what-if scenarios’ (Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal, 2003). Such tools
can ‘drive the interplay among design, simulation, surprise and creation’ (Mitchell,
Inouye & Blumenthal, 2003 p. 75). These kinds of tools diverge from standard workoriented communications systems. Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal describe
technologies that are a direct outcome of art and science collaboration, such as virtual
reality training CAVES® and virtual reality design worlds.62 Technologies that have
been commercialised include collaborative real-time video communications systems
and conferencing environments; shared design visualisation environments and the
protocols for these systems (Ragusa & Bochenek, 2002). Collaborative Virtual
Design Environments, a special issue of Communications, the ACM journal,
highlights some of these collaborative systems, tools and technologies (Ragusa &
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The CAVE® was developed as Electronic Visualisation Laboratory, University of Illinois,
technology, a site of successful art and science collaboration (Sandin, 2007).
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Bochenek, 2002).
Collaborative tools and environments, Ragusa and Bochenek (2002) argue, are
of value in that their use builds team-work. It also produces a shared understanding of
what is critical in the process or the technology that is being created or adapted, and it
allows researchers to work together at a distance. Tools track discoveries, and welldesigned tools can allow collaborators to get down to what is essential in social
interaction, while throwing away frivolous communications (Preece, 2002).
Latour (1987, 1998, 1999) insists that technology itself must be seen as an
actor within the network that connects humans as well as, in the case of the Internet, a
network itself, designed by humans, but with its own dynamics of component parts.
What is more, each technology has a specific design and scale that affects its
capacities and those of the humans who use it. That being said, the same technology
can be deployed or adapted in very different ways to achieve varied results (Latour,
1998).
For example, in their comparative studies of video conferencing Bradner and
Mark (2001) demonstrate the ways that electronic video conferencing technology can
act as a source of social information about team members as well as research data,
resulting in better cohesion because it provides a sense of presence or engagement.
They state, ‘Video has been found to improve the ability to show understanding,
forecast responses and express attitudes’ (p. 3). Video technology has been discussed
in Chapter Three as having negative applications and as a means to heighten work
place surveillance. Figure 4.5 shows video conferencing system using ACCESS Grid
being used by researcher.
Figure 4.5

Video conferencing and multimedia system in use during WestGrid (Borwein,
al., 2007) research

et
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As has been shown in Chapters Two and Three, like any technology, the
technical tools used by researchers or artists to collaborate infer or contain
assumptions about creativity, knowledge and collaboration (Latour & Woolgar, 1977;
Law & Hassard, 1999).
Combined with technical capacities are human elements, such as the skills to
facilitate or moderate, the willingness to engage and then change one’s opinion, the
capacity of thinking laterally, the ability to experiment and take risks, and the
willingness to challenge assumptions. These cannot be contained by a technical
system, only facilitated by it. The National Research Council of the National
Academies (Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal 2003) lauds companies, such as Pixar,
who provide workshops for their employees to develop creative and collaborative
skills.
This suggests that the development of research tools and the culture that
supports their use must both receive attention. As argued in Chapter Two, and as
shown by example in Chapter Three, by using different knowledge lenses, pragmatic
engineering approaches can meet with philosophical frameworks that search for
qualitative shifts in the experience that actual tools can bring. A subset of these,
language visualisation tools are discussed in detail in Chapter Five and provide both
synchronous and asynchronous capacities for collaboration and analysis of
collaborative processes that can lead to their improvement.

6. Case Studies
In this section of the dissertation, three case studies are analyzed: RACOL (Rural
Advanced Community of Learners), the Mobile Digital Commons Network and
FlowerGarden. They are culled from the archives of the Banff New Media Institute
(1996-2007) and involve the artist-researcher as participant. Each tried to model
successful collaboration; each tried to meet shared project goals, individual needs for
validation and the requirements of funding agencies; each tried to achieve or did
achieve content, methods or technologies that can be scaled up and mass-distributed
or commercialised; and finally, each tried to reach aesthetic goals that meet the needs
of specific, or at times, large-scale audiences that cross disciplinary boundaries.
RACOL (Rural Advanced Community of Learners) occurred in 2003. The
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others, the Mobile Digital Commons Network and FlowerGarden occurred after the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and thus could apply lessons from these
events and incorporate elements of the model and tool-kit. A full analysis of the first
phase of the Mobile Digital Commons Network is provided in Appendix IIIb, but the
lessons learned from it are included in summary form in this chapter.

6.1 Rural Advanced Community of Learners (RACOL)
The RACOL project, led by T.C. Montgomerie (2004) was a large-scale network
project established to research the development and delivery of on-line curriculum to
rural and remote communities in northern Canada. It sought the deployment of
broadband networks and digital learning that would link synchronous and
asynchronous distance learning strategies. Its tool kit was to include ‘broadcast
quality digital video, streaming media, electronic whiteboards and educational
objects’ (Montgomerie, 2004 p 3).
The school district partner for the project was the Fort Vermillion School
District, an area five times the size of Denmark, with a total of five hundred high
school students (Montgomerie, 2004). The schools have varied populations:
Aboriginal youth living on reserves, mining communities, a poor urban high school
and a traditional Hutterite religious community. The Fort Vermillion School District
had been using audio graphics to deliver classes to its six small high schools, some
with only twelve students. The project planned to provide a dynamic learning
environment, using ‘VPL’ multi-point video technology that could be consistently
assessed by the community of learners (Gauthier, Fisher & Klawe, 2003). The new
classroom would provide a sense of presence for learners in geographically separated
and isolated classrooms who felt alienated from the teacher and other students whom
they could not see.
For these reasons, the Banff New Media Institute and Banff Centre Aboriginal
Arts Program were asked to develop Aboriginal content and hold real-time events
with the Aboriginal communities in the North. The Banff New Media Institute was
also mandated to create a series of Internet science and mathematics games for use in
Internet-based Grades Ten and Twelve classes. These were to be delivered over the
Internet in remote rural Alberta. The video technology and new forms of teaching and
learning were scheduled to appear simultaneously.
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Extensive documentation of the RACOL research project was possible
through Diamond’s (2004d) audio interviews with collaborators, and Parker’s video
documentation (2003-2005), report writing and external evaluation (Diamond, 20032004; Parker, 2003-2005). A published report was created for the funding agency
CANARIE. Reporting provided a series of insights that reinforce lessons from other
collaborations. Although Aboriginal content and dialogues with Aboriginal
communities in the region were a valuable part of the project, such a discussion is
beyond the purview of this thesis, which concentrates on the games design element.
There were many positive outcomes of the RACOL project, including the
creation of a strong distance learning resource for the North, shown in Figure 4.6.
However, a gap in communication between The Banff Centre and the user community
in the North, the lack of a science expert dedicated to the project, the differences in
the definition of the term ‘game’ and challenges with technology were four significant
weaknesses of RACOL from the Banff New Media Institute’s point of view, with
respect to research and games development. The project’s strengths and weaknesses
are discussed later in this section.
Figure 4.6

Two views of La Crete rural school video classroom in Northern Alberta
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Two comprehensive and inclusive brainstorming events were held at Banff.
These included all key researchers and user groups. The second design session, before
the full start-up, stressed the need for a true collaborative inquiry team with an
ongoing if virtual link between sites. The Banff team was comprised of a group of
young computer programmers newly out of a university games design program, two
commercial games designers who offered critique and design capability for some of
the games, a line producer, a project manager, and the artist-researcher, who was the
Banff research leader and responsible for the content side of the project. A computer
science graduate was hired to lead a team comprised of his former classmates and the
professional designers. While he was a talented programmer and designer, the
inherited culture of the university made leadership difficult. To remedy the situation, a
mature project manager was hired to provide the young team with organisational
support.
The team was geographically separated from the end-users, but they
understood the need for a dialogue with teachers and students, as the latter would
ultimately use the games. The original team was intended to include a Northern
student, who would be resident in Banff, but who ultimately did not. A science
teacher from Fort Vermillion and a post-doctoral science education specialist from the
University of Alberta were assigned to the project, but both proved too busy to engage.
The expert sent text books instead of suggesting what curriculum could be best
deployed in game form and helping the designers get the science aspect of the games
right. And despite his enthusiasm at the brainstorming sessions, the Northern teacher
was sceptical of the value of using full-scale computer games to teach in the
classroom.
The term ‘game’ proved to be a boundary object. It was understood as a
limited interactive experience on the part of the educators, while the principal
investigator at the University of Alberta, the leader at Banff and the games designers
all assumed that a game was a full-scale interactive experience with levels of play.
Debates about the extent to which curriculum should be evident versus delivered
through pleasurable activity remained an unresolved but dynamic element of the
project.
Although a trip to the North was helpful, it occurred late in the project and did
not include an intensive brainstorming or location-storming experience in the context
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of the research delivery site. Such an event would have built cohesion between the
locations and could have shown a way to create ongoing links with the community.
As well, there were technical problems with the game (at prototype stage during the
trip); this made the teacher hostile to trying other games and reinforced his scepticism.
The bandwidth for the project and the computer base that the Fort Vermillion School
Board bought could not support all of the games in all test-bed schools. Finally,
teacher literacy was an issue; sessions with Northern teachers about how to use and
deploy the games were needed to integrate the games into the curriculum.63
From the beginning, an explicit understanding existed within the team of what
was needed to develop a successful participatory action research approach to the
project. However, not all plans were realised. In particular, as the project continued, it
became clear that more time was needed in the Fort Vermillion area, and one of the
brainstorms should have occurred on site. This turned out to be impossible to organise,
but in response to the concerns of Northern teachers, a smaller Banff team simplified
and completed the games, and created user manuals and an educational website to
access these. This addition meant that teachers and students throughout the province,
as well as the Fort Vermillion area, could make use of the resource: the virtual aspect
of the research allowed the delivery site to shift.
The change in research direction was possible because, in the absence of a
relationship with Fort Vermillion teachers, the researchers in Banff, with the
understanding and support of the larger project, chose to shift several goals and
partnerships. Unlike their Fort Vermillion counterparts, the school districts in Banff
and Canmore developed a teacher-led partnership with two local high schools. The
face-to-face student test group and teacher feedback in Canmore and Banff provided
strong encouragement for full games experiences that included science knowledge, as
shown in Figure 4.7, representing one of the final games.

63

ABEL (Advanced Broadband Enabled Learning) placed a great deal of focus on teacher integration
of new kinds of materials and their participation in the design process. Not surprisingly, that group of
teachers has a larger comfort zone with the adoption of new kinds of teaching materials.
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Figure 4.7

Mirror X game interface for mathematics and physics game designed by Banff
team
In the process, the group converged in its understanding of what constitutes a game.
In fact, the Banff and Canmore high school principals and teachers were so enthused
about the development of full-scale science computer games that they volunteered
ongoing involvement in the development of the games.
Chapters Two and Five establish the importance of a sense of face-to-face
presence during a collaborative research process, the critical importance of aligning
and then reassessing goals and the need for stakeholders to feel they are co-directing
the research. In this case, while the original project was not a true collaborative
inquiry, it became one in its later phase.
Another factor in the project’s success was technology. Despite promises to
roll out broadband, connectivity to Fort Vermillion and the Fort Vermillion
communities remained sketchy throughout the project. The fact that it was a
technology-based project set high expectations for its use and efficacy, with little
patience or trust afforded for its breakdown. Video conferencing with the research
leaders and front-line Fort Vermillion educators was meant to be a tool for the
collaboration, and for the delivery of learning. Video was to be the means for students
and teachers to provide knowledge of and feedback on the games. However, the
installation of the technology lagged over a year behind. Unlike the ABEL project,
discussed earlier in this chapter, the research leaders and other collaborators did not
feel compelled to discover a viable system, because they could continue to rely on the
existing audio-graphics technology.
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RACOL was both aided and undermined by the use of specific collaborative
technologies. Video conferencing proved to be a useful tool for organising the team in
Southern and Central Alberta. Video conference meetings held between Banff and the
University of Alberta team provided regular benchmarks for the group in Banff,
established an understanding of the broader context for the project and helped the
leadership at the university to adjust goals. The project coordinator, based at the
University of Alberta was consistent and supportive. She helped to determine
deliverables, the pacing and the re-negotiation of what was possible for the Banff
team to achieve within the larger research project. However, video conferencing
failed as a development or training tool and led to frustration because the quality of
video conferencing was poor. Presentations were often inaudible and hard to see, and
time lag made it impossible to test the games.
While this research project was aimed at the delivery of new forms of
education, then, it also became a research project about broadband rollout in which
the content was caught in the ‘friendly fire’ of the technology deployment (Diamond,
2004). The project offers a concrete demonstration of the ways that technology
becomes an actor within a network (Law, 2004).
Team members expressed varied opinions of the degree to which their team
developed a sense of cohesion. Sociability was a major factor: they bonded through
playing computer games, exploring music, talking and playing outdoors sports. As
young computer programmers, they enjoyed the openness of The Banff Centre, the
ability to work late and sleep late, the arts culture around them and the mountain
location. They shared domestic spaces at The Centre, a factor that created a familial
sense within the young group. Finally, they collaborated with others at Banff on other
projects and matured through the process of working there.
Gender is also worth noting as a factor in the ability to attain cohesion within
the team and between the team and the coordinators at the University of Alberta.
Respect for women and the representation of cultural diversity within the games was a
stated goal—a request of the diverse Northern user communities that emerged in the
early brainstorms. In addition, the Hutterites would not accept representations of
violence or sexuality, and Aboriginal youth wanted to see Aboriginal characters. A
female education theory researcher at the University of Alberta provided valuable
materials on gender and race in computer games, but the only woman member of the
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actual games design team was the lead games designer. She took the position with
RACOL because it appeared to be an opportunity to create different kinds of
representations of female game characters and to design less gendered forms of play.
She left the efficient and hierarchical production culture of computer games design to
join a youthful and somewhat haphazard team.
The designer arrived after the computer programmers had begun the design of
their games and had to play a corrective role on many fronts, from design aesthetics,
to game play to character representation. At first her expertise and her vision of
characters were resisted by the young male programmers, all of whom played
computer games. She hired an assistant designer who had worked with her in the past
to implement the new designs. Eventually, the combined educative efforts of the
female designer and her team mate, the female team management, the genuine wish
on the part of the developer/programmers to include female players bore positive
results. RACOL was an early achiever in building compelling non-violent games.
Incorporating the games designer into the beginning of the project would have made
the transition to non-violent and gender-neutral gaming easier.
Technology troubled the development of cohesion in building a larger team
that included Fort Vermillion, but it assisted in the development of cohesion at Banff.
The young co-located researchers made use of instant messaging in order to develop
their games. Instant messaging in a workplace can permit researchers to share
thoughts, files, advice and encouragement at the same time as they do not disrupt
others in the space or move from their task. As discussed in Chapter Five, instant
messaging can create a sense of presence or persistent engagement. The Banff
Centre’s Information Technology department, fearing that instant messaging would
lead to computer viruses and a loss of workplace discipline, had banned instant
messaging on the campus. Yet the researchers needed instant messaging to ship files
and to have a sense of collaborative sharing of projects in real time. They figured out
a ‘hack’ and continued to use instant messaging. In interviews with the artistresearcher, participants stated that the illicit quality of their use of instant messaging
amplified the pleasure with and commitment to the project and its creative process
and certainly to the use of instant messaging in its service.
As well as sociality and identification with the project’s goals, the construction
of collaborative identities in the face of institutional resistance was a factor, among
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others, that built group cohesion in the Banff RACOL team (Goffman, 1959, 1967).
Conflicts are endemic to collaboration, as has been suggested earlier in this chapter
and as Goffman (1959) and Berger and Luckmann (1967) argue. In this case, group
cohesion was fuelled when collaborators antagonised a rigid system.
Providing education for emerging researchers is a core goal of all research
projects, and all participants in the process at Banff saw themselves as having learned
a tremendous amount. The young team members developed constructive suggestions
about the experience and how to make it more viable in future instances. They learned
new programming languages, the incorporation of design knowledge into
programming methods, art direction and design skills, an ability to cope with cultural
diversity and gender in a design context, an interest in new forms of gaming, a sense
of satisfaction at having built new experiences, and a sense of being on the brink of a
new phenomenon: namely, truly playable educational games. Finally, the work
contributed to their careers, and they left with a sense of engagement with Aboriginal
and Northern communities.
While the games initially failed to meet the needs of some of the communities
they were originally built for, they did meet these needs once available in a simplified
version as well as their full form. The games scaled effectively and became a resource
for a wider provincial and even international user base. An achievement of RACOL
was the incorporation of classic computer game play, rich narrative and curriculumbased science knowledge. One of the young team members summarised, ‘We have
three solid diverse games that cover various elements of the curriculum—these are
aesthetically diverse and represent a rich array of games genres’ (Diamond, 2004d
p.6).
There are a number of lessons to be learned from this story. Brainstorming
needs to be followed by consistent face-to-face check-ins. User communities need to
be integrated throughout the process and their absence addressed immediately. At the
same time, broadening or shifting the nature of the participating group can salvage a
project that is having problems. Being prepared for technology breakdown and
continuing to work despite, or through it, is a requirement. As T.C. Montgomerie, the
principal investigator from the University of Alberta said, ‘You have to be flexible.
Nothing works in the way it’s supposed to when you implement these technologies’
(Diamond, 2004d p. 6). The video technologies did roll out in the North, the games
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were part of the test-base for this process, and the technologies and content outcomes
were deemed a qualified success. These lessons were duly noted in the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances and integrated into the final method.

6.2 Mobile Digital Commons Network
The Mobile Digital Commons Network (MDCN) was funded by Canadian Heritage
through its Canada On-Line New Media Research program. The network facilitates
research and innovative industry development in mobile content and technology. It
fosters cultural production and public participation and develops forward-thinking
policy on wireless technologies (Longford & Diamond, 2007). And it connects
researchers, the arts and industry focused on mobile, wireless, digital technologies in
Canada, the UK and Finland. The project has created experiences deemed scalable
from its numerous prototypes and completed works; it has also produced highly
successful technology outcomes, and it has developed new production processes and
collaborative research methods. It has been evaluated by the funding agencies
supporting it and is considered an unqualified success. Cross-disciplinary and crossinstitutional teams working during brainstorms and body-storms are shown in Figures
4.8 and 4.9 below.
Figure 4.8

Developing ideas for narrative genres in mobile experience design
brainstorm at Hexagram in Montreal, MDCN (Longford & Diamond, 2007)
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Figure 4.9

Body-storm at MDCN workshop borrowing from Cat’s Cradle metaphor to
explore navigation and collaboration in mobile gaming (Ladly, 2007)
MDCN has created numerous prototypes for new forms of content and
experience that constitute pervasive gaming. These occur in urban and national parks,
with mobile devices as a key component. Mobile Nation, its recent conference (Ladly,
2007) was an opportunity for participants to explore experiences that include
annotated and illustrated walking tours, historical ghost stories, animated fantasy
games and sound games. MDCN also produced MEE (the Mobile Experience Engine)
a technology that will assist in future design of mobile games for cellular phones. In
the first phase of the cross-disciplinary research of MDCN, the Banff New Media
Institute team built Memetchi, Forest Creature and began work on the MEE engine.
The network was so successful that it received an additional $1,400,000 in funding for
a second round of research. Future research has recently been funded for the Portage
Project, an initiative that will create a mobile experience theme park in downtown
Toronto.
The project followed the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance method,
described as a CZHC facilitated long-term collaboration in Chapter Seven,
Conclusions. Collaborative inquiry has played a fundamental role in developing the
richness of the MDCN gaming concepts, revising and honing the actual experiences
with user-groups and creating cohesion and sociality across the team members (Bray
et al., 2000). The principal investigators, including the artist-researcher have built an
engineering and design team which is inspired by the idea that a collective global
heartbeat symbolises ecological health and can be encouraged by shared outdoor
experiences. The creative approach has included intensive duration-based workshops
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with outside researchers and partners and has used key-word tracking, (Ahmad, 2002;
Diamond, 2005), an approach valuable in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performance research.
Workshops have included brainstorming (Manktelow, 2007), body-storming
and location-storming as indicated in Figure 4.10 (Lane & Angus, 2004) to describe,
map and analyse design direction. The first event was a mobile engineering workshop
that brainstormed a number of mobile projects and technologies.
Figure 4.10

Body-storming exercises documented during Lane and Angus (2004) Urban
Tapestries project
A mobile experience design workshop, held a month later, was specifically
focused on developing the game concepts. The individuals in these groups represented
a range of ages, relationships to nature, knowledge of national parks and interest in
mobile games. They came from different cultural backgrounds, from Finland, the
USA, the UK and Canada. There was some continuity among attendees of the first
and second workshops, and the second workshop proved of great value, as
participants built on initial concepts. Participants in location-storms are shown in
Figure 4.11. They tested ideas on the Banff National Park Hoodoo trail. They built out
concepts for three genres that appeared appropriate for mobile content: an outdoor
adventure game, an animal fantasy game and an information documentary experience.
Figure 4.12 indicates visual treatment documents that articulated the location based
strategy. Figure 4.13 indicates the initial images for the mobile phone interface.
Aspects of these ideas were developed and tested through a three-year research
process. Finally, a participatory design workshop at Simon Fraser University allowed
the deep development of characters and their interaction dynamics within the games.
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Figure 4.11

On location in Banff Park with engineers, artists, designers and participant test
group
Figure 4.12

Visual treatment for Mount Royal walking tours and dramatic games
Figure 4.13

Mobile Digital Commons Project (Longford & Diamond, 2004-2007)
Methods extracted from the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances were
also useful, being used to create engaging brainstorms and simulations of the eventual
content and technologies. Each phase of the creative project has been imagined
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without restricting potential content or interaction to the limits of the current
technology through creative brainstorms (Muller, 2003). Technology was invented
that would, as much as possible, express these concepts and was tested in the field
with users. Local high school groups in Banff and Canmore provided the team with a
pool of participants and subjects for user testing. As outsiders, these participants were
less influenced by the research team’s ideas or goals for the project, as the team
needed to gather candid feedback. The engineers and designers acted as observers or
occasional guides to the participant/users. In fact, the engineers have engaged in all
participatory design phases and user-testing. As a technology base emerges, they
create the next capability that the designers want. The designers, in turn, enable
participants/users to both test and suggest new applications for the prototypes and
adapt their designs towards actual technical capabilities.
Collaborative inquiry has prevented the design team members from limiting
themselves to their own experiences and biases, ultimately helping them to create a
product that speaks to a wide audience (Bray et al., 2000). This approach has been
combined with an iterative engineering and design cycle, which has allowed the team
to move fluidly between working on designs and testing ideas with a community of
potential game players. The lead designer and writer have worked together to develop
scenarios and small treatments; they have collaborated with the graphics designer,
building story boards in the participatory process and finding specific sub-elements of
the games to play with the groups on the trail.64
Meanwhile, users have contributed wisdom about content and engineering
approaches, including an examination of patterns of use in outdoor environments,
social versus individual play, varieties of user fantasies and ideas about the wilderness,
the comfort with overt versus covert technological presence in nature, the pacing of
technology use versus the suspension of disbelief through movement in the forest,
task completion and communication with other players without the mobile device.
In order to fill the need for an interactive, location-based environment that
could handle rich content, the project engineers began to develop the Mobile
Experience Engine (MEE), an experience design engine that they offered to the
64

Early in the design process, the designers of Global Heart Rate noted that the shift to using the
environment as a set within the practice of games design offered endless rich possibilities but disrupted
their ability to contact the design context.
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designers. The MEE is a working code-generating tool, which ‘allows designers and
engineers to input the parameters of a game or interactive experience in XML and
then generates the appropriate underlying software application either in C++ or Java
(JME2) for various hand set types’ (Gardner and Shea, 2006). Hand sets have
Bluetooth© capability and can communicate with GPS locators or with compatible
phones. This tool is designed to visualize game play and the corresponding graphics
images. It is accessible to both designers and the engineering team. Its first iteration
was tested in MDCN and was built out through MDCN2 with plans for open sourcing
and indicated in Figure 4.14. It is the core engine for the Portage Project now
underway.
Figure 4.14

Navigation structure of MEE engine created to facilitate collaboration between
designers and XML programmers
The project has overcome barriers along the way, primarily through dialogue,
short workshops and field testing. The cultures of engineering and design require
constant renegotiation in relation to process. Designers are used to delivering
completed treatments to programming teams and having these built on existing
platforms. There has been frustration when technologies are not yet ready for
imagined content, when designers do not provide adequate detail or when the
incremental building of content undermines coherence and depth in the game
experience. Finding a common language and a clear set of definitions has been a
constant issue through the project and needs re-engagement whenever a new designer
or engineer joins the team.
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For example, designers develop design documents, treatments and story
boards to frame their engineering needs, while engineers require ‘technical specs’
from the designers. The engineers create ‘use case scenarios’ and ‘technical specs’.
Designers and engineers have different expectations from a ‘design document’, a’
treatment’, a ‘use case scenario’, a ‘story board’, a ‘technical spec’ or ‘iterative
design’ or ‘iterative engineering’ (Diamond & Parker, 2003-2004). Many discussions
and the creation of actual examples have been required, through both phases of the
project, to reach hybrid understandings and methods that functioned as boundary
objects, meeting the needs of the engineers and the designers and providing enough
detail for technology to be built and enough leeway for imaginative design to occur.65
Figure 4.15 indicates a visual treatment document.
Figure 4.15

Memetchi visual treatment and storyboard
The coordination of the project is loose, relying on weekly meetings. There is
little hierarchy within the team, although the artist-researcher as PI on Global Heart
Rate ultimately redefines new goals as necessary in discussion with the team.
Designers and engineers need consistent encouragement to work together outside the
65

For example, it took some time to dispel the expectation on the part of the engineering team that the
designers could and should learn XML programming language. In fact, it was only in the second phase
of the project that a mix of programmers were brought into MDCN, those who could work in C++,
Java, Symbian and physical engineering and those able to work in XML. The designers were skilled in
Flash, HTML and many other graphics programming languages. However, not all programming
languages are the same—the designers ‘spoke Flash’ and the engineers ‘spoke XML’ or ‘C++’ or
‘Java’ or ‘Symbian’ (Parker, 2003-2005; Diamond, 2004d). The MEE engine emerged as an interface
between these languages, XML and the phone. The engineers hope to eventually create a full authoring
environment into which the design team can flow content and have taken the engine in that direction in
the latest leg of the network. While MEE was an important first step forward BNMI, engineers and
designers were not entirely happy with it during the first phase. This changed with its consistent use as
a more robust technology during the development of The Haunting, Alter Audio and Park Walk and
other projects as part of MDCN2.
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joint planning meetings. However, the environment of The Banff Centre, an art
residency and research retreat in the Rocky Mountains, means that there is a great
deal of sociality interaction within the team. Points of positive breakthrough and the
development of cohesion occur in preparation for and during user-testing. These field
tests inject a sense of reality and of excitement and resulted in boundary objects that
united all the research disciplines and end-users (Mol, 1999; Stone, 2000b; Muller &
Kuhn, 2003; Grey, 2006). As participatory design and collaborative inquiry are
embraced, the engineers adapt their practice to the needs of the user/participants.
Both rounds of MDCN have included distributed teams. The first round was
primarily at Banff and Concordia University in Montreal, although collaboration with
Hewlett-Packard’s Bristol Laboratories and with the NEWT mobile engineering test
bed in Calgary occurred regularly through the duration of the project (Longford &
Diamond, 2007). When sub-projects faced challenges or when a new technique
needed to be discussed or understood, it was necessary to gather the entire team as
Gassmann and Zedtwitz (2003) suggest and hold a design session or engineering
planning meeting, which could occur on location, although major shifts in direction
includes participants from other locations. There was occasional conflict between
designers and engineers at these meetings, but they were generally productive and
pleasurable. The second stage of MDCN was built collaboration on major projects
across all three sites using teleconferencing, the WWW and site visits.66
As with the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, project researchers
used a variety of collaborative technologies for observation and engagement. They
video taped all participatory design sessions and used these to analyse participant/user
experience (Parker 2003-2005). As well, users were surveyed and interviewed after
their time on the trail. Video tapes provided reinforcement and some contradiction as
to user behaviour, as is the norm in such research. Engineers used a GPS camera to
locate play spots and a miniature computer to follow teams on the trails and adjust the
play according to user feedback.
To allow collaboration at a distance, MDCN adapted existing collaborative
tools and invented others, including a collaborative web site on an as-needed basis as
Denton recommends (1997). There was also a blog, run out of Montreal that served a
66

MDCN2 included a significant design team at the Ontario College of Art & Design.
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similar role to the Banff web site, gathering and focusing issues. Researchers used
messaging to chat with each other all the time. The Internet was used by many to
share the documents posted on the site. In the second iteration of MDCN2, a coders’
CVS, linked to the previous discussion web site linked engineering teams across
Canada. It was in constant use, a testimony to the need for tools to meet the actual
needs of researchers. Towards the end of the project, a site that drew together
documentation at all three locations was created as an archive.
The Mobile Digital Common’s Network and the Global Heart Rate Project
within it faced the challenges of a large, distributed group, but researchers were robust
enough to tailor the network results to achievable and demonstrable goals that met the
research mandate. The team was able to create the MEE engine, a new technology, as
a result of creative collaboration between designers and engineers. Software engineers
on the team were able to change existing communications tools to create a
collaborative on-line working environment. Continual re-evaluation of research-inprocess is a requirement for success in large-scale collaborations, particularly with
respect to goals. Working from the lessons of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances, process proved to be as critical as products in attaining research
outcomes that included the discovery of new collaborative ways of working,
especially in outdoor spaces with mobile technologies (Diamond, 2007; Longford &
Diamond, 2007).
Researchers on this project reported at length on their findings at Mobile
Nation, a culminating conference that brought together the many sectors working in
mobile design with researchers from all over the world (Ladly, 2007). They describe
an intensive sense of cohesion within their creative teams, a sense of accomplishment
and jouissance within the creative research process. This was more pronounced at the
local level than within the distributed network and more so among the crossdisciplinary design and social science teams than between these disciplines and the
engineers. The engineering team, distributed though it was, established strong
cohesion within itself (Ladly, 2007). This complex of identifications calls for a
separate research study.

6.3 Simulations and Other Re-enactment and the Creation of FlowerGarden
An example of a successful and fast tool building collaboration using language as its
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point of departure occurred at The Banff Centre’s Simulation and Other ReEnactments: Modelling the Unseen (Diamond & Kennard, 2004). This project
combined the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance method described as a
CZHC Short Event with a CZHC endurance brainstorm approach for parts of the
project team and had a performative aura. The experiment built on this dissertation’s
research and is an example of its applicability to other circumstances. Further
applications will be taken up in Chapter Seven, Conclusions, while resulting software
FlowerGarden remains under development and was recently exhibited at the
prestigious National Science Foundation in Washington (Lantin, 2006; Lantin &
Judelman, 2006).
This summit explored the use of simulation strategies by sociologists, game
developers and scientists, linking these to the use of re-enactment in performance art
and social sciences, such as criminology. Bringing together differences in practice and
interpretation was a goal of the summit, making it a prime context for collaborative
methods learned through the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances which used
differences in the use of language to eventually establish cohesion. The framework
constructed by the artist-researcher proposed a dialogue between simulation scientists
and others dedicated to advancing the use of modelling and simulation to solve realworld problems. The summit acknowledged that the researcher first build a mental
and then a virtual model and promised to enact its own theory by providing summit
participants with the opportunity to build a simulation of the summit as it developed
(Diamond & Kennard, 2004).
Before the actual event, the organising committee discussed the context of the
simulation, hoping to use it to understand the social network that might emerge. It
also expressed interest in the ways that different participants might interpret the idea
of simulation. Banff organisers mocked up actual physical sites (conference rooms,
dining room, walks) where participants would exchange ideas. The graphic and 3D
design team, initially led by the artist-researcher, created a sculpted physical interface
and forms where participants could post stories, survey responses and images. An online discussion started to consider the kinds of relationships it was imagined
participants would want to simulate and then test against the actual conference
(Diamond & Kennard, 2004).
Next, the team held simulation planning meetings at the actual summit with
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the entire conference. Four leaders, Lantin, Paley, Resch and Diamond led the
participants. They decided to simulate the emergence of ideas in various locations
where the summit occurred, wanting to see what ideas held ground and for how long.
They were equally interested in the emotions with which participants endorsed and
sustained ideas, as well who generated them. To this end, the team created a fastprototype. The simulation software drew from concepts in CodeZebraOS and Brad
Paley’s Text Arc (Paley, 2002) shown in Figure 4.16. It also built on Repast an agent
visualisation program (Repast [Software], 2007).
Figure 4.16

TextArc (Paley, 2002) with visualisation treatment of novel
This new program showed key words as they emerged in the discussion, their
frequency and longevity of use. It allowed participants to choose along a sliding scale
of heat or coolness. The simulation linked their emergence to another simulation of
avatars that ran in an adjacent screen or window. Participants chose the shape of their
avatars, and the shapes signified an emotional quality. An abstract space for each of
the formal and informal spaces of the summit was shown. The avatars ‘gathered’ in
specific locations of the summit according to the actual use of that space by those
individuals as shown in Figure 4.17 below. Spaces included formal large meeting
rooms, small group meeting rooms, a house party, washrooms, hallways, the dining
room, the pub and other places where participants gathered, such as the hiking path.
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Figure 4.17

Repast (2007) was reconfigured to show locations that are part of the summit
As a concept emerged from, or was used by, a group, an image of a blast of
energy would accompany it, and the word simultaneously showed up for the first time
or changed characteristics and location in the language simulation, changing position
and taking on density and colour. If a concept such as ‘gaming’ maintained popularity,
it moved to the centre of the simulation. Viewers could easily see competing ideas.
The simulation ran in real time through much of the conference. Participants could
influence the popularity, weight and positioning of the key words through their use
and rating of these. The simulation operated as a game and as a useful moderation and
knowledge generation tool. At the end of the conference, the participants and
organisers could see what kind of spaces generated certain kinds of concepts, where
the most ideas were brainstormed, who was developing these ideas, the frequency and
intensity of use and an evaluation of the conference with respect key concepts and
their emotional weighting.
This simulation was a valuable document of the summit. While it built on
qualities and prototypes of language visualisation technologies and capacities
discussed in Chapter Five, it was also uniquely valuable to the collaborative context in
which it emerged. The creative process of its making engaged the entire conference
and created a large scale collaborative inquiry that all deemed a success. The summit
team, the programmers and the end-users found its design and application engaging
and pleasurable, and it was used throughout the conference. Three other applications
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at Banff New Media Institute summits resulted in equally playful on-line
collaboration and pleasure on the part of users.
This short-term example points to some of the qualities of collaboration.
Successful collaborations can be of short duration, or they can have the ability to
expand and contract the participating group. Qualitative success can be measured by
discovering the perceptions of the collaborators about their experiences and by
analysing the outcomes of collaboration against the mandate of a project’s external
goals and the goals of the collaborators. While long-term cohesion can build on these
qualities, it needs consistent revisiting in order to update goals and process (Bray et al.,
2000).
The Simulation Summit provides insight into the minimal amount of social
cohesion needed for collaborations to succeed. The simulation summit group very
quickly bonded, in part, through the playful activities of placing notes onto a sculpted
map, discussing the key questions they wanted to consider about each other, engaging
in a free-flowing exchange and playing various language games throughout the
conference. They also shared a cultural program on the subject of simulation and reenactment that required them to spend time together in performances and screenings
that were quite emotional. A recreational program required hiking together in the
wilderness.
The summit leadership structured and guided the brainstorms, and this led to
significant buy-in. There was a dedicated and enthused, if at times challenged,
technical team, who accomplished a great deal over the course of the two weeks in
preparing for the event. They were open to changing the themes they had begun
working with based on the larger group’s interest: each time the design team showed a
simulation to the conference group, the latter was impressed and excited. The Banff
New Media Institute ART laboratory created a smaller team who built a more
sophisticated tool on the back of this first skeleton, now used at many events to track
the emergence of ideas. A later version of the software completed by Lantin and
Judelman in 2006 is shown in Figure 4.18 below.
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Figure 4.18

FlowerGarden (Lantin & Judelman, 2006) segment with keywords indicated
To sum up the experience, the findings of the Simulation Summit reinforced
the importance of the spaces where collaboration occurs as an element critical to the
planning of collaborations.

7. Conclusion: Summarizing the Affective Qualities of Successful Collaboration
From the case studies, observation of collaborations at The Banff Centre (described in
more depth in the Appendices) and practice-based research materials and literature
review, it is possible to conclude that some qualities consistently emerge in successful
collaborations, both large and small, especially when collaborations are sustained over
time (Goodman & Milton, 2005; Cook, Diamond & Kennard, forthcoming).The
process of sustained learning is exciting and challenging, and shows a spirit of
generosity—groups find ways of working with each other that are appropriate to
context. Although breakdowns occur throughout a project, leadership flows to the
appropriate individual as tasks change (Bray et al., 2000; Fischer, 2004). A mark of
success can be a sense of confidence in what has been learned inside the collaboration,
as shown when researchers and creative collaborators are willing to risk carrying new
ways of working, practices and even identities into their own disciplinary arena.
Descriptions of team identification and cohesion align closely with the
‘intersubjectivity’ proposed by Flusser (1999), or with the ‘we-feeling’ and positive
sentiments Duncan (2006 p.1) and Braidotti (2006) describe as indicators of social
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well-being, or the ‘specialisation yet interdependence and reciprocity of individual
social actors and segments, each somehow contributing to the whole’ that marks a
cohesive identity (Duncan, 2006 p. 1). However, these are tempered by personality,
gender, different levels of social identification and by disciplinary divide. For
example, when compared to FlowerGarden’s successes, the RACOL project’s
failures demonstrate that those with equal status collaborate more effectively.
Sociality, the sense of social connectedness, has been described as a key
quality that leads to success in collaboration, because it includes pleasurable
engagement inside and outside the working process and begins to build conjoined
identity (Goffman, 1959). Creative sharing is strongly aligned with sociality.
Creativity strengthens cohesion and in turn reinforces collaboration. These
collaborations testify to the importance of sociality outside of the research context in
strengthening cohesion within the workplace.
Language and the negotiation of terms through the creation of boundary
objects, mutual understandings and even neologisms is core to the projects described
here. For example, the MEE engine can be seen as a boundary object in the ways that
it is both a tool and an envelope for misunderstanding, understanding and a viable
process. And tools to facilitate the negotiation of language were needed at key points
in the processes; they were also, as in the case of FlowerGarden, a result of
collaboration.
The projects resulted in outcomes that met research goals on the creative and
the technical sides. Each achieved a certain level of cohesion. Each involved
processes of disagreement and of intensive satisfaction for the teams. Scientist and
artist collaborators whom the artist-researcher interviewed (Diamond, 2003-2004,
2004d), as well as the teams related to the case studies, describe researching times
where there is play, delight and boundlessness. Brian Sutton-Smith (2001) suggests
that a sense of play, of immersion and loss of sense of time can be a shared experience,
much akin to flow in group play and games, which are also forms of social
collaboration (Lash, 2002). These testimonials align with the sense of process for
which participatory action researchers strive in a successful collaboration (Bray et al.,
2000). Finally, successful collaborators use language, as discussed above, but also
rely on the visceral, psychological qualities of human interaction and a sense of
presence (Deleuze, 1989; Loukes, 2003; Taylor, 2003). This condition picks up on
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the subjective or cultural nature of time, not to mention Deleuze (1989), Cixous
(1994) and Irigaray’s (1993) suggestions that temporal shifts create openness,
jouissance and new discoveries, or Deleuze (1989) and Braidotti’s (2006) sense of
becoming.
The availability of appropriate tools, or the ability to adapt or create these
tools, is critical to the success of collaborative projects. In recent years, human
computer interface designers such as Mason and Carpendale (2003), have joined arts
and collaborative inquiry researchers, as well as media theorists, in noting the
importance of discovery and collaboration processes that acknowledge joyfulness,
chaos and improvisation (Bray et al., 2000). They argue that tools are as important as
rational discovery.
Awareness of criteria for evaluation outside of the collaborating team, such as
social, environmental change or creative impact, needs to balance against ‘group
think’. As Bray et al. (2000 p. 108) demonstrate, a rational framework can emerge
from a process characterised by layering, simultaneity and porosity. The adjustments
made to research in process described here show that successful collaborations
between artists and scientists can build-in qualities of self-reflexivity and
accompanied flexibility (Bray et al., 2000), including the ability to look at the process
from inside and outside the research and to change behaviour, based on observation.
This can be used to advantage in collaboration practice and research, although it may
be perceived as an ongoing challenge to scientific objectivity, as Cohen points out
(2003).
The CodeZebra Habituation Cages were part and parcel of this way of
thinking. The findings of this chapter are further synthesized in Chapter Seven,
Conclusions, and serve as the basis for the larger CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performance method that is a result of this dissertation. They drew from and
reinforced these lessons in the use of language in collaboration, processes that build
cohesion, the important role of presence, the role that sociality plays and the need for
specific tools to facilitate creative exchange.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Computational Linguistics Tools and the CodeZebra Habituation Cages

1. Introduction
Chapter Five looks at the nature of conversation visualisation software, providing a
context for CodeZebraOS by noting several comparative technologies. It is
accompanied by Appendix VII which provides a brief history of the development of
CodeZebraOS. Appendix VIII sketches the overall history of the CodeZebra project.
Chapters Three and Four examined how artists develop technologies, either on
their own or in collaboration with engineers and scientists. Such artistic tool invention
occurs when current tools fail to meet the formal or functional needs of an art project,
or when a kind of practice, such as choreographic notation is needed and no tool
exists (Calvert, 2000; Century, 2002). It also occurs when artists wish to offer a
critique of existing technologies through the medium of technology itself (Bunting,
1999; Mongrel, 2003; Grizinic et al., 2005). Czegledy (2001, 2002; Lovink, 2003)
draws links between artists’ strategies to trouble assumptions about the body, the
emergence of biomedicine and bioinformatics and the efforts by artists such as Nell
Tennhaaf to architect new technologies that reveal and critique these developments.
Tools invented by artists may be ahead of the technology curve of their time,
as demonstrated by David Rokeby’s Very Nervous System (Tuer, 2000; Diamond,
2005b). Or they may provide a different design perspective about a set of emerging
technologies. For example, Century (2002) and Moser and MacLeod (1995) detail the
impacts that the Art and Virtual Environments project at The Banff Centre had on 3D
computer graphics, and the ways that Char Davies’s aesthetics transformed the
graphics software capabilities of SoftImage (Century, 1999, 2002). In addition,
Druckery (1999) and Cantz (2003) indicate the ways that Ars Electronica’s
commissions and exhibitions added new features to technologies. Finally, Meenpaa,
Nyakaneen and Dean (2005) provide case studies of such projects at the Helsinki
Media Lab, as does Brand (1987) at the MIT Media Lab.
CodeZebraOS incorporates many of these motivations. The desire to create
CodeZebraOS began in 1997, when there were no chat visualisation tools, and when
research in language visualisation was only beginning (Wilks, 1995; Spence, 1998;
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Wattenberg, Bederson & Schneiderman, 2002). The CodeZebraOS project was
focused—it sought to provoke persistent on-line cross-disciplinary conversations and
it sought to use visualisation to enable creativity as well as legibility. As the artist-led
project unfolded, it found itself addressing the nature of on-line dialogues, as did
studies at MIT, IBM and Microsoft Laboratories (Erickson et al., 1999; Smith, Cadiz
& Burkhalter, 2000; Sack, 2001; Smith & Fiore, 2001; Donuth, 2002). Given its
genesis, CodeZebraOS adopts different approaches in its choice of visual metaphors
than other visualisation software, and it prioritises cultural experience and emotional
process more than other research. At the same time, it attempts to provide a
contribution to the larger field of conversation visualisation.
The dissertation is not centred on the CodeZebraOS, but on its application
within a specific instance, the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances. In a larger
sense, it examines the method that draws from these events and includes the use of
CodeZebraOS. V2, the parent institution harbouring the DEAF Festival, which
commissioned the Habituation Cage performances to showcase the CodeZebraOS
software it had supported through a residency at its laboratory (Adriaansens, 2003;
Diamond, 2005f). Extensive documentation of the design process is found in
Appendix IIb on DVD3, as a video on this DVD, as software on DVD4 and on the
<www.codezebra.net> web site (Diamond, 2005f).
The CodeZebraOS chat software was meant to serve as the primary tool for
on-line conversations for the CodeZebra Habituation Cages. It accompanied real-time
video feeds and streams that were intended to provide two-way documentation and
interaction between the Parasite and Las Palmas. Some moderators would join the
lock-up through CodeZebraOS at a distance, others on site, using both CodeZebraOS
and two-way video stream conferencing. The public could also post in CodeZebraOS,
responding to the dialogues and events in the Habituation Cages and suggesting new
topics for conversation. In other words, CodeZebraOS figured large in the experience
of the artists and scientists, moderators and audience as a core tool for collaborative
inquiry.
There were two uses for the software: as a technology that could facilitate the
actual performance, and as a retrospective technology that allowed various
representations and analyses of the Habituation Cage performances and of the larger
method derived from them. It is thus necessary to understand the intentions behind the
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software, its capacities at the time of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances
and the results of its use. To this end, this chapter reviews its development trajectory
and software architecture.
The chapter also briefly discusses two other tools used for retrospective
language analysis of the CodeZebra Habituation Cages: a text analysis beta software
entitled Database for Analysing On-Line Chat (DAOC) [Software] (available on
DVD 4), created for the artist-researcher by a University of Surrey computer science
student, Lubna Akbar (2005); and System Quirk [Software] (2003),

a language

analysis system used to extract keywords, providing the context for their use and
looking for change in the patterns of usage over time. The CodeZebra Habituation
Cage archives analysis by System Quirk is found on DVD 4. For those interested in
the science behind the software, Appendix VII is included with the dissertation in
order to provide a thorough overview of the system.

2. Conversation, Sociable Media, Emotion and Collaboration
The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances are engaged with the production and
expression of new knowledge. Earlier chapters have established that conversation is a
key tool in the construction and dissemination of knowledge, whether in
understanding the social dimensions of the laboratory or in communicating
institutional norms and process (Berger & Luckmann, 1967; Latour & Woolgar,
1979). Human computer interaction scientists Erickson and Kellogg (2001) and
participatory action researchers Gaventa and Cornwall (2002) who work in the field
of participatory action research, discuss the many ways that knowledge is situated and
fundamentally social in its production and dissemination.
Like Latour and Woolgar (1979), Erickson and Kellogg (2001) propose a
specific role for conversation in knowledge sharing: ‘It is no coincidence that both
social knowledge and social resources are best shared through talk’ (p. 4). Following
on this, Erickson and Thomas (2001) find that successful information communication
requires shared meanings and social connection: ‘We suggest that knowledge
management is not just an information problem, but that it is, as well, a social
problem’ (p. 12). Erickson and Thomas argue for the need to ‘start supporting the
larger social context in which knowledge management is embedded… In particular,
we are interested in environments within which users can engage socially with each
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other and in the process, discover, develop, evolve and explicate knowledge’ (p. 12).
Sociality requires social translucency, which is the ability to know who is engaged
with whom as well as to judge that behaviours are appropriate.
Chapters Two, Three and Four discussed the rise of collaborative forms of
knowledge, expressed within popular culture, artistic exchange and research practice.
These forms are indicative of a significant qualitative shift in the late twentieth and
early twenty-first centuries, away from individual achievements and identities towards
collective ones (Oram, 2000; Truelove et al., 2001; Galloway, 2004; Miller, 2004).
Donath (2004) describes the electronic expression of this trend as the rise of a new
form of ‘sociable media… that enhance communication and social ties among people’
(p. 1) and argues that this new era requires engineers, artists and designer to
examine the ways that social cues are communicated in the real and virtual
world, discover the limits imposed on on-line communities by their mediated
nature, and explore directions that virtual societies can take that are impossible
for physical ones… The sociable media approach is more subjective and
context dependent. (p.1)
Sociable media continue to expand beyond chat and discussion groups. They now
include on-line social networks such as Facebook (2007) and virtual game worlds
such as The Sims (Wright, 2004), as well as the sharing of music, video or
photography. However, conversation is at the heart of many expressions of sociable
media, tying discrete postings together. For these reasons, sociable media benefit from
an understanding of conversation dynamics.
As discussed in Chapter Two, Goffman (1959, 1967, 1981) provides an astute
analysis of conversation, setting a context for researchers to follow several decades
later. Goffman anticipates computational linguistic tools by suggesting that his
analysis will reveal the characteristics that a ‘communications engineer’ will use to
build an ideal dialogue system (Goffman, 1981 p.14). He emphasises the ways that
conversation establishes a ‘participation framework’ for sociality (p. 3); face-to-face
conversations are two-way or multi-point. Conversations include ‘back-channel’
signals that are often non-verbal and provide a ‘continual guide’ to the ways the
conversation is unfolding in terms of ‘intelligibility, topicality and reach’ (p. 48).
Conversations include ‘mechanisms to turnover to the next speaker’, devices to
manage social comfort, such as ‘pre-emption, re-run, framing (e.g. ironic asides),
norms for honesty’ and ‘non-participatory roles’, such as listeners (p. 15).
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Goffman sees conversations as made up of ‘ritual exchanges’, as well as
‘ritual constraints’, arguing that they include ‘remediation’ when individuals are
offended (p. 19). He describes conversation as a game, constructed through ‘moves’
or turns. He recognizes that different cultures, including sub-cultures, are varied in the
ways they manage their game-like turns and statements (p. 24). When there are
breakdowns in conversations, such as misreading, there are means to correct and
return ‘to former constraints’ (p. 26). Goffman suggests that context has a profound
impact on how conversations unfold, and he returns to the term ‘participation
framework’ to ‘analyse changes in footing’ (p. 146). 67
Extending this discussion to examine qualities that link or differentiate real
and virtual communications, Blanchard and Markus (2004), two researchers who
study behaviour in on-line communities, discovered core qualities of on-line
communities that coincide with social behaviours off-line. The qualities creating online cohesion align with Goffman’s (1967, 1981) discussions about the qualities of
successful face-to-face interaction, such as recognition, identification, support,
relationship, emotional attachment and obligation. These qualities create an
atmosphere that permits the correction of breakdowns and misreading. Their research
demonstrates that with the advent of new technologies, on-line communication and
community now play an important social role. For on-line collaborative systems to be
truly effective, participants need to be able to communicate cues about the emotional
process of dialogues as these unfold in on-line communities.
Erickson and Kellogg (2002) note the importance of establishing turn-taking
and other social protocols within mediated conversation. However, as Kollock and
Smith (1996) point out, although on-line conversationalists have developed ‘a variety
of textual practices’, including emoticons that ‘convey the subtleties of
communication that are normally carried by tone, posture, gesture, and a host of other
indicators of nuance,… this medium remains particularly open to multiple
interpretations’ (p. 116). J.H. Smith who studies and designs protocols for trust on the
Internet adds that there are ‘highly intricate communicative conventions that reach far
beyond the use of emoticons such as the ‘smiley’:☺‘(Smith, 2002 p. 24) and stresses
the need to emphasise ‘tacit knowledge’ (p. 38).
67

Chapter Two detailed the many stylistic forms that Goffman discovered that conversation can take,
from the performative to the self-revealing.
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Erickson et al. (1999) note that a significant challenge in creating computer
supported work conversation systems is the need to reach a balance between a
conversational environment as a ‘safe and trusting place’ and ‘the organisational
imperative to share information’ (p. 3). This contradiction requires that systems
designers ‘design in norms and social conventions’ (p. 3), suggesting that
CodeZebraOS would have to include protocols that build trust between its core users,
artists and scientists, yet also recognise the organisational imperatives of the
performances. Halverson, Erickson and Sussman (2003) demonstrate that chat uptake
patterns show a relationship to participants’ social comfort and their level of bonding,
as well as utility and ease of navigation. J.H. Smith and Marsh et al. (2002) argue that
participation in on-line dialogue occurs more freely within trusted systems, that is
systems with known participants, socially appropriate or safe behavioural guidelines
and technological stability.
Establishing trust is critical to the success of collaborative research endeavours,
as discussed in Chapter Four (see Bray et al., 2000; Goodman & Milton, 2005). Trust
is a key component to the success of endurance and other forms of performance art
and to the success of collaborative art works as noted in Chapter Three (see Goodman
& Gay, 2000; Fusco, 2003; Graham, 2003; Cook, 2004a; Sawchuk, 2004b; Chandler
& Neumark, 2005; Dunhill & O’Brien, 2007). Trust may, at times, be enhanced by a
sense of presence, of immediacy, impact and obligation (Goffman, 1967; Fusco,
2003). In other words, in both the face-to-face strategies and the technological
strategies of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and resulting method
there was a need for cohesion and criticality to coincide in a context of trust. This
could produce risk-taking, ‘we-feeling’ and intersubjectivity (Flusser, 1999; Marsh et
al., 2001; Smith, 2002; Braman, 2006; Duncan, 2006).
In brief, the trend towards sociable media combined with the importance of
meaningful conversations within successful collaboration, set the stage for the use of
the on-line conversation visualisation tool CodeZebraOS within the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances.

3. What Does Computational Linguistics Bring to Tools that Facilitate
Collaboration?
Computational linguistics has provided a set of strategies to manage and analyse
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bodies of text and other forms of language that can be represented as data (Salway &
Ahmad, 2000; Gillam & Ahmad, 2002; Ahmad & Gillam, 2005). Some methods are
less empirical and provide a quantitative approach to the measurement of cohesion or the
popularity of new concepts by examining adoption and adaptation of words, including
neologisms. System Quirk (2007) traces words, their exchange and transformation, in order to
measure the circulation of new ideas within and between fields of knowledge (Salway &
Ahmad, 2000; Ahmad, 2002).

Chapter Two demonstrated that computer scientists have recognised the
critical role of structured and unstructured on-line conversations, such as instant
messaging, Internet postings, Usenet groups, Wikis and chat, in popular culture,
collaborative exchanges and knowledge generation. Researchers have language
analysis tools to capture the emergence of ideas and knowledge within the Internet or
to facilitate computed conversational processes that need to include the nuances of
‘movements, looks, vocal sounds and speaking’ (Goffman, 1981 p. 3). Such tools are
often the result of cross-disciplinary teamwork, often drawing upon sociology,
interface design, computational linguistics, human computer interaction science,
psychology and cognitive science (Sack, 2003; Mason, Denzinger & Carpendale,
2004; Wattenberg, Viégas & Dave, 2004).
Some software strategies deploy narrative avatars or monikers to represent the
participant in the chat room. Many language visualisation technologies tend towards
more abstract or synthetic imagery (Sack, 2001; Donath, 2002; Erickson, 2003).
These create a participation framework, as Goffman (1981) suggests, facilitating online dialogue using relational mapping, text synthesis, and visualisation and text tools.
One set of technologies focuses on analysing and facilitating large-scale conversation
(Smith, Cadiz & Burkhalter, 2000; Smith, 2002; Sack, 2003). For example, Coterie,
NetScan and Conversation Map display flows within large volumes of email, on-line
discussion groups or IRC logs that occur on specific topics, between users or between
locations.
Sack (1999) was first drawn to conversation visualisation because of his
interest in social networks. In Conversation Map (2001), he uses patterns to indicate
the ways that debates on political subjects can cross expected national boundaries. He
later creates tools that are less passive, and meant to facilitate participatory citizenship
(Sack, 2005). These allow participants to vote on issues on-line, organise their chat to
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create visual clusters and meet and dialogue with others who have differing opinions
to hopefully resolve conflicts.
Kollock and Smith (1996) who eventually built visualisation systems and are
interested in tools for environments such as eBay were interested in ‘managing
cooperation and conflict’ in the on-line context where, ‘there is a double edge to
computer-mediated interaction: many of its central qualities make it easier both to
cooperate and to behave selfishly’ (p. 109). They hoped to balance the selfish and
collective elements of cooperation and create obligations (Goffman, 1967) to the online community.
In imagining their language visualisation systems Kollock and Smith (1996)
applied Ostrom’s (1990) sociology research about communities. Her findings indicate
that successful communities have ‘clearly defined boundaries’, are culturally specific
and matched to community needs, are self-monitoring and that members can modify
the rules of the community (Kollock & Smith, 1996 p. 122). These factors are found
in descriptions of cross-disciplinary collaborative teams once they have established
cohesion (Bray et al., 2000). Given this need to designate group identity, a related and
remaining research challenge of computer systems is personalisation (including
groups), versus scalability, where uniform code and protocols are required to build
global systems.
A second group of software facilitates conversation visualisation and
conversation analysis tools for intimate conversations. These tools are partly
motivated by computer-supported work researchers seeking tools to facilitate
conversations that can manage work flow and research across dispersed locations
(Donath, Karahalios & Viégas, 2000; Smith, Farnham & Drucker, 2000). Whatever the
scale of their group, most system designers endorse Goffman’s (1967) argument that
participants within a conversation wish it to proceed without conflict and in comfort,
thus concentrating their efforts on conversational process and turn-taking (Smith,
Farnham & Drucker, 2000; Erickson, 2003b).68 They try to replicate the dynamics of
face-to-face experiences. Visualisation software systems can be effective in
promoting cohesion as Erickson et al. (1999) testify: ‘[A]nother unexpected effect of
using Babble has been its usefulness in maintaining and expanding group awareness’
68

Wattenberg, Viégas and Dave (2004) study the emergence of conflicts within collaboration and
create graphical means of identifying and resolving these.
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(p. 3).
Software such as the Babble project led by Thomas Erickson (Erickson, 2001,
2003a, 2003b; Erickson & Laff, 2001), attempt to measure levels of engagement of
individuals who are on-line. Erickson’s systems use visuals in order to support
coherent interaction that allows distributed groups to work. He notes the challenge,
echoing Goffman’s (1981) understanding of the impact of back-channel signals when
he says, ‘The subtle cues that we use to guide our face-to-face interactions are mostly
absent… our attempts to communicate are often awkward’ (Erickson & Kellogg 2002
p. 17). Babble indicates ‘lurkers’ and provides a social proxy for participation, so that
each person in the dialogue has elegant ways of organising turn-taking (Erickson,
2003b). Babble opens various windows to display the discussion topic, and shows
specific users as they move in and out of conversation.
Research at the MIT Lab by Donath, Karahalios and Viégas (2000) has an
affinity with the themes of CodeZebraOS, in part because it seeks ways to reveal the
emotional and social dynamics of conversations through affective computing
strategies (Picard, 1998). Donath, Karahalios and Viégas are interested in the
persistence of both asynchronous and synchronous text conversations and the ways
that both the real-time conversation and the archive can be analysed. They see text as
a thin, yet malleable medium that hides many valuable kinds of information. They use
visualisation to provide information, such as the scale of audience or ‘key moments in
the mass of an archive’ (p. 1), that is hidden or unavailable in a textual representation.
The team designs graphical interfaces that ‘reveal the social structure of the
conversation by visualising patterns such as bursts of activity, the arrival of new
members, or the evolution of conversational topics’ (Donath & Viégas, 2002 p. 2).
Chat Circles created by Donath and Viégas (2002) structures conversations and
simultaneously analyses their dynamics (Donath, 2002). Donath and Viégas also
make use of visual cues to ‘discern the patterns of behaviour that give rise to one’s
impression of an individual or community’ (p. 1). Social cues include ‘…the style of
writing—whether formal or informal, in Standard English, or in prose peppered with
emoticons, acronyms or abbreviations’ (p. 3). Chat Circles provides visual identities
for individual users. It highlights active participants, showing them as bright figures
and, while indicating that lurkers are present, underplays their presence, showing
them as dimly lit figures. Loom is a visualisation tool for asynchronous news readers,
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which ‘creates visualisations of the participants and interactions in a threaded
newsgroup. The renderings ‘reveal patterns indicative of a person’s role in the
community’ (Donath, Karahalios & Viégas, 2000 p. 8),](as an initiator for example),
and ‘show the type of discussions that prevail in a particular group’ (p. 8). The
software acts as a visual archive of conversation activity levels, relating these to topic
and contributor.
Smith, Cadiz and Burkhalter (2001) also compare ‘chat’ with spoken
conversation. Chat is ‘poor at managing interruptions, organising turn-taking,
conveying comprehension, and resolving floor control conflicts’ (p. 92). They created
threaded chat software, such as Fugue, a system that uses the metaphor of music and
deploys alternate views of the dialogue, to help participants self-manage the tempo of
their chat (Smith & Cadiz, 2000). A score showing each human instrument flows
simultaneously with and adjacent to participants’ names, thus allowing them to see if
they are interrupting or being interrupted. A different program, Coterie, written by
Smith and Fiore (2001) uses visualisations to illustrate patterns of activity on the part
of individual conversationalists.
As noted in Chapter Four and Seven, Conclusions, FlowerGarden (Lantin,
2006; Lantin & Judelman, 2006) grew out of a collaborative inquiry that applied the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance method with a large group of researchers.
It draws from strategies in CodeZebraOS and Brad Paley’s TextArc (2002), combined
with Repast (2007) and Lantin and Judelman’s (2006) ideas, and it indicates the ways
in which the dialogue is emerging, including key words, the emotion attached to these
words, the human and location-based sources of the words and their use and the
shifting power dynamics of the use of the words over the course of time. For example,
FlowerGarden, as a real-time tool, allows researchers or conference guests to play in
real-time with the software and vote on the popularity of words in use during the
event (Lantin, 2006; Lantin & Judelman, 2006).
CodeZebraOS discovered many of the approaches outlined above to enable
conversation. It developed a fictive chat world, rather than a realistic recreation of
face-to-face conversation. At the same time, it sought to imbue that world with the
qualities of face-to-face dialogue.
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4. CodeZebraOS
4.1 Synopsis of the Design Process
The artist-researcher who led the creation of CodeZebraOS worked with a series of
teams with various software development skill sets: scientific researchers
knowledgeable in visualisation, graphics scientists, computational linguists and
artificial intelligence researchers, as well as interface, graphics and games designers.
The development phases featured extensive research on social interaction on the
Internet, led by the artist-designer.
The software development method is not core to the dissertation, and is noted
briefly here as it involves cross-disciplinary collaboration. It will be discussed in
depth in future PhD research and entitled the CodeZebra Method. The software was
created using participatory design and collaborative inquiry approaches as well a
artistic improvisation and included workshops with chat users and on-line gamers.
Participatory design draws from action research, engaging end-users in the
imagination and systematic design of technologies that will influence their lives
(Muller & Kuhn, 1993; Schuller & Namioka, 1993; Muller, 2003; Wakkary, 2003;
Fischer, 2004).69 Hence, the creation process for each phase of CodeZebraOS had a
brainstorm on the software, a workshop to delineate that phase of the development
path, including the production of paper or even electronic prototypes, the software
build, often making use of distributed contributors and the documentation of that
phase of the software, as well as regular improvisations and team meetings (Muller &
Kuhn, 1993; Schuller & Namioka, 1993). This was followed by the user testing and
evaluation of the software and a public launch of some manner.
Theatre and choreographic improvisations developed character types for
patterns in the software; non-technological game play led to the language games
embedded in it; and improvisations of conversation produced the structure of the
topics within the conversation mapping software. Engineers, software programmers,

69

The case study Appendix IIIb, on the Mobile Digital Commons Network, provides another current
example combining the collaborative inquiry techniques of the CodeZebra method and participatory
design; DVDs 3 and 4 on the University of Turku and the University of Surrey workshops provide
other instances of participatory design and feedback with CodeZebraOS.
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interface designers, sociologists, choreographers, dramaturgies and the artistresearcher participated in the improvisations (Mienczacakowski & Morgan, 2002).
Usenet groups, chat transcripts and email were scoured to find common
patterns of speech and emotional reactions to them; these were compared to
Goffman’s (1981) discussion of conversational forms and used to develop a set of
visual patterns that corresponded to the animal traits of the characters. From this,
emerged the elements the artist-researcher analysed and quantified to achieve
differentiation of posting personalities in the software.
Four versions, or prototypes, of the CodeZebraOS were built over the course
of its development, beginning in 1998-1999. John Tonkin collaboraterd with the
artist-resaercher to build the first prototype, indicated in Figure 5.1 below.

It

premiered at the Ludwig Museum in Budapest.
Figure 5.1

Version One of CodeZebraOS created in 2001 premiered at the CodeZebra
Dance, Performance and Software Launch Party in Budapest, 2001
Prototype Two was characterised by a rich graphics environment that
borrowed its aesthetics from the late 1950s, topical organisation of conversations and
individual monikers. Prototypes Three and Four were built in the Netherlands and at
Banff and were able to provide effective data processing, topics and temporal
organisation of topics, a full array of on-line games and a working patterning systems
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based on a neural network.
The third prototype was launched at DEAF, with a fourth debugged version
soon after, although the CodeZebraOS was tested in a variety of situations with users
and the artist-researcher before the DEAF events and continued in development
afterwards with subsequent trials and user tests. User surveys allowed improvements
in the software throughout 2003. The software has been used in several conferences
and exhibited as an archive since then. It will be open sourced in 2007-8.
4.2 Description of CodeZebraOS
The CodeZebraOS is a prototype for an advanced web-based visualisation tool. It
enables conversations between individuals and groups on the Internet. User testing at
DEAF indicates that the current version of CodeZebraOS is effective as a
brainstorming tool or for exchange during events, and for providing a thorough
archive that can be produced as an Excel spreadsheet and analysed. Unlike any other
environment, the software provides provocative language toys and games intended to
shift the dynamics of a conversation. Discrete conversation spaces can be created for
any event, institution or context and the data from these stored separately on the
CodeZebraOS server.
CodeZebraOS parallels other conversational visualisation software, but its
design and prototypes offer more features than most, including Babble, Coterie or
Chat Circles. CodeZebraOS provides both synchronous and asynchronous tools for
dialogue. It uses artificial intelligence to build an ‘affective computing’, or emotional
analysis system, to help moderation and self-moderation on-line (Picard, 1998). It
visualises the tone of each posting and the evolving ‘feel’ of the conversation topic.
CodeZebraOS was inspired by the ongoing and increasingly fertile
interchange between art and science, two apparently separate, but dynamic and related
disciplines, as discussed in Chapter Four. 70 It sought a means of intervention into
techno-culture that provided an alternate and democratic means for on-line
relationships, as discussed in Chapter Three, making social activity visible and
facilitating the social exchange of knowledge (Erickson & Kellogg, 2001; Erickson,
2003b). CodeZebraOS in prototype, was ultimately designed to reach a specialist
70

This dissertation understands that art and science are broad fields with specific sub-disciplines that
are highly differentiated. The goal is not to collapse these but rather to provide tools for collaboration
between and even amongst these variable forms of knowledge.
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audience.
Acknowledging Goffman’s (1981) recognition of the game-like and theatrical
nature of conversation, CodeZebraOS is playful. The original system is based on a
series of characters whose characteristics drive patterning. As Goffman proposes, it
provides rich context data in order to give ‘intelligibility, topicality and reach’
(Goffman, 1981 p. 48). As an archiving system, it enables the textual and emotional
analysis of a conversation after it has occurred (Donath, Karahalios & Viégas, 2000;
Donuth, 2002). In addition, CodeZebraOS allows and even tries to visualise
misreading, blurting, interruption, code-switching, fresh talk, speaking out loud and
self-correction, seeing these as creative opportunities, and it visualises conversations
as ‘bounded social encounters’ (Goffman, 1981 p. 121).
Further, CodeZebraOS visualises the social network within each conversation
or topic in order to indicate ‘involvement obligations’, showing who spoke to whom
and with what frequency and responsiveness (Goffman, 1981 p120). It attempts to
provide emotional cues to an emerging conversation, as the on-line environment lacks
cues to how conversation holders feel within the discussion or to the roles they play
(Donath, 2002). A metaphor for CodeZebraOS is that of an exciting but intimate
cocktail party conversation, one that turns into an intensive flirtation about new ways
of understanding the world. In short, CodeZebraOS is an ambitious and holistic
approach to chat visualisation that tries to anticipate all potential user needs (Donath,
2002). Unlike other systems, it maps the temporal order of postings, provides
moderators’ privileges, indicates history and visualises a social network.
In keeping with an art and science dialogue, the original visualisation aesthetic
draws on animal patterns and biological forms, creating a link between zoological and
human evolution. The symmetry visible in zebra stripes suggests that potential
conflict between artists and scientists might be resolved through dialogue and that the
result would be unique (Diamond, 2005f). For example, zebra stripes are
reaction/diffusion patterns that create a perfect heating and cooling system for the
zebra, as well as providing camouflage. 71
71

Evolutionary scientists use zebras to prove the effect of local conditions on global species, as zebras
adapt their patterning to local circumstances, and each zebra is unique (deLanda, 2000). Zebras survive
by moving in camouflaged herds, often with animals with similar patterns. In the early days of
computer science, zebras gave Alan Turing his inspiration for cracking the Enigma enemy computer
code. Natural metaphors of flowers and gardening also appear in Chat Circle, Donath and Viégas’
(2002) later work.
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There are eight other animal patterns, all using reaction/diffusion in the
CodeZebraOS iconography, as indicated in Figure 5.2 below.
Figure 5.2

A sample montage of CodeZebra patterns created by V2 designer Lenno
CodeZebraOS uses animal patterns to cue the user to topics, to relationships
between topics and to the emotional qualities of a discussion. For example, zebras are
treated as methodical and verbal, butterflies flit from topic to topic and hyenas shout
out, using capital letters. The dominant structure underlying all patterns is the clonal
mosaic, or ‘voronoi’, a form of reaction diffusion pattern. These forms create many
actual animal patterns in nature. In the software, clonal mosaics result in dynamic
relational patterns that shift with each addition of data. These are placed on top of a
mass and spring system built with computer code, which adjusts to the voronoi and
creates a sense of a moving, organic, biological world.72 The artificial intelligence
operates through a neural network that filters each posting. These are measured
against a set of criteria that use common qualities in postings, such as length, the use
of quotation, the use of punctuation of various kinds, such as open-ended questions,
question and exclamation marks, capital letters and brackets.
When users log onto a newly opened conversation space in CodeZebraOS, a
coloured background greets them—this is their world, and it will become a long view
of the conversation screen. It will be filled with small shapes representing
conversation topics, and it is covered with animal patterns, as topics are started and
built over time.
72

See look-up tables for the artificial intelligence and games designations on DVD 4.
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Unlike other systems, CodeZebraOS uses the cinematic convention of the
zoom to allow participants to gain an overview of all conversations in the world and
to zoom into a specific conversation topic to discover the details of that topic. Topics
are date-stamped, as are postings. The user also sees a navigation chart at the bottom
left hand of the page that includes various button icons, such as zoom and framing
controls, an icon/button to activate the game board, reset and print buttons. Once
zoomed into the world, a participant can stay and make postings. When participants
return, they enter each conversation session by dwelling on the world, on the surface
of the site, then diving into a familiar or seductive pattern or choosing a topic. Figures
5.3 to 5.5 provide a variety of different shot perspectives from CodeZebraOS Version
Four.
Figure 5.3

Wide shot of CodeZebraOS conversation space
Figure 5.4

Close shot of CodeZebraOS conversation topic
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Figure 5.5

Medium-close shot of CodeZebraOS conversation topic with posting
CodeZebraOS places topics in a related temporal order, so that the viewer can
grasp the overview of how topics progressively develop in the conversation space. A
user can see a text line that names the topic. Topic visuals include a specific
background animal pattern for that topic and a pattern for each posting. Links between
postings designate the order in which postings are added. Threads between fresh
postings are bright yellow; older threads are green. The original or source posting is
highlighted so that participants can trace the idea that originated a conversation, a
concept common to many conversational visualisation systems (Smith, Farnham &
Drucker, 2000; Donath, 2002; Erickson, 2003). When zoomed in, the subject line of
each posting is visible.
Each time an individual initiates a topic, a new shape begins in the world. If
users enter an existing topic, they select a previous posting to which they can attach
their new posting, thereby growing a topic. As individuals post into the topic space,
they collaborate to determine the shape of the topic by the ways that they connect
these postings, depending on whom they answer.
Conversations can proceed with or without a moderator. Moderators can be
identified and given special privileges to delete postings, mark postings or initiate
games. They can cue video and audio streams. 73
When users tire of the visual chat, they can activate games built into the
software. Some allow challenges of other players; others are toys or games that users
73

CodeZebraOS includes the capacity to stream real-time video or audio within the browser while
continuing to chat and navigate out of CodeZebraOS to other web sites and back.
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can play on their own. Examples of current games include the following: the Zebra
Word Definition Game, where players compete against each other and against the
clock to define words; the Hyena Text Dropping Game, a word shooter where players
shoot down competing words, shown in Figure 5.6 below.
Figure 5.6

Hyena Text dropping game designed with Gaspar Benedick at C3
In the CZ Karz Game, Shown in Figure 5.7 players race cars along the lines drawn
through chat texts.
Figure 5.7

The CZ Karz Game designed with Squidsoup, UK
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There is also a Snake Ride Game, where players race over a snake, trying to collect
blue scales and avoid their own tail and edges; and the first game, the Butterfly Fridge
Magnet Game, where postings can be imported, turned into poems and reposted
(Diamond, 2005f).
The CodeZebra web site (Diamond, 2005f) served as the key navigation
environment for the CodeZebraOS project. Participants can enter the site to access
CodeZebraOS, understand the history of the project, play games, participate in
CodeZebra project events including performances and streams that use the software,
view documentaries, as well as other archival materials and share developer and
research findings relevant to the project.

5. A Brief Overview of CodeZebraOS System Architecture
CodeZebraOS software supports on-line conversation visualisation. CodeZebraOS is
designed as a series of libraries and modules, which allows an engineering team to
improve upon on and add to any stage of the cycle easily. Activity occurs on the
CodeZebraOS server and on individual users’ computers. It was not developed as a
peer-to-peer system, as the core programming was built from 2000-2003.
CodeZebraOS uses client/server architecture with a number of specialised
features to allow maximum flexibility in customising the application: Each side of the
client/server equation is able to request data on behalf of its own or data processing
modules created by others.. By using a modular system, functions were divided, with
the server-side handling communication, data-storage and the representation of all
data.
On the client side, modules provide analysis and visualisation, as customized
to a particular client/domain/application. This addresses two issues. First, it allows
private, trusted conversation spaces to be built for specific groups (Kollock & Smith,
1996). Second, it meets the need for future adopters of the software to personalise
modules with their own patterns, thus suiting their cultural need to create community
boundaries (Ostrom, 1990). The data analysis can address relationships between
postings, and it can search for pre-designated speech patterns (such as the use of many
capital letters, or exclamation marks) in individual postings and select a pattern for the
posting.
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As part of the prototyping process, the engineering team created examples that
respond to aesthetics that the artist-researcher delineated. The aesthetics express nine
animal prints, along with other elements of graphic style (such as the colour of threads
between postings). One of nine animal patterns is generated by the DPM after the
posting is filtered, and the animal pattern is sent back to the client. An averaging
algorithm regularly chooses a background pattern from the kinds of postings within a
topic area.These are only examples, as customisation is a core capacity that was
planned for the software. Customisation is made possible by segregating data
processing into the data processing modulues.

6. The Database for Analysing On-line Chat (DAOC)
Lubna Akbar (2005), a University of Surrey student, came onto the project to build a
text-based version of CodeZebraOS artificial intelligence system to assist the artistresearcher in extending her analysis of the DEAF documents and future events.
Created as a companion to the CodeZebraOS, the Database for Analysing On-line
Chat (DAOC) [Software] offers the artist-researcher a simplified tool for analysis of
the archival texts created by CodeZebraOS. DAOC searches for artefacts which are
similar to those used by the CodeZebraOS neural network to classify postings. DAOC
has the ability to analyse social networks as these emerge through the performances. It
searches for patterns, such as exclamation marks, capital letters, quotation marks and
emoticons. It shows lengths of postings and length of time on topics, and can retrieve
postings by topic, user, time sent and the use of a particular word within the posting.
Results of its use will be discussed at greater length in Chapter Six and Chapter Seven,
Conclusions.

7. System Quirk
The final computational linguistics software used is System Quirk [Software] (2007).
It is designed to analyse the use and take-up of terms within single or multiple
documents such as transcripts. Ahmad (2002) and Salway and Ahmad (2000) have
used System Quirk to analyse large corpus of text data. They use the software to
indicate and analyse patterns of language sharing between different disciplines, to
discover patterns where terms conjoin and patterns of adoption outside the specific
collaborative circle (Salway & Ahmad, 2000; Ahmed, 2002). In fast-tracked
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collaboration, System Quirk can indicate boundary objects, by underscoring the use of
common terms, the adoption of terms by one or another conversationalist, and the
development of new terms or concepts or neologisms. System Quirk can also be used
to interrogate the ways that cohesion and research success may have a relationship to
language take-up and creation. In fact, it was applied in this manner in the thesis: the
Excel spreadsheets of CodeZebraOS were processed through System Quirk to look
for patterns in word usage and context. The results are discussed in Chapter Six.

8. Conclusion
Researchers find that chat, instant messaging and video conferencing promote the
deepest sense of presence, that is a sense of availability and engagement, partly
because of the real-time, synchronous qualities of these forms, whereas other forms
are asynchronous and contemplative (Brooks, Emond & Spence, 2002; Ljungstrand &
Segerstad, 2000). The sense of becoming or being immersed in the unfolding of time
is described in cinematic and philosophical terms by Deleuze (1989) and Braidotti
(2006), who argue that presence contributes to a sense of identification and
engagement rather than deferred commitment. Meanwhile, Berger and Luckmann
(1967) discuss the immediacy of conversation in grounding the subject into a
reciprocal reality. As demonstrated in Chapter Four, real-time collaborations often
combine video, chat and instant messaging, while using other Internet tools for
planning, deep discussions, documentation and archiving (Brooks, 2003). These
findings about the temporality of various digital media inform the combination of
technologies used in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and the design of
CodeZebraOS itself, namely, its ability to provide real-time chat, a streaming tool and
an archive.
As a visual chat system, 74 CodeZebraOS was intended to provide a virtual
space that cohered Las Palmas and the Parasite, the two primary physical sites of the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, and linked locations around the world
where moderator and audience participants might be. It was to provide a core strategy
for audience engagement in a temporary public space (Budney & Blackwell, 2005).
According to Erickson et al. (1999), on-line visual chat and conversations can
74

The creative as well as technical challenges of bridging physical and virtual space were discussed in
Chapters Three and Four; see also Brooks (2003); Brooks, Emond and Spence (2002); L’Hirondelle
(2003); Doruff (2005).
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transform non-places, as they take on a rich sense of place (Auge, 1995).
In other words, CodeZebraOS was expected to bridge time and space. It was
to provide real-time posting capacity, but equally afford the means for new
moderators, audiences, artists and scientists to catch up with, reference and add to
previous discussions and even link the first and second lock-ups. CodeZebraOS was
also meant to serve as an archive of texts produced during the performances, thus
allowing all manner of retrospective analyses of the events, including a means to
analyse the use of words, types of speech and emotional patterns within the
performances. It was planned as part of documentary presentations of the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances.
In a final analysis, the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and
resulting methods were designed to apply a set of software tools for conversational
analysis to facilitate and to analyse conversation. The application of these
technologies proves the value of such tools within collaborations between artists and
scientists and is discussed in Chapter Six and Chapter Seven, Conclusions.
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CHAPTER SIX

Major Case Study: Habituation Cage Analysis

1. Introduction: The Context of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performance
Case Study
1.1 A Review of the Goals of the Case Study
In 2003, at the invitation of the Dutch Electronic Arts Festival, the artist-researcher
sequestered two separate teams of artists and scientists for twenty-four hours and
asked them to collaborate (Adriaansens, 2003; Diamond, 2005b). 75 This chapter
analyses the activities and processes that occurred in and around the resulting
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances at the Festival.
This is a core chapter for the dissertation, as the Habituation Cage
performances are the major case study, setting out the hypotheses about collaboration
and performance and testing those ideas with real-time experimentation. The analysis
in Chapter Six draws its methods from sociology, media studies, the history and
practice of performance art, media art and documentary practice as discussed earlier
in the dissertation. The growing literature on cross-disciplinary collaboration and the
field of computational linguistic and sociable media, associated with human computer
interaction (HCI) studies, have also provided source material.
The performances at DEAF had two interrelated goals. One was to fast-track
collaboration, through provoking creative acts and establishing social cohesion, hence
discovering a method to provoke new knowledge through collaboration among art and
science researchers. The two teams were encouraged to consider a wide range of
possible creative results. Through the application of a collaborative inquiry approach,
this process would offer a self-reflexive critique of the production of knowledge and
the systems of technological control used in the event. The collaborators might
suggest not only new discovery but ways to improve the method itself.
A second goal, connected with the first, was to create an art work. Thus, the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances were intended to provide an experience
75

The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances were advertised as follows: ‘What happens when
curious interrogators, opponents, or collaborators are locked up together? Will they flirt, shift shape,
and cannibalise each other’s identities? Will they invent something that can make our troubled world a
better place’ (Adriaansens, 2003)?
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for diverse audiences, through spectatorship and participation, provoking interest in
the field of art and science and providing a larger framework to test and develop ideas
emerging through the performance. The public nature of the event—and its
presentational context in an art festival—placed pressure on all involved to look
outward to an audience, as well as inward to each other. The challenge was to produce
a highly charged environment for collaboration between the two individuals, while
creating a successful art work.76
The chapter begins with a discussion of the action research context,
considering the eliding role of artist, curator and researcher, and positioning the artistresearcher within the performances (Cook, 2004a). It provides a summary of the art
works, processes, tools, inventions, theories, protocols and methods that resulted from
the engagement of each team in collaborative inquiry and performance.
The chapter then analyses the ways in which teams took up collaborative
inquiry, or participatory action research within a brainstorming and performance
context (Bray et al., 2000; Lincoln, 2002; Mienczacakowski & Morgan, 2002;
Beringer, 2006). It examines how roles, habitus, and doxa were or were not
challenged and transformed (Goffman, 1957; Bourdieu, 1977; Cauquelin, 1999;
Fischer, 2004) and seeks forms of cohesion (Braman, 2006, Duncan, 2006) within the
teams and beyond, as a result of collaboration. It examines the ways trust emerged,
bridging collaborative inquiry and endurance performance practice, manifest in
technology and key to cohesion (Kawash, 1999; Kollock, 1999; Bray et al., 2000;
Marsh et al., 2002; Smith, 2002; Chandler & Neumark, 2005).
Chapter Six considers the contribution of a domestic set and ‘dailiness’
towards the performance and resulting cohesion (Higgins, 1981; de Certeau, 1988,
1994; Cheal, 1991). It examines the factors that effected and expressed collaboration,
the boundary objects, looking to these as a means of understanding the collaborative
process and performance tools (Bowker, 1996; Law & Mol, 2002). And it places the
76

Appendix VI, submitted with the dissertation, provides a detailed ethnographic close description of
the events that occurred in two performances that occurred during the Dutch Electronic Arts Festival of
2003. Appendix VI, combined with the previous chapters of relevant media studies and sociology,
media and performance art history and collaboration studies forms the basis for the analysis drawn
together in Chapter Six. For those interested in further exploration of the performances, an interactive
documentary version of these, with description and media materials, entitled ‘Inside the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage Performances: An Interactive Documentary’ is part of the practice based research
submitted for the MPhil degree., It is available on DVD 1, as are source transcripts and edited video
documentaries of both performances. Appendix V, a lengthier version of Appendix VI, with the source
server materials, and the CodeZebraOS archive is available on DVD 5.
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domestic and collaborative contexts next to the intervention by the performances into
techno-culture through the inclusion of surveillance, virtual and face-face
technologies and processes in the performances (Latour & Woolgar, 1979; Burgin,
1986; Latour, 1987; Foucault, 1989; Druckery, 1996; Gaventa & Cornwall, 2002).
The chapter looks at the use of each technology within the domestic set and
within the performances (Erickson, 2003; Crabtree, 2004; Donath, 2004; Fischer,
2004), asking whether the use of artist-created software changes the context to which
it is applied (Rokeby, 1996; Tuer, 2000; Diamond, 2004b). It draws conclusions on
the general technological context, including technological breakdown, the kinds of
discovery within the performances and the overall success of the performances
(Berger & Luckmann, 1967; Goffman, 1959; 1967). It questions whether the
performances had a reflective impact on understandings of technology while allowing
for the opportunity to use or invent technology. And it relates the use of space to art
practice and collaboration (Auge, 1995; Bray et al., 2000; Budney & Blackwell, 2005).
The chapter turns to the effect of the twenty-four-hour clock on bodies and
process (Coren, 1998), looking at the impact of a consistent video lag on perception,
collaboration and invention, and determining the ways in which time became a core
source for creation, invention and theory (De Lauretis & Deleuze, 1986, 1989;
Irigaray, 1993; Cixous, 1994; 1984; Hansen, 2004; Braidotti, 2006).
The twenty-four-hour creative conversations recognised the importance of
language within the process of cross-disciplinary research and effective collaboration
(Century, 2002; Goodman & Milton, 2005; Pearce, Diamond & Beam, 2003). The
chapter therefore examines the role of language in the brainstorming process. It
determines how different modes of address occurred, assessing their impact on
collaboration and cohesion through a close reading of video and transcripts and a set
of computational linguistic tools (Goffman, 1967, 1981).
The chapter goes on to list the successes and challenges of the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances as performance and media arts events (Sawchuk,
2004; Taylor, 2004; Dietz, 2006; Hoffman & Jonas, 2005; Tribe, 2006). It considers
both aesthetics and audience engagement, weighing the performances against
collaborative performances and media art events discussed earlier in the dissertation,
such as Blast Theory (1998), Fusco (2001) or Tiravanija (2002).
The chapter concludes with an overview of collaborative process in these
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performances that will be relevant to the conclusions presented in Chapter Seven.

2. Applying Sociology and Media Studies to the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
Performance Case Studies
2.1 Establishing the Collaborative Inquiry—Researcher and Curator
Collaborative inquiry, as discussed in Chapter Two, includes fundamental principles
that align closely with improvisational and process-based practices in performance art
and mediated performances (Mienczacakowski & Morgan, 2002; Muller, 2003),
thereby creating a context of ‘imaginative experimentation’ (Bray et al. p. 107). The
collaborative inquiry approach to the CodeZebra performances positioned the teams
as producers of new knowledge and inventions, who were equally responsible for the
critique and transformation of the research process in their twenty-four-hour segment
(Bray et al., 2000; Hughes, 2000; Reason & Bradbury, 2002).
The artist-researcher created a process for the collaborative inquiry,
established questions and chose the team. At the same time, she left the door open for
shifts in the process and the questions. She set a tone that would encourage ‘everyone
to take responsibility for facilitating dialogue and discussion’ (Bray et al. p. 57). She
provided a context of safety appropriate for building trust and assured ‘periodic
reflection on the process’ (Bray et al. p. 69) as a form of self-review. At the same time,
participants were asked to make a performance pact, similar to those of performers in
other endurance performances (Fusco, 2001; Abramovic, Kelly, McEvilley& Iles
(2004); Abramovic, 2005). They were to stay with the process; however it unfolded,
sequestered in the ‘Parasite’. The performers signed release forms that covered the
performance expectation and granted them rights to their research and art works.
In an art and technology collaborative inquiry like the CodeZebra Habituation
Cage performances, the activities described above are curatorial in nature77 and align
closely with the kinds of roles that Cook (2004a, 2004b) and Dietz (2003, 2006) play
as curators with process-based new media work. The most critical curatorial work in
preparation for the CodeZebra performances was choosing the right pairs and
appropriate moderators. It was also necessary to create and sustain the overall
technical and physical context for the delivery of the performance with V2 and DEAF.
77

In a reality show, this role would fall to the director and producer, who carefully screen possible
candidates and create the right combination of participants.
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The curatorial role included providing ongoing interpretation of the event to the
public and later iterations. Finally, it included establishing documentation.
As established in Chapter Three, the curator’s role in new media can elide into
that of the artist, as context-creator (Bunting, 1998; Ditta, 1998; Czegledy, 2001,
2002; Thomas, 2002; Diamond, 2005e, forthcoming). It remains intertwined for the
duration of the art work (Graham & Cook, 2004; Dunkley, 2005). In this case, the
artist-researcher, working with V2 and DEAF designed the physical and virtual sets
(deCerteau, 1984; Auge, 1995; Crabtree, 2004), chose research questions that would
serve as conversation and brainstorming starters (Hughes, 2000; Manktelow, 2007),
suggested a process (Dunhill & O’ Brien, 2007), facilitated the research (Bray et al.,
2000) and performance (Dempster, 2003), and directed the documentation style and
approach. She drew up the following plan:
1)

Conversation and its performance, interpolated with embodied and mediated
activities would provide the overriding context for the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances.

2)

The artist-researcher would lock herself inside Las Palmas, the DEAF
Festival site, and engage over each twenty-four-hour period with the
participating artist/scientist teams.

3)

The participating teams would be locked up inside the Parasite, each team for
a twenty-four-hour period. The artist and scientist were asked to develop art
works, processes, tools, inventions, theories, methods, or protocols. They
were asked to reflect on the research and performance process. The Parasite’s
position on top of the Las Palmas festival site is shown in Figure 6.1 below.

4)

The artist and scientist teams were introduced on-line but asked not to start
their collaboration until face-to-face. Upon arrival at Rotterdam, they were
given money to shop for supplies together to establish ‘dailiness’.

5)

The CodeZebra OS chat software would visualise conversations within the
Parasite and between the rest of the Las Palmas exhibition space and the
wider world, as participants would log on at regular intervals in real time,
from the main hall below the Parasite and from other world sites, via the
Internet. CodeZebraOS would provide a diary of the performances.78

6)

Two-way video conferencing would link the Parasite and Las Palmas and
streams from both would provide content for audiences and would be

78

For this reason the full archival citation information for CodeZebraOS postings is provided in the
Appendix and in Chapters Six and Seven as these provide a feel for the atmosphere of the
performances and the use of the software.
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captured as documentation for the artist-researcher’s later analysis.79
7)

At regular intervals, a documentary crew, led by Victoria Mapplebeck, a
British reality and documentary director, working with two V2 assistants, Jan
van Hasselt and Claudia Kapp, would enter the Parasite space and interview
the artist and scientist, in turn and together, receiving a report of their work
to date, their feelings about and analysis of the experiment.

8)

Some moderators would join the lock-up event remotely, through the
software. Others would use both the software operating on-line, and two-way
video stream conferencing.

9)

Each of the two artist/scientist research teams would keep a video diary,
which they would share directly with their audiences; these to provide
opinions of their creative processes, personal dynamics and inventions.

10)

At the end of each of the two twenty-four-hour sessions, a debriefing would
occur with the pair and the researcher, in her role as MPhil researcher.

11)

There were eighteen hours between each performance.

12)

The day after the experiment all artists, scientists, moderators and key crew
would convene for a debriefing dinner in the Habituation Cage. This was an
opportunity to discuss results, experiences and opportunities with the larger
group of collaborators, yet continue to stream in order to draw in responses
from the public.

13)

The documentation from the performance and CodeZebraOS was to remain
available to audience for the duration of the festival at the CodeZebra public
location in the main festival site.80

To a large extent, this plan was followed. Key changes are documented in Appendices
and V and VI and discussed later in this chapter.

79

As discussed in Appendix V, DEAF and V2, despite careful instruction, the great majority of the
materials on the servers (with the exception of the first 18 hours of Wakeford and Wong) were erased
80
As discussed in Appendix V, junior DEAF crew tore down the installation overnight after the second
performance, much to the dismay of the DEAF organisers and artist-researcher. A small recreation of
the set was put up with access to CodeZebraOS and video materials. This limited the ability to create a
post-real time audience experience, although this has since been successfully recreated through
exhibition in 2005-2006.
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Figure 6.1

The Parasite is the box like structure atop the Las Palmas warehouse

2.2 Curatorial Practice, Research and Moderation and Choosing Themes
As case studies such as that of the National Research Council of the National
Academies (Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal 2003), Diaz-Kommonen (2005) and
Goodman and Milton (2005) attest, collaboration is most effective when the team is
compatible and voluntary. The artist-researcher had observed the working style of the
chosen artists and scientists.81 Each had a deep and wide range of knowledge, was
able to collaborate, could engage the public and communicate knowledge. Each had
compelling and very different personalities. All were in good physical health and able
to withstand a twenty-four-hour endurance performance. She chose teams who would
be able to create dialogues around a number of key themes that she thought would
interest the larger DEAF audience.
The first team was Nina Wakeford (ethnographer, sexologist, mobile
technologies expert, director of INCITE, and Intel Scholar, University of Surrey, now
at Goldsmiths, UK) paired with Paul Wong (video artist, curator, performance artist,

81

There was immediate and strong interest in participating on the part of the many artists and scientists
contacted, perhaps, as suggested in Chapter Three, because of the current climate of self-disclosure
encouraged by reality television.
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On Edge, Canada).82 They are shown below in Figures 6.2 and 6.3.
Figure 6.2

Figure 6.3

Paul Wong and Nina Wakeford constituted the first team
The second team, shown in Figure 6.4 and 6.5 below was comprised of Tom
Donaldson (inventor, intelligent systems expert, mobile engineer, UK) paired with
Mary Flanagan (games designer, artist's software creator and artist, chaos theorist,
USA).83

82

Wong is an initiator of Canadian video art, a performance artist, and the recipient of the Governor
General’s Award. Wakeford and Wong share an interest in ways that sexually different communities
deploy technologies and media expression. Wakeford has eloquent interviewing and writing skills;
these match Wong’s spontaneous interviewing, performance, and video skills.
83
Flanagan and Donaldson share interests in intelligence and computation, mathematical systems,
biophysical interfaces, virtual space, generative art, viruses and affective tools, but from very different
perspectives, practices, and educational backgrounds. They are assertive thinkers with some
brainstorming experience from the corporate world.
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Figure 6.4

Figure 6.5

Mary Flanagan and Tom Donaldson constituted the second team
Self-awareness of their roles as participatory researchers and why they were
chosen is evident in the discussions that the collaborators had with moderators.
Wakeford and Wong inform moderator Kluitenberg that they have been deemed
compatible because of their mutual interests in ‘unspoken desire and unregulated
desire’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_12, 2003 3:00).
Donaldson tells Tribe he was recruited because he comes from ‘different scientific
angle than most in new media’, adding, ‘I have mathematical thinking and I can
ground it because my background is mathematical engineering’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL,
2003 :00:32:21:13).
The role of intervener or short-term moderator is used in a wide variety of
ethnographic study contexts, including participatory action research (Blomberg et al.,
1993; Muller, 2003), lauded in endurance and conversation-based performances
(Williams & Alsop, 2003) and of value in networked art interventions (Green &
Lovink, 1997, 1999; Lovink, 2006) and performances (Green, Riel & Thorington,
2007). This role corresponds to celebrity guests who arrive on the scene in reality
shows to shift dynamics (Holmes & Jermyn, 2004). In this case, the moderators posed
questions and gave opinions, suggested activities, provided scientific, cultural, or
technical knowledge and even collaborated on art works with the locked up artist and
scientist pair. They invariably set or shifted the tone and process of the collaboration
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and broke up ‘group think’ (Bray et al., 2000 p. 108).
Careful choice of moderators was crucial and, for the most part, successful.
They brought a depth of knowledge and status appropriate to those of the artists,
scientists, and audience. With some exceptions, they excelled in the live moment of
performance. They needed and generally sustained patience with the art festival
context and beta quality technology.
The moderators for Wakeford and Wong, in order of appearance, were Eric
Kluitenberg, an Internet activist, theorist and educator based in Amsterdam, the
Netherlands;

Ahasiw

Maskegon-Iskwew,

a

Cree/Métis

Aboriginal

theorist,

performance artist, and, at the time, the web master of Aboriginal People’s Television
Network, Winnipeg, Canada; Nina Czegledy, a new media curator, biotechnology
theorist, and documentary producer, Budapest, Hungary; and Steve Marsh, an
inventor of socially adept technologies and trust theorist, with the National Research
Council, Canada. The moderators for the Donaldson and Flanagan performance, in
order of appearance, were Nina Czegledy; Mark Tribe, co-creator of Rhizome (19952007), an Internet theorist and professor, New York, USA; Nat Muller, a
collaborating member of F0Am and a new media performance group, and a theorist of
sexuality and technology, Berlin, Germany; and Steve Marsh.
The artist-researcher proposed a list of initial themes or research questions.
Some crossed over between the two performances to provide comparative data. 84
Moderators who had expertise that could bridge the performances were asked to serve
twice. Teams were encouraged to transfigure topics in ways appropriate to their
mutual interests. Dynamics of the use of themes are discussed later in the chapter, but
for the most part, many of the key themes were taken up in some manner by the
teams.85 Wakeford and Wong were asked to explore
surveillance, its pleasures and terrors; technologies of body and mind that
create distance and proximity; multiple identities in forced and chosen
intimacies, the spaces of the net and web; performance—near and far; desire,
its technologies and mediations; actions on the terror, danger and power of
mobility; on being locked up and finally, mutual ethnography—race, gender,
84

Many of these topics are in close proximity to key analyses in Chapter Two and relate to the
anticipated process and context of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, such as technoculture, surveillance, the nature of time; the process of technology invention.
85
Publicity materials for DEAF discussing the themes are on DVD 5 and are available through
the CodeZebraOS and DEAF web sites (Adriaansens, 2003: Diamond, 2005).
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desire, countercultures. (Adriaansens, 2003; Diamond, 2005b)
Donaldson and Flanagan were provided with themes of
the process of invention; time: chaotic systems; complex systems and
complexity theory; personalisation—computer virology and biology of
surveillance; evolutionary systems; intelligence, human, animal and machine;
carbon versus silicon; what can the presence and decay of the biological
provide us with; the ethics of inventing life forms; games—playing and
invention. (Adriaansens, 2003; Diamond, 2005b)
2.3 The Results of Twenty-Four Hours of Collaboration
Each of the performances resulted in a significant output of art works, processes, tools,
inventions and protocols or methods. Latour and Woolgar (1979) discovered that
invention flows from ‘practical applications’ (p. 30), from actuality and conjoined
social work, rather than an epistemological approach of ‘pure mind’ (p. 30), and they
comment on the ways that ‘affinities constrain questions’ (p. 30).
Table 6.1 below details the major contributions from each team, places it into
one or more categories, defines whether it was an individual or collaborative creation
and notes the performance that it derived from. The outcomes represent, ‘a physical,
sensory layer of emerging knowledge’ (Bray et al., 2000 p. 4), that of an ‘embodied
performance, that (sic) makes visible an entire spectrum of attitudes and values’
(Dempster, 2003, p. 49).

It is evident that there are some parallels between

performances, as well as divergences. Table 6.2 below provides a summary of the
outcomes through a quantified comparison of the types of outcomes, showing whether
they were individual or collaborative. These tables provide a framework for analyses
that follow in the chapter.
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Table 6.1 Research Results and Outcomes
Title

Description

Art work
Process
Tool
Invention
Theory
Method
Protocol

Creator(s)

Collaboration
or Individual

Art work

Wakeford,
Wong,
Donaldson,
Flanagan

Individual,
Collaboration

Tool
Process

Wong
initiates and
Wakeford
and Wong
co-create

Collaboration

Process

Wakeford

Individual

Art work.

Wong

Individual

Art work.

Wong and

Collaboration

WAKEFORD
AND WONG

Video Diaries

Language
Flashcards
Repurposed for
Scripting,
Brainstorming
and Performance
Analysis
Writing on the
Wall: Concept
and language
visualisation
through
repetitive writing
20 second+ Lag
becomes Hip
Hop Poetry

‘Literoeroticism’s magic
wand’ (Diamond,
et al,
CodeZebraOS
[Software] 2003
Msg ID 208)

Direct to camera diaries by artists
and scientists include testimony,
monologue, soliloquy,
performances, self-reflection,
analysis, occasional collaborations.
Scripting or retrospective analysis
device and ‘translation device
between worlds’ (CodeZebra 122
PAL, 2003). Brainstorming tool.

Writing, reading and review of
topics from instructions onto wall
repetitively. Physical process and
‘lecture’. Evaluation method to
measure progress or change.

Direct to camera performances
spoken in fragments using hip hop
rhythms. Comment on and play
with disruptive effects of lag and
echo in video conferencing.
Light sculpture performances
deploying strobe lights and
hanging lights in Parasite. Illusion
that entire space moving—
intervention about desire and
space/time.

Digital art work

Digital prints, videos,
performances that documented
spaces of the performance and
performers.

Biopower and
Aboriginal
Rights Poems
Sleep
Performance

Poems provoke dialogues about
zoomorphism, sustainability and
colonialism.
Wong sleeps in front of video

MaskegonIskwew
occasional
direction
Art work

Wong

Individual

Art work

MaskegonIskwew

Individual

Art work.

Wong with
Wakeford

Individual
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camera, provoking debate about
private and public activities, safety
and vulnerability, in Wakeford’s
opinion it is like falling asleep in
the middle of a road.
Intellectual
Tent/Shroud

Mnemonic heap /
Data
Knitting/Tactile
Piling bodystorm

Ethnographic
theory, logs,
account and
process
Narrative and
Related Cultural
Time Structures

Technology
impact analysis
and
Interventions

Draping under fabric to see
computer under bright light in
early morning creates a comic
intimacy, commentary on third
spaces, neither the visible Parasite
nor virtual.
Heaps all objects brought into
performance into tactile pile that
also infers ‘data strands’, i.e.
inferring CodeZebraOS and video
conferencing. Team reviews to
remember, evaluate and engender
new collaboration; temporary
monument and sculpture.
CodeZebraOS, diary and INCITE
blog to define ethnography and to
provoke comparisons of
ethnography and art.

Narrative versus ways of
understanding new media cultural
structures: game play, threads
(Adams), oral histories
(Wakeford), elasticity (Diamond);
poetry (Wong, Wakeford,
Maskegon-Iskwew).

Space Theory:
Public and
Private; Space to
Place

Impact of virtual and face-to-face
technologies, new media art and
technology, technology breakdown
and infrastructure, technology to
task specificity. Interventions to
change set and tech. Anti-protocols
that engage and subvert are seen as
CodeZebra performance goals.
Intimacy and surveillance, trust,
intimate technologies, privacy,
sexuality and the Internet.
Minoritarian memory, technologies
of forgetting. Internet surveillance
may become post-panopticon.
Public and private spaces (virtual
and physical). Parasite as space
transformed into ‘their’ place
through habitualisation.

Time Machine
Reading and
Space/Tine
Theory

Reading from The Time Machine
results book endorsed as an
operating manual for
performances, which cross time
zones and gaps.

Intimacy and
surveillance
theory; theories
of intimate
technologies;

Art work

Wakeford

Individual

Process
Tool
Art work

Wakeford
and Wong

Collaboration

Theory
Process
Protocol
Method

Wakeford

Individual

Theory

Wakeford
with Wong
and
Audience

Collaboration

Theory
Process
(Anti)
Protocol

Wakeford,
Wong,
Mapplebeck,
Marsh,
Diamond
and
Audience

Collaboration

Theory
Theory
Process

Kluitenberg
Wakeford
with
Diamond,
Wong,
Czegledy,
MaskegonIskwew,
Flanagan

Theory
Art work
Theory

Marsh
Wong with
Wakeford,
Diamond,
MaskegonIskwew

With audience
participation

Collaboration

Collaboration
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DONALDSON
AND
FLANAGAN (
Advanced
Fibonacci +
Fractal
Algorithm for
24-hour
protracted
brainstorms

Lucky dip
randomising
brainstorm

Writing on the
Wall: Concept
and language
visualisation
through
repetitive writing
Performing time
measurement:
Standing on one
foot
(Time/Space)

Character
Performances

Space/Time:
Enveloping Past
and Future in
One Moment

Algorithm set to time interval
produces pattern beginning with
longer and then diminishing time
sequences, with medium length
final sequences. Pattern affords for
concentrated brainstorming at high
energy, fast and focused short
brainstorms when tired and a
period for invention and summary
with second wind.
Rhizomatic brainstorming tool to
associate two different concepts
together. Collaborators write key
words and mediate these with
phrases or words. Crumple these
into bowl for physicality and
performative. Small number of
words and ‘influencers’ are drawn
randomly. Makes conversations
less sequential.
Flanagan writes on the wall. For
Wakeford and Flanagan means for
performer to write ideas into
memory and action through
physical gestures and kenesis.

Standing on one foot used on two
discrete occasions as
psycho/physical means to measure
and know time without clock.
Tribe re-enactment of 1995
performance. Demonstrates
subjective nature of time. Personal
and embodied relationships to
theory.
Brief performances in which
assume, human, creature, or mood.
Donaldson set up by Flanagan as
fall guy, or partner (Tango; Luke
Skywalker duel).
Time patterns: ‘evolution’,
circular, fractal’, concepts: ‘sim
time’ everyday time speed-up in
game-time and ‘duration in
networks, ‘embodied time, ‘clock
time, ‘multiplicity, differential
time’. Space-time connections,
‘quantum time, ‘simultaneous and
synchronous time’; ‘proximity in
time and space’ (Diamond, et al.,
CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003)..
Temporal structures of CodeZebra
Habituation Cage experiences

Process
Invention

Donaldson
and
Flanagan

Collaborative

Tool
Process

Donaldson
invents;
Donaldson
and
Flanagan
develop

Collaborative

Process

Flanagan

Individual

Art work

Flanagan

Individual

Theory
Art Work

Tribe

Art work

Flanagan

Individual

Theory

Donaldson
and
Flanagan

Collaboration
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Intimacy
Protocol

Technology
impact and
design

Subversion and
Play

Phase Change,
Complexity,
Chaos and
Narrative

Hidden and
Third Spaces,
Graph Theory,
Code and Time
Parallel
Processing:
Synchronicity
and Simultaneity
in Time and
Space

represent stretched time.
Intimacy, technologies of trust,
measurements for incremental
intimacy--results in protocol for
intimate technologies and related
inventions.
Protocols for CodeZebraOS and
video streaming.

Technology design and subversion
as part of play process, with
participatory and collaborative
technologies that make play not
technology the goal.
Structures and change processes
that bridge the earth sciences,
physics and could model the social
and cultural. Metaphor of ‘phase
change’ as ‘level state changes’.
Debate about use of complexity
theory as practical application o
metaphor.
Body-storm spatial structures
including hidden spaces, 1
dimensional to 2D spaces; unseen
dimensions. Include crawling and
discover inverted world.
Initiative to create simultaneous
thought system or shorthand: two
researchers in physically the same
or separated spaces brainstorm
same concept, then dovetail. Even
descriptive words are similar.

Circular Sound
Doughnut and
Fractured
Temporality

Science/art work is a round
physical structure that plays back
sound at slower and slower speeds.
The listener does not discern the
difference in speed until they
arrive at the end of their walk,
when they realise that they have
walked through the time/space
continuum.

Memory Bed –
Casting Time
Loop

Invention of memory bed to record
movements and sounds of
inhabitants and play these back in
bed and in other media.

Tools and Games
for Mobile Phone
Participation;
Incremental

Related applications for
subscribers to mobile phone
services: allow user to choose
random interruption into regular
phone messaging with compelling

Theory
Protocol

Donaldson,
Flanagan
and
Marsh

Collaboration

Collaboration

Protocol

Donaldson,
Flanagan,
Tribe

Theory
Protocol

Donaldson,
Flanagan

Theory

Muller

Theory

Donaldson,
Flanagan

Collaboration

Art work
Theory

Donaldson,
Flanagan

Collaboration

Theory

Diamond

Process

Donaldson
and
Flanagan

Collaboration

Art work
Invention

Donaldson
and
Flanagan

Collaboration

Art work
Invention

Donaldson
and
Flanagan

Collaboration

Art work

Diamond

Invention

Donaldson
and
Flanagan

Theory
Protocol

Collaboration
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alternative information, games, and
directions. Allow incremental
access to intimate experiences and
communication. Tools to build
local communities and accelerate
lobbying.
Experiences and theory of
simultaneous time worked into a
device for those with memory loss
or early Alzheimer’s. Can be
linked to Parallel Processing for
brainstorming and possible graphs
that link computer code and
genetic code.

Intimacy and
Subversion

Two Future
Inventions

Reflections on CodeZebraOS and
the 24 hour collaboration as a set
of processes, protocols for future
collaboration. Ethical stance
towards techno-culture.
Incorporates discussions on
process of tool invention and
communication protocols from
discussions with Tribe, Marsh and
Muller. Also provides suggestions
for new features of CodeZebraOS.

CodeZebra
Habituation
Cage
Performance
Manifesto

Invention

Donaldson
and
Flanagan

Collaboration

Protocol

Donaldson
and
Flanagan

Collaboration

Table 6.2 Summary of Outcomes and Results
SUMMARY

Art

Process Tool

Wakeford

2

2

Wong

6

WW

1

Others during

1

Invention

Theory Method
2

Protocol

1

Totals
7
6

4

2

3

1

2

11
3

WW
TOTAL

10

6

2

Donaldson

1

1

1

Flanagan

3

1

DF

3

2

Others during

2

7

1

1

27

WW
3
4
3

5

3

16

4

1

7

9

4

30

DF
TOTAL DF

9

4

1

3
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2.4 Two Performances and two Models of Participatory Inquiry
2.4.1 Wakeford and Wong
For each team, results crossed categories and, hence, are double counted (for example,
art works that are also technical inventions). Each team produced almost the same
number of overall results in twenty-four hours. Wakeford and Wong produced eleven
fully collaborative results and thirteen individual ones, a greater number of individual
results than Donaldson and Flanagan. They facilitated or inspired three other
contributions in art and theory from moderators, and a few contributions from
audience members.
A key metaphor adopted by Wakeford and Wong was ‘parallel tracks’, one of
the cards from the flash card set. They felt this designated their process inside the
Parasite and their relationship to the larger exhibition, the virtual spaces of
CodeZebraOS, the video streams, and the artist-researcher. Illustration 6.6 below
created by Wong indicates these relationships.
Figure 6.6

Advertisement made by Wong of the outcomes of the performances
They located their individual working processes in two separate spaces in the
Parasite, indicated in Figure 6.7 below, One space favoured the Internet and the other
video, although they talked between the spaces and met for domestic and social
activities, video conferencing, video diaries, and collaborations.
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Figure 6.7

View of first story of Parasite from second story of the sound permeable
structure
With the exception of the diaries, they divided the use of technologies by their
usual roles or doxa, with Wakeford using CodeZebraOS and other writing tools, and
Wong using video and photo documentation. Wakeford wrote on behalf of Wong into
the software, and Wong documented Wakeford.
Their results echo their metaphor of parallel tracks and divide along their
disciplinary categories, or habitus, a factor they acknowledged and supported in the
ways in which they structured the collaboration. Wong is biased towards creating art
works and Wakeford towards theory, processes, and methods. As Wong says, ‘[We]
naturally assumed our positions’. He says that he was ‘performing the words, putting
them back into space’ while he and Wakeford worked in ‘parallel’, he with visuals,
she with ‘textuals’. Wakeford, a social constructivist (Lincoln, 2002), does not see the
division as ‘natural’, but rather as an object worthy of analysis. Even so, she agrees
that the division of labour was productive (CodeZebra 123 PAL, 2003 :4:19:50:20:00).
Their relative disciplines impacted on the ways that they approached the
inquiry. Wakeford attempted to find an order for and from the process. She also tested
their progress against the assigned themes and goals. Wong insisted that they continue
to improvise and argued that, given the context, themes and tasks would be covered.
Wakeford nonetheless provided consistent review through her writing, summary, and
topical discussions. The sum of their efforts was a hybrid method (Muller, 2003).
The tracks converged at key points. As requested by the artist-researcher, they
made each other a subject of inquiry. Over the twenty-four-hour period of the
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performance, Wakeford and Wong sustained curiosity about what each other was
doing, asking questions, observing, or documenting. Wakeford collaborated with
Wong in creating art works, cooked with him, kept a performative video diary, and
developed what could be described as her own performances. The ‘Writing in the
Wall’ transformed from performative behaviour to conscious repetition and
performance. The ‘Intellectual Shroud/Tent’, a performance sculpture made literal the
third space between the Parasite, Las Palmas, and the Internet. Wong made art works
to provoke dialogues about the process of the performances, theoretical concepts
suggested by Wakeford and the moderators, and contributed to these as the discourse
unfolded. Wakeford’s interventions include immersion in the performance coupled
with disciplined reflection on the performance from an ethnographic perspective.
Figure 6.8

Wakeford draped in her intellectual shroud or tent
Wakeford and Wong circled back to discussions of intimacy, public and
private spaces and the uses of these in both physical and virtual contexts. Another
consistent theme of discussion was the differing ways that the collaborators related to
the technologies at hand. Wong was comfortable working with technologies used for
social control, such as surveillance cameras, and could challenge their metaphors.
Wakeford was used to observing and analysing the impact of technologies but was not
accustomed to doubling as a participating user in her own studies.
The two spread their attention generously, working with each other,
collaborating and communicating with others. Lincoln (2002 p. 130) underscores such
an ‘egalitarian’ approach as a core principle of participatory action research. Wong
engaged in play with audience members at the festival, Wakeford in dialogue with
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those on-line. They built a close relationship with the documentary director and crew.
Wakeford and Diamond collaborated through topical dialogue, using
CodeZebraOS and video conferencing. Wong and Diamond had little collaboration,
although Wong commented on the performance, its strengths and weaknesses,
throughout the process. Wong described a key task of their performance as
ameliorating both set and technology applications for the next team. He even offered
to take over hosting from the artist-researcher. This was part of the larger agreed-upon
objective, namely, helping to ‘develop infrastructure for communication and play’
(CodeZebra 121 PAL, 2003 :00:50:25:00), the CodeZebra mandate.
Creative processes and tools helped the researchers to focus on each other (not
on the technical set-up), to communicate and to play. Rather than inventions,
Wakeford and Wong produced theories, art works, indicated in Figure 6.9 and ‘anti’protocols for future applications of CodeZebraOS and processes and tools to facilitate
collaboration.
Figure 6.9

Images placed by Wong on the window of Parasite during ethnography
interviews by Wakeford
2.4.2 Donaldson and Flanagan
Donaldson and Flanagan produced sixteen collaborative results, with an emphasis on
theory, inventions, tools, processes, protocols and, in the concluding hours, plans for
art and technology works that merged technology invention and creative expression.
A total of seven individual results were either art works or processes. Their research
method and dialogues prompted others, primarily moderators, to develop theorisations,
or to share or invent art works, resulting in seven contributions. Audience members
provided significant postings on CodeZebraOS during their performance.
Donaldson and Wakeford eschewed a division of labour, participating as a
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merged team throughout the collaboration, taking up the ‘boundary object’ cohesive
term, ‘inventor’. Both feel that the artist-researcher allowed them early in the
performance to ally, paraphrasing her injunction ‘You are inventors, go to it!’
(CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:32:21:13) to describe their practices. They agreed to
choose a path that aligned science with culture at the outset: ‘Science is the medium,
but

still

with

a

lot

of

cultural

understanding’

(CodeZebra

125

PAL,

2003 :00:28:00:00).
At the inception of their collaboration they adapted and adopted the Lucky Dip,
a system for brainstorming that Donaldson brought into the performance. Its use was a
response to the artist-researcher’s request to begin with a brainstorm on key topics.
They purported to generate new topics, but in fact, their topics closely resembled
those proposed by the artist-researcher, albeit tailored to their knowledge and interests
through the Lucky Dip process.
Donaldson and Flanagan mutually invented a time-telling system that would
frame the application of the Lucky Dip. This tool and process structured their
engagement in the twenty-four-hour research process as action researchers and as
performers. They embraced this brainstorming system as a contribution to the larger
CodeZebra exploration, seeing it as a structure to which they must adhere and as an
experimental and research vehicle in its own right. This provided stability to their
performance, or habitualisation (Bernard & Luckmann, 1967 p. 53) that allowed for a
great deal of creative leeway.
Donaldson and Flanagan spent most of the twenty-four hours in the same
physical space, often in close proximity, with the exception of a brief nap that
Donaldson took, or bathroom breaks. They developed a fast-paced, intimate,
humorous and intense mode of interaction that sustained for most of the twenty-four
hours, and left them wondering whether they required intimacy as a team, or whether,
to the contrary, individually, each lacked ‘intimacy barriers’ (CodeZebra 127 PAL,
2003 :00:30:19:00). They dubbed this closeness ‘the Hecuba Measure’. 86
Bray et al. (2000) note the importance of shared note-taking and
documentation within collaborative inquiry because of the non-linear nature of the
86

‘Ay, beyond all count or measure are my sorrows; evil vies with evil in the struggle to be first’, says
Hecuba, in Euripedes’ Trojan Women. Hecuba tells us that she has infused an equal measure of milk
and a thirst for blood in her children. Hecuba also stars in her own play by Euripides. At the same time,
the Hecuba measure represents a Hygiea asteroid that circles intimately around our earth.
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creative process. Muller (2003) notes the importance of a ‘physically co-created
language’ (p. 17) to bind cross-disciplinary design teams. In this particular
collaboration, Flanagan took extensive notes; Donaldson and Flanagan created shared
diagrams. The team engaged in intensive conversation, interpolated by the moderators,
video diaries, sporadic interviews by the video crew and occasional snacks. After an
initial engagement with CodeZebraOS, they abandoned inputting into it, with the
exception of their conversation with Marsh, because they wanted to stay engaged with
each other. They relied on the artist-researcher to document their dialogue in
CodeZebraOS and used the documentation as a reference later in the performance.
Unlike the first team, who incorporated Mapplebeck and the crew into the
collaboration, Donaldson and Flanagan resisted the questions and commentary of the
video director. Donaldson refers to Mapplebeck (who suggests they might burn out if
they maintain such a high energy level) in the third person, ‘Is she going to be like
this all the time?’ Mapplebeck defensively answers: ‘Well, it’s my style’ (CodeZebra
125 PAL, 2003 :00:24:05:00’. Flanagan expresses impatience with the interviews—
feeling they take up time that could be better used with Donaldson. They ultimately
lose the support of the entire video crew, who cease documentation during the night.
Donaldson and Flanagan held a playfully competitive attitude towards the first
performance, inferring that the collaborators did not risk merging identities and kept
separate spaces. By way of contrast, Donaldson comments, ‘We don’t seem to have
left the same room…. We didn’t go off into our corners and scratch our chins’
(CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:30:19:00). They explore some of the same topics as
the first performance, especially intimacy, with its correlatives of privacy and trust,
but they indicate that their approach is deeper and able to engage with existing
systems of control by designing new protocols and inventions. They feel this is the
true mandate of the CodeZebra project; it is not merely to offer a critique.
Donaldson and Flanagan sustained a close connection to the artist-researcher
through her documentation in CodeZebraOS, through video conferencing and
dialogues with moderators. Although they expressed resentment towards moderators,
with the exception of Marsh, the moderators engaged and pressed the team for detail,
personalisation of theory, applications and inventions. For example, Muller helped the
team differentiate play from gaming and to redefine the context for technology design
in a world where users repurpose tools. She provoked discussion on the nature of
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subversive approaches to design and the problem of evaluating audience experience
(Gaventa & Cornwall, 2001). These issues form the basis for inventions towards the
end of the twenty-four-hour period. In later self-reflexive evaluations of the
performance Donaldson and Flanagan acknowledged the moderators’ contributions to
their theories, art works, inventions and processes. They also saw CodeZebraOS as
valuable, calling it ‘a regular set of samplings, but different samplings’ (CodeZebra
127 PAL, 2003 :00: 39:32:07). In short, their attitude towards other collaborators
contradicts the democratic structures of collaborative inquiry, as delineated by
Lincoln (2002): although they endorsed a ‘social change’ mandate, they did not put
aside ‘power, status and prestige’ (p. 130).
Donaldson and Flanagan referred to discrete bodies of knowledge (physics,
engineering, cultural studies and software design) and their world views and methods
did come into mild conflict. They shared technical know-how, mathematics and
physics knowledge. Bridging terminology was also a challenge (complexity, narrative,
intimacy and code), but they worked through differences, continually transforming
barriers into boundary objects or decided to resolve them later. They held opposing
philosophical stances on the ways in which science should be used in design and art,
as well as on issues of intimacy in relation to childhood and the North American
family.
What differentiates Donaldson and Flanagan most strongly from Wakeford
and Wong is that the former produced a set of designs, descriptions and diagrams for
future inventions that could be realised (catalogued above). Their discussions and
debates make it evident that both used quantitative and qualitative systems thinking.
This contemporary approach involves ‘coming to terms through systems concepts’ or
‘critical systems’ thinking, bridging soft-systems thinking that analyses meaning with
analyses of ‘systems that structure the world’ (Flood, 2002 p. 139).
They brought social and material aspects of design (Brown & Dugoid, 1993)
to bear on the cultural and scientific (Balsamo, 2004). With Muller, they agreed that
design process impacts design product. They adopted an approach that focuses on
user engagement and participation, practices that cross art-making (see Foss & Taylor,
1986; Garcia & Lovink, 1997, 1999; Locke, 2002; Vadiveloo & Taylor, 2003;
Richard, 2004; Claxton, 2005; McCrossin, 2005; Green, Riel & Thorington, 2006;
Mongrel, 2007; Nielsen, Fenger & Christiansen, 2007) and has a deep and systematic
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presence in the design world through participatory design (Schuler & Namioka, 1993;
Greenbaum & King, 1997; Hendricks, 2001; Martinec, 2003; Muller, 2003; Fischer,
2004; Longford & Diamond, 2004-2007; Taarka, 2005; Beringer, 2006; Wakkary,
Newby & Hatala, 2006). This history is discussed in Chapters Three and Four.
At the end of the collaboration, both were disappointed that the twenty-four
hours had flown by, wanted to stay in the Parasite and vowed to get together to realise
their ‘eight inventions to change the world’ (CodeZebra Tape 131:00:08:47:20), and,
in fact, they did so later in London.
.
2.5 Collaborative Inquiry and Parallels in Both Collaborations
Both collaborations developed a series of brainstorming approaches that were
appropriate to their disciplinary and cultural base and were viable in a performance
context, establishing a new doxa of ‘imaginative experimentation’ (Bray et al., 2000 p.
107). These built on the suggestion made to them by the artist-researcher that they
explore differences and parallels in language and concepts. They made use of tools
(Flash Cards) or processes (Lucky Dip) that one or both of the team members had
brought, but adapted these significantly. Tools or processes combined linguistic with
physical improvisation, and encouraged lateral thinking and play. This ‘devised
theatre’ (Oddey, 1996) approach is legitimate in collaborative inquiry and
performance improvisation. The use of ethnodrama or forum theatre allows the
objectification of an issue, as Mienczacakowski and Morgan (2002) and Muller
(2003) show, opening the door for negotiation. These processes can achieve
symmetry around boundary objects (Diaz-Kommonen, 2005). Further, inventing tools
and processes intertwined their knowledge and produced cohesion (Mol, 1999;
Reason & Bradbury, 2002; Cohen, 2003, 2004; Fischer, 2004). As indicated above
(Table 6.1), collaboration on both teams resulted in the production of tools and
processes to facilitate collaboration.
Participatory action research equally recognizes the importance of summary:
‘Making sense is a process in which the group, through analysis and reflection,
reviews its experiences for knowledge and meaning’ (Treleaven, 2002 p. 90). Bray et
al. (2000) stress the importance of summary in pulling together the multi-layered
qualities of collaborative inquiry and allowing teams to move forward together.
Summary is used in brainstorming to focus a team for the next stage of planning
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(Mantelow, 2007).
In the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, summaries link virtual and
physical discovery processes and create a sense of positive identity (Braidotti, 2006).
In these performances, summaries are a means to evaluate individual and collective
process, to recount and rationalise discovery and to move the collaboration to the next
phase. Summaries take varied forms: some are structured into the performance plan,
such as video interviews, diaries and the use of CodeZebraOS as a documentary
medium, but others arise as part of the creative process. Dialogues with moderators
also include summaries. Donaldson and Flanagan lose contact with video crews but
build evaluation into their dialogues at the end of each theme, reviewing their process
on each topic with moderators and the artist-researcher. They use drawing to
summarise their discoveries and invent physical expressions (Muller, 2003), that is,
art works and invention plans that act as summaries of concepts they have explored.
Conversation and embodied processes that interpolate into the creative
conversation are important in both performances (deLahunta et al., 2003; Braun,
2005).
Wakeford and Flanagan both write key concepts on a large piece of paper on
the wall, using writing as a form of physical remembering, evaluating progress and
linking concepts. They use this form of public (under the camera’s gaze) writing in
two opposing ways. As academics, writing on a board, even an improvised one,
carries the authority of performing a lecture (Goffman, 1981) and, hence, affirms
habitus through familiar doxa in an uncertain context (Bourdieu, 1977), as shown in
Figure 6.10 below.
Figure 6.10

Nina Wakeford giving a lecture in a university context
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At the same time, the physicality of the writing is performative (Schechner,
2002); it is automatic writing, visualisation, a means of grounding ideas back into the
body, of being a body-in-time (Braidotti, 2006). This understanding is evocative of
how Cixous (1994) describes repetitive and automatic writing as an open-ended
unconscious process, a form of ‘letting go’, the ‘body making itself heard’ (Cixous,
1994 p. 97) and ‘jouissance’ (Blythe & Sellars, 2004 p. 118).
For their part, Wong and Flanagan inject performance art and improvisation
into the larger performance in three allied ways. First, they are always ‘on’, in
constant improvisational mode, creating an atmosphere of openness with each other
and the network ‘as a transactional space’ (Braun, 2005 p. 81), in a ‘social situation
without rules’ (Chandler, 2005 p. 163). Second, their performances provide a means
of code switching, or shifting the level or feel of discourse within the overall
performances. The humour of Flanagan’s performance style resonates with feminist
stand-up, clowning and comedy, described by Goodman and Gay (2000), Hill and
Paris (2001) and Oddey (2005), and detailed in Chapter Two. Third, their
performances are pointed monologues and soliloquies, even illustrative interventions,
again in the tradition of political theatre (Goodman & Gay, 2005) and performance art
(Richard & Robertson, 1991). Wong falls asleep while on camera as an argument
about the contradictions of privacy, surveillance and safety in the current era. He
creates hip-hop poetry to bounce off the lag. He sets the lights in motion to show the
ways that the Parasite hovers between spaces and time zones. Flanagan stands on one
foot as long as she can to measure time as a body-in-process.
Finally, domesticity and the performance of daily repetitive tasks (Higgins,
1982) contribute to the pacing and unfolding of the collaborative inquiry process for
both teams and are discussed in the section on cohesion.

2.6 Changing Research Process and Questions: Collaborative Inquiry and
Performance Improvisation
A fundamental assumption in collaborative inquiry is the right of the research team to
change research questions when it discovers that conditions warrant it (Bray et al.,
2000; Reason & Bradbury, 2002; Torbet, 2002). This process can align with forms of
resistance that can be healthy steps to forming the cohesion necessary to build an
effective team (Goffman, 1957; Berger & Luckmann, 1967). Resistance can also be a
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means of forming new group identities and alliances, as Goffman (1959; 1967) and
Berger and Luckmann (1967) have indicated; this is illustrated in Chapter Four in the
RACOL project (Diamond, 2004d; Montgomerie, 2004). Finally resistance can be
manifested in creative tools and language (Sha, 2003). Resistance, however, as Bray
et al. (2000) articulate, needs to be managed and integrated.
Resistance to the planned research process, to breakdowns in technology and
at times to the moderators form an element of the collaborative inquiry process within
each team. With Mapplebeck’s encouragement, Wong first attempts to bring audience
members upstairs and then announces he will go downstairs, threatening to break the
agreement of retaining separate spaces. Wakeford stops this excessive rupture of the
performance pact, and Diamond, in response, acknowledges the value of a face-toface exchange at the end of each moderation session as a means of comparing
communication modes and asks the moderators to ascend to the Parasite. Donaldson
and Flanagan use the topics that the artist-researcher has provided as a backdrop but
develop their own. But Flanagan wonders if they are meeting performance goals.
These instances and the stories around them became lore circulating around the
performances and providing a cohesive identity for the research teams (Bernard &
Luckmann, 1967, Goffman, 1967).
Re-establishing the context to coincide with the larger research and
performance goals is undertaken by co-researchers and the artist-researcher,
indicating a true collaborative inquiry (Bray et al., 2000) and building cohesion with
the artist-researcher. What is more, both sets of performers ardently defend the
performances to moderators (Kluitenberg & Tribe) or audience members (Goodman)
who express criticism. This point is discussed further in the section on cohesion.

2.7 Context-Specific Nature of Collaborative Inquiry Topics
The results of both teams are influenced by the context and process of the
performances. As can be seen from the chart (Table 6.2, above), three large topic
areas cross the performances and are approached, for the most part, in distinct yet
incremental ways by each team. These topic, ‘intimacy’, time and space’ and
‘technology’, are discussed in detail later in the chapter.
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2.8 The Artist-Researcher and Action Research
As the performances unfolded, it became clear that the participants’ sense of
commitment to the research process and to the performance pact (that is, to stay with
the show for its duration) was predicated on trust in the artist-researcher, in her ability
to create an engaging and worthwhile process and in her commitment to take care of
the performers under any circumstances.
In this context, the artist-researcher sustained momentum, built trust, solved
problems and provided encouragement. She oversaw the pacing of the performances,
and the flow of dialogue and activity, and facilitated appropriate deviation from plans.
She acted as host for moderators joining the performance in the control booth or online, facilitating their interaction with the teams and ensuring their comfort with the
technologies. Finding an appropriate timing and quantity of interventions by the
moderators was critical, as concentration inside the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances between the artist and scientist was needed to build cohesion and allow
them to make process in their research. She introduced body-storming and physical
activities to foster experimentation, and she monitored the performers’ body clocks in
relation to hers and the passage of time.87
The artist-researcher acted as the overall documentary director for the
performances, using CodeZebraOS to create an ongoing account of the performances
and to engage in dialogue and editing video and server documentation to create video
and interactive documentaries about the project.
Her most significant role was as much symbolic as actual. It was to maintain a
sense of grounding, presence and stability for the research and performance processes
as these unfolded.

2.9

Moderators as Action Researchers

Donaldson and Flanagan, with punning wit, during their evaluation of the
performance, dub the moderators ‘boron’ because of their capacity to ‘liberate a
considerable amount of energy’ (CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00: 39:32:07). In effect,
the moderators pulled the teams out of a hermeneutic self-involvement and inspired
fresh energy. Some moderators were at first flummoxed by the time lag between
87

The artist-researcher attempted to fix software bugs and technical glitches. She acted as intermediary
for those who did not have access to CodeZebraOS because of firewalls or platform differences,
ensuring their comments were registered on video or on-line.
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spaces, the improvisational process unfolding in the first CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performance or the high level of energy in the second performance, yet all were
ultimately incisive and helpful.
The moderators affected not only the artist and scientist teams: some were
themselves transformed by the process. Discussions with moderators during the
dinner debriefing and on subsequent occasions indicated that some were profoundly
moved by the process and its intensity (Tribe), or gleaned strategies for hybrid media
collaboration (Muller). Marsh has incorporated findings from his experience into his
research on socially adept technologies and trust, and Czegledy has taken up the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances as a curatorial project.
Research cited in Chapter Four (Century, 2002; Mitchell, Inouye &
Blumenthal, 2003; Goodman & Milton, 2005) reinforces the role that skilled
facilitators play in cross-disciplinary teams’ success.88 In the CodeZebra Habituation
Cage performances, moderators were action researchers, offering insights on ways to
improve the performance; they were a key part of an experiment that, like successful
multi-disciplinary team work, needed to be facilitated and critiqued (Denton, 1997).

2.10 Conclusions on Collaborative Inquiry
The research process was characterised by ‘porosity’ (Bray et al., 2000 p. 72) and, at
the same time, resulted in significant contributions to the questions and to the process.
Conversation and its performance, interpolated with embodied and mediated activities
provided the overarching context for the research collaboration. The performers’
actions revealed the ‘taken for granted infrastructure’, including roles, assumptions
and methods that were ‘reconstructed and altered via inquiry’ (Lincoln, 2002 p.129).
This met the artist-researcher’s expectation that the social infrastructure would
transform through the performers’ creative and self-reflective activities.

Their

activities and use of tools through their own knowledge ‘enact’ different ‘versions’ of
reality that provide subtlety to the emerging method, as Mol (1999 p. 77) suggests
should be the case in cross-disciplinary research.
88

Muller and Tribe indicate the need for protocols (Galloway, 2004) in the use of the technologies and
interactions that are as much social as technical, based on sociality and turn-taking, as it is ‘social
situation without rules’ (Chandler, 2005 p. 163). These observations fit with the ongoing work in
conversation software and social software, which prioritises the development of social conventions and
proxies (Smith, Cadiz & Burkhalter, 2001; Smith & Fiore, 2001; Erickson, 2002, 2003b).
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Throughout the performances, the performers and, at times, the moderators,
took responsibility both for their ongoing collaborations and performances and for
self-reflexive and systemic analysis of the event, namely, consideration of the use of
technologically mediated versus face-to-face encounters. They defended the
performance and technology to critics, while agreeing on possible improvements.
They proposed ways to improve CodeZebra and ways to improve the experience for
future performers and audiences, even volunteering to join the second lock-up.

3. Roles, Habitus, Doxa, Trust and Cohesion
Habitus and doxa (Bourdieu, 1977; Cauquelin, 1999; Schwartz, 1997) are the cultural
contexts that surround and provide vehicles for artists’ assumptions about themselves
and the roles of their collaborators (Goffman, 1957; Bernard & Luckmann, 1967).89
Following Bourdieu (1977), the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance method
argues that some key components of habitus and doxa need to be unsettled if
creativity and transformed relationships of power are to emerge from collaborative
inquiry (Cauquelin, 1999). These can create new places to think together, through
shared codes that allow us to communicate through new sets of meanings (Cauquelin,
1999). Long-term collaborators often adopt elements of their cohort’s habitus, doxa
and related methodologies, creating valuable hybrid practices (Calvert, 2002; Mitchell,
Inouye &Blumenthal, 2003; Pearce, Diamond & Beam, 2003). In order to develop
effective collaboration, it is not necessary for individuals to fully understand their
collaborators’ disciplines, but they must attain enough understanding to work side-byside (Mawnpaa, Nykanen & Dean, 2005). Not surprisingly, the processes of
collaborative interchange often find their expression in s boundary objects, that is,
bridging terms, processes, tools and practices (Star, 1989; Mol, 1999; Reason &
Bradbury, 2002; Cohen, 2004). The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances
accelerated these processes.

89

In his analysis, Bourdieu (1977) focuses on the social capital that is produced through culture in the
widest sense, but Cauquelin (1999) looks at formal creative culture in a more narrow sense. Latour and
Woolgar (1979) and Latour (1987, 1998) provide a parallel analysis of science, also a system of habitus
and doxa; these are past decisions, institutions and associations, where human acts fit into a larger set
of contexts that include structures and histories of regulation, identification and explanation.
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3.1 Roles
3.1.1 Wakeford and Wong
As discussed earlier in the chapter, Wakeford and Wong, for the most part, retained
their identities as artist and ethnographer. However, there were key points where their
roles merged or shifted. They shared knowledge: Wakeford trained Wong on the use
of CodeZebraOS, and Wong provided instructions in the use of a BIC lighter and the
video technology. They brainstormed with language cards, played music, charades,
built a mnemonic heap, cooked, conversed. They discussed their mutual interests in
sexual sub-cultures, the interview and observation process and the resulting storytelling.
During the performance, Wakeford experiences the unsettling of her approach
as an ethnographer, where her usual position is, ‘If I am participating in it at all I am
also standing back and documenting it’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ
Cam 2_12, 2003 4:00). She says she joined the performance to undertake interviews
but instead was engaged in the performance, its process and its creative expressions:
‘I am actually learning that I should draw on process, so that it is about process… I
am enjoying different rhythms (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam
2_00, 2003 10:20).
At one point, she questions her ability to think objectively in making an
analysis of the impact of surveillance technologies because they are complicit, noting
that she has lost her mantle of participant observer (although she continues to write in
her notebook). She finds watching Wong produce imagery a fascinating and
pleasurable experience but chooses to stay with text to create a balance of mediums.
Wong plays at least three related roles during the performance that
characterise his artistic practice. Wong expresses his hopes that he can take a
‘holiday’ from producing and directing and be a subject in the performance, but he
becomes a video director and documentary producer, a performance artist and a host.
He is keenly aware of the amateur quality of the video set-up. After resisting
for three hours, he teaches skills to the crews, advises on set-up, trouble shoots and
then redesigns the set, prompting Mapplebeck to comment, ‘You said you were taking
a holiday from technology’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_03,
2003). This activity thrusts him back into the role of director, his ‘habitus’ with all of
its surrounding doxa (Bourdieu, 1977). The role establishes his authority and
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marginalises Wakeford’s sense of ownership over the video technologies. As
Gassmann and Zedtwiz (2003) discuss in relation to fragmentation in collaborations,
sidebar affiliations (in this instance with the video director Mapplebeck and her crew)
can be disruptive to cohesion. Wong later enforces separation from the crew, so that
he can work with Wakeford. As a documentary producer, a role similar to that of
sociologist, as established in Chapter Two, he and Wakeford operate as equals,
interviewing each other and discussing their approaches to story. Wong is also a
performance artist, a role he sustains throughout the twenty-four hours, whether
cooking a meal, interviewing Wakeford or being interviewed by her, or improvising
into a microphone about the time lag. Finally, Wong is a host.
In Wong’s instance, unsettling comes less from any change of role on his part
and more from exposure to Wakeford and her methods. One of Wong’s portraits of
Wakeford in shown in Figure 6.---. Wakeford consistently initiates and continues
analysis of their experience, evaluating their relationship to goals and, at times, asking
hard questions about his practice. She keeps a visual text diary on the wall, as well as
in CodeZebraOS. He eventually recognises the value of her rational, almost relentless
approach to embodied writing and analysis. In evaluating the performance, he
perceives himself as not only working as an artist, but as contributing to the
CodeZebra project as a researcher. Image 6.11 indicates a thoughtful portrait of
Wakeford.
The first team was diffused in its identification and cohesion. They built
relationships with audience members (Adams of Blast Theory), connections with
moderators (Marsh), and a triangulated identification with the video director
(Mapplebeck) and in Wakeford’s instance, a close dialogue with Diamond.
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Figure 6.11

Wakeford montage in CodeZebra Habituation Cage created by Wong

The performance, however, had a fundamental effect on Wakeford’s practice
as an ethnographic researcher, as will be discussed in Chapter Seven, Conclusions.
She has now shifted her research focus to process, not product. She takes up play and
gaming approaches in research projects that she leads after a performance. She works
with video artists as research collaborators to capture the feel of the subjects she is
studying. She studies artists and then undertakes studio art training to better
understand art practice. Finally, she includes a section on her resumé of art practice
that cites the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances.

3.1.2 Donaldson and Flanagan
As detailed earlier, in the performance, Donaldson and Flanagan bond quickly and
adopt the moniker ‘inventor’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:32:21:13). The
sweeping term creates cohesion yet masks differences of approach, with Donaldson
arguing for scientific theory and engineering method and Flanagan for cultural theory
and design method. Donaldson iterates the importance of sticking to the ‘truth’, not
only the metaphor of science, while Flanagan argues the value of appropriating and
even misreading science. However, Donaldson and Flanagan create a shared process
for their collaborative inquiry that structures their contributions, with room for each to
express his/her knowledge as scientist/artist.
Each engages in mutual care-taking throughout the performance, serving food
and cigarettes. Flanagan undermines Donaldson’s doxa of serious investigation at
times, initiating play through physical activity such as performances, dance and duals,
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as discussed earlier. Donaldson initiates a methodical approach to brainstorming, yet
is skilled in ironic repartee. He is playful in the video diaries where he invents a
scenario, pretends that the Parasite is in the jungle, and whispers to the camera in
intimate and amusing ways.
A review of CodeZebraOS, transcripts and video indicates egalitarian turntaking in their rapid fire conversation, including their responses to moderators’
questions. This is likely because they retain their invented structure throughout the
performance.90 The exceptions are Flanagan’s performative interventions and those of
the artist-researcher.
The dynamic leads to fast-tracked identification between Donaldson and
Flanagan, as well as a strong and openly stated identification with the CodeZebra
project. For the most part, until their summary and invention process at the end, they
psychologically exclude others from the cohesion. The exception is moderator Marsh,
who stays on-line for a long period, and whose packing through CodeZebraOS feels
less invasive and the artist-researcher, upon whom they rely for continuity.
Wakeford and Wong learn from failure, as Fischer (2004) suggests should
occur, in particular, the failure of the technology, finding the appropriate ‘work
around’, drawing both from scientific method and artists’ longstanding approach to
technologies (Graham & Cook, 2002; Godfrey-Smith, 2003; Galloway, 2004). Each
credits the other with keeping the performance ‘on track’ (CodeZebra 123 PAL,
2003 :4:19:50:20:00). Together, they allow ‘the acceptance of openness and
indeterminacy to acknowledge others’ agency’ (Diaz-Kommonen, 2005 p. 95).

3.2 The Set: Place into Space, Domesticity, Dailiness, Surveillance and Cohesion
Bray et al. (2000) emphasise the importance of neutral spaces for collaboration, or ‘a
site that is not “native” to any of the participants’ (Muller, 2003). It equally suggests
Cauquelin’s (1999) notion of doxa as a physical (or virtual) site, a common place that
allows for cultural exchange and the transformation of meaning. This means that ‘all
of the participants have the disadvantage of being outside of their familiar settings and
must work together to define their new circumstances and relationships’ (Muller,
2003 p. 10). The performances test this assumption, because the Parasite affords such
90

These are the Lucky Dip and the Advanced Fibonacci+ Fractal Algorithm for twenty-four-hour
protracted brainstorm.
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a setting. At the same time, the restricted nature of the space opens a realm of
possibilities for exploration that extend its interpretations and possible applications.
In addition, the use of domestic space within the performances builds on a
tradition of performance art, media studies and sociology (Auge, 1995; Bray et al.,
2000; Budney & Blackwell, 2005), taking into account the long-term interest the
artists have in bringing the private into the social space (Budney & Blackwell, 2005).
According to the testimony of both teams, the domestic set and the ‘dailiness’
of tasks contributed towards engendering a spirit of collaboration and ‘shared
commitments’ (Muller, 2003). The ‘face work… of conflict avoidance, correctives,
cooperation, aggression and its management’ and relationship establishing, that is,
‘confidence, self-respect, considerateness’ (Goffman, 1967 pp. 11, 23), which
Goffman deems necessary for successful ‘interaction rituals’ was first negotiated
between the pairs outside of the camera’s gaze or the artist-researcher’s purview,
avoiding a first encounter that might require a more public ‘face saving’ (Goffman,
1967 pp. 23, 31).
Hence, the first task that the pairs undertook together was shopping for
culinary provisions and beverages. Both pairs said they used this to enter into each
other’s personalities and styles. The trips also allowed a relaxed dialogue about the
substantive issues they would explore, as well as establishing style: ‘the self as a
player in a ritual game where one copes honourably or dishonourably’ (Goffman,
1959).91
Once performers settled in, the domestic setting allowed them to assume
caretaking roles outside their professional habitus and doxa (Higgins, 1981; de
Certeau, 1988, 1994; Cheal, 1991). Familiar domestic phenomena are comforting,
‘prearranged in patterns that seem to be independent of one’s apprehension of them’
(Berger & Luckmann, 1967 p. 2). In this case, they provided a sense of order, even in
the face of technology challenges, gusts of cold wind, DEAF staff stealing the
microwave or exhaustion (Berger & Luckmann, 1967).
According to the performers, mutual caretaking, rest breaks and playfulness
were all made easier by being in a domestic environment rather than an office,
91

The descriptions of the CodeZebraOS brainstorms and workshops in Chapter Five and the
discussions of the case studies in Chapter Four reinforce the value of sociality in setting the climate for
collaboration, a point also made by Bray et al. (2000).
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laboratory or studio (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_15, 2003
17:00). Both teams grouped activities around the dining-room table, bringing their
mathematical calculation, engineering diagrams or improvisational drawing to ‘the
table’ (which had an inspiring view of the harbour).
When the technology or the heat failed to work, the performers and crew
attempted to ‘create infrastructure’, so as to ensure the performers’ comfort and not
lose communication with the outside world. These activities became a metaphor for
domestic trauma and survival, as the protocols of the communications system exerted
‘an affective, aesthetic force that has control over life itself, as Galloway (2004 p. 81)
suggests.
The twenty-four-hour clock set to a domestic space encouraged care-taking, a
factor in building cohesion. Wong provides shawls for a cold Wakeford. Both Wong
and Donaldson take brief naps, made possible by the domestic context, although
Wong's nap crosses the boundaries from private to public space, as it occurs in front
of the camera, unlike Donaldson's more discrete nap.
The domestic space encouraged ongoing social interactions, such as drinking,
smoking, food preparation and consumption. Food, drink and snacks operate as
boundary objects in the Wakeford and Wong performance, building identification
between Wakeford, Wong, Mapplebeck and crew members and serving as a form of
peacemaking, carrying the team through harrowing technology challenges. Once the
show was open, and the audience and crew had gone, Wakeford and Wong settled
into an intimate dinner with the artist-researcher and camera man, accessible through
the video stream. This became an opportunity for them to ‘ethnography’ each other
through interviews.
Neither Donaldson nor Flanagan easily fell into the doxa of elaborate food
preparation and sharing as social outreach. However, they clearly enjoyed food for its
iconic value, tending more towards small trays of delectable snacks that they barely
consumed. They made each other coffee and often shared cigarettes. They explicitly
remained sober in order to focus on the work at hand. They did not share food or
drink with the crew, underscoring their exclusion of the crew from their process.
They both began to smoke again in the performance and encouraged each other to do
so.
There was another fundamental layer to the design of domestic space in the
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CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances. Although apparently a domestic space
and functioning as one, the Parasite equally operated as a set that was publicly
accessible through surveillance and video technology. The generous dispersal of
technology around the space was evident, as were the planned and often unplanned
crew interventions. Wakeford, Wong and Marsh focus their conversations on the
increasing ubiquitous uses of domestic mobile technology and Wong dedicates some
of his video art works to this theme. Donaldson and Flanagan note in their summary
that their inventions were provoked by coupling intimate domestic space with
surveillance.
Auge (1995) suggests that ‘non-places’ are spaces that allow only temporary
residency, and are defined by function and operating advice. Both sets of performers
insisted on occupying the and starting to work, even though the technical
infrastructure was broken. Donaldson and Flanagan stormed the Parasite and set up
the top floor as their headquarters, placing paper on the walls and toys and tools on
the table. Wakeford cites this process of moving into and setting up the space and then
living in it as a determining factor that led to fast-tracked engagement in the research
process and cohesion, turning a non-place into a space the team owned (Auge, 1995).
Wakeford and Wong inhabited the Parasite’s space with masks, fabric, texts,
posters, myriad materials, spreading these out between the two floors. Identity grew in
the space. The sense that the space is rich with dimensionality is articulated when
Donaldson and Flanagan stand up, rock back and forth, dance in it and then crawl
through it, searching for the yet undiscovered. The assertive ‘art of doing’, that is, the
physicality of establishing and then moving through the space, quickly familiarised an
unfamiliar space and added an element of ownership (de Certeau, 1988).
The physical separation of the Parasite and Las Palmas became a dramatic
vehicle, ‘a mechanism for code-switching’ (Goffman, 1981 p. 128). This occurs in the
final summaries of the teams and on-site moderators. The act of mounting the stairs to
enter both an intimate domestic space and the inner sanctum of the creative process
created a feeling of privacy and exclusiveness, despite the extensive surveillance
technology. When Tribe leaves the Parasite, an enigmatic Flanagan says, ‘Thanks for
your visit. You’re an outsider in these here parts.’ Tribe retorts, ‘I can tell. I can feel
it’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:39:12:00). Donaldson and Flanagan are both
pleased that they have branded the space: ‘Has it [the Habituation Cage] taken on our
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identity already? Whoohoo!’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:40:00:00). Muller
mounts the stairs to the Parasite and is greeted by Flanagan. She shows Muller the
topics and says, ‘Welcome to our spot. This is who we are. This is what we do’
(CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:05:46:23). Muller is evidently uncomfortable,
although she has been relaxed during the video conferencing. It is a medium she
knows well and has adapted to quickly, even with the performers’ testiness and her
sense that the context has weak social conventions (Kawash, 1999). It appears that the
actions of the performers in regulating who was welcomed into the ‘cage’ as an
insider and who was marked out as a guest became a means to both create and limit
cohesion among the team, and to utilise the performative mode of the Parasite as a
separate space to its ultimate advantage.

3.3 Trust
Trust—its basis, its emergence or failure—was played out in the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances to a larger degree than anticipated by the artistresearcher. There was a sense of vulnerability for all performers—even Wong, the
most seasoned—because of the expectations of living in a public space for twentyfour hours, with another individual, not to mention the physical impacts of exhaustion
(Kawash, 1999). There was ‘face-saving’ (Goffman, 1967 pp. 23, 31) risk for
moderators, who had little time to adjust to the context, set the agenda, find an
appropriate turn-taking system or meet technical challenges (Goffman, 1967;
Weimann & Knapp, 1975). Some were not comfortable with on-camera improvisation
(Kawash, 1999). Not surprisingly, in entering into a twenty-four-hour engagement,
both teams had start-up pangs, masked by bantering, instruction, even confrontation
(Goffman 1967, 1981). The performance required venturing into unknown territories,
and even self-assured participants, such as Wakeford, became anxious; she worried
that she might fail to meet the project’s goals and the expectations of the artistresearcher.
Unlike prisoners, who are locked up against their will (Foucault, 1996;
Gramsci, 1997), both teams consented to be sequestered by the artist-researcher as
part of the performance pact. In their summaries and interviews all agreed that the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances were predicated on ‘trust’, that is, ‘the
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willing acceptance of one person’s power to affect another’. 92 Establishing and
sustaining trust between the artist-researcher and the performers allowed a climate of
risk within a relatively safe context. The decision to share all intellectual outcomes as
open source documents added to the trust atmosphere. Trust, appropriately, became a
reoccurring topic, connected to discussions of intimacy, surveillance, public and
private space, prompted by Marsh, Kluitenberg and Czegledy.
As evidenced in Appendix VI and the interviews done one year later, the
performers developed a strong attachment to the artist-researcher and expected that
the artist-researcher would ‘stay’ with them, albeit virtually, during the twenty-four
hours.93 The artist-researcher was de facto unable to leave the site, or even the control
room. The fragility of the technical link between Las Palmas and the Parasite, in
particular with Wakeford and Wong, intensified this sense of needing to stay
physically ‘present’, even when only able to communicate through email or gestures.
When the artist-researcher left the first team to go to a panel commitment, she
received scathing remarks on her return, indicating that she had abandoned them. The
second team testified that, without her constant presence, they would not have
continued to collaborate with such intensity.
Prior experience contributed to this trust of the artist-researcher. Donaldson,
Flanagan and Wakeford had participated in the intense Banff New Media Institute
summits curated and moderated by her. They trusted her ability to match participants
and manage a complex social, creative and intellectual process (Graham, 2003;
Graham & Cook, 2004). Although Wong had never been to a summit, he had worked
with the artist-researcher over many years on equally demanding, albeit less volatile
projects.
Trust also existed between the artist-researcher and moderators, and emerged
in different degrees between moderators and performers as each performance rolled
out. The trustworthiness of moderators was tested by performers. Wong playfully
demands that Marsh send an image of himself, so that Wong can decide whether to
engage with him. Marsh does so. This act provides a visual presence that Wong needs
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Wikipedia.org [Internet] Available from <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trust>
One year later, Flanagan uses gaming terminology to describe the trust pact made as part of the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances between the artists, scientists and the artist-researcher. It
gave them permission to play as a ‘magic circle’ (Huizinga, 1955 p. 57), creating ‘a sacred place’ (p.
12) that offers all protection.
93
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to establish a higher degree of intimacy; it creates a bond between Marsh, the
scientific authority and Wong, the performer.
Chapters Two and Five discuss ‘trust’ as a key element factor in users’
engagement with a technology, for example, successful on-line communications and
e-commerce systems. Trust, in this instance, includes security, technical stability and
on-line social norms (Kollock, 1999; Marsh, 2002; Smith, 2002). Wong remained
sceptical about the technology, including CodeZebraOS, until he took control of the
video set-up. Kluitenberg, illustrated in Figure 6.12 and Tribe were also sceptical,
finding it difficult to immerse themselves in the performance because of technical
challenges.
Figure 6.12

Kluitenberg is a regular moderator and contributor to Internet forums
Therefore, they did not gain the trust of the performers, who defended the project to
the outside world. However, even after he stepped in to help, Wong worried about
safety, no doubt because the other technical elements of the project were shaky.
Others, like Muller and Wakeford embraced and trusted the technologies of
the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances because they provided a different
world view in relation to conversation and to technology in the larger sense, and they
provided a playful relationship to time. For their part, Donaldson, Flanagan and
Muller took the temporal lag of the video system into account in their research and
invention and extended ‘trust’ to these by incorporating lessons from their use into
their own designs. However, they are technology designers, accustomed to coping
with alpha and beta testing situations where they can distinguish promise from
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functionality, unlike Wong.
An unexpected sense of loyalty to the artist-researcher, with a concomitant
expectation of commitment in return from her, was a key feature of both
performances. As discussed in Chapters Two, Three and Four, research corroborates
that the stakes of physical, psychological or community risk, as well as discovery,
mean that a sense of trust is crucial in both endurance performances (Kawash, 1999,
Fusco, 2003; Taylor, 2003; Abramovic et al., 2004; Richard, 2004; Abramovic, 2005;
Chandler & Neumark, 2005; Stelarc, 2006) and collaborative inquiry (Bray et al.,
2000). Muller (2003) and Sawchuk (2004), in fact, draw corollaries between
performance art, theatre, communications studies and sociology approaches.
In a final analysis, trust in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances,
emerges as a significant factor, amplified by the multiple risks of communications
technologies, physical endurance, audience satisfaction and research expectations.

3.4 Cohesion
Cohesion is described as ‘mutual loyalties’ and ‘we-feeling’ (Duncan, 2006 p. 1) that
emerge within society or its smaller social groups (Duncan, 2006). Cohesion infers
the alignment of goals, whether conjoined or parallel. Chapters Two and Four provide
ample evidence that cohesion is needed to sustain research collaborations across
disciplines (Boyd et al., 1999; Frank et al., 1999; Calvert, 2002; Mitchell, Inouye &
Blumenthal, 2003; Goodman & Milton, 2005). New media have brought new
ageographic forms of cohesion through the Internet (Braman, 2006) and produced bimodel combinations of face-to-face and networked sociality (Lovink, 2003; Riel,
2004a; Braman, 2006). Thus, cohesion is expressed not only through relationships,
but also through boundary objects that represent the new identifications.
The analysis of cohesion in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances is
enabled by the CodeZebraOS archives, video transcripts and footage; these indicate
social networks and boundary objects as they emerged in the performances.

3.5 Boundary Objects: Examples in CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performances
Boundary objects unify disparate spaces or cultures as gifts of exchange, acting as
translation devices that allow new relationships of power (Star & Greisemer, 1989;
Mol, 1999; Cohen, 2004; Fischer, 2004) As Star and Greisemer (1989) explain, the
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recipient begins to own the gift as much as does the donor. Semiotic artefacts can act
as ‘boundary objects’ binding geographically and conceptually distanced domains.
Fischer (2004) notes that boundary objects must be able to adapt to all groups:
‘They represent the domain concepts and ontologies that both define and reflect
shared practice’ (p. 157). They account for ‘heterogeneity’, ‘cooperation’ and are
‘local’ and ‘general’ (Star & Greisemer p. 388). Fischer emphasises, ‘Boundaries are
the locus of the production of new knowledge’ (p. 157) This is evident in the results
of the performances, where brainstorming processes, software and terms can be
understood as boundary objects that carry the originating histories of the artists and
scientists but also represent new knowledge.
Table 6.3 below indicates some of the boundary objects that emerged during
the performances, their form, context and use in the production of cohesion.
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Table 6.3 Boundary Object Table

Boundary Object

Form

Use context

CodeZebraOS

Software

Communications
and documentation

Time Lag and
Gap in Video
Conferencing

Experience

Meals, Snacks
and Drink

Social Process

Video
conferencing was
intended to bridge
the two physical
sites for dialogue
and to provide
streams for
audience viewing
and response—lag
ran from 20
seconds to 20
minutes.
Mutual caretaking; establish
domesticity and 24
hours performance.

Surveillance and
Domestic
Technologies:
Microphones,
cameras, heaters,
lighter

Communication
and Comfort

Communication.
Assurance of
presence.
Care-taking.

Video Diaries

Performance

Summarise and use
to engage the other
performer and
audience: (sleep
debate WW, nature
of diary, DF and
evaluation D and
fantasy

94

Manifestation in
Cohesion
All collaborators
learned it from the
beginning allowed
technical leveling
with the exception
of Wong who
traded video
collaboration for
CodeZebraOS.
Embodied and
uncanny nature of
experience
prompted shared
frustration; fresh
analysis; art
making;
infrastructure
amelioration; and
invention.
WW used for each
other and crew as
bonding.
DF used for each
other as symbol of
sociality and
engagement; and
to establish
inclusion and
exclusion.
Assured that
researchers were
in communication
within and
between spaces,
functioned as
actual and
symbolic link.
Appropriation of
surveillance
technology into
beneficial system.
Commentary
accessible to
collaborator’s
hearing as well as
to viewers;
allowed scientists
to create art
works.

Performance
94

DF

WW

WW
DF

WW
DF

WW

WW
DF

DF is Donaldon/Flanagan and WW is Wakeford/Wong.
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performances: WW
and DF, F) Take
form of
monologues,
soliloquies.
Brainstorming and
retrospective
analysis of
performance to
build a script.

Language
flashcards
scripting and
performance
analysis tool

Brainstorming
tool/process

Mathematical
algorithm for 24hour or other
protracted period
of
brainstorming—
applied to Lucky
Dip

Invention

As means of
regulating time
spent on each
theme selected in
Lucky Dip—both
processes combine
into a boundary
object.

Ethnography

Concept and
Activity.

Required definition
and application
Cohesion term.

Intimacy

Concept.

Cohesion term and
theme provided by
artist-researcher.

Narrative and
Aligned
Concepts: Game;
Play, Event,
Rhizome

Concept.

Cohesion Term.

Time

Concept.

Cohesion Term.

Space

Concept.

Cohesion Term.

Technology

Concept.

Cohesion Term
and Action
Research
instrument.

Initiated by Wong
as scripting device
and adopted by
Wakeford as
analytic and time
structuring tool.
Proved both knew
mathematics and
together invented
new process. Built
fast consensus
around
fundamental tool.

WW

‘To Ethnography’:
Interviews,
observation,
documentation .
Discussion,
definition, debate,
theory or
invention; also
between
performances with
many closely
aligned terms
such as trust.
In both
performances
topic of mindopening debate to
understand
process of new
media and
performances.
Debates and
multiple concepts
and definitions.
Different uses in
each performance:
WW allied with
intimacy and
public; DF allied
with concepts of
time.
In WW
performance
allied with
creating
infrastructure
capacity and
exploration, in DF
with goals of

WW

DF

WW
DF

WW
DF

WW
DF
WW
DF

WW

DF
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Phase Change

Concept

Cohesion term.

Inventor

Concept

Cohesion Term
and Action
Research
instrument.

invention.
Discussion,
debate and
invention and
preferred term to
complexity where
there were
differences over
metaphor versus
application.
Made
intersubjectivity
possible, aligned
ability to imagine
technologies and
applications.

DF

DF

In four instances, technological systems are boundary objects: CodeZebraOS;
the time gap, or lag, in video conferencing; the video diaries; and the use of
surveillance

and

household

technologies

to

engender

communication

and

identification between spaces in the Parasite or with Las Palmas. CodeZebraOS and
the video lag introduced unknown and unexpected qualities into the collaboration,
qualities requiring learning, speculation, innovation, and new forms of creative
expression in their own right. The process of recording video diaries legitimated
eavesdropping within the team, resulting in discussion about the contents of the diary.
Finally, Wong, Wakeford and the artist-researcher repurposed surveillance
technologies changing these into ‘intimate’ technologies. They used heaters and lights
as a physical reminder of the parallel processes that were occurring in both spaces. All
four processes led to understanding, role switching and invention.
Cohesion develops from deploying, inventing, refining and adopting a set of
process-based boundary objects that facilitate brainstorming and body-storming. In
addition, several, like the Mnemonic Heap ‘are reminders that trigger knowledge’
(Fischer, 2004 p. 57). These become amalgams of the knowledge that each researcher
brings into the performance and serve to start conversations. The reinterpretation of
boundary objects over time, such as the use of the Flash Cards in the Mnemonic Heap,
shown in Figure 6.13 below, or Wong’s understanding of Wakeford’s writing as
visualisation become more meaningful as they are ‘discussed’ and ‘refined’ (Fischer,
2004 p. 157).
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Figure 6.13

Mnemonic Heap with descriptive labels
Language, as expected, played a key role in developing cohesion, as concepts
were discussed, debated and created. Both teams developed key concepts and points
of dialogue that characterised their concerns and their process. These include
Wakeford and Wong’s commitment to developing infrastructure for collaboration and
play, as well as their deep consideration of ‘intimacy’, ‘surveillance’, ‘privacy ’and
public’.

Both teams explored ‘intimacy’ and ‘time’, but there were qualified

differences in inflection. Donaldson and Flanagan adapted science metaphors to
represent their process, building on previous CodeZebra project performances and
overcoming Donaldson’s initial resistance to use scientific terms as ungrounded
metaphors. Terms included ‘boron’, the ‘Hecuba Measure’, ‘phase change’ and
‘parallel’ process. They were united in self-definition through the category of
‘inventor’. The use of language is discussed in more detail later in the chapter.

3.6 Cohesion: Between Participants
Within the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, cohesion emerges through the
interplay and disruption of habitus, that is, institutions, categories and associations,
and doxa, that is, classifications, structures and histories of regulation, identifications
and explanations that reproduce structures of power (Bourdieu, 1977). Doxa are also,
places to think together, through shared codes that allow us to communicate
(Cauquelin, 1999). Cohesion emerges through creative exchange and the building of
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trust, as well as ‘decentering’ fixed identities (Muller, 2003 p. 8).95
‘Heterogeneous cohesion’ or 'Gesellschaft', is a term that expresses Ferdinand
Tönnies’ notions of social solidarity between different groups who sustain a division
of labour (Duncan, 2006 p.1). Heterogeneous cohesion characterises the Wakeford
and Wong performance, where their collaboration was built through effective
‘specialisation yet independence’ (Duncan, 2006 p. 1). However, in collaborations,
new identities often surpass individuals’ specialisations, as Calvert (2002) testifies.
This new cohesion is described by Flusser (2006) as ‘intersubjective’ (p. 206), by
Braidotti (2006) as a ‘negotiation and transformation with and through other entities
(p.154) and by Muller (2003) as ‘moving across boundaries’ (p. 8). In the case of the
CodeZebra performances, cohesion resulted from solidarity in the face of technical
challenges and the joint contribution to infrastructure. Cohesion between Mapplebeck
and Wong was strong, based on a blend of problem-solving, in response to initial
alienation and the shared habitus and doxa of video directors. ‘Negotiation and
transformation’ (Braidotti, 2006 p. 154) included not only the principal team but the
artist-researcher and other collaborators, such as Maskegon-Iswew or Marsh.
Activities remained defined by discipline, yet there was a sense of creating at a new
threshold within an emerging institution, the CodeZebra project.
‘Intersubjectivity’ operated as the defining order of the Donaldson and
Flanagan performance, almost from the outset. Their time together exuded a ‘wefeeling’ or an ‘environment of totality’ (Braidotti, 2006 p. 160), and an emerging
sense of mutual loyalties blossomed in the twenty-four-hour period. As noted,
moderator Marsh was able to enter this relationship.
Cohesion between Wakeford and the second team is evidenced through the
dialogue on ‘intimacy’—Wakeford took great care to respond consistently to the
ongoing debates during the second performance, using CodeZebraOS. While the team
disputed some of her ideas, they engaged with these interventions when moderator
Marsh facilitated an integration of ideas that bridged the performances.
As discussed earlier, for both teams, cohesion was facilitated through
participatory action research, that is, their engagement not only as researchers but as
95

Chapters Two, Three and Four indicate the ways that art and technology collaborations have resulted
in new individual and group identities that may endure beyond individual projects (Packer & Jordan,
2001; NSF, 2003).
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performers and a strong identification with the overarching mandate set by the project
and a commitment to social transformation (Lincoln, 2002 p. 129). Both teams
measured three kinds of results against the artist-researcher’s expectations of a
defined ongoing research and art mandate: discovery, art-making and self-reflexive
process design. Both checked their productivity against the twenty-four-hour clock of
the performance to measure their progress in achieving result. Each performance team
stated that they saw the improvement of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performance method and CodeZebraOS as key goals. All acted and identified as
artists and researchers—a double role that the artist-researcher also occupied.
As the cohesion of the teams grew, so did their cohesion with the artistresearcher. They saw her as critical to enabling ongoing collaboration during and after
the performances.

3.7 Resistance
Goffman (1957) and Bernard and Luckmann (1967) provide ample evidence that
resistance to institutions and institutional identity, as well as solving crises can play a
role in cohesion. In the case of the second team, cohesion emerged through initial,
symbolic resistance to themes established by the artist-researcher, as discussed earlier
in the chapter, or to individuals, such as the video director. Both teams saw the DEAF
Festival as failing to support the project, technically and philosophically, evidenced
by the reoccurring appropriation of the microwave by marauding DEAF crew who
wandered into the supposedly off-limits space of the Parasite, DEAF negligently
turning off the video stream, or nonchalantly tearing down the installation three days
early. As discussed in Chapter Four, resistance is valuable in producing mythologies
and lore that serve to unite collaborators. The teams shared their perceptions of the
festival, humorous tales and jokes, as much as any research goals. As discussed
throughout this chapter, taking control of the technology breakdowns or choosing to
work around them occurred in both performances and created a sense of solidarity and
cohesion (Fischer, 2004).

3.8 Institutional Cohesion and Identity with the CodeZebra Project
Ludema, Cooperrider and Barrett demonstrate the links between ‘the ways that we
know’ and ‘the kinds of institutional forms that we create’ (2002 p. 198). They
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conclude that collaborative inquiry can ‘enhance the collaborative competence of the
entire organisation’ (p. 50). Given the power of habitus and doxa, new identities and
practices understandably arise through activities that transform and challenge the
assumptions and structure of established institutions like the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) through the Media Lab, Xerox through the Xerox PARC artistin-residency program (Harris, 1999) or The Banff Centre, through the Banff New
Media Institute (BNMI) (Brandt, 1987; Diamond & Kennard, 1993-2006; Century,
2002; Mawnpaa, Nykanen & Dean, 2005) or in the radical practice of building new
institutions like Ars Electronica (Druckery, 1999; Cantz, 2003) or hybrid
‘collaboratories’ (Century, 2002; Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal, 2003). New
formations may include the remnants of habitus and doxa of original structures.
The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances were framed by the DEAF
festival and its discourse. Institutional considerations began to emerge within the
performance teams conditioned by this context. For example, Wakeford, Wong and
the moderators spent considerable time analysing whether the festival was truly
international, its relationship to the promotion of Dutch colonialism and the practices
of the Netherlands in relation to minoritarian memory. These dialogues structured a
critical counter-identity that strengthened team cohesion and built identification with
CodeZebra as a new independent institution.
As the practitioners and historians of new media art propose (Tofts, Johnson &
Cavellero, 2002; Grizinicet al., 2005, Lovink, 2006; Green, Riel & Thorington, 2007)
new media artists’ collaborations and network formations can be seen as institutions.
They may be nimble efforts of an interdisciplinary nature, acting as short-term
crucibles for creative activity and institutions in their own right (Cook, Dietz &
Kiendl, 2005; Dietz, 2006a, 2006b). The CodeZebra project, through its layers and
iterations (1997-2007), has allowed intervention and expression, functioning as an
artists’ network or institution in its own right and engendering cohesion among its
team members. This was signified, in part, through the voluntary attendance at DEAF
by key team members including Carpendale, Goodman and others
The first collaborative team proposed ideas about future CodeZebra
infrastructure and protocols. Wong was so enthused that he offered to moderate the
second performance. Donaldson and Flanagan captured the working method of
CodeZebra, one that incorporates the social activism of action research (Lincoln,
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2002), ‘What is a shared model?’ asks Flanagan. ‘Discipline, environment, ethics, and
shared and divergent cultural reference points’ (CodeZebra Tape 131 PAL,
2003 :00:03:47:20). Donald and Flanagan proceed to offer the CodeZebra Manifesto,
an argument for ethical invention and participatory design of democratic and nonelitist technologies.

3.9 Endurance of Cohesion
A sign of effective cohesion is the endurance of relationships and identification over
time (Century, 1999, 2000; J.H. Smith, 2002; Mitchell, Inouye & Blumentha, 2003;
Goodman & Milton, 2005; Braman, 2006; Shanken, 2006). The CodeZebra
Habituation Cage teams wanted the performances to continue after the twenty-four
hours ended; both requested a sequel.
A year after the performance, a second set of interviews with the artist and
scientist participants required them to speak of any pertinent shifts in practice or
processes adopted after the Habituation Cages. (Transcripts are available on DVD 1.)
All say they have learned new working methods and adopted these into their regime,
as for example, Wakeford, whose change in practice was discussed earlier. Other
examples are described in Chapter Seven, Conclusions. Some continue to work
together. Flanagan and Donaldson have the most continuity. They consult each other
for advice on projects. Both teams have asked the artist-researcher to enable their
future team collaboration. All still identify as part of the larger CodeZebra project,
and all cite the experience on resumés. A number of the moderators also continue
their allegiance to the project, as has been noted. The cohesion formed within the
teams is appropriate for a twenty-four-hour brainstorming experience; in fact, it goes
beyond the cohesion formed by most such sessions between prior strangers
(Manktelow, 2007).

4. Techno-Culture and Technology and Techno-culture within the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage Performances
Media theorists Penley and Ross (1991) describe the current period as ‘technoculture’, an era of intensive interaction between the structures and politics of
technology and culture. The characteristics of techno-culture include a close
relationship between cultural forms and their expression through technology.
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Technology is revered, yet its structures are either invisible or taken for granted as
absolute. The tools of scientific inquiry and new media communication are bound up
in techno-culture. The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances sought a dialogue
about surveillance society, the role of participatory processes within it and the
challenges of complicity of art and science.

4.1 Technology and the CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performances Technology
Latour (1987, 1998) examines systems of knowledge production and validation in
science and technology. His ideas about science and technology provide an analytic
framework for techno-culture. He shows the ways that scientific and technical
invention are ‘black-boxed’ (Latour, 1987 p. 133), that is, represented as finished,
whole products, whose inner working, or mode of development, cannot be seen.
Latour argues that society naturalises inventions; these are then protected by fictional
stories that shield debates within science and mystify the process of invention. When
science shuts the lid on the ‘black box’ of a series of experiments, people work from
the newly hegemonic ‘truth’ (p. 133) towards the next question rather than continuing
to test the old (Latour 1987, 1999). Latour (1999) also points out that technologies
have material impacts, affecting social structure and awareness. This argument is
reinforced by ethnographic researchers who demonstrate how technologies transform
‘context’ and impact ‘techniques’ (Blomberg et al., 1993 p. 142).
To contradict the possibility that art and science projects contribute to ‘blackboxing’, the CodeZebra Habitation Cage performances sought to reveal the workings
of digital communication networks, to provoke an analysis, uncovering and inspiring
alternate uses of technologies of surveillance and, finally, to provide an overall
demystification of the process of invention, in particular, its social nature (Blomberg
et al., 1993; Latour, 1999; Galloway, 2004). The action research mandate, the case
study and the dissertation propose ways that artists’ creations and applications of
technologies can serve as alternate contributions to dominant processes and priorities
of invention.

4.1.1 Technologies Used in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performances
In order to achieve these goals, the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances used
specific technologies, placing them in a dialogue with art and science researchers and
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a larger audience. Technology was a critical part of the collaboration process,
providing the basis for building an audience around the performances and creating a
temporary mechanism to build a ‘bounded community’, as Ostram describes it (1990).
This community allowed an ‘organised social discourse’ where ‘participants need to
contribute to the discussion and encourage its development’ (Kollock & Smith, 1996).
Individuals who joined the conversations could ‘create identities and make
identifications’ in a context that allowed ‘the production of trust’ (Blanchard &
Markus, 2004 p. 66) and furthered the objectives of the performances.
The technological context mixed tools for on-line communication,
surveillance documentation and artistic production. CodeZebraOS, the conversation
visualisation tool created by the artist-researcher, described in Chapter Five, made a
DEAF-specific conversation space where on-line participants could post. Video
conferencing technology, indicated in Figure 6.14 was a fundamental tool, given its
longstanding use in collaboration (Bradner & Mark, 2001; Brooks, Emond & Spence,
2002; Ragusa & Bochenek, 2002; Brooks, 2003). Video conferencing shown in
Figure 6.14 provided two-way real-time communication between the locked up team,
the artist-researcher and moderators. Streams were visible on the DEAF Data Knitting
web site (Adriaansens, 2003) and <www.codezebra.net> (Diamond, 2005f); an
audience member could watch the stream and contribute commentary to
CodeZebraOS. Some cameras were positioned in relatively set locations in the
Parasite and Las Palmas; others were available as video diary or shooting cameras in
the Parasite. By toggling a switch, a crew member or the performers could replace the
video stream with one of these cameras. Figure 6. indicates some of technologies used
in CodeZebra.
Figure 6.14

Gear used for the streaming configuration at DEAF
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The technological configuration allowed conversation to play out as a creative
act over extended periods of time. The technologies allowed the mobilisation and
analysis of varied forms of conversational address (Goffman, 1967, 1981; Wiemann
& Knapp, 1975). The conversational technologies were video conferencing systems
and the CodeZebraOS software, with its references in art (Sack, 2001) and
conversation visualisation research (Donath & Viegas, 2002; Erickson, 2003). As
artist-created software, such as that created by Rokeby (Diamond, 2004b), a goal of
CodeZebraOS was to elicit new kinds of creative dialogues, facilitating a democratic
and playful form of brainstorming that acknowledged emotional dynamics.
As well as these technologies, the crew used walkie-talkies and mobile phones
to communicate while fixing technological problems. The web and Internet email
were available for both Las Palmas and the Parasite, and email served as a back-up
with moderators when they could not access CodeZebraOS because of firewalls. 96
These ‘back-channels’ (Kollock & Smith, 1996 p. 116) were critical to the ongoing
functioning of the performances, allowing communication with outside collaborators
and technical support when the experimental technologies or the over subscribed
video bandwidth broke down.97 The performances were not primarily a beta test of
CodeZebraOS—it was more important to work around breakdown, as Wong proposes,
and to continue to improvise collaboration, as this revealed alternatives to the
infrastructure.

4.1.2 The Distribution of Technologies in the Parasite
Technologies were installed throughout the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance
locations to link the physical spaces of the Parasite and Las Palmas and the virtual
space of CodeZebraOS and the video streams. The technology was visible, not hidden
as indicated in Figure 6.15 below.
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This occurred when Marsh and Maskegon-Iskwew changed computers. The artist-researcher typed
their postings into CodeZebraOS and read these out to collaborators; she did the same with responses.
97
DEAF did not arrange enough band width for the many video streaming projects that were part of the
festival in 2003; hence, all experienced very slow transmission rates. The CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances and that of Sher Doruff (2005) suffered, because they relied on multi-point
communication.
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Figure 6.15

Surveillance camera mounted on ceiling of Parasite
Human computer interface scientists, such as Mateas et al. (1996), Vankatesh (1997),
Junestrand, Keijer and Tollmar (2002) and Crabtree and Rodden (2004), have
demonstrated that technology should follow human communication patterns, not force
a structure onto them, whether in the home or the workplace (Crabtree, 2003).
Donaldson and Flanagan make this point as they begin their collaboration, declaring
they will ‘go’ with ‘human creativity and the tech will sort itself out’ (CodeZebra 125
PAL, 2003 :00:07:38:23).
Despite extensive planning, the exigencies of technology access in the Parasite,
such as the location of nodes for connectivity, drove the placement of technology for
the first performance, with video technology on the top floor and the CodeZebraOS
system on the first floor. The spatial division promoted Wakeford and Wong’s
tendency to work separately and outwardly: Wakeford chatting with on-line
participants, Wong performing to the camera stream.98
The artist-researcher repositioned the technologies for the Donaldson and
Flanagan performance so that both floors held all technologies. This team could work
together or separately with any technology in either space. Donaldson and Flanagan
stepped away from a division of labour; they stayed upstairs near the video diary
camera, the dining room table and kitchen and a CodeZebraOS computer. They used
paper mounted on the wall to document their working process; this kept them in a
conjoined location.
98

Wakeford’s downstairs area was cold and blindingly bright with sunlight, and Wong’s upstairs
domain, under the video lights, was toasty and induced sleep. Wakeford’s invention of the light
filtering ‘intellectual tent’ or ‘shroud’ created a space within the space of the Habituation Cages and
separated Wakeford even more from Wong, but connected her to the artist-researcher, as well as to
other moderators and audience members using the CodeZebraOS.
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In short, the distribution of technical resources within the Parasite affected the
character of the ensuing collaboration.

4.1.3 The Use of CodeZebraOS
As discussed in Chapter Five, CodeZebraOS fits into a larger context of conversation
visualisation software (Erickson et al., 1999; Erickson & Kellogg, 2001, 2002; Paley,
2002; Smith, 2002; Tat & Carpendale, 2002; Erickson, 2003a, 2003b; Wattenberg &
Fisher, 2004; Wattenberg, Viegas & Dave, 2004; Sack, 2005). It supports lateral
dialogue and brainstorming, definition debates and parallel conversations that can be
broken into discrete issues or topics, facilitating the emergence of sub-topics within a
larger topic.
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Like Donath’s (2002) Chat Circle, CodeZebraOS supports

retrospective returns to conversation and the re-opening of a topic of interest.
CodeZebraOS bridged physical and virtual spaces, becoming the significant
space for public dialogue during the performances. It fulfilled its purpose, as multiple
discussion topics began to open, and participants moved from topic to topic. During
the performances, CodeZebraOS offered a set of diagrams that showed the key ideas
in the performances. The most robust topics and the most connected postings were
initiated by the core participants.
Once working, CodeZebraOS became an effective tool for moderator
interaction with performers. Marsh, for example, felt that CodeZebraOS encouraged
debate and dialogue. And oddly enough, the performers felt that moderators who used
only CodeZebraOS were in closer proximity to them than those in Las Palmas, albeit
in separate time zones, perhaps because the disruptive effects of the time lag and echo
in the video stream distorted a sense of time and presence.
The heaviest users were Wakeford, Marsh, Maskegon-Iskwew and the artistresearcher. Wakeford used CodeZebraOS to post ideas and comments and respond to
the artist-researcher, moderators and others who came on-line. The artist-researcher
used it to initiate discussion and maintain a running record and commentary.
Donaldson and Flanagan used CodeZebraOS at first to record discussions. They then
welcomed the artist-researcher into this role and returned to brainstorming, finding the
process of posting too slow. At the same time, they valued CodeZebraOS because it
99

The software entertains fluctuating patterns of use which are similar to visual community-oriented
chats designed by Halverson, Erickson and Sussman (2003).
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contained a parallel temporal and topical world: ‘It’s a regular set of samplings but
different samplings, the moderator fills the gaps, which relates to issues of presence
and the analogy of compression rates’ (CodeZebra Tape 127 PAL, 2003 :00:53:14:15).
They found its asynchronous yet real-time pacing and continual mapping a valuable
counterpart to the video stream, if only as a archive of recorded ideas that they could
refer back to in the invention phase of their performance.
The spatially distributed texts in CodeZebraOS provide an archive of the
performances, full of humour and self-reflection, a subtext of ideas and commentary.

4.1.4 Technology Breakdown and Its Effects
As chronicled in Appendix VI and discussed earlier in the chapter, there was constant
breakdown of technology during the Habituation Cage performances. In the first
hours of the first performance, CodeZebraOS required constant restarting. There was
a video lag between the spaces and a concomitant audio echo of twenty seconds to
twenty minutes in the first performance, twenty seconds in the second. It was quickly
evident that the attention span of dedicated viewers/listeners held for one minute at
the most, as they waited for a reply.
As Goffman (1957) underscores, team identities and lore are often built around
points where expectations and infrastructure are challenged. This was the case for
both teams; each handled breakdowns differently, but for both, they created points of
discourse and cohesion. Bourdieu argues that breakdown reveals habitus and doxa and
can lead to transformation (1977). In this case, responses to breakdowns were
performative. One early bug required participants to ‘refresh’ constantly, and made
the shout ‘Refresh!’ a point of solidarity and humour in Las Palmas and the Parasite.
The video lag or gap became a tool for creative activity and a subject of
experimentation. It amplified productivity at both sites and related thinking about the
nature of time.
The explanations of how particular technologies operated for or against the
project enter the folklore developed by participants and audiences (Goffman, 1957;
Bernard & Luckmann, 1967). In the CodeZebra performances, Kluitenberg and Tribe
yearn for real-time, face-to-face communication as a clear method of discourse, or for
on-line communication with immediate feedback, an ‘appropriate’ system for distance
communication or a reversion to letter-writing. Wong jokes that the artist-researcher
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always explains what the software is supposed to do, not what it can actually do.
Nonetheless, cohesion emerges among the performers as they defend the
software and allied technologies. Wakeford, Donaldson and Flanagan insist there are
different levels of directness and mediation needed in a collaborative environment and
that the multiple systems, especially with lag, provide this. The artist-researcher,
Donaldson and Flanagan argue that the time lag allows for parallel times and for
‘boundary zones’ or ‘third spaces’ (Muller, 2003 p. 2).
Given the constant crashes, video lag and bugs in CodeZebraOS, technology
breakdown, like surveillance, provoked conversations about artistic strategy. Grizinic
et al. (2005) argue that art and technology projects correctly focus on the breaking
points of digital media and systems, revealing their infrastructure and pointing out the
imperfect nature of these idealised black boxes. Discussions between the collaborators,
the artist-researcher, Kluitenberg and Muller consider the value of making art works
that reveal dominant technological infrastructure, use hacking strategies, creating
false identities for users, strategies deemed subversive interventions by Galloway
(2004). The participants debate whether artists should invent alternate forms of
technology that work, rather than amplifying breakdown. Since breakdown is endemic
to new media there is no technical stability that can be used as a constant, comparative
state. Donaldson and Flanagan created the CodeZebra Manifesto, a rigorous but
positive critique of the Habituation Cage technologies that calls for working opensource technologies by artists and engineers as an effective form of intervention. They
proffer this against the retreating horizon of technological breakdown.
The unexpected technological breakdown contributed to the demystification of
the various technologies that make up CodeZebra as their protocols were revealed to
researchers and audience alike. What was needed, seamless communication, emerged
in a new form: creative play with the time between communication intervals (Law &
Hassard, 1999). However, technology breakdown could have entirely undermined the
performances, directing all focus to this issue, keeping performers in their fixed roles,
rather than moving towards collaboration and creation.

4.2 Analysis and Strategies Regarding Surveillance and the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage Performances
Some sociologists of technology like Postman (1992), Lyons (2003, 2004) and
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Winokur (2003) have built on Foucault’s observations (1988, 1995) and now label
global capitalism as a surveillance society, a convergence and integration of security
systems and their globalisation within and between nation states. Observers (Law &
Mol, 2002; Gane, 2004) of the current technological context detail a mix of
decentralised and centralised systems that resist centralised control. Galloway (2004)
argues that ‘Protocol’ or ‘the distribution diagram’ (p. 8) is how technological control
exists after decentralisation.
Reality television shows such as ‘Big Brother’ are built on the combination of
imprisonment, the heightened inclusion of technology in the home and ubiquitous
surveillance (Tincknell & Raghuram, 2004). The prison is reversed, inmates are voted
out, not allowed to remain. Through a declared appropriation of reality television and
surveillance technologies, the performances sought to provoke debate about
alternative uses of these technologies and resistance to these contexts.

4.2.1 Video Conferencing and Surveillance
Performers lived with constant video surveillance. Video crews documented the
collaboration and sent interview streams out to the world. This strategy draws from
the vérité tradition (Mamber, 1974; Deleuze, 1989; Steven, 1993; High & Venuto,
1999; Nichols, 2001), as well as referring to the produced nature of media reality
shows (Couldry, 2004; Murray & Ouellette, 2004). It provided additional comparative
data from the face-to-face encounters with moderators. Using a vérité approach, not a
fictional reality television approach, surveillance technology lays bare the processes
inside the Parasite that escaped the gaze of the outside world (Burgin, 1986; Holmes
& Jermyn, 2004; Lyons, 2004). For example, the server archives include hours of the
crew trying to get the technology to work. Hence, the unintentional porosity of the
performance and research context becomes clear, as the camera performs operations
for a vérité documentary, as well as providing data for the creation of ethnographic
field notes and a treatment (Glesne, 1999; Tarkka, 2005; Wakkary, Newby & Hatala,
2006).
The pervasiveness of technology engendered immediate acts of resistance,
which the performers describe as a conscious part of their performance (High &
Venuto, 1999; Darley, 2000; Hill & Paris, 2001; Lyons, 2003, 2004; Galloway, 2004).
Both teams of artists and scientists, aware of surveillance, immediately look for dead
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spaces outside the camera gaze and identify these. When Donaldson and Flanagan
describe their inventions, they move away from the camera’s lens. They are prompted
by the omniscient qualities of surveillance to invent technological subversion systems,
to discuss intimacy as a technological apparatus, to foreground the positions of the
surveillance cameras by at times dramatically escaping these lenses. As Lovink
(2006) proposes, they sidestep pervasive surveillance and attempt to create spaces and
interventions outside its spectrum.
Despite their critical stance towards surveillance, all performers say that the
omnipresence of the gaze of passive video conferencing surveillance technologies
(and, hence, the panoptic attention of the artist-researcher and audience) sustained
their performances when they faced an impasse in their energy or collaborative drive.
In these controlled instances, the intrusion of surveillance technology was productive
to the research brainstorming context. All collaborators agreed that the active use of
video conferencing needed to be contained so that they could work together in their
own spaces, engage in domestic tasks and small talk that allowed the processing of
their research and productive silences.
Thematic discussion concerning the context of the DEAF festival and the use
of a twenty-four-hour ‘lock-up’ strategy emerged in a number of forums. In the first
performance, there is extensive discussion relating contemporary surveillance to
imprisonment (Gane, 2002; Lyons, 2003, 2004). Performers express concerns about
the ethics of monumentalising sites where atrocities had occurred, such as the
Rotterdam Port, for fear of re-enacting the ‘trauma’ (Braidotti, 2006 p.167) of
survivors. They debate performances and interventions about imprisonment, as well
as the role of imprisonment in provoking new and revolutionary thought (Gramsci,
1997). They link this history to the intensified spatial and temporal restrictions and
regulations that have followed 9/11 (Lyons, 2003, 2004).
Both sets of researchers considered intimacy, privacy, personalisation and
trust in relation to the specific context of the Habituation Cages. While intimacy tends
to be counter-posed to surveillance in the first performance, there is an understanding
that the same technology can be used for both surveillance and intimate and
reassuring dialogue, based on context and hence the creation of ‘an intimate
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relationship with the environment’ of other bodies (Dempster, 2003 p. 49). 100
Wakeford and Wong adopt the stance of simultaneous intervention and critique (Sha
& Kuzmanovic, 2003; Galloway; 2004). Wong sleeps in front of the camera, and
Wakeford creates a confessional voiceover, to maximise the performative qualities of
their process for their audiences.
The vigour of these discussions leads to the conclusion that concerns about
contemporary surveillance and the link to histories of repression were effectively
provoked, rather than suppressed by the CodeZebra Habituation Cages.

4.2.2 Designing Counter Technologies: Intimate Technologies and Mobile
Technologies
The redirection and reinvention of surveillance and networked technologies towards
democratic ends was a clear mandate for both performances. This action research
mandate is framed by the countervailing trends against centralised control in the
application and design of technologies through peer-to-peer systems (Oram, 2001;
Truelove et al., 2001). These disrupt highly centralised server control and thin clients,
reinstating control to the originator of a communication (Oram, 2001; Truelove et al.,
2001; Galloway, 2004). Ample research indicates an increased use of social media on
the Internet, which started at the time of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances (Stone, 1995; Donath, 2004; Miller, 2004; Maskegon-Iskwew, 2005).
101

As indicated in the results chart (Table 6.1, above), Donaldson and Flanagan
respond to the contradictory context of surveillance society and participation through
the invention of protocols, art works and technologies. They believe this context
requires everyday interventions at a genuine level of engineering and design; this
corresponds to Thacker and Galloway’s (2004) concept of communication that eludes
control being manifested through ‘counter protocols’ (Thacker, in Galloway, 2004 p.
xxvii). Donaldson and Flanagan equally strive to improve the ‘standard of living’ of
everyday people (Richard, 2004).102 By ‘standard of living’, Donaldson and Flanagan
100

In an historical parallel, Maskegon-Iskwew discusses Genet’s literary opus, relating it to Foucault’s
writings on the prison and panopticon, bringing out themes of imprisonment, intimacy and the erotic.
101
Research by Smith (2000), Wakeford and Churchill (2001) and Locke (2002) had already indicated
the many ways that consumers have unexpectedly used mobile phones to build active communities.
102
This echoes the credo of CADA, a group of courageous Chilean performance artists, who argued
that valid art work ‘improved the accepted standard of living’ (Fusco, 2000 p. 205).
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mean communication, intimacy, safety, and freedom, as a counter-response to
surveillance and repression. Both have continued this direction in their practices, with
Flanagan producing games and programming tools for girls and Donaldson creating
communications and education systems for the developing world.103
Both performances develop ‘protocols for intimate technology’ (Diamond, et
al, CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 464, childrenvalues, bringing together
intimacy and rage, Intimacy—Mary and Tom, 2003-02-28 03:31:39.853+01),
although Donaldson and Flanagan formalise the term in which face-to-face and,
proximate collaboration can sit with mediated collaboration tools in an intertwined yet
productive relationship, but need a trusted mediator to facilitate deep collaboration
(Blanchard & Markus, 2004; Braun, 2005). This suggests that, in response to
surveillance culture, the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances resulted in
‘positive inventiveness’ (Braidotti, 2006 p. 160), which transcended a simple critique
of surveillance technologies.

5. Time
The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances build on and contribute to a
substantive history of endurance-based performances. The primacy of time as medium
and philosophy manifests as flow, disruptive force, bodily experience, clock, limit,
discipline and perceptual challenge, concept; it is present in work produced by
Abromovic (2005), the Fluxus movement (Higgins, 1981; Richard & Robertson,
1991), Fusco (2001), Hatoum (Archer, Brett & deZegher, 1997; Sawchuk, 2004),
L’Hirondelle (2003a, 2003b; see also Hopkins, 2005; Maskegon-Iskwew, 2005),
Ramos et al. (2001) and Tiravanija (2000, 2002; see also Stafford, 1998; Tiravanija &
Reeve, 2007). As Lovink (2003), the website networked_performance (2007) and
Tuter and Smite (2004) indicate, networked media art has encountered and worked
creatively with time lag, time zones and simultaneity. As discussed in Chapter Three,
de Lauretis, (1984), Delueze (1989), Manovitch (2001) and Hansen (2004) address
the wide range of effects that media have on larger cultural perceptions of time.
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Donaldson led the engineering team that developed the MEE engine for the Mobile Digital
Commons Network detailed in Chapter Four and in Appendix IIIb on DVD 3. This open source
technology has many of the capacities of the mobile inventions that Flanagan and he imagined. The
role of the performances in influencing these is considered in Chapter Seven, Conclusions.
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The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances restricted time as much as
space, offering a twenty-four-hour ‘clock’, that is, a beginning and end to the process
which propels activity forward, forcing an ending for two teams who did not want to
stop. Time as a medium was a means of conceiving of physical and mental
engagement, a way to understand the performance process. The CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances contributed to the history of time-based media and
the transformation of temporality within the larger culture that moves beyond media
art (Deleuze, 1986, 1988, 1989; Irigaray, 1993; Cixous, 1994; Hansen, 2004; Braidotti,
2006). The performances also contributed directly to cultural production—planning
and producing new art work that provokes a perceptual richness of temporal
experience.

5.1 Exhaustion and Vulnerability
Exhaustion is often a factor in intensive collaborations—the CodeZebra Habituation
Cage performances make this explicit. The research method encourages sleeplessness,
proposing it as a means to vulnerability, role-shifting, discoveries, mood shifts and
emotional expression, thus adding a performative dimension (Coren, 1998;
Drummond et al., 2006). The artist-researcher stayed awake with the teams and used
her own body clock to be aware of energy levels and emotion in the teams and to
facilitate the group process. Participants slept only from sheer exhaustion.
Exhaustion, in fact, shaped ways of working, topics and qualities of exchanges.
For example, a jetlagged Tribe lost patience in the ‘time’ discussion. He later
recovered and facilitated a broad-ranging discussion. He still remembers the
experience as powerful. A discussion of intimacy, family and trust ran high with
emotion in the early hours of the morning, allowing Donaldson and Flanagan a level
of closeness and a bond with Marsh, because of revealed vulnerabilities, his mediation
of their dispute and several resulting inventions (Kawash, 1999; Marsh, 2002;
Sawchuk, 2004).
The literature notes a loss of mathematical and linguistic acuity as a result of
exhaustion (Drummond et al., 2000), and in the performances, sleep deprivation made
it difficult to address complex subject matter. In a moment of ‘face saving’ (Goffman,
1967 pp. 23, 31) Donaldson and Flanagan give up on ‘code’, their area of mutual
expertise. Their structure permits this move because of the short time allotments to
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topics that Donaldson and Flanagan have planned for their exhaustion peak. They can
move on to the next concept on their list.
The research tests and proves that length of time for brainstorming topics
should be varied and tied to levels of physical and mental energy. It equally indicates
that exhaustion and vulnerability lead to strong emotional connections that can create
lasting alliances between individuals and can also contribute to the creation of art
works and technologies. The Habituation Cage performers were acutely aware of their
team’s body cycle, the exact point they occupied within it and relative levels and
reserves of energy. 104 They were often able to buoy each other, and despite
technological challenges, made good use of the moderators who were coming in from
different time zones and the artist-researcher to help them slow down, or focus their
discussions or speed up and re-engage.

5.2 Time Images and Processes: The Time Lag and Creative Time
The twenty second to twenty minute time lag in receiving and sending video and
audio stream between the Parasite and the Las Palmas control booth was an
unplanned yet critical element in both performances. Performers became adept at
anticipating the lag. The gaps allowed them to retain cohesion and collaborative
discussion (Fischer, 2004), tasks, research and art work while awaiting a response
from the other team, occasioning the comment: ‘A minute is a big piece of elastic’
(CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_00, 2003 11:00).
Wong ‘gamed’ time and teased the artist-researcher, looping sound in ways
reminiscent (as Wong reminds the audience) of early anti-narrative video art that
concerns itself with the apparatus of television and in turn, its disruption (Abbott,
2000; Goldberg, 1977; Hoffman & Jonas, 2005). Like a chorus from a Brecht (1964)
drama, the lag’s alienation effects pushed participants away from immersion and
underlined the structures of nature (time), human communication and the
communication apparatus. At other times, the gaps had an immersive effect, creating
poetic and lyrical moments.
Participants describe a perception of being in the past, present and future at the
same time. Researchers mention ‘gaps’ opening, providing a space between temporal
104

These discussions occur in video diaries, on CodeZebra and in interviews.
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zones that are physically palpable and filled with activity and pleasurable expectation.
In effect, the lag had the effect of ‘stretching time’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL,
2003 :00:23:30:35), thereby opening up new forms of imagination and imagery
(Deleuze, 1988, 1989; Colebrook, 2002; Hansen, 2005; Braidotti, 2006).

5.3 Structures of Time: Narrative Play, Event, Flow, Jouissance, Bodies-in-Time
The pre-eminence of time, the process of inventing the collaborative inquiry and the
performance approach provoked multiple ways of organizing time. Appendix VI
provides a treatment or ethnographic description of the performances, following the
timeline of each. Yet the performances were not narrative events in either intention or
actuality. Hansen’s (2004) study of audiences in immersive new experiences provides
a more apt description of the unfolding of time in these performances, a ‘thick…
substrate’ (Hansen, 2004 pp. 249-50), where the present engulfs past and future.
Play, event, process, performance, flow, rhizome, game (Donaldson and
Flanagan decide the performance structure is like the game of cricket) and
conversations are more appropriate ways of understanding the performances’
temporal structures. For example, for Wakeford and Wong, conversations on
boundary objects (Star & Greisemer, 1989; Stone, 1995; Fischer, 2004) from each
other’s worlds brought the other into a shared culture and resulted in performances
that structured time. These include play with masks and flash cards and the review of
the objects they brought to the performance. Social events, such as making dinner or
sharing music, were important in the first Habituation Cage performance. There too,
interviews by Wakeford with crew and Wong operated as time structuring devices.
And Mapplebeck’s conversational interviews were an opportunity for collaborators to
share anecdotes and to summarise and reframe their future work. As real-time, oncamera events, these were intended to re-engage audiences.
Narrative did enter the structure, as episode and argument. The direct-tocamera diary described in Chapters Two and Five consciously reminds the viewer of
familiar narrative conventions and reality television (Murray & Ouellette, 2004).
Wakeford defended the value of writing up accounts from field work as an
ethnographer who writes in order to understand and analyse a culture and its context
(Bourdieu, 2000a). Adams and Kluitenberg suggested that Wakeford look to play,
game, and process and event structures to explain the Habituation Cages and new
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media in general.
Wakeford was later confounded in her efforts to build a plot line to describe a
linear performance narrative, as there were many parallel and converging events
overcoming systematic narrative (Gergen, 1988), such as video diaries, sculpture
making, video chats, the activities of the artist-researcher, Wong, those posting on
CodeZebraOS or the audience. These represented ‘several simultaneous currents of
thought, ebbing and flowing, rising to the surface, or lurking at oceanic depths’ (Bray,
2000 p. 72) ,often in a rhyzomatic relationship (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987). Wakeford
emerged from the Habituation Cages intent on understanding process over product or
resolution of the narrative, and perceiving this as her primary discovery.
Donaldson and Flanagan also debated the use of narrative to describe the
process in the Habituation Cages, and Flanagan convinced Donaldson that their
multivalent experience was more appropriately defined by process- or event-based
terms, not fixed in a history as fraught as Western narrative (De Lauretis, 1984).
These structures better capture the nature of time in the Habituation Cages, as Hansen
proposes (2004), in a way that is post-cinematic (Deleuze, 1989) and more
appropriate to digital media (Manovitch, 2001).
‘Play’, as discussed by Sutton-Smith describes the back and forth between the
collaborators, the use of occasional sub-games, fantasy and physical interaction.
Darley (2000) describes gaming as immersive time where ‘being there counts’, where
‘real time’ perception is condensed (p. 154). This sense of ‘game time’ or ‘sim time’
is a working material for Donaldson and Flanagan, who are interested in both games
and open-ended play. Play encourages a sense of presence and a feeling of flow that
can be group-based as much as individual (Sutton-Smith, 2001). Play is event-based
and immersive, and promotes discovery. Depending on the content of the game, play
activity does not avert social understanding. In fact, Gane proposes that social
commitment can stimulate flow states (Gane, 2004).
Equally, the performances can be understood as ‘events’ where ‘there is a
present of the future, a present of the present and a present of the past, all implicated
in the event’ (Deleuze, 1989 p. 97), and where time is topological (p. 262). The
immersed subject enters a transformative state of ‘becoming’ (p. 263) or flow (Gane,
2004).
Feminist theorists and practitioners have provided the notion of jouissance, to
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describe a similar immersion, a pleasure in process that is chaotic—an apt description
for the first Habituation Cage performance (Richard, 2004; Blyth & Sellers, 2004;
Irigaray, 1993; Gallop, 1988). Here, cohesion, linked with jouissance, eventfulness
and play, produced a dimension that crossed physical, psychological and intellectual
boundaries. However, both teams refer to the pleasure they experience during the
performances; this referencing continues to the end of the twenty-four hours and
forms part of their positive memories of the events a year later.
Both teams engage the term ‘parallel’ to discuss their collaborative process. In
Wakeford and Wong’s instance, the image of the ‘parallel bars’ represents their
parallel creation and discovery and sense of time between Las Palmas and the Parasite.
Donaldson and Flanagan use the term as a computational metaphor meaning ‘parallel’
processing, described in the results chart (Table 6.1, above). They developed a
performance to test the hypothesis that they had created an unspoken link and a
‘shorthand’ (CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:54:41:06) with each other that parallels
their video lag experience with several moderators and with the artist-researcher
herself. The notion that collaborative shorthand emerges through endurance-based
performance and cohesion is worth further investigation.
Parallel processes appear to offer an intensive and productive time structure,
once pulled together, as Bray et al. (2000) suggest, through conversation, summary
and distillation.

5.4 Conclusions on Time in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performances
Given the importance of time and space to physics, the endurance context of the
performances, compounded by the time lag in video conferencing, meant that time
was a focus of both performances. The idea of living and communicating across ‘the
gap’—referring to the strange sensation of time as a physical gap between the two
spaces, the Parasite and Las Palmas, and to the notion of the gap as a productive
breach in language—was explored by the teams at length.105
For example, as indicated in the results table (Table 6.1, above), Donaldson
and Flanagan discussed simultaneity and space and time, ways that variable media
(cinema, games) evoke and use time, ways that various technologies embody various
105

Discussants decided that The Time Machine (Wells, 2001) was an operating manual for CodeZebra,
and that the author had predicted the future event of the performance.
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time scales and ways of imagining new relationships to time. And CodeZebraOS
hosted a cogent debate about the problem of using space to represent time. 106
The discussions within the performances and the observations on the process
infer that the CodeZebra Habituation Cages provided an experimental context where
human experience and structural analysis in relation to time could be profoundly
disrupted and refocused. Cohesion transfers across physical spaces through time and
is aligned with timing, pacing, play, events, flow, context and identification between
participants. This may be valuable for research into space/time and human
perception.107
The teams agree, both in the debriefing interview and one year later, that the
enforcement of being together for twenty-four hours, living through cycles of energy,
exhaustion and creation—in a physical space separate, yet linked to and under the
gaze of the artist-researcher and the world—was the motivating framework for their
success as collaborators, reinforcing the key conclusion of this research. The value of
face-to-face ongoing contact for that duration must be underscored: ‘In the face-toface situation, the other is fully real’ (Berger & Luckmann, 1967 p. 29).

6. The Languages of Participatory Inquiry and Endurance Performance:
Conversation, Text and Embodiment
The performances were constructed around twenty-four-hour creative conversations
that recognise the importance of language in cross-disciplinary research and
conversation in effective collaboration (Poissant, 1999; Century, 2002; Pearce,
Diamond & Beam, 2003; Goodman & Milton, 2005). It is significant to note that
‘casual conversation’ and its resulting ‘networks’ are critical to the emergence of a
joint culture in the laboratory (Latour &Woolgar, 1979 pp. 154-55), as they
underscore the importance of co-locating an artist and scientist in a space, observing
their operations, enabling and then analysing conversation. These dialogues can
‘amend reality as well as affirm it’ (Berger & Luckmann, 1967 p. 152).
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Debates on time and space among the locked-up scientists and artists must, in part, be understood as
representing their differing methodologies (Gadamar, 1960, 1982; McAllister, 1996; Ede, 2000;
Godfrey-Smith, 2003). Those with a science or social science background draw on narrative realism to
describe occurrences in research, while artists and cultural theorists use post-modern theory. However,
to their credit, in the performances, the scientists relied on evidence provided by the performances,
stepping away from the notion that they were a narrative experience.
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The artist-researcher has presented this element of the research in a number of contexts with
biologists and quantum physicists and will continue this discussion with those science communities.
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Language is central to the brainstorming process, the ways that different
modes of address occur and their impact on collaboration and cohesion. In this
particular instance, language is analysed by means of a detailed reading of video tapes
and transcripts, the CodeZebraOS archive and a set of computational linguistic tools
(Goffman, 1967, 1981). The analysis makes use of other computational linguistic
tools to consider the use of terminology, search for language usage and emotional
patterns (Salway & Ahmad, 2000; Akbar, 2005; System Quirk [Software], 2007).
Language provides a route to understanding, misunderstanding, invention,
performance and continued dialogue. Disciplinary language plays a significant role in
the Habituation Cage performances and is both obstacle and bridge in collaboration,
requiring constant attention (Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal, 2003; Pearce, Diamond
& Beam; 2003; Diamond, Parker & Wesolanka, 2004–2005; Diaz-Kommonen, 2005).
An example is the argument between Donaldson, Flanagan and the artist-researcher
about ‘complexity’ described earlier (see also Cilliers, 1999).
As shown earlier in the discussion of results and boundary objects,
brainstorming methods and tools, whether formal or informal, were critical to
initiating and sustaining conversation over the twenty-four-hour performance.
Donaldson and Flanagan describe the extended brainstorms as an ideal form of
pleasure. For them, the flash card game and the Lucky Dip play several roles in
relation to language, excavating key terms that reappear throughout the performances
and action research, with continual enrichment and redefinition, a sign of cohesion as
Fischer (2004) suggests. The terms are often boundary objects, encapsulating points
of crossover and debate. The team creates language-based tools and methods that can
and have been generalised and adapted to contexts beyond the instance of this
individual performance.
A general characteristic of both performances is the inclusion of physical
expression as a component of writing. For Wakeford, ‘Writing on the Wall’ becomes
a physical means of bringing the artist-researcher’s topics into her own body, of
owning them and re-expressing them as the performance continues. What begins as
gestures of reassurance becomes a radical performative bridge between Wakeford, the
academic ethnographer, and Wong, the performance and visual artist. They even
discuss how to translate this écriture to time-based art. This repetitive process
literalises Cixous’ notions of écriture as a feminine flow of experience (Cixous, 1994;
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Blyth & Sellers, 2004), functions as a time clock in its own right, fits into a history of
task-based performance art and choreography (Higgins, 1981) and iterates
Manovitch’s (2001), Weibel (1992, 1996) and Hayles (2002) arguments that the
digital era is one of repetition and association, not narrative resolution.. Flanagan also
writes as performance, abandoning swinging and sniffing a light bulb during a
discussion of the senses and space/time, to energetically write on large pieces of paper
on the wall, shouting, ‘Some of this has to be scribbled!’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL,
2003 :00:06:00:00).108

6.1 Reflecting on Conversational Performance: Goffman’s Conversational
Analysis
Given the driving role of conversation in CodeZebra, Goffman’s (1967, 1981)
conversational analysis tools help illuminate the dynamics of each performance.
Chapter Four notes that artists and scientists have very different positions of social
power. Goffman’s ideas point to power relations within the teams and between them
and others, such as the artist-researcher or moderators. For example, he notes that
points of breakdown illustrate structures and absences, within a dialogue. In addition,
turn-taking, phase change (topical shifts), code-switching, the bounded social
encounter (lecture, radio, television), fresh talk, rough voices and direct address are
relevant to understanding face-to-face conversations and those mediated by
technology.
Turn-taking dynamics varied by team, the use of face-to-face versus
technologically mediated conversation, the norms of the specific technology and
disciplinary bias.
With respect to the first team, as the transcripts show, Wakeford and Wong
have variable patterns; at times, Wong speaks to a greater extent in face-to-face
conversation with Wakeford. They both take turns initiating dialogue, but Wakeford
is a listener by profession, and Wong a speaker. Wakeford often plays the role of
interviewer, asking Wong questions, although he also interviews her. She interviews
crew members and Mapplebeck. Wong often speaks first when being interviewed by
108

Ultimately, elements of performance in the Habituation Cage begin through the performative
(Schechner, 2002) unconscious activities of the participants and become conscious inventions and
creative methods (Braun, 2005).
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the video crews or uses a declamatory and code-breaking mode of address, breaking
into a lecture or performance mode (Goffman, 1981). Wakeford takes her turn in
CodeZebraOS as a conversationalist, in dialogues with the artist-researcher,
moderators and audience members. She is eager to hear/receive responses and analyse
them. When she and the artist-researcher converse using video conferencing they
adopt a modulated careful mode of conversation, turning volume up and down in
anticipation of each other.
In the second team, Donaldson and Flanagan develop an equitable pattern of
turn-taking. Although Donaldson is dominant in the beginning of the collaboration,
Flanagan uses a variety of code-breaking interventions to position herself in the
discussion, making use of performance and performative fresh talk. These strategies
and the disciplined use of the Lucky Dip result in an even dialogue.
Overall, it seems that dialogues with moderators using video conferencing are
less successful at turn-taking, certainly due to the video lag and echo, but also because
they interfere with cohesion between the researchers, resulting in occasional
resistance.
‘Code-switching’ (Goffman, 1981 p. 128) (style shifts and power ruptures that
include topic change) and conversational ‘phase change’ (Goffman, 1981 p. 49)
(shifts in conversational topic that are appropriate and well-managed) occur in the
performances to a far greater extent than in average conversation. Arguably, the
intentional nature of the conversation provided a rationale to shift topics and style if
players felt they were facing a dead end, or were excluded from participation, or if an
exploration were exhausted. Each code switch underscores the power relationships
within the performance, whether alliances between researchers, or systems of
breakdown in the technology.
Brainstorming tools developed by the teams—the Language Flashcards and
the Lucky Dip—represent ‘phase change’ systems, a means of proposing changes in
topics using a set of language-based tools. The moderators and, at times, the artistresearcher initiated ‘code switching’, and ‘phase change’, pushing the process and
conversational context outside comfort zones or into new topic areas. Tribe, for
example, finds Donaldson and Flanagan’s dialogue impenetrable for members of the
audience and wants to rupture its dynamic to understand their personal stakes in
issues of time and space.
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Direct address also played a significant role in the CodeZebra Habituation
Cage performances. For one thing, because it contains a confrontational element, it
allows code switching. Wong and Flanagan code switch, flipping into performance
mode to challenge the process and shift power dynamics. They sometimes do this
without thought, at other times, consciously. A series of to-camera monologues by
Wong captures and releases Kluitenberg and his frustrations with the difficulty of
communication. Wong performs teaching Wakeford how to use a lighter, an act that
appears patronising. Flanagan burst into theme songs, musicals and advertising ditties
in responses to Donaldson’s remarks, directly addressing the camera, rather than
replying to him with theory or algorithm. Conversational language shifts form
dramatically and effectively at most of these points.
Another element of direct address in the performances was provided by video
diaries, which became boundary objects, affording a rich opportunity for all
participants to create a monologue or soliloquy in which they summarise, evaluate,
and speak about the process. These punctuated the twenty-four-hour sequences. Like
the performances described above, the diaries were a highlight of engagement for
audiences watching the stream. Speakers created characters or moods for themselves;
this role-playing allowed the scientists, Donaldson and Wakeford, to step out of their
analytic or invention roles as subjects and rally against the artists’ spontaneous
performances (CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:10:18:27).
In sum, direct address provides a means for intimate statements by performers
and creates individual expressive space within the flow of collaboration. Forms of
performative speech are an important, compelling and frequent element of these
performances, made visible through surveillance and adding to levels of risk,
cohesion, and performance excitement through spectacle and voyeurism.
Fresh talk, that is, the apparent spontaneous yet informed flow of media
dialogue, characterised the flow of much of the locked-up pairs’ dialogue, although
participants stepped in and out of awareness of the vérité and the surveillance
cameras’ presence. Fresh talk equally framed the moderators’ expectations of their
own performances (Goffman, 1981), although this was harder to achieve because of
the technical challenges with the video stream. For example, Tribe assumes that those
upstairs in the Parasite were ‘in control’ when, he felt he should be. In fact, control
was for the taking. Hence, Tribe uses ‘face-saving’ (Goffman, 1967 pp. 23 and 31)
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strategies when arguing against the technological configuration of CodeZebra. He at
first strives to differentiate his past reputation as an expert on-line moderator from this
experience as does Kluitenberg (Goffman, 1967). Kluitenberg and Tribe continue to
face-save, even when they are face-to-face with the team. Here, they intervene rapidly
into dialogue, direct it and play the role of moderator and interviewer. Upon reflection,
Tribe spontaneously describes his CodeZebra experience as a profound cultural
experience.
Goffman (1981) proposes that off-microphone comments that are heard, or
‘rough voices’ (p. 301), became part of the dramatic quality of a performances and its
later folklore. Flanagan whispers audible dismissive asides to Donaldson about two of
the moderators throughout her interaction with the stream. The sub-conversations
allow identification between Donaldson and Flanagan, and an equally constructed
exclusion of Muller and Tribe. Wong also uses a ‘rough voice’ when he talks about
the artist-researcher’s excuses for technology failure, comments audible throughout
Las Palmas during the opening of DEAF. The two spaces amplified the separation of
scenes, despite the linking technologies and allowed performers to ‘forget’ they were
on microphone and on camera. These dynamics made for engaging viewing of the
performances, much in the way that reality television provides an uncomfortable but
seductive spectacle.
The creation of appropriate social protocols is an ongoing concern of on-line
communities, including chats, video and teleconferences and discussion bulletins.
Chairing requires protocols and virtual rules of order. As J.H. Smith (2002) suggests,
designers should build trust, sociality and effective turn-taking into communication
systems. Goffman’s concepts are valuable in relation to the technologies used to
facilitate conversation in the performances. Smith, Cadiz and Burkhalter note that
chat is ‘poor at managing interruptions, organising turn-taking, conveying
comprehension, and resolving floor control conflicts’ (2001 p. 92).109 Back-channel
cues, or ‘other indicators of nuance’ (Kollock & Smith, 1996 p. 116) are core
elements that would make such tools more successful.
At the same time, as discussed in Chapter Five and Appendix VII,
CodeZebraOS was designed to allow blurting, and inappropriate behaviour as much
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The CodeZebraOS artificial intelligence system was intended to indicate emotional process within
each topic; it was not yet working at the time of the performances.
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as polite behaviour, using imagery to designate these forms of speech. This allows
groups or moderators to set the style they prefer for a conversation or debate, rather
than control to uniform politeness. Participants can escalate or de-escalate
conversational tone. The need to build in or invent social protocols in the use of
technologies beyond those already built in by the time of the performance was
reinforced by Kluitenberg, Tribe, Muller, and the research teams and reinforces the
findings of researchers, including computational linguists. Muller decries the lack of
conventions in the video streaming process and the pressure to jump into the process
without social niceties. With prompting, the CodeZebra discussants endorse the
development of protocols for ‘single channel’ or ‘interruption’, ‘regular or cued
interactions’, so that ‘people do not have to wait for minutes on either end’ (Diamond,
et

al.,

CodeZebraOS

[Software],

2003

Msg

ID

339

and

340,

why,

multitasking/multitalking and still want to figure out systems, Tine and Space, 200302-27 16:15:30.649+01 and 2003-02-27 16:17:48.309+01).
Without opting for an overly managed dialogue, as participatory action
researchers, Donaldson and Flanagan later incorporated elements of Tribe’s suggested
guidelines into their CodeZebra Manifesto (described in the results chart, Table 6.1), a
document that encourages future work on the technologies of CodeZebra, including
heightened moderation capacity and an ethics of exchange (Cohen, 2002; Lincoln,
2002).

6.2 Computational Linguistic Tools and CodeZebra Habituation Cages
Three tools are used for language analysis of the CodeZebra Habituation Cages:
CodeZebraOS, System Quirk [Software] (2007) and the Database for Analysing Online Chat (DAOC) [Software] (2005). A discussion of the use of CodeZebraOS during
the performance occurs earlier in this chapter. After the performances, the artistresearcher used CodeZebraOS to provide an archive of the on-line dialogues and to
look for dynamics in the discussion and interaction; these have been integrated into
general commentary throughout the chapter. The two other software systems were
applied to this archive.
The transcripts are valuable in indicating response patterns to postings. When
they are placed beside the actual visual software, it is clear that some users realize
they can draw with CodeZebraOS. Also, topics emerge, based on which messages
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evoke a user’s response. Hence, there are creative visual interventions and topically
driven responses.
Responses to postings were orderly, but not sequential. There were multiple
postings at times to a provocative statement. Some moderators, such as Czegledy,
reached into past topics to find a relevant posting and post a new idea. Subject lines
were created with each posting and were visible when mousing over a topic: these
formed a synthesis of topics. They were used by those posting as a one-line response
to a message, as a stage direction, ‘we are changing camera’ (Diamond, et al.,
CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 158, nina, we are changing camera, We are
home! 2003-02-05 21;29:48 .874+01), or as a declamation, ‘tech hell’ (Diamond, et
al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 173 paulwong, tech hell, We are home!
2003-02-25 22:30:35.037+01).
System Quirk [Software] (2007) is a language analysis system that can extract
keywords, provide the context for their use and change in these patterns over time. It
can make comparative analysis between corpuses of texts and was used to highlight
frequently used concepts in both Habituation Cage performances. It checks for
context change in the use of these keywords and concepts, allowing an analysis of
conversational phase change in each performance and of ways in which the same
word is applied in different contexts (Ahmad & Salway, 2002; Salway, 2003).
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Table 6.4 Context Use of ‘Intimacy’ in both Performances; Excerpts from
CodeZebraOS Transcripts in System Quirk110
___________________________________________________________________________
===== intimacy 38 =====
17

"

is how intimacy currently appears on my screen "" i"

109

"

109

there are recognised or categorisable stages of intimacy of collaboration .

118

"

on the pc a quiet kind of intimacy , sharing electronic and personal

space ."

119

, appropriately pointed up my skirt for intimacy . . . i like the candles"
am wandering far from the fields of intimacy .

121

"

conetact , which would seem to discourage intimacy , also may act as spaces

121

"

132

"

did talk about the public performance of intimacy , the ways that technologies

"

and the discourse about the discourse of intimacy , about gay male eroticism

for"
type , he gets visuals i think intimacy certainly has a temporality ."

have been"
132
and genet"
133
140

we also decreed that intimacy in part has to do wiht bodies
"

142

dancing . "" "" took it for intimacy for me i am afraid , finally"
would love to know your views on intimacy and technology - the issues -

political
143

"

. . . . "" continuing from intimacy i would like to ask you about"

214

"

became social agency . . "" "" intimacy as a technology spatial rendering

how to"
223

how are non - linear narratives told intimacy .

290
304

country each day brings new surprises from intimacy to time and space . . .
"

movements , so broke boundries ( see intimacy discusion from last lockup - -

sd"
354

- - wrong because of lack of intimacy idea that intimacy is a private

convrerstaion
354

"

because of lack of intimacy idea that intimacy is a private convrerstaion , like

355

" make deicisions without relationsship in categor intimacy because profiling , i .

355

"

an"
e ."
is so impersonal , anti intimate use intimacy instead of personalization "" ""

all personalization"
358

110

"

- - technology as a means of intimacy . . . "" "" tom is"

Spelling and punctuation as in original.
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360

"

excitingly actual intimacy , increasing visible signs - - what"

361

"

. did not talk about need of intimacy "" strangers . . . what you"

361

" stereotypes "" "" relatrionships have degrees of intimacy , signs of intimacy

sorts of relationships"
361

add target marketing to your phase of intimacy mary tortues tom by insisting

to add
361

"

have degrees of intimacy , signs of intimacy sorts of relationships then add

target marketing"
362

" her birthday technology facilitates the abuse of intimacy "" technology

facilitates . . ."
362

you can put an ipm - - intimacy transfer mechanism each has an

investment and
363

technologies that mediate intimacy - - we can hear when they

364

is a fundamental relationship between convenienc intimacy . . requires investment

in some sense
366
366

"

"" are the same as technlogies of intimacy . . . facilitates the death of"
. . . facilitates the death of intimacy . . . if you are not

_____________________________________________________________________

System Quirk applied to CodeZebraOS, extracts the following key or core
words from Wakeford and Wong’s collaboration: ‘locked up’, ‘body’, ‘code’,
‘CodeZebra’, ‘desire’, ‘ethics’, ‘ethnographer’, ‘evolution’, ‘games’, ‘identity’,
‘intimacy’, ‘invention’, ‘mobility’, ‘narrative’, ‘network’, ‘performance’, ‘play’,
‘pleasure’, ‘presence’, ‘private’, ‘public space’, ‘space’, ‘streaming’, ‘subverting’,
‘surveillance’, ‘technology’, ‘time’, ‘trust’. Of these, ‘locked up’, ‘CodeZebra’,
‘game’, ‘intimacy’, ‘narrative’, ‘play’, ‘space’, ‘streaming’, ‘technologies’, ‘time’ and
‘trust’. ‘Space’ develops as a theme, with words closely related to the ‘intimacy’
theme and to the terms ‘public’ and ‘surveillance’; streaming is described initially as
technology, then as a challenge and finally as an aesthetic.
System Quirk extracts the following key or core words from Donaldson and
Flanagan’s performance: ‘locked up’, ‘biological’, ‘body’, ‘brainstorm’, ‘chaos’,
‘CodeZebra’, ‘complex system’, ‘complexity’, ‘code’, ‘desire’, ‘duration’, ‘ethics’,
‘evolution’, ‘game’, ‘identity’, ‘intelligence’, ‘intimacy’, ‘invent’, ‘narrative’,
‘network’,

‘performance’,

‘personalisation’,

‘play’,

‘pleasure’,

‘private’,

‘simultaneous’ ‘space’, ‘subversion’, ‘surveillance’, ‘synchronicity’, ‘technology’,
‘time’, ‘trust’. Those most frequently used and, hence, forming the performance
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themes were ‘space’, ‘time’, ‘technology’, ‘narrative’, ‘intimacy’, ‘game’ and
‘CodeZebra’. Words corresponding to key debates, core inventions and discourses
were: ‘narrative’, ‘CodeZebra manifesto’, ‘intimacy’; ‘space/time’ and the invention
of ‘technologies’. For example, space starts as a dialogue about dimensionality and
becomes a dialogue around public space, the universe as a system, the space inside
CodeZebraOS, space/time and the mathematical nature of space.
System Quirk makes the parallel vocabulary between the two separate
performances immediately visible. This is possible because of the tool set
(CodeZebraOS) and context (lock-up). Some terms from the first performance are
actively taken up by the second performers as an intervention, suggesting that
Donaldson and Flanagan see themselves as extending their inquiry in an incremental
as well as a unique way. In addition, Wakeford responded to their discussion of
intimacy during their performance. The words in question are ‘intimacy’, ‘privacy’,
and ‘time’. The System Quirk analyses also indicate unexpected debates around
questions of structure, such as ‘play’ and ‘narrative’ in both performances. Finally,
both sets of performers consistently identify forms of ‘pleasure’ that they are
experiencing, whether watching each other cook, make video art or write, or
brainstorming.
System Quirk provides valuable insights as to the level of engagement of
various participants. It can be used to analyse who is making a posting. Or it can cull
names of interveners from the text of postings. Analysis shows that Wakeford made
one hundred postings in the first performance and provided some commentary during
the second. Developers testing the system offered fifty-four postings. Marsh made
forty-eight postings (distributed throughout the process, but with intense periods
during his first moderation); and the artist-researcher posted for Marsh during the
second session.
CodeZebraOS provides the data from which to analyse the types of
involvement of participants. Lizbeth Goodman (director of studies for the MPhil)
posted twenty-four times in her own name and numerous times as ‘Democrat’, in an
intense and condensed period of time and then episodically under other pseudonyms.
The artist-researcher posted under numerous synonyms, creating over two hundred
postings during each performance. She provided opinion and feedback on the process,
recorded the views of others and provided ongoing summary.
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Others made significant postings; for some, these ran beside their
contributions in the video conferences. DEAFEric posted twelve times with
substantive commentary; DalstonGirl posted fourteen times; Planck (Donaldson’s
moniker) posted fourteen times, in a concentrated fashion at the top of a session and
then sporadically over the course of two hours; Artm and Richlach (programmers)
posted ten times as contributors to the dialogue. Matt Adams (from Blast Theory)
posted eight times, again in a concentrated way; Czegledy posted eight times,
throughout the course of the event but especially at the end of the first performance;
Girlbot (Flanagan’s moniker) posted six times, once during the Wakeford/Wong
performance and then during her own; Chetty (from UK performance-tech group
Future Physical, a sponsor of the larger CodeZebra project) posted six times; Radio 90
(representing the Banff New Media Centre in Canada) posted four times, in
alternation with numerous other smaller postings from individuals in the Banff area;
Wong posted four times; and Maskegon-Iswew (as #N/A) posted four times. Diamond
made numerous other postings for Wong when he encountered a firewall. Many
individuals offered one or two postings, adding to the overall event space and creating
a great diversity of voices.
The time stamps are of value in understanding participation patterns. There
were postings during the evening, representing the engagement of audience members
and moderators in different time zones. When DEAF was open, there were many
shorter postings. Participants were engaged for the duration of the event, participated
as moderators, came into CodeZebraOS for a period of time audience members and
left, or checked back sporadically.
Time stamps, content analysis and response patterns also indicate that
participants consistently used the video streams as a reference. Comparative projects
discussed in Chapter Four, such as ABEL (Murphy, 2007), RACOL (Montgomerie,
2004) and WestGrid (Borwein et al., 2007) make use of combinatory media to
facilitate collaboration, in real time and for post-event commentary. At its optimum,
as indicated by observation and System Quirk, this was the case with the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances. This combined use of mediums is incorporated into
the final CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance method delineated in Chapter
Seven, Conclusions.
Analysis of message responses indicates that Wakeford and Donaldson’s
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postings received considerable responses from within the group and from audience
members, as did those of Marsh and Maskegon-Iskwew. Diamond’s postings received
responses at times when she was engaged with Wakeford, or with the second team in
a dialogue, or when posting for moderators (Muller, Tribe, Maskegon-Iskwew,
Marsh). Her ongoing commentary received little immediate response, although
postings were picked up later by audience members. Individual audience members
who attempted to initiate a dialogue through opening a topic area, even those who
were persistent, such as ‘Democrat’, were not successful. Wakeford and the artistresearcher occasionally attempted to respond to outliers who were topical, to keep
them in the conversation. But performers and moderators focused on each other, using
CodeZebraOS as intimate conversation visualisation software (Donath & Viegas,
2002; Erickson, 2003a) for a specific community of interest. ‘Involvement
obligations’ (Goffman, 1967 p. 115) leaned less towards an audience than towards
fellow collaborators.
A sense of the emotional quality of the on-line and face-to-face reported
dialogue can be gleaned through applying a second tool, the Database for Analysing
On-line Chat (DAOC) [Software], beta software created for the artist-researcher by a
University of Surrey computer science student, Lubna Akbar (2005).111 It provides a
schematic analysis of the emotional qualities of the postings and a means to organise
them, using the underlying analysis patterning system of the CodeZebraOS (available
on DVD4). It assigns an analysis based on graphics style, such as exclamation marks,
capital letters, quotation marks and emoticons. It shows length of postings and length
of time on topics, and can retrieve postings by topic, user, time sent and the use of a
particular word within the posting. This allows an analysis of the interaction quality in
the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances.
The most notable uses of punctuation are quotations, brackets, capital letters,
and open-ended statements. In a live event context, capitalisation and punctuation
appear to take the place of gestures, aligning CodeZebraOS capabilities with
requirements discussed earlier in the chapter. Capitals are the preferred method of
code-breaking, of expressing strong emotion, rather than exclamation marks. The
artist-researcher has used capital letters to capture the emotion of video streaming
111

The artificial intelligence system was not in place in CodeZebraOS for the Habituation Cage
experiments, but has been used in subsequent comparative research presented on DVD 4 and referred
to in Chapter Five.
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commentary that she is transcribing into the software, to draw attention to speakers
and ask them for a response, or to make points in a debate. Maskegon-Iskwew (#N/A)
makes code-breaking poetic use of capitals during a text performance manifesto on
the environment. Lizbeth ‘shouts’ by using capital letters. She believes that a dialogue
between Donaldson and Flanagan appears to be focusing on abstract concepts which
are alien to their audience.
Conversational intention can be read through the use of symbols. Many
interveners use brackets around statements, or parts of statements, employing familiar
Internet protocol to indicate the words of another speaker. The artist-researcher uses
quotations to designate that she is responding to a statement or quoting another
medium, as do others.
Patterns in CodeZebraOS provide an understanding of the qualities of a larger
topic and suggest the feelings of the contributor. They do so in a real time situation,
each posting expressing the desire of the contributor to have a certain kind of answer
or engagement. Postings of those engaged in the theoretical debates and analysis tend
to be lengthy, as the pace of dialogues seems to warrant lengthy intervention. The
tone varies from didactic to aggressive.
DAOC indicates that the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances resulted
in intensive engaged intellectual dialogue at all hours of the day and night. These
conversations included the expression of strong feelings towards the topics under
discussion and the dynamics of the inquiry and performance.
The conversational analysis tools are valuable to understanding the
performances and designing future applications of the method that results from them.
The experiences of the DEAF performances can equally be brought forward to
strengthen existing and emerging conversation enabling and analysis technologies.

7. Creative Practices and CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performances
The second goal of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance experiments was to
produce a performance art work that engaged a range of audiences. The hope was to
provide an aesthetically successful art work that opened a larger dialogue about the
value of art and science collaboration and the context of such collaboration in technoculture.
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7.1 Audience Engagement
Context drives interpretation in site-specific contemporary art, as in collaborative
inquiry (Bray et al., 2000; Budney & Blackwell, 2005). The context of the DEAF
festival meant that the performances were continually executed, viewed and evaluated
by those on-site or accessing the DEAF web site, through the lens of mediated
performance art works (Blast Theory, 1999: Manovitch, 2001; Paley, 2002; Hansen,
2004; Chandler & Neumark, 2005; Hoffman & Jonas, 2005; Dietz, 2006; Tribe, 2006)
as much as, if not more than, art and science collaborations (Sommerer &
Mignonneau, 1999; Diamond & Parker, 2003-2004; Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal,
2003; Diamond, 2004d; Goodman & Milton, 2005; Ladly, 2007) or cross-disciplinary
collaborative inquiries (Bray et al., 2000; Reason & Bradbury, 2002). Aspects of the
cultural histories and approaches that the artist-researcher brought to bear
(performance art, Internet art, video art and documentary and artists’ software) were
references shared by at least a portion of the audience. In addition, Mary Flanagan
(2003, 2004), an established new media artist, was known to the DEAF audience, and
Paul Wong (1978; see also Gale & Steele, 1996; Marchessault, 2005) is one of
Canada's leading performance and media artists whose work has shown in the
Netherlands.
Once the context shifted to the <www.codezebra.net> site (Diamond, 2005f)
there was less determinacy in the nature of the audience. These audience members
came from multiple social groups, and included scientists, who joined the
performance because of efforts on the part of the artist-researcher, the Banff New
Media Institute and the scientist moderators to bring them into the performance.

7.1.1 The On-Site Audience
The Las Palmas component of the performance was allocated a large space near the
bar. It had a lounge area and boutique and was decorated with bright animal patterns.
It offered a warm aesthetic, very different from the cool displays of most new media
techno-culture at DEAF. The control booth was open and comfortable, and there were
additional keyboards and monitors for passers-bys to join in the chat. The walls
behind the booth were covered with projected images from the Parasite. DEAF was
dense with activities, and the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances were on for
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only forty-eight hours of the five-day week. Many of the more provocative
interactions took place at night, when the building was closed, and thus, they were
available only to web viewers. Even with these constraints, the show attracted a
significant number of on-site audience members.
Audience members regularly sat in the control booth to watch the interaction
between the artist and the scientist, or they watched the large-screen display. They
witnessed successful and unsuccessful attempts by the artist-researcher and the
moderators to communicate with the locked-up pair. The video lag made them appear
far away, but this gap encouraged discussions between the artist-researcher and
audience members, when she stepped into the role of curator and discussed the use of
technologies, the concepts and the overall process of the performances.
The audiences for the Habituation Cage performances were short-term
participants from the festival, intermixed with groups of contributors to the larger
CodeZebra project. Institutional supporters of the project, such as Future Physical,
The Banff New Media Institute, the University of Turku, and the European Union,
converged on DEAF. These latter dropped by Las Palmas to converse with the artistresearcher, engage the performers or view the performances. Individual researchers,
such as Carpendale and Tat, who were associated with the project, also came to
DEAF. And software programmers and moderators were active throughout the event,
lurking on-line or contributing their commentary even when not moderating or bugfixing.112
A number of expert audience members engaged consistently over the two
performances. These included curators and event programmers, such as Alexander,
Cook, Dietz, Goriunova, Graham, Hemmett, and McLean, Ride and Shulgin, or
theorists such as Manovitch (2001). Some were familiar with the project, others were
not. They expressed interest in artist-made software, art and science research
processes, new media audience dynamics, surveillance culture and on-line
collaborative performances. New media artists, who were attending the festival, like
112

As has been pointed out, CodeZebraOS was created through artist-scientist collaboration, the
investment of artist-driven ‘collaboratories’ (Century, 2002, p. 3; NSF, 2003) like V2, post-secondary
institutions like the Banff New Media Institute and art, research and commercial funding agencies,
rather through the effort of one individual or an alternative artists’ network (Lovink, 2003). The scope
of the software, its application at the festival and relative success and challenges were discussed at
DEAF through V2 workshops during the festival and concurrent ones created by the European Union’s
Culture 2000 program. CodeZebraOS was perceived as confirming the value of artist-generated
software projects, art and science collaboration and ongoing investment in this field.
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Adams of Blast Theory and Doruff, spent time in the booth.
Research indicates that new media art works often attract only expert
audiences (McCarthy & Ondaatje, 2002; Graham & Cook, 2004). As with much
contemporary art, experiences can be far richer for those familiar with practices than
for those attempting to find a point of entry into a difficult interface or project flow.
This said, CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances sought and successfully
attained a wider constituency of audience members.113 The general festival audience
attended the show, watching, sometimes staying and adding posts on-line. There was
a constant drop-in rate, representing a broad age demographic. Student tours were
particularly responsive to the lively set, the patterned software and the gregarious
activity level.
As with Tiravanija (2000, 2002) the durational nature of the event and the layout of the project as a social space meant that audience members who returned to the
festival to take in additional exhibitions regularly dropped by to see if a posting had
been answered or to gage the state of the performers and artist-researcher.
During the course of the events, numerous audience members asked the artistresearcher to lock them up with a smart stranger from another discipline. They
lobbied festival organisers to extend the performance, and DEAF asked the artistresearcher if she would be willing to run additional sessions. She did not, largely
because of her perception that DEAF did not have the resources to support this.
Loukes (2003) describe this enthusiasm as ‘immanence’ (p. 54), or longing for an
psycho-physical experience, and sees it as a viable artistic outcome.

7.1.2 The On-Line Audience
There was a substantive on-line audience. Some were as intentional as the festival
group (and crossed over with them) and of a similar demographic. However, this
audience broadened to include scientists interested in the themes and process of the
performances, and faculty and students at INCITE, University of Surrey. At times,
this audience was lost when DEAF failed to stream the performances, or
CodeZebraOS crashed. Nevertheless, there was substantive engagement, signified by
postings at all hours, representing a variety of time zones, which had relevant content.
113

As discussed in Chapter One and throughout the dissertation, the larger CodeZebra Project created
events in clubs, partly to prepare for DEAF and events for younger audiences.
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There are many postings from individuals who explored the software as an art
work and did not relate to the dialogues or themes of the collaborations. Some of
these postings are casual. Others comment on the aesthetics of the software and its
structure, thereby attesting to its (partial) success as alternate artistic software
(Goriunova & Shulgin, 2003) which values visual pleasure and design, as well as
content.
As discussed earlier in this chapter, this wide range of on-line audience
members did not always receive a response from the performers or the artistresearcher. For one thing, CodeZebraOS offers a lateral plane with multiple topics.
Audience members did not know what the current dialogue was unless they realised
that the current discussion was at the centre of the plane, or they were viewing the
video stream at the same time as they were exploring the software. Hence, some
postings disappeared, only to be discovered later when they were already offline.
During the first performance, Wakeford frequently responded to audience
members, as she was intent on understanding the ethnographic patterns of a new
media performance and was genuinely interested in including them in the dialogue.
For example, she posted questions about interpretations of the flash cards and asked
the audience to vote on their favourite cards. And as curator, during the second
performance, Diamond attempted to integrate some of the thoughtful postings from
the science community on the nature of time and network structure—pushing
Donaldson and Flanagan for answers and posting these for the science audience.
In a final analysis, CodeZebraOS, in its current iteration, is more effective for
small group community-of-interest discussions. However, some features, such as
visible monikers that identify individuals who are on-line and where they are located,
or discussion summaries, suggested by the University of Surrey workshop in 2004,114
would make it more immediately navigable for audience members joining in.

7.2 Aesthetics: Participation/Techno-culture
The performances amalgamated a repertoire of strategies to engage audience members
in the collaborative process. It drew from on-line artists’ discussion forums, such as
Nettie (Byfield et al., 1995-2007), with their strong social ambience. It was referenced
114

The transcripts, videos and analysis of the workshop are available on DVD 4.
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by the tradition of performance cabarets and social events (Richard & Robertson,
1991; Tirivanija & Reeve, 2007) and the extension of these into the on-line world
(Abbott, 2000), with examples such as the World Tea Party (Bus, 2004), Liveform:
telkenetics (Doruff, 2005), the work of F0AM (Sha & Kuzmanovic, 2000) and
multiple recent instances on networked_performance (Paris & Hill, 2001; Green, Riel
& Thorington, 2007). Hence, the performances established sociality, not only inside
the Parasite, but outside it as well, by locating the control booth in a location where
audience members could gather, eat, drink, lounge and participate.
The performance was rooted in spectacle (Knabb, 2002; Darley, 2003),
drawing on the long history of endurance performance art in the manner of Wong
(1978), Hatoum (Archer, Brett & deZegher, 1997), Fusco (2001), de LaHunta et al.
(2003), L’Hirondelle (2003; see also Hopkins, 2005; Maskegon-Iskwew, 2005), and
Abromovic (2005) and documented by writers, such as Goldberg (1979), Taylor and
Constantino (2003) and Hoffman and Jonas (2005). It equally called on reality
television (Holmes & Jermyn, 2004; Murray &Ouellette, 2004). The strategy drew
from radical documentary practice, including vérité (Mamber, 1974; Johnston, 1976;
Deleuze, 1989; Steven, 1993; Hallock, 1999; Nichols, 2001) and tactical media
(Green & Lovink, 1997, 1999; Tuter & Smite, 2004). As the transcripts show and as
the flow of video documentation makes clear on both physical and virtual sites, the
performances challenged the performers’ physically and emotionally. When the
streams were working well and the teams were engaged with each other, the video
diaries or the performances, this material is compelling.
The powerful impacts of the twenty-four hours, combined with the effects of
the video lag, were evident to audiences who returned to either site, as these affected
the quality of dialogue, the pace of the performance, and the kinds of spontaneous and
structured interventions by the teams, the artist-researcher and the moderators. The
quality of jouissance that characterised elements of the experiences of the teams,
some of the moderators and the artist-researcher were available primarily as
documentary material or discourse, not as direct experience, however. This is a
weakness of the aesthetics of the project, and an ongoing challenge of collaborative
art works (Diamond, forthcoming). This may partially explain audience members’
desire to be locked up as performers.
The performances engaged techno-culture, a priority of many new media art
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works, ethnography and scientific innovation, not to mention the larger CodeZebra
project. This engagement and the variable forms it takes can be understood as part of
the project’s aesthetics. The installation made visible technology structures and
networks, as Galloway (2004), Riel (2004a, 2004b, 2006), Grizinic et al. (2005) and
Lovink (2006) argue must be done to disclose the ubiquitous technology apparatus.
To this end, artists such as Benayoun (1995), Blast Theory (1999, 2004), Bunting
(1999), Crandall (2002) or Piper (2003) have undertaken perfomative interventions.
Recently, the Surveillance Camera Players (2006) intervened to indicate and redeploy CCTV surveillance cameras, while Evans et al. (2006) use ‘pervasive
surveillance’ strategies to disclose mobile networks. Both groups target specific
configurations and protocols.
The use of vérité strategies of twenty-four-hour documentation referenced
surveillance technology in a critical manner, and a double reading of the
documentation as reality television and critique (McCarthy, 2004; Tincknell and
Raghuram, 2004) is possible, in part, because of the artist-researcher and Wong’s
(Marchessault, 1995; Gale & Steele, 1996) history as documentary and art-based
video producers.
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The Habituation Cages provoked debates on the use of

surveillance technology, whether they naturalised the heightened existence of
imprisonment in environments like Guantanamo, or whether they countered it. Some
saw elements of the performance as frivolous and alienating; others felt there was
good reason to lock up artists and scientists with expectations for them to produce
socially relevant innovation, especially given the current context of surveillance
society (Lyons, 2004).
A core principle of the CodeZebra project, as discussed in Chapter One, is not
merely to provide a critique of existing structures, as some artists do, as for example,
irrational.org (1999), jodi.org (2003) or On (2004). Rather, like Rokeby (1996: see
also Tuer, 2000; Diamond, 2004b), Mongrel (1996, 1999, 2007), Alexander et al.
(2003) or SUPERFLEX/ (Nielson, Fenger & Christiansen, 2007), the project’s overall
purpose is to provide an alternative approach, what Braidotti (2006) calls a ‘positive
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This material is effective as an edited compilation and forms part of the travelling exhibition
discussed in the following chapter. Access to the visceral experience of late-night, early morning
viewing and participation with the artist-researcher as facilitator and perfumer in the control booth
would have vastly strengthened this element of the performance.
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inventiveness’, through invention as much as intervention. Like these others,
CodeZebra seeks to create or facilitate the creation of new technologies that through
their designs, design process and forms of collaborative engagement, propose new
understandings and creative possibilities with audiences, including specific
communities.
While the challenges in using CodeZebraOS are discussed throughout the
chapter, the positive benefits achieved by the performances far outweigh the failures.
Software evaluation forms gathered at DEAF, discussion in the software itself and
dialogue about its core concepts show that its presence implied and actualized a
different view of conversation and on-line discourse.
Performance theorists indicate that a given mandate shapes results in the
improvisational context (Higgins, 1987; Schechner, 2002; Taylor, 2003; Sawchuk,
2004; Goodman, 2005; Oddey, 2005). To prepare for this particular performance
event, the artist and scientist received themes and related questions. The themes were
intended to be compelling and popular enough to provoke twenty-four hours’ worth of
intensive engagement and debate, as well as creative activity. At times, gaps opened
up between the specialised interests of the performers, in complexity theory, for
example, and what the audience found compelling or understandable. An earlier
CodeZebra performance in Sao Paolo (discussed in Chapters One and Three and DVD
3) addressed this issue by allowing audience members to write in themes; such an
approach might be viable for future CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances.
The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances have become a successful
touring exhibition in documentary and archival form as shown in Figure 6.16 and 6.17.
Audiences spend hours poring over the on-line transcripts, watching the video tapes
and navigating the CodeZebra website, which is a deep interactive archive of the
project’s history. In this sense, the events of 2003 have fulfilled their role as raw
media materials (Czegledy, 2005; Cook & Dietz, 2005).
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Figure 6.16

CodeZebra touring exhibition at WARC Gallery in Toronto, Canada

Figure 6.17

CodeZebra touring exhibition at Walter Phillips Gallery, Banff, Canada
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8. Summarising Collaboration in CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performances:
Method and Art Works
The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances provide a context for intensive
collaboration between artists and scientists, which, in turn, provide a framework for
informed analysis of the art and science collaborative process—encapsulated in
intense moments of creative collaborative engagement and measurable by a
significant set of outcomes. These include unique research and knowledge-sharing
tools created specifically for and through the MPhil research. In the CodeZebra
performances, we see that when trust and intimacy are combined with risk and
performance pressure created by the context and the clock, a context for small-scale
intimate collaborations and related technologies emerges, one which is appropriate for
communities-of-practice (Preece, 2002) or brainstorming teams.
Through the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, participants solved
the challenges of collaborative inquiry. They found a common evaluation method and
set of criteria, while sustaining their own goals within the collaboration. Artists and
scientists alike discovered productive ways to learn from and even deploy failures
within the performances. They explored and found a common language, appropriating
and inventing new terms (Diaz-Kommonen, 2005). Their collaboration incorporated
characteristics deemed indicators of success in collaboration, including the ability to
think laterally and take risks (Parker & Jordan, 2000; Mitchell, Inouye & Blumenthal
2003). All four participants doubled as performance artists and researchers, creating
an intersubjective new identity and sense of cohesion that resides with each other and
the CodeZebra project.
Clearly, the performances constructed an engaging performance format. What
is more, they created a framework for systematic testing of the limits, boundaries and
potential fluidities of disciplines and meanings emerging from cross-disciplinary
research. That both Flanagan and Wakeford currently employ elements of the lessons
learned from their roles in the CZ performances in their own research is testimony to
the success of the project—not only with respect to this dissertation but in a number
of sociological, performative and technological research contexts.
To date, the CodeZebra project has created some very rich source material.
Although it has been possible to cite only a very small portion of the full
documentation, this chapter’s analysis should inspire further experiments and studies
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in years (and technological formats) to come. Some of these potential applications
will be noted in the following chapter, Chapter Seven, Conclusions.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSIONS: Weighing Theory and Practice in CodeZebra Habituation
Cage Performances and Resulting Method

1. Introduction
This chapter begins by reviewing the discoveries made during the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances at the 2003 Dutch Electronic Art Festival. Next, it
briefly discusses the ways in which participants in the performances have taken their
realisations forward into their own practice. It also looks at the ways that elements of
the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances have been applied in other contexts,
from research collaboration projects to exhibitions. It proposes the core elements of a
method that can be generalised on the basis of these data to foster collaboration
between artists and scientists and among interdisciplinary practitioners, outlining four
possible variants. The chapter closes by suggesting questions for creative practitioners
and researchers to pursue.

1.1 Goals of Original Research
As discussed in Chapter Two (and mentioned throughout the dissertation), this work
deliberately stands at a crossroads, seeking to send researchers in a new direction,
combining knowledge from sociology, media studies, performance and media art and
computer science. More specifically, the dissertation elicits and compares new forms
of creative exchange between teams of cross-disciplinary researchers. The main
research outcome is not an argument but a method: a new form of brainstorming that
draws from participatory action research, also known as collaborative inquiry, and
media and performance art with identifiable and constrained parameters. Ultimately,
the dissertation offers a new system that encourages the rapid concept development
and even prototyping of artistic and scientifically informed inventions, processes or
sets of art works, tools and processes to enable collaboration and theoretical
discoveries.
The original CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances were twenty-fourhour brainstorming collaborations between pairs of artists and scientists, chosen by
the artist-researcher and sequestered in a constructed domestic set named the
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‘Parasite’, atop the 2003 Dutch Electronic Art Festival. The performance was based
on a long-term facilitated brainstorm process that allows participants to freely explore
new ideas (see Mantelow, 2007). It drew from practices that have recently have
named body-storming by Lane and Angus (2004), as discussed by Diamond
(forthcoming), Leech (2007) and shown in many examples by Williams and Alsopp
(2003).
The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances relied on a rich history of
endurance and socially engaged performance (see Goldberg, 1979; Kawash, 1999;
Schechner, 2002; Taylor, 2003; Doherty, 2004; Hoffman & Jonas, 2005). Design
insights or analytic signposts allowed the integration of networked new media art into
the DEAF performance, drawing from practices such as Blast Theory (1999) and
descriptions and analyses of practice by McCarthy and Ondaatje (2002), Cook (2004a,
2004b), Chandler and Neumark (2005), Dietz (2004a, 2006b) and Lovink (2006).
The performances aligned physical and virtual experiences to create unity rather than
separation of bodies-in-time between their limits and needs and the machine
structures of digital media (Braidotti, 2006).
Latour and Woolgar (1979) and Latour (1989) imply that it is necessary to
disclose the process of invention if the democratisation of science and technology is
to occur. Hence, the performance technologies included intensive surveillance (see
Burgin, 1986; Foucault, 1989; Druckery, 1996; Lyons, 2003, 2004). At the same time,
the basic technologies were used for communication, the production of media art, text
and analyses on the part of the artists, scientists and a documentary crew. This
approach drew on vérité, including early studies by Mamber (1974), mixed with the
popular culture of reality television (see Holmes and Jermyn, 2004; Murray &
Ouellette, 2004) and the possibilities of inverting surveillance technologies for
democratic uses (see Galloway, 2004; Miller, 2004).
Developed

by

the

artist-researcher,

CodeZebraOS

116

referenced

communications visualisation research (see Sack, 2001; Smith, 2001; Donath &
Viegas, 2002; Paley, 2002; Erickson, 2003a, 2003b) and was available as a tool for
visual on-line dialogues. During the performances, the tool tracked debate around
conversation topics, emerging patterns of participation and emotional qualities of the
116

The full archival citation information for CodeZebraOS postings is provided in the Appendix and in
Chapters Six and Seven as these provide a feel for the atmosphere of the performances and the use of
the software.
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on-line dialogue. Its application provided an alternate world view to existing chat
software, drawing from the history of artist-built technologies as disruptive yet
additive forms of knowledge, as gathered by Runme.org (Alexander et al., 2003),
discussed by Century (1999, 2002) and Hansen (2004), or built by Rokeby (1997).
The teams were asked to act in the spirit of collaborative inquiry as well as
performance. This meant working closely with the artist-researcher in deriving new
knowledge, reflecting on and helping to create the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
research method.117
Teams focused their efforts on a set of themes provided by the artistresearcher, while creating new inventions, theories and creative works. These themes
drew from issues in contemporary society, including the nature of techno-culture
(Penley & Ross, 1991) and surveillance, as well as the potential for participatory
technologies (Stone, 1995; Oram et al., 2001) and the counter-protocol strategy of
Galloway (2004) and Thacker (2004).
The themes equally drew from issues in contemporary science that engage
artists, such as the nature of genetic and computer code, something which is essential
to the thinking of Oudshoom (1996) and Varela (1993). Participants were asked to
consider the process of contemporary invention, perhaps drawing from Latour (1989,
1999) or human computer interaction studies (for example, Muller, 2003). They might
look at the relationship of invention to scientific and engineering methods (Gadamar,
1960; Kuhn, 1970; English, 2002; Godfrey-Smith, 2003; McCarthy, 2004), time and
space, (Heisenberg, 1959; Deleuze, 1989; Auge, 1995; Crabtree, 2004; Hansen, 2004;
Braidotti, 2006).or complexity theory, with its multiple potential applications (Cilliers,
1999; Law & Mol, 2002). The teams were encouraged to transform the themes to
meet their knowledge and needs as artists and scientists. They interacted regularly
with skilled and topically relevant moderators who facilitated their process of creation,
invention and dialogue.
Their outputs represented boundary objects (Star & Greisemer, 1989; Star &
Bowker, 1999; Fischer, 2004) as the transformations of original disciplinary
approaches and artefacts into shared knowledge and creative outcomes. These results
also represented ways that their roles, habitus and doxa changed or were challenged as
117

These directions derive from the methods compiled by Reason and Bradbury (2002), discussed by
Bray et al. (2000) and Lincoln (2002), among others cited in the dissertation.
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Bourdieu (1977) and Cauquelin (1999) suggest occurs in contexts of disruption or
through intensive collaboration (see Century, 1999, 2002; Sommerer & Mignonneau,
1999; Bray et al., 2000; Packer & Jordan, 2001; Calvert, 2002; Mitchell, Inouye &
Blumenthal, 2003; Fischer, 2004; Goodman & Milton, 2005).
One year later, the participants were asked to retrospectively consider the
ways the experience impacted on their practice, thus making it possible to understand
forms of cohesion (Braman, 2006; Duncan, 2006), something which is important to
ongoing collaboration between art and science.

1.2 Research Methodology
Observation, the analysis of video tapes, transcripts and interviews, and language
analysis software were used to understand the data gleaned from the case study. An
ethnographic account (Appendix V and VI) served as a post-event dramatic treatment.
This basic but valuable tool (Blomberg et al., 2003; Cook, 2004a) provided a structure
to assist the artist-researcher/MPhil candidate in developing an analysis of the events.
Applying elements of the performance method to other situations, as discussed in
Chapters Four and Five and later in this chapter, was also important. Considerable
time and effort went into re-evaluating and updating components of the practical work,
documenting and re-analysing the documentation as an inevitable and important part
of the new media research process and returning to and updating theory.
2. Conclusions from Code Zebra Habituation Cage Performance at DEAF
2.1 Collaborative Inquiry/Action Research Context and Results
The fundamental collaboration process was a brainstorm, tied to a twenty-four-hour
clock and framed by a set of goals created by the artist-researcher. The researchers
first needed to determine their focus and move forward. The twenty-four hours
unfolded as a collaborative conversation interrupted by the moderators and the artistresearcher, as well as requests to summarise to camera, on CodeZebraOS and at the
end. The researchers drew on all manner of tools and techniques.
This fundamental structure created stability or ‘habitualisation’ (Berger &
Luckmann, 1967 p. 53) but within ‘a social situation without rules’ (Chandler, 2005 p.
163) that was equally destabilising of existing habitus and doxa (Bourdieu, 1977). The
processes of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances are characterised as
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‘porosity’ by Bray et al. (2000 p. 72), where, typically, ‘there are several simultaneous
currents of thought, ebbing and flowing, rising to the surface, or lurking at oceanic
depths’ (p. 72).
The researchers entered a performance pact or collaborative inquiry agreement,
committing themselves to the process outlined above, one relying on trust (Kawash,
1999). ‘Collaborative inquiry’ or participatory action research is a sociological
method, with close approximations to performance practices (see Bray et al., 2000;
Reason & Bradbury, 2002; Lincoln, 2002; Treleaven, 2002). Researchers selfreflexively become agents of change within the research process. As detailed in
Chapter Six, the collaborative inquiry approach provided the performers with a sense
of self-reflexive responsibility for the events in the Habituation Cages; at the same
time, it encouraged them to transform the original mandate of creation and invention
within this larger context. Cohesion emerged from curiosity and was built through
play and sociality, not to mention occasional resistance to the technological
problems.118
In retrospect, the Habituation Cage performances allowed understandings
about the key role of process within collaboration to emerge, not just for the
participants, but also for those observing the collaboration. The insights gained
benefit the larger field of participatory action research, or collaborative inquiry,
through the method that emerged in the performances.

Conclusion:
•

Collaborators need a basic structure in order to initiate the research process,
even when the development and refinement of structure is a project goal.119

2.1.1 Tools and Techniques: Boundary Objects
Star and Greisemer (1998) describe boundary objects, as objects, concepts, documents
and practices that come from multiple disciplines and define and refine
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Changes in focus, such as Donaldson’s and Flanagan’s selective choice of Diamond’s topics (see
Chapter Six) were expressed by playful resistance. In this instance, the team quickly turned the event
into an effective brainstorming method. It resulted in focused dialogue and plans for art works and
inventions.
119
As detailed in Chapter Six, there was a significant output across the two performances. The types of
new creative offerings included: tools and techniques that augmented the CodeZebra Method; art
works; potential inventions; theories; and protocols and methods.
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collaboration.120 Participants in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances were
encouraged to bring pre-existing theories, approaches, creative tools and symbolic
props to the performance, with a view to transforming them. (The artist-researcher
also provided a repertoire of tools and artefacts.) To cite one example, Language
Flash Cards were used for brainstorming and collaboration.
Agreement on the meaning of words is a key transition point in the success or
failure of collaborations (see Pearce, Diamond & Beam, 2003; Fischer, 2004; DiazKommonen, 2005). For this reason, a twenty-four-hour endurance conversation was
the overarching framework that enabled the collaborations. The need to reach
agreement on themes and meaning during the collaborative performances meant that a
significant number of the tools and methods that each team invented relied on
language. Ultimately, the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances encouraged the
use of creative conversation and the invention of linguistic tools.
The artists and scientists invented new tools and techniques that served as
boundary objects, such as the Lucky Dip combined with the Advanced Fibonacci +
Fractal Algorithm. As the initial knowledge or object transformed, it acted as a
vehicle, container and reminder of the emerging cross-disciplinary knowledge within
the performances. Hence, a language flash card became many things: a reminder of a
brainstorming session; a structuring device to understand the passage of time; a
descriptive device attached to an object used in part of the performance, where both
meanings were transformed; a reminder of the double mechanisms of ethnography
and performance art; and a guide towards scripting non-linear processes.
Both teams developed or made use of body-storming (Lane & Angus, 2004)
and manual tools like drawing—specifically, automatic and repetitive writing—at
times, at the initiative of the artist-researcher. As Bray et al. (2000) note, ‘Learning
requires utilising the full range of a researcher’s sensibilities in dialogical relation
with other co-inquirers’ (p. 4). These tools did just that, providing embodied
understandings and acting as a necessary foundation of deep shifts in methodology, as
Cixous suggests (1994; see also Blythe & Sellars, 2004). These rested within the
creative process and appeared in various linguistic forms (including texts, diagrams,
drawings and three-dimensional works). They became art works and plans for
120

The term ‘boundary object’ is now a boundary object in its own right, as applied by ethnographers
(Muller, 2003), philosophers (Mol, 1999), HCI software engineers and scientists (Fischer, 2004), and
artists (Diamond, forthcoming).
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inventions or theories related to themes of the collaboration, such as time, space and
intimacy.
For example, body-storming tools included the physical exploration of space
by Donaldson and Flanagan, who produced the Sound Donut—a means to explore
dimensions of time and space. Other tools, such as the Mnemonic Heap or standing on
one foot, measured time or captured memories and provided vehicles for summary.
The Mnemonic Heap repurposed original materials, used them as memory devices
and as triggers for future action, thereby transforming the meaning of the original
object (such as a Buddhist temple sound recording) forever.

Conclusions:
•

Tools and processes which emerge through the collaboration crystallise core
assumptions;

•

Tools and processes invented by the teams, in collaboration with the artistresearcher, form a core of the ongoing method that can be applied to future
collaborations;

•

Collaborative groups are encouraged to bring their own resources to
collaboration, and these are transformed through mutual repurposing;

•

Devices will combine mnemonic objects, language tools, drawing processes;

•

The resulting tools and methods are boundary objects, bridging between
disciplines in an ongoing fashion when revisited and re-interpreted;

•

Boundary objects continue to be reinterpreted as the collaboration matures.

2.1.2 Art Work: Documentary, Performance, Video Art, Digital Media and New
Media Project Plans
The artistic context of the performances created the framework for new works by the
participating artists during the performances or immediately after the performances
(Wong) or for major projects after the performances (Donaldson and Flanagan). Art
works made during the performances have a just-in-time quality and fit into an
improvisational genre, cutting across many visual art disciplines (Doherty, 2004). Art
works play the necessary role of illustration and of intervention, provoking levels of
dialogue that would not occur without these. The production of art works facilitates
knowledge in the other fields that are part of the collaboration. In the case of
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Wakeford and Wong, Wakeford, the ethnographer, studied and analysed the ways in
which Wong made art work. In the case of Donaldson and Flanagan, art and
engineering combined in project plans that drew from their distinct knowledge.
Performances within the larger performance, both staged and spontaneous,
took many forms. There were light compositions by Wong and Maskegon-Iskwew.
Wong developed Hip-Hop poetry, or what Crayton calls ‘poetic terrorism’ (2007, p.3)
in response to the lag (see Chapter Six). There was the Mnemonic Heap (itself a
reminder

of

Duchamp’s

readymade

strategy),

dancing,

fencing,

character

improvisations and other engaging activities. These performances served multiple
purposes. They underscored issues of theoretical debate, acting as interventions. They
were vehicles for the artists to draw from the doxa of their habitus, paralleling the
scientists’ use of analysis, science discourse, observation, or quantification. At time,
the unsettled roles shifted the mood and, hence, functioned as code-switching devices.
Performances were galvanising, not only for the collaborators, but also for moderators
and larger audiences. When collaborative, they crossed disciplinary boundaries and
acted as body-storming processes (see de LaHunta et al., 2003). Finally, these small
performances impacted on a sense of time, marking the flow of the larger
performance structure, thus reinforcing Dempster (2003), Maskegon-Iskwew (2005)
and Chandler and Neumarks’s observations (2005) that collaborators are embodied
subjects, even within the technology that surrounds them.

Conclusions:
•

Opportunities for improvisational artistic expression and performance by all
participants, whether artist or scientist, must be part of ongoing applications
of the method;

•

The artist involved in the performance is empowered by initiating artistic
expression;

•

Performances are particularly important, as these are physical, engaging and
rich in temporal resonance, providing a vehicle to disrupt a purely technical or
conversational regime.
Art-making occurred through video diaries as well. Direct address to the

camera (Goffman, 1981; Oddey, Goodman & Gay, 2001) and, hence, to the audience
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provoked intimate statements and humorous forms of stand-up and monologue, acting
as a vehicle for inclusion and catch-up for those viewing or joining. The diaries
created opportunities for individual expression within the flow of collaboration. They
were often provocative and entertaining, and they built intimate bonds within teams.

Conclusion:
•

Diary-like forms of direct address (video, photography, blogs) provide a
valuable means for creative input, commentary and summary and should be
structured into the collaboration.
During the performances, the interviews by the video director allowed viewers

to gain insights into the creative process and provided a way for the performers to
summarise. Streamed video dialogues with the moderators were heated, clever,
directive and engaging although, at times, impinged upon by the lag.
Art also had a life after the event. Wong completed a series of digital prints
after the performances and shared these with the public. And the performance process
resulted in detailed plans for art collaborations by Donaldson and Flanagan; they met
in Rotterdam and London and incorporated their technical innovations.

Conclusion:
•

The performances produced new creative acts, art works and plans for art
works both during and after the performances, such as this montage by Wong
in Figure 7.1
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Figure 7.1

Digital image created by Wong in the month after performances

As Bray et al. (2000) suggest, ‘periodic reflection on the process’ (p.69) is an
element of ‘group learning’ (p. 69). In the CodeZebra performances, variable forms of
summary served as a critical part of the collaborative inquiry and performance. These
took many forms, from body-storming processes to more traditional statements and
interviews.

Conclusions:
•

Opportunities for summary are critical to the participatory inquiry process,
allowing analysis, synthesis, the sharing of ideas and focusing for the next
stage of activities;

•

Structuring summary into future performances through a variety of vehicles is
part of the method;

•

The use of interview materials that can be played back for the next stage of a
collaborative process is a tool for future use of the method.

2.1.3 Inventions
Only Donaldson and Flanagan developed plans for technical inventions. This was not
surprising, as neither member of the first team was an inventor. Donaldson and
Flanagan developed a shared and disciplined approach to combining engineering, art
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and design. The need for such a coherent yet adaptive method that consolidates crossdisciplinary concepts into concrete inventions is borne out in method approaches and
empirical data (see Moshe & Swenton-Wall, 1993; Muller, 2003; Fischer, 2004;
Blomberg et al., 2005). The structure created by Donaldson and Flanagan, namely, the
Advanced Ficonacci + Fractal Algorithm, when applied to the Lucky Dip, was a
means to manage time; it resulted in a summary at the end of each topical brainstorm
and a return to themes during the last hours of the performance.
Flanagan laments not returning earlier to the process of invention, but both
performers were tired at the end. It was difficult, despite excellent documentation, to
sustain their efforts. They felt the need for an immediate second session to take the
brainstorms into plans. In retrospect, however, schematic plans for the inventions
were a positive result of such a short-lived and intensive brainstorm.

Conclusions:
•

Teams need to include a profession that invents technologies or makes
scientific discoveries if plans for viable inventions are expected from a
collaboration;

•

Brain-storming processes benefit from the technique of the Lucky Dip, a
means of stimulating new and valuable relationships between contemporary
processes, technologies and thinking that might otherwise go unrealized;

•

Intensive brain-storming processes benefit from the application of the
Advanced Fibonacci + Fractal Algorithm, a procedure that maximizes the
physical and psychological energies of the collaborators;

•

Processes disrupting the thematic or temporal expectations of the collaborators
encourage creativity, break down traditional roles and produce results;

•

Twenty-four hours is an adequate period to develop plans for inventions;

•

A second session that works with the initial schemes and develops these into
treatments should follow, either as an intensive brainstorm or a series of
planning discussions;

A disciplined structured approach to topics, with a summary and a first phase
discussion of possible inventions is now incorporated into the method.
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2.1.4 Theory
The performances were rich with discussions of contemporary concepts in sociology,
media studies, science, art and technology. These discussions occurred in waves
during the twenty-four hours, depending on who was moderating and initiatives by
the performers and the artist-researcher. The context of the performance with its
surveillance systems, art and technology venue, technology breakdowns, domestic
space and twenty-four-hour duration also affected the discussions.
Equally important were the assigned themes, which were expanded upon by
the teams alone and together with the moderators, audience and artist-researcher.
Themes which recurred throughout both performances required bridging by the
moderators, the artist-researcher and the teams, but they gained depth and momentum
among the performers and in the documentation. Future experimentation should
include sustaining a popular theme over several sessions.
Also important is the nature of the audience. Audiences may be based on
expert communities, communities of interest or institutional frameworks. Where there
is an audience, it is important that themes be of interest and accessible to them.

Conclusions:
•

Variable approaches to choosing themes should form a part of the method but
should always include awareness of the participants’ core knowledge,
potential bridging factors between the researchers, the interests and needs of
the audience and context of the event or process;

•

The use of surveillance, lock-up strategies and endurance, coupled with time
lag resulted in a specific set of discussions that are likely to reoccur if the
same conditions are produced;

•

Audience participation in the choice and development of themes during the
performance would strengthen engagement and the application of knowledge.
Further Research:

•

Future research could explore whether and how the performances can be
adapted to enhance themes that teams or institutions wish to explore.
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2.1.5 Protocols and Methods
The action-research method and its results were articulated through a series of
protocols that the teams developed and expressed in summaries at the end of their
performances. These encapsulated their overall sense of the twenty-four-hour process
and their self-reflection as collaborators, and they resulted in proposals on how to
improve the CodeZebra method and its tools. Wakeford and Wong produced a
counter-protocol that combines critique and intervention as a method and supports the
overall goal of building the CodeZebra process as an infrastructure for
communication and play. Donaldson and Flanagan created a full manifesto which
includes a social protocol for networked collaboration. It includes statements on
research ethics, processes in technology design, and ways to package the CodeZebra
method, as well as suggestions for extensions of CodeZebraOS that would facilitate
its future use.

Conclusions:
•

The participatory inquiry approach, combined with an open attitude on the part
of the artist-researcher or lead moderator results in valuable contributions by
participating researchers to the method itself—these contributions are based
on experience with the method and add genuine value;

•

Collaborating researchers develop aspects of infrastructure that are adapted
into the twenty-four-hour research and collaboration performance;

•

Researchers identify social protocols that need to be embedded in
collaborative technologies to facilitate their own process and that of
moderators;

•

The process and formal structure of evaluation and summary at the end of the
performance encourages formal contributions.

2.1.6 Ownership of Results
The CodeZebra Habituation Cages were intentionally structured as an open source
project, where resulting inventions, imagery and ideas could be shared and used by all
participants, as long as credit was given. When applying the method to corporate or
institutional processes, a modified approach could be taken—providing ownership to
all participants, yet placing limits on external access to results.
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Conclusion:
•

A strategy of mutual ownership of the results reinforces a sense of engagement.

2.1.7 Key Findings on Collaborative Inquiry Methods and Results
Each performance produced a significantly different process of collaborative inquiry
that was shaped through the professional knowledge of the collaborators and the
degree to which they merged their processes of collaboration. Each formed what
Braun (2005) describes a ‘transactional space’ (p. 81) or what Bray et al. call (2000)
‘porosity’ (p. 72). The researchers named their processes: Wakeford and Wong
moved along ‘parallel tracks’, then summarised, created and moved back to
parallelism; Donaldson and Flanagan worked in close proximity and conversation,
describing this as the ‘Hecuba Measure’. Facilitation by the artist-researcher sustained
and reinvigorated the collaboration process. Each method was characterised by an
intimacy resulting from the openness established by collaborative inquiry, the risks
taken, the sharing of creative processes and the sense that outcomes are valued by
each other and the artist-researcher.

Conclusions:
•

There are multiple ways of working within the envelope of art and science
research and collaborative inquiry;

•

All patterns of participatory inquiry and performance will and should
incorporate the disciplinary approaches of the artists, scientists or other
professions. These methods serve as boundary objects;

•

Collaborative inquiry framed within an endurance performance produces
intimacy in the working relationships of collaborators.

Future Research:
•

It will be useful to collate variable approaches to collaborative inquiry and
compare these, when the Habituation Cage method is used by others.

2.2 Transforming Roles: Habitus and Doxa
Bourdieu (1977) sees doxa as binding, but Cauquelin (1999) uses the concept of doxa
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as a positive sign of social process. Doxa can stand for idiosyncratic, emerging and
formal behaviours. The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, in variable
degrees, shifted habitus and doxa of participants, without provoking a social crisis
(Bourdieu, 1977). This occurred through the contradictory and combinatory
expressions of contemporary art and science, as Cauquelin (1999) proposes, the
creation of a common place for thought and the confluence of meaning-making.

Conclusion:
•

The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances produce new doxa that
provide places to act and think. These are opportunities for the generation of
new codes and identifications.

2.2.1 Artist and Scientist Teams
The artists and scientists agreed to participate in a relatively open and very demanding
event. These individuals were open to discovery, grounded, wise in their knowledge,
self-possessed and generous. They were curious about others and fascinated by being
one of two carefully chosen people locked up together. They were willing to play
multiple roles and sought some degree of identification with their collaborator’s way
of thinking. This, in itself, is a destabilisation of the methods of art and science.
Donaldson and Flanagan sidestepped the roles and habitus of artist and
engineer and became ‘inventors’. Wakeford and Wong stayed on ‘parallel tracks’,
although Wakeford took on the moniker and self-identification of artist, rather than
sociologist, through parts of the performance. Wong investigated ethnography and its
relationship to documentary art. Both expressed keen curiosity and eventual
admiration for each other’s expertise.
Both Donaldson and Wakeford describe themselves as artists in analysing
their role in the performances. The performances and comparative research discussed
in Chapter Four suggest that the role of ‘artist’ is more easily temporarily occupied by
non-professional artists than that of ‘scientist’, because the framework for evaluation
of art works consistently updates and the art world is interested and stimulated by
outsiders, whereas the scientific method requires tests of proof, publication and peer
review (Latour & Woolgar, 1978; Latour, 1989).
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Conclusions:
•

Roles shifted during the performances because of the intensive process of
collaboration and the demands of performing and researching, but variable
collaborative inquiry methods impact on the degree of role change;

•

Individuals must have confidence in their own knowledge but be open to other
fields to benefit from and contribute to an intensive twenty-four-hour
collaboration process;

•

Joint publication of artists and scientists could facilitate crediting artists for the
scientific discovery occurring during collaboration, as it is easier for scientists
to be credited for artistic creativity when collaborating with an artist.

2.2.2 Artist-Researcher, Curator and Moderator
The artist-performer played multiple roles—curator, twenty-four-hour moderator and
performance artist—reinforcing the trend towards role transformation (see Ditta,
1998; Graham & Cook, 2004; Dietz, 2006a, 2006b). As curator, she was responsible
for the choice of performers, who themselves doubled as researchers. Thus, she built
an artistic and a research team.

Conclusions:
•

The choice of participants is crucial to the success of the performances;

•

The curator must consider personality as much as expertise in choosing
collaborating team members. The curator must match knowledge domains,
methodologies and personalities. It is important to leave room for creative
friction, consonant dissonance, while ensuring that alignment is possible.
The artist-researcher relied on all participants in the intensive events, not just

on-camera or on-line teams and moderators. All ‘actors in the network’ (Latour, 1999),
including those engaged in the performance as crew, and their willingness to engage
in a research experiment, and the technology itself, help to shape the performative
process. For example, unpredictable technological problems may require crew to be in
front of the camera. Shoots must occur throughout the night and day and require a
willingness to do the work. This coincides with findings of Bray et al. (2000) and
Ludema, Cooperrider and Barrett (2002) about the transformative impact a
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collaborative inquiry has on entire institutions.

Conclusion:
•

Commitment to the research process must be made by all who participate,
including host organisations and crew.
The Habituation Cage performers and audience depended on the artist-

researcher to be present, both on-line in CodeZebra OS and through the video stream.
She acted as a clock, sustaining a sense of the outside world and its temporality, but
she absorbed the same physical risks as the participants. She was knowledgeable
enough about the topics to redirect performers if they seemed lost. She calmed
frustrated moderators and helped them to adjust to the complex technology. Finally,
she facilitated momentum and pacing in a variety of ways.

Conclusions:
•

A lead moderator must be able to stand back from the performance and
research, allowing it to find a form which is appropriate for the collaborators,
while also playing the multivalent roles of director, moderator, performer and
research facilitator, reinvigorating the process as needed;

•

A lead moderator/performer is pivotal for the success of the real-time
performances.

2.2.3 The Role of Short-Term Moderators
Topical moderators were ‘borons’. Part of the core collaborative inquiry team, they
interrupted or activated the conversation. Moderators were instrumental in breaking
up any tendencies towards ‘group think’ (Bray et al., 2000 p.108), that is, the
tendency towards hermeneutic conversation with little relationship to the outside
context. They provided ‘phase change’ in topic and perspective. Their ability to find
the correct rhythm between allowing the teams to work together uninterrupted and
introducing periods with moderators is a key element of the subsequent research
method.
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Conclusions:
•

Moderators provide ‘phase change’, that is, a shift of focus;

•

The moderators should only be with the performers in video dialogue for forty
to fifty percent of the total time, depending on the pacing of their
interventions;

•

Strategic choice and deployment of moderators is a component of the larger
method derived from the performances;

•

Moderators must be able to perform under pressure and bring knowledge from
the thematic domain;

•

If possible, moderators should have facility with the technological systems
that will be used, or have a technical support person to assist them.

2.2.4 Trust
2.2.4.1 People
Not surprisingly, trust between participants was a factor in the project’s success. Trust
has always been a key factor in endurance and extreme performance (Fusco, 2001,
2003; Abramovic et al., 2004, 2005; Sawchuk, 2004; Orlan, 2006; Sterlac, 2006),
because the well-being of the performers is at stake. At the same time, performers
(and audience) enter into a performance pact to see the performance through to
completion. Trust is also crucial to the success of cross-disciplinary research (Mitchell,
Inouye & Blumenthal, 2003), because in such research, traditional roles and
knowledge become unsettled. Finally, trust is critical to collaborative inquiry (Bray et
al., 2000; Lincoln, 2002; Reason & Bradbury, 2002), because issues of social
transformation, community well-being and academic achievement are at stake.
The artist-researcher drew on her history of collaboration with individuals to
encourage the performers to participate in an event with physical and psychological
risk. This history allowed them to surmount significant challenges during the
performances; trust between the teams and the artist-researcher grew over the course
of the performances.
With respect to the moderators, however, different degrees of trust developed.
Some moderators were uncomfortable with the egalitarian structure of moderation and
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the unsettling role of technology, leading to an initial breach of trust with the
performance and with the teams (Kawash, 1999). For the most part, this was
overcome over the duration of the events. The first team trusted the video director and
incorporated her into the collaboration. The second team placed her outside their trust,
because they felt she was attempting to direct their process. Tests of trust occurred
between performers and moderators. Researchers created boundaries around the
collaborating community through spatial organisation, exclusive behaviours, the
creation of authored topic spaces in CodeZebraOS and games. Flanagan describes the
environment of the Parasite and the overall experience of the performances as a trust
pact, a magic circle (Huizinga, 1955 p. 57) or a sacred place (ibid p. 12).

Conclusions:
•

The Habituation Cages are a powerful technique, to be used only with capable
organisations and facilitators, because of the trust required;

•

Prior knowledge, either direct or by reputation of the lead moderator must
confirm his/her ability to gain, earn and sustain trust through the performance
and collaboration;

•

The lead moderator should meet team members before the event;

•

Artists and scientists participating in the performances must find a balance
between trust and constructive destabilisation, that is, unsettling collaborating
participants’ assumptions about role and outcome, while resolving disputes in
productive ways.

2.2.4.2 Trust, Technology and Technology Breakdown
The collapse of the video conferencing system during the first four hours of the
Wakeford and Wong performance and the first two hours of the Flanagan and
Donaldson performances was a challenge, as it was a critical component needed to
facilitate sure-footed collaboration Challenges with CodeZebraOS compounded the
problems of communication for the first hours of the Wakeford and Wong
collaborations.
Trust is a key factor in users’ engagement with a technology, including
stability, security and on-line communication and social norms (see Kollock, 1999;
Smith, 2002). At the same time, different users have varied tolerance to technology,
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with great variance between early adopters and inventors (Erickson, 2003a, 2003b).
Tolerance is found among some communities-of-interest (Kollock & Smith, 2002) but
seldom among consumers.121
The distrust of technology was particularly acute for Wong and Tribe: both
saw the performances as a beta test of software and related video systems that were
not working. Distrust became less significant as Wong engaged with familiar
technology and created performances that critiqued the reverb, lag and other technical
gaps. Activities not engaged with technologies per se helped establish collaboration.
All performers worked with or around the limits of the technologies as the
performances played out, resulting in creative discovery. Participants like Flanagan
and Muller, who were artist-inventors, Donaldson, an engineer, Marsh, a scientist and
inventor and Wakeford, an ethnographer of technology, were at home with beta
software and crashing video systems, using these in an improvisational or analytic
context. Some audience members were quickly frustrated by the technology
challenges. Others, particularly from expert communities, were relatively generous
with the technical challenges, returning to check the progress of the collaboration, in
person and on-line.
Ultimately, as Fischer (2004) suggests is the case, the technical problems were
not all bad. Technology aberrations like the lag undermined the credibility of
surveillance systems, provoking rich conversations about the nature of intimate
technologies, time lag and stimulating design ideas. Meanwhile, stable back channel
technologies guaranteed a continuous connection between the Parasite and the outside
world, shown in Figure 7.2 below.

121

Art and technology interventions take various forms, from hacks of mass technology by artists like
Bunting (1999), to the repurposing of technologies as in Boredom Research (Isley & Smith, 2006), to
amplifying breaking points of systems (Grizinic et al., 2005) to invention, as practiced by Rokeby
(1997) or Doruff (2005). Hence, reading technology breakdown in an art and technology context raises
the question of whether it is intentional or accidental.
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Figure 7.2

View from the Parasite outdoor deck
The ability of the performers and the artist-researcher to be inventive in the
face of technical challenges emerged from their trust in each other, the artistresearcher and the discovery process itself. However, when the collaborators focused
on the activity of creation and dialogue, rather than trying to salvage infrastructure,
they were most productive.

Conclusions:
•

Because an art work needs stable technology structures in order to subvert
these structures, subverting new media through technology breakdown is
seldom a coherent strategy;

•

Trust of technology within a performance or collaboration has an impact on
the ability of performers to immerse themselves in the performance;

•

Trust in technology varies by profession and should be factored in to the
choice of participants or audiences;

•

Technology challenges can provide vehicles for creative solutions and
intensify trust among collaborators;

•

Technology should be in the background, facilitating process, not in the
foreground through breakdown;

•

Audiences or less dedicated participants have less tolerance for technology
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breakdown, and hence, breakdown creates churn;
•

Clarity in artistic strategy is valuable in technology based art works in
providing curatorial direction for audiences, given the history of artists’
disrupting technology systems versus creating new technologies.
The artist-researcher had trusted V2’s history as a ‘collaboratory’ (Century,

2002, p.3) and DEAF’s reputation as a new media festival, believing these institutions
would provide the support that had been planned. Despite good will on the part of V2,
both failed to meet expectations: the software was not ready to be launched in public;
and DEAF did not provide adequate band width or technical support.

Conclusions:
•

Success requires the engagement of a well-tested and trusted infrastructure
provider;

•

Technology should not be in the alpha or beta phase when it is used for final
production, as results are too easily confused between technology breakdown
and the impact that a technology might have;

•

Back-up systems should be in place when using new technologies.

2.3 Cohesion
Cohesion has been described as ‘mutual loyalties’ and ‘we-feeling’ (Duncan, 2006
p.1). ‘Heterogenous cohesion’ (Duncan, 2006 p. 1) occurs when identities are retained
by ongoing and effective collaboration, while ‘intersubjectivity’ (Flusser, 1999 p.
206) occurs when new identities emerge (Calvert, 2002). Successful cohesion is
expressed as ‘totality’ or ‘positive inventiveness’ (Braidotti, 2006 p. 160) Cohesion
infers the alignment of goals, whether conjoined or parallel and a sense of immersion
in the process of working together. Cohesion is manifested through relationships,
boundary objects and new identifications (Fischer, 2004). In the CodeZebra
performances, cohesion developed between the artist and scientist teams, between the
artist-researcher teams, and between moderators, crew members and the primary
researchers in both collaborations. For both teams, cohesion stemmed from the
application of collaborative inquiry and the emergence of results from this process.
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The emergence of boundary objects (Star & Greisemer, 1989; Cohen, 2004) was also
a binding factor.
For Wakeford and Wong, cohesion developed through problem-solving of
technical and other infrastructure challenges. For Flanagan and Donaldson, cohesion
emerged through resistance to themes proposed by the artist-researcher and to issues
or approaches from some moderators. 122 For both teams, it was expressed in
frustration with DEAF and solidarity with the CodeZebra project as a new form of
institution with values they endorsed (Ludema, Cooperrider & Barrett, 2002).
Cohesion was expressed when all artists and scientists, including the initially sceptical
Wong, defended the performance and its technologies to critics such as Kluitenberg.
As Braman (2006) notes, new media bring ageographic forms, producing
cohesion through bi-model systems that combine the network with face-to-face
activities (Lovink, 2003; Riel, 2004a). In both performances, cohesion transferred
across physical spaces and aligned the contexts of interactions, such as the dialogues
with moderator Marsh or with the artist-researcher.

Conclusions:
•

Cohesion among collaborators emerges from a combination of curiosity,
identification through shared working processes, meaningful conversation,
various kinds of play and sociality and the decentring of ‘fixed identities’
(Muller, 2003 p. 8);

•

Cohesion is expressed through boundary objects that take linguistic and
material form and change over the duration of the collaboration;

•

Forms of resistance to the research context, leader or technology play a role in
establishing cohesion between individuals, but positive inventiveness must
overcome resistance to create results;

•

Cohesion and identification with a team mate is relatively short-lived in terms
of ongoing collaboration, but concepts, appreciation for collaborator and
project and application of lessons are long-lived;

122

Goffman (1957) notes the role of resistance to establishing new institutional identities.
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•

Performances should not focus on ongoing relationship but immediate
outcomes and open-source access to their application. Other applications of
the method can focus on longer-term cohesion and outcomes;

•

Cohesion includes new institutional expressions: the researchers proposed
solutions to make CodeZebra a better project, and they continue to identify
with the project and their team mate;

•

Cohesion takes variable describable expressions, in accordance with variable
research contexts and goals, such as conjoined inventions, or separate
disciplinary studies around a common project.

•

Cohesion crosses physical and virtual sites;

•

Cohesion is a core result of successful collaboration.

Further Research:
•

Future research could explore the forms of cohesion that emerge across a wide
range of cross-disciplinary research projects.

2.4 The Spaces of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performances
The distribution of social and technical resources within a space affects the character
of human activity in that space, whether these be domestic, communication or work
activities, as Crabtree and Rodden (2004), Junestrand and Keijer (2006) and other
human-computer interaction scientists have demonstrated.

2.4.1 The Organisation of the Set and Technology
When given a space and resources, participants react differently. Some try to
reorganise space and resources to meet their needs but see the given distribution as
intentional, with embedded expectations regarding roles and outcomes. On the one
hand, in the CodeZebra performances, the large upstairs area and work table were
used by both teams during creative collaborations and brainstorms. On the other hand,
while technologies were separated in the first performance, they were grouped
together in the second.
Generally speaking, however, researchers collaborate more consistently when
technologies and resources are in one area. This finding is impacted by the different
collaborative inquiry models that each team adopted. The first team assumed a
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professional and technical division of labour, and divided the space accordingly. The
second melded identity and working processes and used the same technologies.

Conclusions:
•

A centralised toolkit and shared physical environment is a necessary resource
for collaboration;

•

Affording individual work spaces within a larger collaborative space is
valuable, allowing participants to produce components that they bring into the
collaboration;

•

Freedom to configure the collaboration resources to allow variable
collaboration models should be part of the design.

Future Research:
•

Ongoing comparative research into the spatial organisation of resources within
a collaborative ‘set’ is of value and fits within a significant body of human
computer interaction research.

2.4.2 The Use of a Domestic Set
The domestic set used by CodeZebra transcended both laboratory and studio,
providing a ‘third space’ (Muller, 2003) unfamiliar in the collaborators’ professional
lives (Latour & Woolgar, 1979), yet familiar in terms of social exchange and daily life
(Luxton, 1980; Burstyn & Smith, 1985; Cheal, 1991; Richard, 2004).123
The domestic set, the intimacy of twenty-four hours together and the resulting
vulnerability intensified closeness between the collaborators. Care-taking was a key
aspect of the collaborations. Food, alcohol and cigarettes shared in the domestic space
built inclusion and, at times, exclusion, setting social boundaries and intimacy
between the team members and others, such as the crew. The domestic set was
overridden by surveillance technology, allowing the performance to develop issues of
surveillance, ubiquitous technologies, and aesthetics of reality television and to
inspire alternate strategies for intimate technology design.

123

Berger and Luckmann (1967) and De Certeau (1984) underscore the ways habitualisation occurs in
the everyday and domestic through rituals of care-taking, face-to-face encounters and gestures.
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Conclusions:
•

A full or partial domestic setting is an ideal environment in which to fast-track
collaboration, providing a sense of familiarity and intimacy, as well as
vehicles for mutual care-taking and sociality;

•

The domestic set can be used as a vehicle to explore, analyse and invent in
relation to intimacy, technologies in the home, reality television, familial and
intimate relationships and domestic life and needs.

Future Research:
•

Future research could consider the potential of other sets, as these may of
value in provoking discovery, art works and invention along different lines
(for example, an intensive brainstorm at an organic farm may initiate thinking
about sustainable practices in local food supply chains.

2.4.3 The Transformation of Place to Space
Auge (1995) provides valuable insights into the ways that individuals and groups
transform non-places into spaces by their movement through them, thus corroborating
the findings of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances. The assertive art of
doing (de Certeau, 1994) proved that the physicality of establishing activities in the
Parasite quickly familiarised this unfamiliar space and added an element of ownership
of the space and for some collaborators, of regions of the space for their own use.
Once established, actions of the performers in regulating who was an insider
and who was a guest became a means to create cohesion. Establishing a territory
carried over to CodeZebraOS, where spaces were dominated by the core collaborators,
moderators and the artist-researcher, with some exceptions.
Issues of spatial control and the fundamental inclusions that Lincoln (2002)
argues are core to participatory action research. On the one hand, this raises
challenges for the inclusive process of participatory inquiry. On the other hand, the
necessary process of cohesion, where a team binds itself through the development of
an identity and through controlling access to a ‘collaboratory’, as Century (2002, p.3)
and the National Research Council of the National Academies describe these hybrid
art and science spaces, in order to facilitate focus and project development, is a
challenge in its own right in collaborative research.
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These issues underscore interest by artistic production in the nature of public
space, which Budney and Blackwell (2005) consider a core concern of contemporary
art. Control over physical space may, in fact, be an illusion, given pervasive
surveillance, such as CCTV, that monitors who is in a space (Lovink, 2006;
Surveillance Camera Players, 2006).
Conclusions:
•

Teams need to establish their spaces;

•

Teams need to control access to physical and on-line spaces;

•

On-line spaces provoke acts of identity formation and individual and group
control and should be designed to allow this;

•

Building and sustaining identities continues despite surveillance technologies;

•

Issues of trust and privacy need consistent consideration; they exist side by
side with enhanced surveillance and issues of safety, requiring constant
dialogue;

•

The project facilitator or curator needs to provoke an understanding of the
right of public access to space, research process and product.

2.5 The Role and Impact of Technology in the Research Process
Core to the analysis of the creative context of twenty-first century culture is the need
to understand the dynamics of techno-culture, not only from the perspectives of
cultural expression and systems of control, but from the perspective of how tools or
machines are invented from discoveries and how society understands their nature and
biases. Bruno Latour (1989) argues that the construction of facts and machines is a
collective endeavour, created through the modes of science and engineering. He
shows how facts and machines are black-boxed, that is mystified; these boxes must be
opened if we are to question science and democratise discovery processes.
The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances engaged the complex nature
of art and science collaboration in the context of techno-culture in various ways. The
performances used technologies of surveillance and contemporary communication in
ways that disclosed their nature. At the same time, technology was used for creative
purposes, as a means of countering regimes of control. As discussed earlier in relation
to trust, unexpected technology breakdown or unexpected qualities of technologies
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provoked debates, solutions and inventions. Artist-created software was included as
part of the performances to provide an alternate view of and tool for conversation
process and collaboration. In fact, technology invention and invention with
technology were core goals of the collaborative performances.

Conclusion:
•

The performances, as a whole, resulted in discourses about techno-culture,
participatory culture and surveillance society.

2.5.1 Communications Technologies
The performances used a mix of communications technologies, including back
channel technology, video conferencing, surveillance documentation of Las Palmas
and the Parasite that was visible on-line, and CodeZebraOS conversation visualisation
software, designed by the artist-researcher and email that could be posted into
CodeZebraOS or read to camera. Each technology afforded a different rhythm of
communication.
Video conferencing had a twenty-second lag that occasionally extended to
twenty minutes. It was usable for collaboration for up to a one minute lag, especially
when audio controls were ridden to eliminate echo. It allowed discussions to take
place but afforded thinking and creative time for on-site teams. CodeZebraOS was
real-time yet asynchronous, as it took several seconds for postings to appear. It
provided a contemplative and analytic space, as well as an archive. The video stream
provided material for commentary by moderators and viewers who were not impacted
by the lack of real-time communication between spaces. Finally, video cameras were
used to create video art works and diaries individually or through collaboration,
contributing to creative art works, summaries and ways of engaging collaborators and
audiences.

Conclusions:
•

A mix of video and software dialogue tools (instant messaging, VOIP, visual
chat) and video conferencing provides a mix of pacing and communication
styles appropriate for intensive collaboration;

•

Care must be taken to pace the use of technologies so that face-to-face
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processes occur within teams. While there is a technological drive towards
real-time synchronous high-quality video conferencing, collaborators need
thinking time, gaps and uninterrupted opportunities to process ideas and that
the use of video conferencing needs to be carefully paced. Constant video
conferencing, with or without a lag, can undermine research and creation if it
is constant and interrupts process. Therefore, it should be used in planned
ways;
•

Virtual communication and research tools provide a different set of time
frames for collaboration and dialogue than does face-to-face experience and
constitute a core resource for dialogue, debate and co-invention;

•

Available technology should include video and other cameras that encourage
creative expression and add to the wealth of material produced by individual
researchers or teams.

2.5.2 The Use of Artist-Created Software
The artist-researcher, some of the researchers and moderators and the audience
members consistently used CodeZebraOS as an alternate communication tool. Read
as a record by many attending the festival, it was used primarily for its conversation
visualization capacities, although visitors to the booth and some team members also
used its gaming capacities, especially the Stress Release game that allowed players to
sculpt and reshape postings. CodeZebraOS provided opportunities for thoughtful
intervention or short uncommitted reactions and for play. It effectively brought online audiences and moderators in different times zones into the collaboration. It
provoked debates on the aesthetics of new media art and standard chat systems.
Finally, it was used as a summary tool at regular intervals to update performers, new
participants and audience members, and as a means to draw conclusions.
Conclusions:
•

Visualisation tools that contribute different hierarchies which are different
from standard tools can provoke learning and change;

•

On-line conversation tools can engage ageographic collaborators;

•

Software tools that allow contemplative dialogue and map the conversation
dynamics are useful tools for moderators and researchers;
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•

Conversation summary allow audiences to quickly enter a dialogue and
moderators to maintain the flow of conversation, while archival and history
summaries connect past discussions to the present.

Further Research:
•

The development and application of additional components of CodeZebraOS
would enrich its capacities for summary and moderation.

2.5.3 Technology Invention: Designing Counter-Technologies and Protocols
The

combined

effects

of

twenty-four-hour

surveillance

and

self-reflexive

collaborative inquiry by the teams and moderators disclose the ways that new
inventions are created. In their performance, Donaldson and Flanagan gave extensive
analysis of previous technologies and new inventions. At the same time, dialogues
from the earlier performance offered them a critique of surveillance technologies and
resulted in the concept of intimate technologies. This theoretical framework enriched
the work of the second team and was carried forward by the artist-researcher, by
Wakeford and by moderators Czegledy and Marsh.
As well as inventions, the second team developed protocols for technology
invention that included inclusive and participatory design, communication protocols
to enhance on-line communication and an ethics of engagement with technology.

Conclusions:
•

The context of the performances (a twenty-four-hour locked-up endurance
performance), the presence of surveillance technology and the topics chosen
shaped the inventions that resulted from the collaborations. These variables
can be shifted in future collaborations;

•

Documenting the invention process, self-reflexive discourse and creative
brain-storming with an opportunity to summarise are core elements of the
method;

•

Developing protocols that guide invention processes was a positive outcome
of the collaborations.
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Further Research:
•

The development and analysis of effective invention processes geared to
variable scientific and creative disciplines could make use of the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performance method.

2.6 The Role of Language
The analysis of factors effecting collaboration capacity places shared language at the
top of the list of challenges (Pearce, Diamond &Beam, 2003; Diaz-Kommonen, 2005).
Existing research describes language as a boundary object, creating limits that can be
overcome through exchange. Language expressed through conversational, written and
performative forms, along with brain-storming tools constitute the main medium of
collaboration (Mol, 1999; Cohen, 2004; Fischer, 2004). In the CodeZebra
performances, the technological and face-to-face configurations of the performances
allowed conversation to occur as a creative act over extended periods of time. This
reinforced the use of conversation as a creative performance form and the
mobilisation of varied forms of conversational address.

2.6.1 Use of Language in the Collaborations
The teams developed terms to describe their collaborative process, thematic terms that
structured their research and terms to describe the outcomes of their research. These
migrated from their respective fields into the research process, where they were
appropriated and adapted. Similar words are used in both performances (such as
intimacy or time), indicating alignment in the researchers’ experience of the
Habituation Cages. However, these words have different interpretations in each
performance, designating the professional knowledge of collaborators.

Conclusions:
•

Language is a boundary object in collaboration;

•

Language games and brainstorming methods involving language analysis are
fundamental to the resulting method: they assist the collaborating artist and
scientist teams, creating cohesion and driving the collaboration forward by
finding a common language.
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2.6.2 The Use of Conversation Analysis Tools
Conversation analysis (see Goffman, 1967, 1981) provides tools to understand the
dynamics within CodeZebra teams and the ways in which conversing face-to-face or
in technologically mediated contexts provoked certain behaviours. In the CodeZebra
performances, roles eroded, re-emerged and merged through the complex ordering
devices of conversation. Turn-taking, whether face-to-face, on the video stream or in
CodeZebraOS, was a crucial part of the performers’ ability to find an appropriate
pacing and to reach cohesion.
In one-off brainstorm performance collaborations with a viewing audience,
individuals resorted to more dramatic uses of conversation modes, such as phase
change (topical shifts), code shifting (dramatic change in mode to indicate power
relation), fresh talk (self-aware apparently spontaneous discourse), rough voices
(derogatory microphone or on camera as slippage or conscious act) and direct tocamera address. 124 A similar emotional analysis system forms the underpinning of
CodeZebraOS. This means that opportunities for ‘face-saving’ (Goffman, 1981 pp. 23,
31) are important when an individual in the process is alienated through a
conversational gesture.

Conclusions:
•

Conversation analysis is helpful to understanding collaboration processes;

•

Conversation style can be used as a creative tool, and must be carefully shaped
for productive as opposed to destructive impact;

•

Social cues similar to those described by Goffman (1967, 1981) are desirable
in collaboration technologies, whether video conferencing or on-line
visualisation systems.

Future Research:
•

Research into the use of conversation analysis would be valuable in
understanding the performative everyday practices of conversation in reality
television.

124

Turn-taking, direct address, fresh talk, phase change, code shifting and rough voices (Goffman,
1981) illuminate how collaborators moved the conversation forward, shifted relations of power or
expressed bonding.
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2.6.3 The Use of Conversation Analysis Software
Goffman’s (1967, 1981) analysis was particularly useful when twinned with language
analysis of the CodeZebraOS archive using software systems. System Quirk
[Software] (2007) combined with Gillam, Salway and Ahmad’s research (2002)
provided tools and approaches to quantifying the adoption of terms by an emerging
collaboration. This analysis led to conclusions regarding take-up of terms, terms that
served as boundary objects, redefinition of terms because of context and terms that
crossed between performances. Tools also showed response patterns to individual
postings, indicating interest in topics or a participant’s ideas. Relationships between
clusters of ideas, such as intimacy, space and surveillance, are also indicated, as are
temporal patterns of engagement, including the peaks and lulls in participation.
The Database for Analysing On-line Chat (DAOC) [Software], created for the
artist/researcher by Lubna Akbar (2005), permitted in-depth analysis of the ways that
emotional patterns were expressed over each performance. This software, together
with System Quirk and the CodeZebraOS archive, allowed patterns of activity and
frequency of use by individual researchers, the artist-researcher, moderators and
audience members to emerge. Social networks, that is, who responds to whom, in the
dialogue are also indicated through the DAOC analysis. The results reinforce J.H.
Smith’s understanding (2002) that users develop a vocabulary of clear symbols and
ways of addressing each other in the on-line world that parallels face-to-face
communication.

Conclusions:
•

The integration of software for post-event conversational and linguistic
analysis adds a rich dimension to the examination of video files and
transcripts;

•

There was intensive and engaged intellectual dialogue with surprisingly
emotional content at all hours of the day and night;

•

The emergence of parallel vocabularies suggests key issues in contemporary
research and art;

•

The use patterns of individuals suggest that a community of interest with
focused theme-based interactions may typify an endurance research or
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performance collaboration method;
•

There is value in developing tools to manage conversational flow and to
respond to emerging emotional dynamics in a collaborative chat.

Future Research:
•

The Tool Kit could be valuable in arts and social science research.

3. Time in Collaboration
3.1 The Twenty-Four-Hour Clock
The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances were designed to engage
technological time (digital), the human body, with its fundamental temporal needs for
sustenance and rest, and cultural forms of time structures. Endurance performances
make use of sleep deprivation to amplify emotional processes and underscore the
nature of the body (Coren, 1998). This is particularly important in art and technology
performances that place the body aside (Brown & Duguid, 1994; Tofts & Cavellero,
2002).
Observation and testimony by the CodeZebra collaborators indicate that
variable levels of intimacy and cohesion arise as a result of the twenty-four hours of
care-taking, exchange and role exchange. Evidence indicates that some concepts and
creative expressions were a positive result of exhaustion. The methodology of
Donaldson and Flanagan (consciously using variable intervals to brainstorm, with an
invention summary and brainstorm at the end) developed a method for brainstorming
that facilitated a type of discovery which took into account bodily energy levels.

Conclusion:
•

Networked endurance performances provoke discovery about the body and
human relations with the context of techno-culture.

3.2 The Nature of Time in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performances
The temporal configuration of the Habituation Cage performances allowed learning
about the nature of time; this included the development of alternatives to traditional
narrative in cultural and scientific expression. Within the overall drive of a twentyfour-hour clock, the passage of time in the performances occurred through play, event,
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process, performance, game, conversation and summary, rather than narrative.
Feminist literary theory and experiments in écriture (automatic and embodied
writing) and jouissance (the untranslatable nature of pleasure) are useful to describe
the non-linear disruptive nature of the experiences in the Parasite and between the
Parasite and other locations (see de Lauritis, 1984, 1987; Irigaray, 1987; Cixous,
1994; Braidotti, 2006).
Game and play theory as outlined by Sutton-Smith (2001) is a valuable source
to explain the immersive quality of time within portions of the performances. The
unexpected time lag or gap provided the sensation that collaborators were in the past,
present and future at the same moment. Hence, CodeZebra Habituation Cages
produced a system that afforded a layered ‘thickness’ of time, evoking Deleuze (1987,
1989) and Hansen’s (2004) description of time in relation to the processes of media
art.
The CodeZebra experiments with time created a rich template for artistic
practice, scientific conjecture and cohesion. For example, the loose improvisational
methodology of Wakeford and Wong, with its thematic references to key ideas,
resulted in immediate outcomes, such as performances during the larger Habituation
Cage performance, as well as in-depth post-event analysis.
All performers, even Donaldson and Flanagan, made use of down time, silent
intervals and breaks from collaborative discussions and activities to consolidate
individual thinking, a form of internal summary. As discussed earlier, summary was
important for the performances, allowing the participants to move to the next step of
collaboration, to bring others, whether new moderators, the documentary team or the
audience, into the research and creative process and to move boundary objects, such
as Language cards, into the next application and set of meanings.

Conclusions:
•

The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances tested and proved the notion
that lengths of time for brainstorming topics are varied and informed by levels
of physical energy;

•

Intervals without collaborative communication must be built into the research
model;

•

Specific uses of time characterise each collaboration and correspond to the
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tools used, the pace and form of collaborative versus individual exploration
and medium of expression. Future applications should provide models for
collaborators to use in spending time together, while remaining open to the
possibility of collaborators drawing from their own repertoire of time
structures;
•

Opportunities for summary through variable media are critical points in the
collaboration, bringing together diverse processes and ideas, moving the
collaboration into its next phase and engaging audience members and new
collaborators.

Future Research:
•

Future research should consider the relationships between time, embodied and
networked collaboration and cultural experiences;

•

Scientific research into the nature of time is called for.

4. The CodeZebra Habituation Cages as Mediated Performance Art
The context of the DEAF festival meant that the performances were continually
viewed and evaluated by those on-site or accessing the DEAF web site, through the
lens of mediated performance art works, as represented in the work of Blast Theory
(1999), Crandall (2002), Paley (2002), Tribe (2006) and others.125
The installation in Las Palmas drew on traditions of sociality in performance
art practiced by Tirivanija (2000) and others in order to welcome audiences to observe
and participate in a spectacle. Art work, inventions and theoretical work expressed the
DEAF context and the research themes. Some audience member expressed an interest
in open, accessible themes; others responded to the expert dialogues, particularly
regarding Space/Time. Twenty-four-hour access would have allowed better
integration of audiences.

Conclusions:

125

For critical context, see Sommerer & Mignonneau (1999); Manovitch (2001); Diamond & Parker
(2003-2004); National Research Council of the National Academies (2003); Diamond (2004d); Hansen
(2004); Chandler & Neumark (2005); Goodman & Milton (2005); Hoffman & Jonas (2005); Dietz
(2006);Ladly (2007).
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•

Topics that engage performers and audience are bound to express context, but
as contexts differ in face-to-face and on-line situations, both must be
considered;

•

The ability to design experiences for specific audiences that are in situe and
on-line fits with the method and reflects the capabilities of CodeZebraOS;

•

A two-stage process that first gathers thematic suggestions from audiences (as
with University of Surrey researchers in 2004) may provide a means to choose
artists and scientists or to moderate discussions.

4.1 Audience Engagement
The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances attracted three kinds of audience
members: first, those affiliated with the CodeZebra project as researchers,
representatives of funding agencies or collaborators; second, expert audience
members who were new media artists, curators, researchers; and third, the general
festival audience. Once the context shifted to the <www.codezebra.net> site
(Diamond, 2005f) there was less determinacy in the nature of the audience. These
later audience members came from multiple social groups and included scientists who
joined the performance because of efforts on the part of the artist-researcher, the
Banff New Media Institute or the scientist moderators to bring them into the
performance.
Inconsistencies and crashes of CodeZebraOS provided a challenge for
audience engagement at some points in both collaborations. However, if a posting
were relevant to the dialogues inside the collaborations, it eventually received a
comment from the artist-researcher or Wakeford and, occasionally, Marsh, who were
the most consistent in engaging the on-line audience. Many audience members posted
to explore the software. In other words, the performance provided an experience with
a creative tool that engaged the curiosity of significant numbers of users.
In general, the focus of the collaborators was towards each other, the
moderators, or the audience members who engaged topically in the live site. Hence,
for the audience, the performances offered spectacle and fuel for dialogue and debate,
rather than an opportunity to engage in a rich way with the collaborations. The
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances did not transcend an ongoing challenge of
collaborative performance art, namely, that of achieving meaningful audience
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participation within the collaboration. It did succeed, however, as a performance that
is engaging to view.
In addition, audience members asked to be locked up: Williams and Alsopp
(2003) describe this enthusiastic response as ‘immanence’ (p. 54) or a longing for an
experience, and they see it as a viable artistic outcome.

Conclusions:
•

The performances succeeded within the common practices of performance art,
including networked performance art, but divided core performers and their
collaborators from spectators;

•

Mechanisms for audience engagement can be strengthened with future use of
the method by using devices from participatory media, such as voting or
blogging;

•

Interest in engaging in the experience is a sign of success. This is met, in part,
through making opportunities available to groups to use the method;

•

The use of CodeZebraOS confirmed the value of artist-created software.

4.2 Audience Concerns with Techno-Culture
In addressing systems of control, some contemporary art practice can be criticised for
only providing a critique of oppressive forms of power and protocols, as Druckery’s
(1996) overview suggests. The weakness with this strategy is that it may only succeed
for the ironic gaze of the outsider who implicitly shares the artist’s values. To address
this issue, the CodeZebra Habituation Cage method adopted a hybrid strategy. It
encouraged the artists, scientists and other collaborators to offer critiques but equally
to invert the use of surveillance technologies for creative purposes that could result in
new models of power and technologies.
The performances laid bear the communication and surveillance loop by using
a collaborative inquiry approach that mixed tools for on-line communication,
surveillance and artistic production with artist-build software and encouraged an
ongoing critique and reinvention of their applications. For example, the consistent
breakdown of technology in the early stages of both performances was evident to
audiences. It emphasised the power of technology but also its vulnerability, as well as
the capacity of artists and scientists to find creative alternate solutions and models.
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Evidence indicates that the performances were successful in engaging on-site
and on-line audiences in discussions about the nature of contemporary surveillance
and alternatives in participatory culture. As well, critically informed debates about
scientific discovery as metaphor and/or application ran through the event, from the
definition of ethnography to discussions about complexity. Discussions that involved
audiences included substantive dialogue about current questions in science and culture,
going well beyond the topic of surveillance.

Conclusions:
•

Concerns about contemporary surveillance and the link to histories of
repression were provoked, rather than suppressed, by the CodeZebra
Habituation Cages;

•

Rather than stopping at the critique of oppressive forms of power and
protocols, the collaborative inquiry and performances allowed the performers
to invert the use of surveillance technologies for creative purposes.

•

The performances and related research into the nature of technological control
(Latour, 1989; Galloway, 2004; Lovink, 2006) make available the process of
discovery and invention, yet provide alternate technologies and protocols.

4.3 The CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performances as Exhibition and Dialogue
Packages
Although the twenty-four-hour time clock has run down, in a sense, the performances
are continuing. After the performances, the artist-researcher edited the archival
materials, packaged the website and the chat archive and printed multiple images
from CodeZebraOS. She created video documentation of the performances and edited
the interviews with the performers one year later. These are available for public
viewing, as are transcripts from CodeZebraOS, System Quirk and the DAOC software
charts. An exhibition, CodeZebra: Sifting Time, Shifting Space, an Exhibition from
the CodeZebra Archive, has exhibited numerous times and has received positive
responses from audience members and reviewers. A series of digital prints created
from specific postings, views of the software and frames of game play is popular as an
art work. Various exhibition shots are provided in Figures 7.3 through Figures 7.5.
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Figure 7.3

Shot of WARC exhibition showing computer archive, digital prints and
fashions
Figure 7.4

Video documentation of CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances
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Figure 7.5

CodeZebra stress release game dresses and digital print
Along with the exhibition she curates a series of topical discussions between artists
and scientists that occur through the duration of the exhibition. These are streamed
locally. For example, in Toronto, the Goethe Institut co-hosted a dialogue between Dr.
John Dubinski, an astro-physicist, Dr. Lee Smolin, a theoretical physicist and
Scientific Director of the Perimeter Institute, Andy Patton, an artist and curator and
the artist-researcher, indicated in Figure 7.6 below. Nina Czegledy the exhibition
curator co-moderated with the artist-researcher.

This panel picked up on issues of

time/space and human scale that had arisen during the DEAF performances and were
underscored in the exhibition.
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Figure 7.6

Panel at the Goethe Institute debates time/space concepts in physics and art
Using elements of the performance, the artist-researcher/MPhil candidate has
spoken at conferences in the fields of human-computer interaction, graphics and
collaborative practice and tools; she has published extensively on the CodeZebra
project. Finally, CodeZebraOS was recently highlighted as an example of art and
science collaboration in the business section of the Globe and Mail, Canada’s most
significant daily newspaper (Schick, 2006).

5. Collaborators’ Application of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performances
after DEAF
The four collaborators and some of the moderators have moved forward with ideas
and inventions discovered in the course of the collaboration. Some continue to work
together. Most still collaborate with the artist-researcher. All have absorbed elements
of the conclusions from the Habituation Cage performances into their own practice as
researchers and as artists.

5.1 Collaborations
Donaldson and Flanagan met immediately after the performances and continue to
meet occasionally to discuss and develop the inventions, or to consult with each other
on other projects.
Diamond now collaborates with Wakeford on a variety of projects that bring
ethnographic research into collaborative design and art-making. These include
collaboration in the development and implementation of the New Media
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Collaboration Studies Network, various mobile technology projects and design
methods research exchanges. Marsh also engages in this network as a researcher.
These ongoing relationships were a result of the performance.
Diamond collaborated with Donaldson during the Mobile Digital Commons
Network, a successful research project, described in Chapter Four and mentioned later
in this chapter. The Mobile Experience Engine that resulted from this network is
currently being open-sourced; it provides many of the projected capacities encouraged
by Donaldson, Flanagan, the artist-researcher and Wakeford’s discussions of intimate
and subversive mobile technology.
Tribe and Flanagan have developed a collegial relationship in New York City
as a result of the performance. And Czegledy acted as curator for the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage archival exhibition.
However, this on-going collaboration is partly a result of a weakness in the
structure of the performances. As discussed earlier, a twenty-four-hour period is not
adequate to build long-term cohesion. Participants wanted at least one more session.
This finding is backed up by the existing research. For example, Bray et al. (2000)
and Lincoln (2002) underscore that long-term processes are required to build a lasting
collaborative inquiry. Collaboration studies (Calvert, 2002) suggest that duration is
necessary to build robust teams.
Other time frames more conducive to creating a team and ongoing
collaborative inquiry, as suggested in the applications of the method in Chapter Four
(and following). However, for problems requiring short-term identification and deep
creative thinking, the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance method is more than
adequate.
Conclusions:
•

The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance method can be used in a wide
range of contexts, from institutional change, to research collaboration, to
technology invention;

•

CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance method provides solutions for fasttrack brainstorming;

•

The application of the method, coupled with other longer term planning and
prototyping processes, meets the needs of long-term team building;

•

The tool kit, coupled with an endurance session, can help to destabilise
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existing roles and power, bringing creative solutions into play within longtime collaborating teams.

5.2 Application of Lessons to Individual Practice
As noted above, individuals engaged in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances took elements of the performance method, art works and inventions into
their own practice as artists and scientists. All credit the experience of the CodeZebra
project with having a profound impact on their practice.
Wong produced a series of successful digital art works immediately after the
performance. He created a series of in collaborative on-line projects, video exchanges
and performances, through his organisation, On-Edge, with his curatorial partner
Elspeth Sage. He also helped to facilitate the successful Simulation and Other ReEnactments conference at the Banff New Media Institute, using many components of
the CodeZebra Habitualisation Cage performances and resulting in Flower Garden, a
new visualisation software.
Flanagan created a series of Habituation Cage experiences that provide an
intensive and immersive learning experience for her students. These experiences last
for three days and occur on a farm outside the city. The students are asked to produce
new art works and a discursive process around these works from found materials at
the farm. Her process parallels the performances in the following ten ways. First,
participants make a pact to stay for the duration of the process and are not permitted
to leave the perimeters of the farm. Second, participants divide into cross-disciplinary
teams. Third, Flanagan plays the role of moderator and artist-researcher, assigning
other group members to intervene at regular intervals to facilitate discussion in
different teams. Fourth, an intranet provides a context for ongoing communication
among the teams and within the teams. Fifth, participants are kept to a rigorous
schedule with little time for sleep. Sixth, brainstorming processes make use of the
Lucky Dip, and a variable time frame, to parse time over the three days and discover
common themes for the performance, and an intranet is established. Seventh, time is
divided between brain-storming, improvisation with materials and invention. Eighth, a
self-reflexive model is used to consider the research process and the outcomes; this
includes diaries, blogs and other forms of reporting. Ninth, results are owned by all
members of the team. Tenth, and finally, at the end of three days a developed art work
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is expected to be a result. Flanagan has used this method a number of times to quickly
accustom students to work collaboratively.
Figure 7.7

Flanagan working with students in collaborative setting
For her part, Wakeford credits the performances for important and ongoing
changes in her research focus towards process, not end product. She has used play and
gaming exercises in research projects to facilitate exploration between designers, end
users and ethnographers engaging in dialogue. She makes use of language brainstorming tools at public research events, including academic conferences. She uses
body storming, sculptural and visual experiences to explain research results to
corporate clients. She works with video artists as research assistants and collaborators
to capture the feel of the subjects she is observing. She studies artists’ processes of
accruing knowledge and then undertakes studio art training in order to better
understand art practice. Finally, she includes a section on her resumé as an artist that
cites the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances.
Donaldson first developed the MEE as part of the MDCN project, engaging
throughout the project in rigorous collaborative inquiry, participatory design that is
now a part of his repertoire, along with iterative engineering. After this project, he
invented a mobile technology for the developing world, PASSERBY® technology,
for electronic word-of-mouth, and established a company pencil-in (Donaldson, 2007)
to bring it to market. If successful, the technology will fill the gaps in intimate and
mobile communication needs for a vast part of the world’s population. The
technology goes into user trials in the developing world in September, 2007. While
many of the influences impacting on these inventions are well outside the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances, the performances’ discussions about the gaps in
mobile technology and the need for subversive technologies, ethical design principles
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and intimate technologies may have helped to inspire them.

6. Extracting a Method from the Performances and Collaborative Inquiry
After the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, the artist-researcher extracted a
flexible method that can and has been applied elsewhere. The method draws on tools
and processes developed during the performances, conclusions drawn from the
performance analyses and subsequent applications of aspects of the method.
The following table (Table 7.1) provides a set of case studies of the
application of elements of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance methods,
with a view to deriving a full method, discussed later in the chapter. These include the
following applications of the method: CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performance at
the original DEAF Festival; CodeZebra Habituation Cage Endurance Brainstorm at
the University of Surrey; use of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage to facilitate longterm collaborations by the Mobile Digital Commons Network, the Ontario College of
Art & Design and the Am-I-Able Project (presented as a footnote); CodeZebra
Habituation Cage Short-term Collaboration Facilitation, the Simulation and other ReEnactments event at The Banff Centre.
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Table 7.1 Case Studies of Application of the CZHCP Method
CZHCP endurance brainstorm

University of Surrey126

Computer Science,
Nanotechnology and Sociology,
2004 Research faculty and
graduate students. Artistresearcher.

Goals and Themes

CZHCP Method

Results

Comparison of face-to-face with
networked collaboration process
using CodeZebraOS
Two sample groups to compare
results.

Held in computer science area.
Set up class room as a lounge to
transcend specific departmental
ownership. Individual work
spaces for people to use
CodeZebraOS.
Four days with two intensive
sessions. Continuity between
days: some participants
remained as
moderators/facilitators for
second session.

Researchers developed plans for
use of key words in research
project.

Explore definitions ‘narrative’ and
‘ontology that were critical to
practices of different disciplines
and could serve as boundary
objects, using face-to-face dialogue
and CodeZebraOS.
Establish beginning of cohesion
amongst future and current
collaborators who needed to build
a data base that would be usable by
multi-disciplinary science
researchers.

Intense engagement and
requirement of commitment
from participants.
Collaborative brainstorm.
Face-to-face and on-line
brainstorming, with summaries
face-to-face and artistresearcher facilitated face to
face and on-line.
Graduate students supported
software and assisted with
moderation. Individuals who
attended both sessions became
advocates of the software
through understanding it and
teaching others. Some also
stepped in as moderators in online dialogues.

Comparison of CodeZebraOS
with Yahoo! Messenger Need
for expert facilitators on and
offline.
Invention of CodeZebraOS
improvements: for example,
automatic summary of topics.
Analysis of differences and
parallels in sequential nature of
on-line and face-to-face use.
Commitment by core group led
to deep results over relatively
short period of time that
included solution to research
problem and research knowledge
about collaboration and tools.
Documentation and results used
by variable researchers in further
study.
Cohesion over use of terms and
appropriateness to the data base
developed amongst long-term
teams.
Cohesion between advocates of
software versus critics.

Different individuals were
dominant in face-to-face and
on-line discussion, with some
crossover.
All meals taken together, with
intensive debriefing. Social
process essential for cohesion.
Video documentation and
126

The project is referenced in Chapter Five and extensively documented and discussed on DVD 4.
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CodeZebraOS archiving of
research process.
Used CodeZebraOS
throughout.
Results about process available
for participants.

CZHCP endurance
brainstorm

Mobile Digital Commons
Network

Engineers, Designers, Artists,
Ethnographers, Audiences

Goals and Themes
Establish collaborative inquiry
and participatory design as
methodology of the Mobile
Digital Commons Network
Three year project currently
renewed.

CZHCP Method
Used neutral site of Banff
Centre that included domestic
environment and social to fast
track development of cohesion
Moved through each partner’s
environment.
Used outdoors locations to
stimulate creativity.
Moving locations allowed
variable leadership and equity.
Location storming and design a
key element in positive creative
results.

Results
Designs for interactive content
on mobile phones and successful
prototypes of new forms of
content.

Develop new applications of
methods over research process.
Create mobile experiences and
tools that enable collaborative
performances.
Create tools to assist content
producers to develop new
applications for the r mobile
platform through equal
engagement of designers,
engineers, ethnographers.
Use extended audience
participation in the design
process to create better
experiences and tools.
Create rich interactive
experiences for the mobile
phone.
Build cohesion with local teams
and over networks.
Use collaborative tools
effectively over networks and
create new tools.

Three year process, with formal
brainstorms every three to six
months to brainstorm relevant
themes as a response to project
needs.
Play, game, event, performance,
experience, choreography,
although elements of narrative
are incorporated.
Regular summary processes at
end, of ongoing research
through on-line means and
through publication.
Smaller group charrettes
occurred throughout to focus.
Created play-like group
performances.
Other researchers could attend
as observers or access
documentation.
Research process used and
adapted CZHCP tool kit. Body
storming approaches including
location-based metaphors and

Protocols for design of
participatory mobile experiences
based on collaborative inquiry.
Mobile Experience Engine
(MEE): tool to develop mobile
content.
Publication of results. Policy
papers.
Two public conferences, one on
collaborative design methods for
mobile.
Refined web tools for distance
collaboration.
New methods of design and
engineering, as a participatory
iterative design process.
Collaboration across networks
using brainstorming methods.
Built a suite of location based
body or ‘location storming
tools’.
Further developed Flower
Garden (Lantin & Judelman,
2006) language visualisation
software to see evolution of
concepts.
Ongoing funding of mobile
research initiatives.
MEE technology augments other
tools. Partial outcome of DEAF
ideas.
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location-storming.
Used direct address and
theatrical processes in some
brainstorms to achieve analysis
and summary.
2 person team dialogues and
brainstorms to kicked off larger
discussion when appropriate,
primarily at workshops.
Common vocabulary (boundary
objects) was an initial
challenged in cohesion that
resolved through facilitated
conversation and prototyping.
Summary process pin-pointed
differences and helped to focus
resolutions.
Developed and refined boundary
objects including treatments,
design documents, interactive
prototypes. Also acted as
documentation.
Created conferences that were
experience driven as well as
analytic as a means of summary.
Moderators facilitated
development.
of collaboration language and
identified boundary objects.
Integrated student researchers as
short-term participants in
research through intense
collaborative workshops.

Collaborative performance
aesthetics and process built into
creative process and the final
prototypes.
Collaborative inquiry: team built
new methods and protocols;
continue to do so.
Teams describe pleasure,
jouissance in the research
process and in relationships with
team members.
Cohesion strongest in physical
locations, especially teams that
used virtual collaboration and
regular face to face processes.

Collaboration tools to facilitate
document and publish research
included web sites, CVS site,
and blogs.
Integrated user
groups/audiences into design
processes. Effectively added
audience/user input to creative
method and in developing
ongoing interactive experiences.
Art and technology inspired
conversation visualisation
software used at conferences to
track linguistic boundary objects
(Flower Garden (Lantin, 2006;
Lantin & Judelman, 2006) and
City Speak by Jason Lewis
(2007).
Regular publication of results
integrated into the process.
Theory and project web sites for
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documentation.
Open source results of
technology research.

CZHC facilitated long-term
collaboration

Ontario College of Art &
Design Strategic Planning127

Goals and Themes

CZHCP Method

Developed core elements of a
new strategic plan for
university.
Create collaborative inquiry,
participatory action research
approach to redesigning a
university.

Used variable spaces at the
university in order to sever
attachment with any one
department. Met outside of
university context for Board
process and related social
activities.

Find a planning method that was
close the knowledge of a crossdisciplinary yet specialised
university environment. Find
method that could be applied
again.

Occurred over six months, with
three additional months for
summary and discussion and
publication.

Develop scenarios to build plan
from, using a performance
based approach.
Identify historical strengths yet
motivate change.
Develop cross-institutional
themes through analysis of
future and present of society, art
and design and post-secondary
learning.

Time commitment was rigorous
but collapsed intensive analysis
and change processes
effectively. Brainstorming
meetings every four weeks.
Collaborative process of
community engagement was
longest.

Cross-functional team of
faculty, administration, staff,
alumni, students.
Board of Governors
Results
Strategic plan with coherent and
galvanising metaphors.
Engagement in planning.
Incorporated elements of play
and pleasure that were critical to
extended demands on time.
Plan reflects process.
Extensive buy-in from core
constituencies and the Board of
Governors.
New ‘brand’ identity that is
coherent as continuity with past.
New vocabulary emerged
representing boundary objects
between art, design and other
disciplines.
Cohesion within planning team
and then with larger institution.

Develop mechanisms to engage
larger community in planning
and ratification.

Duration-based conversations,
brainstorms. Interpolated Tool
Kit into conversations:
Mnemonic Heap used to
develop scenarios of future and
core strategic objectives and
plans; drawings used to imagine
new ways of learning and use of
space. Experiential qualities of
method allowed the process to
be non-linear yet summary
allowed resolution.

Build cross-disciplinary
capacity of institution and use
process to break down historic
barriers.

Process was comfortable and
available to art, design, social
science, science and engineering
faculty.

Clear theme and thorough
analysis of digital future
(emergence of techno-culture)
resulted in significant grant.

Create excitement about new

Included performative and

Social elements of collaboration

Build cohesion across layers of
institution.

Buy-in from granting agencies
and government.
Plan and structure for
participatory learning emerged
as result of method.
Cross-disciplinary potential
drawn out and strategies
delineated.

127

Leading in the Age of Imagination, the strategic plan and some discussion of the process of
development are available at <www.ocad.ca>.
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identity and brand within and
outside of the community.

direct address elements and
opportunities: roundtables, town
hall meetings, video
conferencing and public
speakers. Performance elements
galvanised and focused process.
Continual summary to refine
ideas necessary to process.
Following collaborative inquiry,
many opportunities for students
and faculty to respond.
Use of skilled experts as
performative moderators (public
interviews, talks) to intervene
into dialogue and then facilitate
sub-group discussion effective
in institutional context, in a
short-term version of the CZHC
performances, but then
remaining as part of the process
and playing variable roles.
Disrupted ‘group think’.
Moderators checked in on
progress. Brought additional
moderators to Board of
Governors in similar manner.

process and use of space
resulted in understanding of
social within future built and
virtual spaces.
Cohesion developed through
incorporating ideas from
extended brainstorms,
summaries and revision,
returning it to community at
each version.
Many concerns transformed to
positive solutions and questions
and findings adjusted
holistically. At same time clear
points of difference articulated.
The process effectively
disrupted hierarchies,
empowered creative individuals,
and pointed to new structures,
while not undermining the
institution.
Continuity of core team to
facilitate, summarise and
develop plan fundamental.

Summary process throughout to
focus ideas and then add second
tier of brainstorm.
Moved back and forth between
small teams and larger group.
Held gatherings with larger
groups inside the university
using elements of the method.
Sociality key to process (meals,
gatherings)
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CZHC Short-term
Collaboration Facilitation

Simulation and Other Reenactments, 2005128
Banff New Media Institute
Cross-Disciplinary Summit

Goals and Themes

CZHCP Method

Create simulation of a
conference that would capture
its process, emotional dynamics,
social network and boundary
objects.

Banff Centre as retreat and
creative place with nature walks
and social gatherings on and
offsite (including home
(domestic space) of artistresearcher).

Theme was to compare
computer simulation with other
forms of re-enactment such as
performance art, historical or
criminology re-enactment.

Conference was four days; with
two weeks of on-line
brainstorming and months of
prior planning.
Process adapted Tool Kit.
On-line plans transformed when
participants faced actual process
that was subject of design.
Effective sharing of moderation
role across domain expertise
brought buy-in to larger process
and performance moderators
facilitating aspects of
brainstorm.
CodeZebra Tool Kit of daily
one to one and a half hour
interventions, as well as more
intensive processes with design
teams, to develop ideas from
users and refined these.
Use of physical sculpture of
adapted Mnemonic Heap, as
body-storming too. Participants
could add experience
descriptions and key words to a
physical sculpture that mapped
formal and informal locations of
conference.

Scientists, visualisation and
simulation scientists, graphic
designers, social scientists,
performance artists, curators,
media studies theorists.
Results
First version of the software
relates location of where
concepts emerge with boundary
object terms, their popularity
and emotional resonance.
Software itself emerged as
boundary object for the
conference participants.
Successful model of
collaborative methods.
FlowerGarden (Lantin &
Judelman, 2006) was long-term
result: a conversation
visualisation software for realtime trend analysis during
conferences and as an archive of
events. See Figure 7.7 below.
Built cohesion in conference, in
core team and amongst
designers/developers. Smaller
cohesive team took the process
in hand and built later versions.
Stages of invention occurred:
software refined, tested and
evaluated at second conference
in 2005.
Achieved effective integration of
intensive brainstorming as
focused activity and through
other events.

Prototype revisited and built
and tested.
Larger performances were part
of the larger conference and
stimulated concept
development.
128

This event, process and results are discussed in Chapter Four as a case study. The Flower Garden is
discussed in Chapter Five as conversation visualisation software.
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Survey data collected from
participants at sessions as
performative process, created
cohesion in larger group with
the process.
Social events integrated into the
data collection process and
software development.
Several participants provided
their own software in open
source manner (Paley,
Diamond) to the process and
allowed a fast-tracked
collaboration to produce new
software.

Figure 7.8

Screen shot of FlowerGarden (Lantin & Judelman, 2006)

7. Conclusions from Application of the Model
As shown above The CodeZebra Habituation Cage process has been extracted into a
flexible method that has been tested in a variety of contexts and can be applied to
future research and performance opportunities. Each application to date has fulfilled
the goals of the specific project and contributed to the larger collaborative method.
As seen above the method has adapted successfully to three major initiatives:
the Mobile Digital Commons Network, the Am-I-Able network and the strategic
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planning process of the Ontario College of Art and Design. These initiatives were able
to achieve results at a far more accelerated pace than the usual research processes or
institutional change projects, for three key reasons. First, the method pushed
knowledge realisation at a fast pace. Second, it resulted in forms of play and pleasure
that encouraged commitment and cohesion. Third, it built new forms of sustainable
cohesion, in part, through encouraging the transformation of the process itself.
As discussed earlier in the chapter, the method was equally valuable in
creating cohesion at a cross-disciplinary conference, with the unexpected result of
new conversation visualisation software that bears the antecedents of the initial
collaborators and the knowledge of the later (and larger) conference. Early in its
development the method was used to bring together a group of researchers at the
University of Surrey.
These processes resulted in the core model presented below (Table 7.2).
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Table 7.2 Summary of CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performance Method
Location

Time frame
Choice of Themes and Goals

Process

Tools

Direct address and Performance

Summary

Lead Moderator/Facilitator/Curator

External Moderators
Collaborative Inquiry; Performance;
Cohesion and Audience Experience

Staged outside of the usual workplaces of participants
or in neutral areas of work place.
Domestic activities such as cooking, or meals.
Participants can configure their collaboration space.
Focused endurance based time-frames.
Variable from 3 hours to many months.
Goals established at outset and include art works,
inventions, concepts, plans, processes, protocols,
strategies as base of collaborative inquiry.
Themes that facilitate the goals established in advance
for context and/or collaborators and emerge from the
brain storm.
On-line voting to choose general focus.
Expanded and focused through the brainstorm.
Conversation, over duration of the time period as an
enabled brainstorm, interpolated by body-storms and
other creative acts, including art making, with regular
summary of process and findings and opportunities for
collaborators’ self-reflection on process and roles
within it.
Analyzing and doing (creating and inventing) are
interspersed.
Aspects of resistance are positive and incorporated
into collaboration process if not a dilution of mandate.
Adapts to teams and disciplines.
Basic tool kit: The Lucky Dip, Advanced Fibonacci +
Fractal Algorithm, Language Flash cards, Mnemonic
Heap, Writing on the Wall (écriture)
Drawing, dancing, exploring the space.
Participants propose techniques from their disciplines
and then systems are adapted to context.
Individuals are encouraged to bring item or items that
signify the history they bring to the process and that
can be transformed through the process.
Diaries are created and shared by individuals and
groups using digital media, drawing or other means.
Small performances used to galvanise issues and
attention.
Self-reflexive summary occurs and includes
consideration of the research question and direction.
Summaries identify emerging language, material and
technical boundary objects.
A moderator/facilitator and curator acts as lead
performer and takes overall responsibility for planning
and leading process.
Helps choose participants.
Works closely with facilitators from within the group.
Stimulates dialogue, offers other opinion and breaks
up group-think.
Participating group accepts the performance pact and
collaborative inquiry expectation of intensive
engagement.
Trust is established and checked throughout the
process.
Group develops a working style, rhythm and process
or processes that are appropriate to their disciplines
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Technology

Critique of Technology
Invention

Language Analysis

CodeZebraOS or other conversation
visualization software

Documentation

Open Source Results

and the goals of the performance or collaboration.
Uses and evokes non-linear sense of time and its
passing.
Provides forms of pleasure for participants and
engagement for audience.
Boundary objects are identified and developed as tools
and symbols.
Stable and thoroughly tested technological resources
Network technology: video streams, chat software,
blogs and other social software is used to document
process, link in on-line participants to gather larger
audience or community opinion.
Technology as an Intranet or Internet configuration.
Opportunities to escape the technology can be
organised by participants if they choose.
Dialogue around how technology configured or
invented part of discourse.
Discussion of technology impacts on the theme or
themes integrated into the context.
Skills to develop inventions are part of the make-up of
teams.
Opportunities to brain storm technologies to support
the concepts and goals integrated into the collaboration
process.
Moderator and researchers undertake ongoing
checking of terms in collaboration and their
understood meanings and use.
Find linguistic boundary objects.
Conversation enabling software used to understand
emerging concepts (boundary objects)
Software acts as parallel track to enrich dialogue.
Used to analyse social and emotional dynamics.
Real-time documentation
Retrospective analysis of the collaboration is made
using summaries and conversation analysis tools and
made available to the group so that emerging concepts
and group dynamics can be built on.
All collaborators can use the results.
Can place limit on public use of results

Core elements of the method are broken out in Table 7.3 (below) into variable
methods. These are a means of approaching different contexts, including
performances, collaboration, or a panel at an event.
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Table 7.3 Summary and Comparison of Variabke CodeZebra Habituation Cage
Performance Methods

Method

CZHC endurance
performance

CZHC
endurance
brainstorm

Duration

24-48 hours

24-48 hours

Location

Festival, Broadcaster,
Community Centre,
Work place
Requires social and
domestic resources

Participants

Artist and Scientists
teams
Could be other
disciplinary dyads
e.g. Economist and
designer
--teams of two and
general and invited
audiences

Off worksite,
location with
theme related to
brainstorm is
option; Requires
social and
domestic
resources
Crossdisciplinary
teams; strategic
planning groups;
academic groups,
business.

Goals and
Themes

Set by curator with
context in mind,
performers and
public participation.

Process

As per DEAF
performance.
Self-reflexive
analysis.
Non-linear temporal
experiences.

Can contain to
intra-institutional
or team dialogue
rather than to
larger public.
Set by context
(institution and
goals) and
participants with
lead moderator
choosing
speakers and key
words.
Begin with a
team to kick-start
dialogue and
engage others as
moderators and
respondents.
Can also begin
with group
brainstorm and
bring discussion
to smaller groups
and then back for
summary.
Non-linear

CZHC
facilitated longterm
collaboration
2-6 months: 3
weekends; 1-3
half days
Off-site, with
kitchen facilities,
one overnight
event, location
nearby related to
key themes, with
half days on sites

CZHC
Short event
3 hour session
at event
Home, social
space or
reconfigured
event or work
space.

CrossDisciplinary
teams,
institutional
planners,
business,
designers; art
and science
researchers;
emergency
response
planners.

Conference,
summit, event
participants,
broadcast
audiences,
senior
management

Set by context
(institution and
goals) and
participants with
lead moderator
choosing
speakers and key
words.
Tools used
sequentially.
Start with a team
to kick-start
dialogue and
engage others as
moderators and
respondents.
Non-linear
temporal
experiences.
Can also begin
with group
brainstorm and
bring discussion
to smaller groups

Set by context,
speakers
established by
curator.

Facilitated
conversation
and game or
brainstorm.
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temporal
experiences.

Tools

Full CodeZebra
toolkit augmented by
participants’ tools.

Full CodeZebra
toolkit
augmented by
participants’
tools.

and then back for
summary. Add in
half day outreach
events that use
elements of
process, to
include full
institution.
Full CodeZebra
toolkit
augmented by
participants’
tools.

Direct Address
and Performance

Presentations,
performances,
summaries, diaries
and blogs.

Presentations,
performances,
summaries and
blogs.

Presentations,
performances,
summaries and
blogs.

Summary

Through interviews,
direct address,
CodeZebraOS—used
to focus for art works
and inventions.

Through
workshop
summaries,
regular
summaries
before next
brainstorm,
through
CodeZebraOS or
other software.

Moderation/Cura
tion

Lead
moderator/performer.
Also curates teams.

Lead
moderator/perfor
mer. Chooses or
helps to choose
moderators and
informs criteria
to choose
participants.

Through
workshop
summaries,
regular
summaries
before next
brainstorm,
postings on web
site, documents
in between
sessions, through
CodeZebraOS or
other software.
Lead
moderator/perfor
mer. Chooses or
helps to choose
moderators and
informs criteria
to choose
participants.

Same as CZHC
endurance
performance.

Same as CZHC
endurance
performance.

Collaborative
Inquiry and
Cohesion

Short-term
moderators are mix
of virtual and face to
face. Provide:
organised disruptions
in the form of
performances,
dialogues and outside
interveners who then
become moderators
are structured into the
process. Pulls group
together. Move
between groups.
Performance Pact
Collaborative Inquiry
Limited cohesion—
with the event team
and project.

Lucky Dip to
pick topic.

Can be part of
the other
activities
surrounding
this process.
At end of
session.
Integrated into
the event or
institutional
records.

Skilled
moderator
facilitates
Short
performance
or intervention
by skilled
moderators or
performers to
stimulate
thinking of the
panelists and
audience

Return at later
point in process
or through online dialogue.

Performance
Pact
Collaborative
Inquiry
Builds first
stages of

Performance
Pact;
Collaborative
Inquiry
Ongoing

Short-term
intensive,
directed
experience
with
pleasurable
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Potential for next
phase collaboration
and cohesion.
Jouissance within the
process.

Technology Use,
Critique and
Invention

Language
Analysis
Conversation
Analysis
Software

Video or photo
diaries, blog.
Video conferencing
between sites.
Web site or blog for
personal reflections,
participants and
audience response
and dialogue.
Moderators analyse
emerging language
and identify key
terms for debate and
resolution.
Emotional dynamics
monitored.
Language
visualisation software
to monitor, show and
plan evolution of
brainstorm.
Chat as back channel
Mobile phone
comments and votes.
Archive and analysis
of performance.

Documentation

Documentation: real
time and post-event.
Publication; art
works; inventions.
Interviews used to
gather data and
summarise.

cohesion.
Can be used
again as team
emerges to return
to and focus
ideas, unsettle
group think and
build next stage
of cohesion.
Jouissance
within the
process.
Same as CZHC
endurance
performance.

cohesion and
commitment to
the process and
use of tools.
Cohesion to
team, institution.

Same as CZHC
endurance
performance.

Same as
CZHC
endurance
performance.

Moderators
analyse
emerging
language and
identify key
terms for debate
and resolution.
Emotional
dynamics
monitored.
Language
visualisation
software to
monitor, show
and plan
evolution of
brainstorm.
Chat as back
channel
Mobile phone
comments and
votes.
Archive and
analysis of
collaboration.

Moderators
analyse
emerging
language and
identify key
terms for debate
and resolution.
Emotional
dynamics
monitored.
Language
visualisation
software to
monitor, show
and plan
evolution of
brainstorm.
Chat as back
channel

Moderators
analyse
emerging
language and
identify key
terms for
debate and
resolution.
Emotional
dynamics
monitored.
Language
visualisation
software
during event.
Chat as back
channel
Mobile phone
comments and
votes.

Documentation:
real time: photo
and video with
ability to opt out
of video. Postevent.
Publication; art
works;

component.

Jouissance
within the
process.

Chat as back
channel
Mobile phone
comments and
votes.
Archive and
analysis of
collaboration.
Use for planning
next session.
Documentation:
real time: photo
and video with
ability to opt out
of video. Postevent.
Publication; art
works;

Real-time
video stream
and archive.
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Open Source

Collaborators have
access to develop, or
can be completely
open sourced to
audience as well.

Audience
Experience

Engage with
performance as art
work, as well as
considering the
content and context.

Results

Brainstorms; art
works, inventions or
plans for the above;
tools, processes,
concepts, protocols,
key words; boundary
objects methods,
engaging
performance for
audiences.
Suggestions to
improve CodeZebra
HCP method.
Goals adapt to
achieve results adapts
over course of
collaboration.

inventions.
Interviews used
to gather data
and summarise.
Collaborators
have access to
develop, or
larger institution.
Can include
audiences.
Engage with
performance/coll
aboration as
viewers and
contributors.

inventions.
Interviews used
to gather data
and summarise.
Collaborators
have access to
develop, or
larger institution.
Can include
audiences.
Engage with
performance/coll
aboration as
viewers and
contributors.

Same as CZHC
endurance
performance.

Same as CZHC
endurance
performance.
Additions:
Detailed
documentation;
treatments,
schematics, first
phases of art
works.
Rapid prototypes
Context analysis
Concepts written
up.
Strategic plan,
Key ideas for
business plan.
Web site.
Projects or
product after
event.

Collaborators
have access to
develop.

Options:
audience
are
spectator
s or
participa
nts.
Focus
ed
insight
s
surrou
nding
a key
conce
pt
with
outco
mes
such
as
plans or
policy.
Plan for next
phase of a
project.

8. Future Research
The methodology developed here will make a significant research contribution in the
field of collaboration studies, providing a method for fast-tracked research and other
forms of improvisational planning. Although further research is required, 129 the
possibilities are exciting
While the arts are beginning to make use of participatory engineering and
design methods, with the exception of a current vogue of practical work in theatre,
there is little history of collaborative inquiry and participatory action research in the
129

References to possible research areas have been incorporated throughout the chapter.
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arts. The dissertation provides an opportunity to develop both relationship and method
between arts methodologies and these forms of participatory research and
collaboration. Future research could link the location of the collaborative process with
themes and goals, seeing ways that the location of research impacts on art work or
invention.
As the method is put to use, there will be opportunities to collate variable
approaches to collaborative inquiry and compare them. They can be placed beside
analyses of the different forms that cohesion takes in art and science or in broader
forms of collaborative research. Such comparisons become relevant when adapting a
method like the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances to processes of largescale project leadership and institutional transformation.
Ongoing comparative research could also contribute to human computer
interaction design, examining whether the spatial organisation of resources within a
collaborative ‘set’ is of value and fits within a significant body of human computer
interaction research. To cite one example, conversation analysis and related software
would be of great value in understanding the performative everyday practices of
conversation within reality television.
The research uncovers a valuable field for dialogue and ongoing discovery—
‘intimate technologies’ and protocols for ‘intimate technologies’. This dialogue in
both performances is rich. Building on this, discovering concepts for art works and
technologies that serve intimacy, while protecting secrecy and privacy, remains a
research challenge. Even though further research in this area is warranted, it fits the
capacities of the CodeZebraOS system, not to mention the larger field of social
computing.
The CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances produced a remarkable
experience in relation to time, fulfilling Deleuze’s imperative that we must ‘think
other durations’, or, in other words, ‘think the time of becoming’. The CodeZebra
Habituation Cage method, with its emphasis on manipulating temporal experience, is
timely in a techno-culture where the pace of lived experience, invisible science,
communication and data is a focus of discourse, research and even policy. Notably, as
the method is applied to other contexts, it continues to provoke a sense of event time,
game, play, performance and immersive pleasure, which eludes narrative, even
though each project and/or process has an end point. Hence, research into time and its
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role in collaboration would be of ongoing value.
9. Concluding Notes
The dissertation makes an important contribution on three levels. It develops a new
method for collaboration and an effective approach to mediated performance art, and
it contributes to an integrated body of theory.
A key contribution made by this study of the collaborative dynamics emerging
in the CodeZebra Habituation Cages lies in the mixing of familiar cultural forms with
new methods and tools drawn from the fields of sociology and media studies,
including conversation analysis.
In addition, as well as engaging in a major collaborative performance
experiment, the researcher has discovered a means to present and re-present the
experiences of a collaborative group, filtered through the originating and directorial
lens of the project’s research questions, but allowing space for emergence of a
plethora of alternative perspectives, performances and readings within that larger
project, for the enjoyment of a wide variety of audiences and participants.
The fundamental propositions of the dissertation are demonstrated in the
process of devising and conducting a set of controlled performance experiments, and
in the analysis throughout and subsequent to that process. In the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances, the artist and scientist teams built cohesive identities.
They identified with the artist-researcher and sustained a desire to work with her as
part of a discovery team in the future. They built lasting relationships with some of
the moderators, bridging the physical space of the Habituation Cages into the virtual
space of CodeZebraOS. Each team invented a series of art works, performances,
creative tools and processes, theories, protocols and future instructions for CodeZebra
that either interpolated the dialogues about theory or were a final result. They
maintained the intellectual structure defined by the artist-researcher, even as they
enriched it.
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APPENDIX VI
Inside the CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performances130

1 Preparing for the Performances
1.1 The Setting of the Inquiry: Establishing Physical and Virtual Performance
Spaces
The artist-researcher Diamond arrives and finds an architectural firm still using the
‘Parasite’, the small building on top of Las Palmas where DEAF is housed, for storage
and occasional work. They kindly vacate for the four days of the performance. The
space has not been cleaned for months, so Diamond mobilises a small team and sets to
work, cleaning and storing the occupants’ possessions. She outfits the apartment with
a sofa bed in the upstairs living room, places a cot downstairs and adds chairs and
CodeZebra fabrics and art works. The apartment is very cold at night, so she adds a
space heater. The performers will need to constantly move it to stay warm and to
counter drafts: it demands continual strategic placement. She prepares the kitchen and
finds a microwave; the camera crew constantly have to re-appropriate it, because
DEAF staff use it on their breaks. This adds a comic note to the ability to
psychologically segment the realities of the Parasite, and Las Palmas.
Diamond asks performers to name items they wanted for the lock-up; she
brings these and stocks the Cage with whiskey and chocolate. She plans the
positioning of documentation and surveillance cameras, computers and microphones
so there will be a minimum of intrusion, so that the Habituation Cage performers can
set up their own video diaries and so that documentary crews can seamlessly jack into
the server to record their interviews. She encourages DEAF to install and test these
technologies, the servers and relay.
Diamond installs herself in the third floor of Las Palmas, within the larger
130

This ethnographic account of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances at the Dutch Electronic
Arts Festival (DEAF) in 2003 (Adriaansens, 2003) is told in the present tense to establish the
immediacy of the performances. It is built from observation and transcripts, including video,
CodeZebraOS, sketches of the action from video tapes and server documents and notes. The first
description is of the performance collaboration by Nina Wakeford and Paul Wong. The second is the
performance collaboration by Tom Donaldson and Mary Flanagan. The artist-researcher/MPhil
candidate is described as artist-researcher or referred to by name (Diamond), because she, like the artist
and scientist teams, is a character in the performance.
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DEAF exhibition, in an ample CodeZebra area demarcated by draped fabrics, animal
pattern fashions, large floor seats covered with animal pattern sheets and pillows.
Several days are spent sewing a collection of CodeZebra items on the curtains
surrounding the space and setting up racks of other clothes, distributing these near an
area designated as the control booth.
The control booth is critical to the entire enterprise: a semi-circular
construction covered with animal-patterned fabric, it affords 360-degree views of the
warehouse. The control booth houses computers for CodeZebraOS [Software]
(Diamond et al., 2003), video playback and the servers that will send a two-way
stream between the locations.131 From it, one can easily see the screens on the walls of
Las Palmas that carry images of the Parasite, CodeZebraOS, Diamond and a
moderator. The control booth provides a vantage point for audiences to observe
Diamond as moderator, other guests and the screens of the locked-up performers.
Diamond will be locked into the unheated and dusty Las Palmas alone or with a
camera man when DEAF shuts each evening.
The set is a bricolage of a jungle reality show, a walk-in closet, a nineteenthcentury prison, and a Star Trek fan site, a reality show or talk show. It contradicts the
cool, metallic aesthetic of the rest of the Festival.
The teams and moderators arrive in Rotterdam from locations all over the
world. DEAF places them in several boat hotels in the harbour near the festival. Each
Habituation Cage performer, documentary director and all moderators sign release
forms that provide them, as well as Diamond, with the rights to any emerging
documentation, inventions, ideas and art works. The collaborators do not know each
other. Diamond encourages them not to pre-plan their results and to let the process
flow once the lock-up began. Each team’s first face-to-face collaboration will be
shopping together to buy additional supplies and palliatives for the performance.

2.The First Performance: Nina Wakeford and Paul Wong
2.1 Themes of the Performance: Adding the Five Elements
While they have had minimal contact before their arrival in Rotterdam, Wong and
Wakeford engage in some initial parlay on how to focus the research themes that
131

The full archival citation information for CodeZebraOS postings is provided in the Appendix and in
Chapters Six and Seven as these provide a feel for the atmosphere of the performances and the use of
the software.
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Diamond has presented. They decide to invoke the five senses and the elements as a
way of grounding the themes of the performance.

2.2 Anxious Conditions: Preparing to Enter
After shopping, Wakeford and Wong proceed upstairs to be locked into the
Habituation Cage (the Parasite) and begin their collaboration. However, the
technology is not working, and it is well past the planned starting time. There is no
stream between Las Palmas and the Parasite. Diamond asks the technicians, ‘Are we
almost ready to go, because they are waiting… I need to get them up here. They are
getting antsy’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_00, 2003).
Eventually, Diamond decides to bring Wakeford and Wong up to the Parasite.

2.3 Wong and Wakeford Enter: Constructing Domestic Space, a Panoptic View
Wakeford and Wong enter the Parasite, exclaiming, ‘We are home’ (CodeZebra
Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_00, 2003)! Diamond leaves. Wakeford and
Wong open the Scotch, prompted by Mapplebeck, who says: ‘Just the right time for
whiskey’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_01, 2003). Wakeford
offers binoculars to Wong; they go out to the deck and admire their spectacular
dominion: the docks, harbour and city view. Wong reminds himself to stay calm: ‘We
have 24 hours’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_01, 2003). Wong
and Wakeford plan where to locate their activities, both in and outside the camera lens.

2.4 Initial Views of Collaborative Inquiry: Dailiness, Surveillance Culture and a
Beta Test of Artist’s Software
Wakeford and Wong sit together, looking at CodeZebraOS. Wakeford is testing
CodeZebraOS and is frustrated because the software is not saving messages into the
discussion space. She has to restart the system each time to see her new messages
connected to others in each conversation topic area.
Mapplebeck interviews them on the chilly, windy outside deck. Wakeford says
this is a collaboration ‘between people who have been trained very differently, one
nearer science, one nearer arts, when we talk about it, we might have the same
methods. We might be doing the same things’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2
Server CZ Cam 2_01, 2003). Wong feels: ‘We are both here because of Sara
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Diamond’s software, CodeZebraOS. We are in a lab and we are test guinea pigs’
(CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_01, 2003).Wakeford comments
on the surveillance: ‘We are both sitting in this wonderful apartment but at the same
time everyone can see us. We might want to think about who is watching who’
(CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_01, 2003). Wong grounds them
in the everyday: ‘At the same time… we have to eat, shit’ (CodeZebra Server
Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_01, 2003).Wong underscores the importance of time
differences and time zones.

2.5 Imprisonment as Metaphor; the Private in Public Space; Unlocking
Technology
Wakeford thinks being locked up ‘has rich possibilities’ (CodeZebra Server
Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_01, 2003). However, she points to the politics of
lock-ups and the cage metaphor, the panopticon being Bentham’s tool of
imprisonment and the base of surveillance society: ‘[M]ost people locked up are
under strict surveillance’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_01,
2003). Furthermore, as she notes, Amnesty International uses lock ups as a protest
device, ‘a means of speaking, for most people being locked up means not being able
to speak’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_01, 2003). Wong
counters, commenting that contemporary surveillance culture means that ‘we are
always locked up anyway’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_01,
2003). This experiment is a positive lock-up; it is not a political protest but is taking
place in the ‘physical public space’ of Las Palmas. Wong hopes they will claim the
space as ‘public space for private pleasures’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server
CZ Cam 2_01, 2003).
Wong and Wakeford express different hopes about technology. For Wong, this
is ‘play space; to be in front of the camera as an invited performer—I do not have to
worry that the tech is not working’ (CodeZebra Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_01,
2003). But Wakeford does not work with media technology daily and wants to test,
understand and unpack the impact of this large array of technologies.

2.6 A Lighter: The First Boundary Object; Habitus of Director
Wakeford and Wong light candles to warm the cooling Parasite. Wong asks Wakeford
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if she would like him to teach her how to use a cigarette lighter. Soon they are
performing a ‘how to’ script to camera, doing television for an unseen audience.
Wong remarks that the lighter represents fire, one of the four elements they have
decided to explore in the performance. Water was covered when it was boiled to make
tea. Earth and air remain.
Wong moves upstairs, still shooting, documenting the cameraman who is
shooting him, a technical circle. Mapplebeck is also setting up her camera. Confusion
erupts over how to correctly patch the camera to the video stream. More crew run
upstairs to the Parasite from the floors below. Wong advises the set-up crews about
the ways that the video stream might work and how to open up the camera iris to get
the best shots (CodeZebra Server Recording V2 Server CZ Cam 2_02, 2003).
Mapplebeck chides: ‘You said you were taking a holiday from technology’
(CodeZebra Server Recording V2 Server CZ Cam 2_02, 2003)!

2.7 Video Presence, Techno-Culture; Group Learning; Back-Talk and Rough
Voices
Slow reverberations echo through the Parasite from downstairs: there is some
connectivity at last. Wong plays Chinese music; it is spiritual trance dance music on a
little recorder that he bought in Shanghai. Wakeford and he play it regularly
throughout the lock-up for a calming effect. The CodeZebra Habituation
The cage performances control deck in Las Palmas appears on the monitor and
all huddle around. Diamond’s voice bounces against the walls of the Parasite.
Everyone waves ‘hello, hello’ to Diamond downstairs. Wakeford tells Diamond: ‘We
are good. We are trying to work everything out’ (CodeZebra Server Recording V2
Server CZ Cam 2_02, 2003). Wong plays with the camera, making bunny hand
images and shadow puppets in front of the upstairs monitor. Kapp and Van Hasselt
laugh. Wong derides: ‘That is Sara down there howling’ (CodeZebra Server
Recording V2 Server CZ Cam 2_02, 2003). This results in more laughter.

2.8 Acclimatising to CodeZebraOS: Ethnography as Boundary Object; Group
Learning; Visible Panopticon
Wakeford moves to the first floor. She posts a definition of ethnography. Given the
performance context and themes, she is curious about the ways that definitions such
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as this one might be read in the art world: ‘Typing it in for reply or to see if they think
it’s ironic’ (CodeZebra Server Recording V2 Server CZ Cam 2_03, 2003 05:00).
Wakeford reads a definition of ethnography aloud, while Wong hangs over the second
floor railing smoking a cigarette (CodeZebra 121 PAL, 2003 :00:13:06:00). She posts
her definition: ‘the study of groups and people as they go about their everyday lives…
the ethnographer participates in the daily routine of the setting (Diamond et al.,
CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 123, Nina, definition 1, what is ethnography?
2003-02-25 19:06:37.543+01). Wakeford uses CodeZebraOS throughout the
performance, increasing her interventions as the twenty-four hours play out.
Wong asks if being an ethnographer is like being a journalist. Wakeford looks
up at him and says: ‘We’re learning people’s lives as they talk about it, whereas with
journalism you translate it’ (CodeZebra 121 PAL, 2003 :00:13:06:00). Wakeford
explains that the reason she was searching for a definition of ethnography was that
Diamond suggested that Wong and she should ‘ethnography each other’ (CodeZebra
121 PAL, 2003 :00:13:06:00), that is study each other’s habits through observation,
documentation and analysis. They need to agree that they need to agree on what this
term means.
Throughout the first six hours, crews sweep through the Parasite, attempting to
get the video streams to work, chatting loudly in German and Dutch.

2.9 Reality Television and Verite; Spatial Organisation and Collaboration;
Habitus; Technology as Barrier to Intersubjectivity or Cohesion through
Resistance
Wong and Wakeford converge on the upper floor of the Parasite. Wakeford puts the
kettle on. She tells Wong she is going to put words up on the wall from Diamond’s
instructions, ‘just to see if we want to rebel against them’ (CodeZebra 121, 2003
PAL : 00:13:06:00). Wong, still tied to solving the technical challenges, feels that
there is nothing yet to respond to and says: ‘If anything was working’ (CodeZebra 121
PAL, 2003.: 00:13:06:00)! Wakeford, used to analysing whatever events happen
around her, replies: ‘We can put something up about that’ (ibid). Wong retorts: ‘The
failure of technology’ (CodeZebra 121 PAL, 2003 :00:13:06:00).
Wong, suddenly aware of Mapplebeck’s camera, says: ‘This is like a reality
show’ (CodeZebra 121 PAL, 2003 :00:13:06:00). Mapplebeck, the reality television
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director, laughs: ‘It is a reality show’ (ibid). Wong still frustrated with the sense of
endless waiting to start, retorts: ‘In its rehearsal mode’ (CodeZebra Server Recording,
V2 Server CZ Cam 2_05, 2003) Wakeford has been energetically setting up her work
space, organising papers and books. She is worried about Wong and asks him if he is
okay. He answers, ‘Yes,’ and adds: ‘It’s just…’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2
Server CZ Cam 2_05, 2003).The trauma of failing technology is harder for him.

2.10 Writing: Memory, Repetition, Embodiment; Performing Knowledge;
Habitus and Roles; Disciplinary Friction; Direct Address
Wakeford transcribes topics Diamond assigned onto paper on the wall of the
downstairs level. She reads the topics out loud and makes an aside: ‘I feel like I am
giving a lecture’ (CodeZebra 120 PAL, 2003 :00:08:07:00). Wong expresses
incomprehension of Wakeford’s writing project to the assembled crew. Wakeford is
‘acting’ in a literal way, copying the instructions verbatim. He contemptuously teases
that had they a projector they could simply ‘beam it there’ (CodeZebra 120 PAL,
2003 :00:08:07:00). He asks if she intends to copy it four times. Wakeford laughs and
the whole group roars. Comic relief breaks the tension. She continues to write,
ignoring Wong’s interjection, reading the texts out loud to camera and Wong. Hours
later Wong expresses appreciation for her ‘visualisation’ of their topics and process
(CodeZebra 120 PAL, 2003 :00:08:07:00).

2.11 Phase Change: Masks and Breaking Roles; Event Structure; Cohesion
Builds
Wong returns downstairs, carrying a medley of masks that he has brought, for ‘later
when we need other identities’ (CodeZebra 120 PAL, 2003 :00:10:44:00). Both put
the masks on and play charades. Wakeford’s writing exercise and the play with masks
has broken through the grey spell of technology set-up. It has taken over four hours to
get to the point where they are collaborating on more than the creation of
infrastructure, as both will retrospectively describe this period.

2.12 Creating a Script for DEAF: The Lecture, the Event, the Habitus
Kapp interrupts. DEAF would like a pre-recorded and edited video sequence from
Wong and Wakeford that they can play over the web and on the screens at the
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entrance of Las Palmas to attract viewers to the CodeZebra control booth.. This
affords Wakeford and Wong an opportunity to collaborate. The performers feel they
need ‘a script, an object for their conversations and methods to converge upon’
(CodeZebra 120 PAL, 2003 :00:10:49:00). Diamond tells them that despite the twominute delay, they are audible in Las Palmas. They whoop in relief. Wakeford reads
to camera from a sociology theory book, but worries: ‘Nothing is relevant’
(CodeZebra 120 PAL, 2003 :00:10:49:00). She has to interrupt herself several times
to re-centre in her performance because she can hear her own echo. Wong directs her,
helping her to ignore the interference. Their traditional habitus are in play.

2.13 Mandarin Flash Cards: Inventing a Language Visualisation Brainstorming
Tool; Participatory Action Research at Work; Play, Flow, Jouissance
Wong has a sudden inspiration. He has brought Mandarin language training flash
cards and pulls them out. Soon, they are sitting across from each other at the upstairs
dining table. Wong chooses a card and shows it to Wakeford who responds, at times
struggling to find the right association for the images since she does not read
Mandarin and the pictures are oblique. The following indicates the nature of their
dialogue:
Wong:

Now, what is that piece?

Wakeford:

Landscape!

Wong:

No, streaming, streaming, it’s a river. One of our water
things, our elements…

Wakeford:

Maybe we can sort them. I am such a categorising demon.

Wakeford:

Looking, eye.

Wong:

Ay!

[Wakeford is quite excited]
Wakeford:

What are those?

Wong:

Parallel bars—we are doing things in parallel.

Wong:

That is a beautiful piece of art, ‘mouth’.

Wakeford:

How do you say that?

Wong:

Look at the symbol. It’s almost like a mouth, remember
Chinese started as pictograms.

Wakeford:

I brought my Chinese paintbrush—I can copy these.
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(CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_06, 2003 13:18)
Between flashing the cards, Wong instructs Van Hasselt, the camera operator,
to zoom in, or get specific shots. (CodeZebra 120 PAL, 2003 :00:13:00:00) Wong and
Wakeford are in their element. Wakeford loves creating categories, and places the
cards in groups to use as a script and to create thematic time lines under which to
group activities in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances. She is intrigued by
the ways that culturally specific conventions mould the interpretation of images.
Wakeford’s favourite card is ‘white gourd’, a beige marrow with white inside. They
banter back and forth, deciding which concepts to sustain as ongoing performance
themes. They start a conversation about collaboration and then try to engage their online audience in participation in the card game using CodeZebraOS.
Each card prompts Wong to say ‘we are dealing with this’ or ‘we dealt with
this today’. They concur: ‘We have a script of sorts’ (CodeZebra Server Recording,
V2 Server CZ Cam 2_07, 2003). Wakeford goes downstairs to see if the audience has
used CodeZebraOS to choose a favourite from several dog cards offered (CodeZebra
Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_07, 2003).

2.14 CodeZebraOS, Virtual and Face-to-Face Audience Aesthetics
Wakeford is excited. The audience is responding to her postings. DEAF 2003 has
opened. Eric Kluitenberg has arrived and is ready to moderate this session. Diamond
is relieved: ‘We are finally communicating. It has taken us four hours’ (CodeZebra
Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_07, 2003). Diamond instructs them to pick
up postings in the ‘we are home’ topic space (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2
Server CZ Cam 2_07, 2003). Diamond asks people flowing into the CodeZebra
control booth at the Festival to interact with the locked-up pair. Some sit with
Diamond; others surround the control booth, watching Wakeford and Wong, the
projected software and Diamond on the screens.

2.15 Moderators Prompt Performers’ Summary of Key Findings
Kluitenberg asks Wakeford: ‘What is working for you so far?’ (CodeZebra Server
Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_07, 2003). Wakeford describes using the cards as a
retroactive means of scripting their experiences and collaboration themes. Wong
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concurs, ‘they contain a lot of the elements we have had to deal with in the last few
hours’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_07, 2003).

2.16 Resistance in Techno-Culture: Code Breaking and Lag become Hip Hop
Poetry
Wong playfully asks Kluitenberg whether the 1,500 people at the opening had
stopped to watch the installation. Wong asks, referring to the audio lag and resulting
echo: ‘Where is the cell phone? It would be easier’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2
Server CZ Cam 2_09, 2003).Wong begins a sound poem, speaking in fragments,
mimicking the reverb: ‘It’s inherent, the discourse, and when we do it, we project, and
the audience is paramount, and then the public sphere’ (CodeZebra Server Recording,
V2 Server CZ Cam 2_09,

2003). Kluitenberg suggests they are engaged in an

adventurous form of narrative. Wong plays him, picking up on an earlier posting by
Wakeford. He rhymes:
But who is the culture, is it queer, or is it here? Then there is CodeZebra,
is what you see what you get, we are rewriting, deleting, re-editing, the
story of our lives. Upstairs. Downstairs. Out there. My story. No. It’s your
story. (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_09, 2003)
Mapplebeck and Wakeford laugh in the background. Between each word, the sound
from the opening, in full swing, echoes. Wong threatens to confuse everyone by
repeating endlessly what is heard in the echo into the microphone.

2.17 Domesticity and Dailiness fill the Lags; Technology Failure; Physicality of
Writing
Kluitenberg cannot open CodeZebraOS. The stream starts crashing. Wong gets up and
starts moving groceries around. Diamond tells them she is trying to get back online
with CodeZebraOS. Wong turns to Wakeford: ‘This explains why you have to
physically write’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_08, 2003
18:13). She responds: ‘It’s making it mine. The act of it’ (CodeZebra Server
Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_08, 2003 18:13). Wong replies: ‘The penmanship,
the texture of the paper, the scale, the size’ (CodeZebra Recording, V2 Server CZ
Cam 2_08, 2003 18:13). They discuss how to videotape Wakeford’s writing process
to translate it to camera (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_08,
2003 18:13).
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2.18 Games and Play versus Narrative as Temporal Structures
Matt Adams of Blast Theory (1999, 2004) has joined Diamond in the control booth
and he is posting.132 Diamond alerts the Parasite. Wong calls out: ‘Get Matt on the
chat’. Wong asks: ‘Is that Matt from Blast Off?’ Wakeford and Mapplebeck joke
about Wong’s renaming of Blast Theory into the banality of Blast Off!
Wakeford initiates a discussion suggesting that storytelling bridges art and
ethnographic methods, using the video stream and a series of postings into
CodeZebraOS:
Wakeford:

I normally go out and spend time in an environment and
then write about it or I interview people and then I write
about their life stories…
[Referring to Wong’s Murder Research (1977)]
I looked on the web at your murder stuff and it’s a story,
but you were creating it through objects and scenes rather
than through interviews with people, that is how it came
across.

Wong:

I am essentially a storyteller… I basically tell stories that
relate to me, that happen around me.

Wakeford:

So I want to ask Matt from Blast Theory, if he is still
there, about his storytelling technique. How does he tell
stories through the body?

133

(CodeZebra Server

Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_08, 2003 21:12)
Adams rejects storytelling altogether: ‘I’d love to hear more about why stories
are valuable things, in the context of a culture awash with stories’ (CodeZebra Server
Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_08, 2003 23:00). A debate on the value and values
of storytelling breaks out on CodeZebraOS. Wakeford argues that stories create
understanding but Adams disagrees, ‘stories are code’ (CodeZebra Server Recording,
V2 Server CZ Cam 2_08, 2003 24:25). He continues: ‘There are many other ways of

132

Blast Theory was undertaking a demanding performance, Can You See Me Now, that co-ordinated
physical game play with mobile devices with web teams. They were testing technology up to the last
minute to get it to work, much like the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance team.
133
A discussion of Blast Theory's work is provided in Chapter Four.
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organising information… our work has really been around game play and narrative
threads’ (CodeZebra 121PAL, 2003 :00:13:16:00). The audio is breaking up and
seems to underscore the notion that linear narrative is challenged by emerging
technologies.

2.19 Performance Improvisation; Do Stories Organise Knowledge? Realism;
Spatial Separation
Wong returns upstairs to the table. He is miming into the camera; Wakeford, in her
downstairs office space writes:
Paul is busy lip-synching at the moment, but stories in general I think are
a way of organising knowledge that have great cultural power—but then
so do games, and I like the idea that games are another way of organising
information chunks (although I hate the word chunks). But maybe oral
histories are another way? (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software],
2003 Msg ID 175, Nina, stories, we are home! 2003-02-25 22:49:52 189
+ 01)

2.20 Breaking Trust; the Performance Contract and Spatial Separation
Wong goes off ‘to refresh his candles’, as all shout, ‘Refresh! Refresh!’ (CodeZebra
Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_08, 2003 21:12) to Adams as his posting
disappears. Wong whispers conspiratorially: ‘Matt from Blast Off, come up1’
(CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_08, 2003 21:12). Mapplebeck
encourages Adams to come upstairs. Wong decides he will go downstairs and ‘make
an entrance’. Wakeford, aghast, states that it’s not allowed and talks him out of it.
Diamond tells Wong jokingly that he cannot take Adams hostage: Diamond is the
prison warden, not he.

2.21 Motivated Use of Technologies; CodeZebraOS as Structure
Wakeford is now expert at CodeZebraOS, current bugs included. She draws Wong in,
and he is intrigued, ‘Where did all these bubbles come from?’ Wakeford tells him that
it’s people chatting. Wong looks for a posting entitled ‘Matt’s kiss’. Wong is heard
typing animatedly into CodeZebraOS (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ
Cam 2_10, 2003). He is watching things ‘undulate… it’s all about looking beautiful’,
but ‘it is a very archaic system, since you have to relocate everybody and find them
every time’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_9, 2003 22:20).
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2.22 Participatory Inquiry; Collaboration versus Techno-Culture
Wakeford offers music: ‘Gomez! Musicals! Shine!’ Wong is convinced that the
performance of Donaldson and Flanagan on Thursday will be smoother because of
Wakeford’s travails. Mapplebeck hopes it will be about collaboration, not
communication technology. Mapplebeck can then be heard for twenty minutes, loudly
checking her camera’s audio: ‘Monday, Tuesday, one two, one two, Monday,
Tuesday’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_10, 2003 13:45).

2.23 Mutual Care Taking and Cohesion
Wong descends to the chilly lower floor and gives Wakeford a shawl. The heater is
broken. Wakeford moves upstairs to try to talk with Diamond and others in the
control booth in Las Palmas, but is defeated by the delay. She moves to the wall and
pens her thoughts in response to the chat and the context.

2.24 Moderator Role; Presence; Simple Technology Use
Wong creates a performance by swinging the lights. Kluitenberg returns after a
calming walk and logs in on under a new name, ‘DEAFeric’. He would like to talk
about the lock-up and ‘the ways that you simplified the technologies that were around
you, like using cards’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software] 2003 Msg ID 126,
DEAFeric Lockups, 2003-02-25 21:26:32.498+01). He notes: ‘You seem to have
settled in well. I think we may be more locked up here than you are!’ (Diamond et al.,
CodeZebraOS [Software] (2003) Msg ID 18, DEAFeric How is Home Now? 200302-25 21:27:43.863+01).

2.25 Speaking for Collaborator; Cards as Technologies
Wakeford explains they have lost the upstairs feed camera and are now downstairs.
She posts, ‘Do you mean that the cards are like technologies?’ (Diamond et al.,
CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 155, Nina, Lock Ups 2003-02-25
21:32:31.348+01). Wong sees the cards as communication devices. Wakeford speaks
for Wong and herself on the chat. This is becoming a common dynamic of their
collaboration. Kluitenberg, picking up on the discussion about cards as
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communication devices, half-jokingly starts to write questions on a card to hold up to
the camera in the control booth for the Parasite team to respond to.

2.26 Learning from Failure: Art that Works with Technical Challenges; Time
Amplified; Virtual and Physical Difference in the Conversation Medium; Bodily
Time
Wong recalls the ways that time lags in the CodeZebra Habituation Cage
performances are like the early days of ‘video delay experiments’ (CodeZebra 121
PAL, 2003 00:17:14:00). He refers to artists such as Joan Jonas (Hoffman & Jonas,
2005) who created Vertical Roll. Wakeford weaves Wong’s point into CodeZebraOS:
‘I love the idea of time delay being the art itself.’ She refers to her bodily time: ‘I’m
on caffeine now: chocolate and coffee instant drink warming’ (Diamond et al.,
CodeZebraOS [Software] 2003 Msg ID 177, Nina, Time Delay, Rotterdam Dreams,
2003-02-25 22:53:23 841+01). Richlach responds in a posting entitled Colour
Coding: ‘I love the fact that your coffee-and-chocolate posting appears on a nice rich
brown background’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software] 2003, Msg ID 179,
Richlach, Colour Coding 2003-02-25, 23:50:29 911+01).
Conversations that start face-to-face in Las Palmas or in the Parasite or occur
through the two-way stream are taken up in CodeZebraOS and vice versa, parsing the
topic over time. The performance amplifies the complex relationship between past,
present and future, with the delay prompting anticipation and reconsideration in every
attempt to communicate using the video stream.
Kluitenberg explains why he agreed to moderate: ‘I am here because Sara
asked me to’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_11, 2003 :00:04).
Wong, again eager to bridge the physical and virtual, urges him to come up.
Kluitenberg is not sure that he is allowed to ‘cross the boundary’ (CodeZebra Server
Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_11, 2003).

2.27 Ethnography, Documentary, Constructivism
Chat on many topics now flows through CodeZebraOS. Richlach provides insight on
ethnography:
The ethnographer filters all experiences through her own
intellect/values/etc, and what she chooses to record, how she records it,
etc, is a result of who she is. But any documents produced by a *member*
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of that culture/society are also filtered by a person. ‘Documentary’ is also
filtered, edited, and pieced together from materials chosen by a person.
(CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_11, 2003)
2.28 Habitualisation and Creating a Stable Background: Creating
Infrastructure; Demystifying Technology in Breakdown; Shifting Research
Questions; ‘We Feeling’; Performing Research
Mapplebeck records a video interview with Wong and Wakeford. It is six hours into
the Habituation Cage performance. Wong and Wakeford sit close to each other
upstairs, amicably sharing the space. Wong feels that they have found ‘the rhythm’ of
the lock-up at last after the first three hours of chaos and constant set-up and
interruption, like ‘a message in the bottle that you dangle down and see who reaches’
(CodeZebra 121 PAL, 2003 :00:38:10:00).
Wakeford has a mask thrown back on her head with its little ears remaining
visible, appearing playful. Both see their work so far as more pragmatic than creative,
‘getting the place functioning, so that we can communicate’ (CodeZebra 121 PAL,
2003 :00:40:20:00). This has involved doing simple things, like bringing the food
upstairs in preparation for dinner, closing doors to keep in the heat. Wong sees
creating an infrastructure for communication and for play as the modus operandi of
the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances and larger project. Wong notes that
infrastructure is only visible when it is in breakdown. Wakeford had felt earlier that
they were not achieving enough: ‘I went through a tense period, but you [Paul]
calmed me down, by making me feel like it was part of the process’ (CodeZebra 121
PAL, 2003 :00:50:25:00).
She reaches out to her list of topics and goals for the performance based on
Diamond’s communication. The list creates references for her which she thinks Wong
holds in his mind: ‘Re-examining and re-filtering, to visualising, processing, okay got
it. Making the text mine, read through writing, like reading a book and writing notes,
process of reading is writing’ (CodeZebra 121 PAL, 2003 :00:51:10:00).
She speaks of the challenge of living with the crew: ‘It’s all about finding a
comfort zone with all of them in this environment, what part do they play?’
(CodeZebra 121 PAL, 2003 :00:52:20:00). Wong agrees: ‘For the first three hours it
was pure chaos in here.’ They have succeeded by establishing a filter through the
flash cards. ‘It was quite centring’ (CodeZebra 121 PAL, 2003 0:53:30:00). Using the
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masks to enter a performance mode was the turning point. Wakeford describes the
sense

of

‘actually

performing

Sara’s

questions’

(CodeZebra

121

PAL,

2003 :00:53:40:00). Wong admits that he tried to retreat and went into the other room,
but Mapplebeck followed him, shooting; he realised it was reality television and
thought: ‘Well it is; deal with it’ (CodeZebra 121 PAL, 2003 :00:54:10:00).
Wakeford is interested in the gaps between their body time and those of
moderators or audiences coming on in North America.

2.29 Face-to-Face: Moderator and Performers; Technology as Mediation
Diamond permits Kluitenberg to go upstairs and visit Wong and Wakeford. Diamond
realises that a face-to-face encounter might indicate whether identification has
emerged between the protagonists. To create consistency, Diamond now asks each
moderator to mount the stairs and debrief with the Habituation Cage performers.
Mapplebeck escorts Kluitenberg, on camera, to the Habituation Cage. He looks
sheepish, annoyed and tired. He has not enjoyed the past hours. He explains that he is
a theorist and a cultural organiser. Seated together, in close proximity at the dining
room table in the Parasite, Kluitenberg asks each what he or she has achieved. Wong
feels that they have resolved ‘one hundred parts’ in the last hours (CodeZebra 121
PAL, 2003 :00:38:10:00).

2.30 Infrastructure or Art Work: Artists’ Improvisations with Technology
Kluitenberg sees creating infrastructure as superfluous to the art work He asks: ‘What
happens when we finish setting up the infrastructure and it actually works?’
(CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_12, 2003 1:10). Wong and
Wakeford propose that artists do ‘workarounds’ with technology, using whatever
means are necessary to make communication succeed. For that reason, the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances’ capacity will grow in leaps and bounds by the next
performance. Wong is adamant that there need to be specific decisions around the
creative use of technologies: ‘As an artist who has used video through the days of fax
art and transmission stuff, I am interested in… not just reproducing my ability to talk
to you but using it in a different way’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ
Cam 2_12, 2003 1:40).
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2.31 Curator as Collaborator
Kluitenberg had thought he would be participating in a text chat, not in the intensely
performative space of a live video stream in the midst of a major opening. He had
prepared thoroughly, however. Having checked their biographies, he questions them
as to why they think they were together. Wakeford and Wong assess their
compatibility. Wakeford rereads Diamond’s memo that underscores their work with
‘unspoken desire and unregulated desire’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server
CZ Cam 2_12, 2003 3:00). This prompts a discussion of online sex spaces. Wakeford
restates her role as participant observer: ‘If I am participating in it at all I am also
standing back and documenting it’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam
2_12, 2003 4:00), while Wong creates spaces and documents the results.

2.32 Art and Action Research: Engagement, Self-Reflection and Intervention
Wakeford notes of Wong:
It’s interesting how you take some practice that people are doing in some
way that is kind of mundane and then subvert something slightly that they
are doing (by also doing it). The other way is to create something
completely separate which comments on it. To create a piece in a gallery
that comments on it. (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam
2_12, 2003 5:20)
Wakeford believes the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances ‘are doing both in
a way; we are engaging in the activity and we are commenting on it’ (CodeZebra
Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_12, 2003 07:56). Wong is pleased with this
analysis and Wakeford teases him while writing: ‘Shall I write this down, “Engage in
activity and comment on it?”’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam
2_12, 2003 09:20).

2.33 Virtual and Physical Spaces of Identity and Fantasy; Risk: Roles of Artists,
of Social Scientists; Conversation as Medium
Kluitenberg asks about art and ethics: ‘Is an artist allowed to indulge?’ Wong says,
‘Absolutely’. Kluitenberg describes his student. She built an online persona who
wrote fictional stories that included the lives of other online characters: ‘These people
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were reading this and reacting to it’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ
Cam 2_12, 2003 10:00). The student could not disassociate reality from her virtual
life, eventually finding a new partner online and seeking and receiving counselling
online. There are real-life consequences from virtual interventions. Wakeford notes
that social scientists are restricted from those methods by ethics standards that forbid
duplicity. Artists can take risks. The role of social scientists is then to ask questions
about impact.
They return to a discussion of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances.
Kluitenberg feels that ‘they found out that they could not hold a conversation, like at a
table’. He questions the loss of communication (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2
Server CZ Cam 2_12, 2003 12:00). Wakeford asks: ‘What conversations are
necessary to have at a table and what can be sustained elsewhere?’ Wakeford believes
that duplicating unmediated face-to-face presence is not the point. Rather, gaps allow
anticipation and imagination to enter a situation. The conversation indicates different
opinions on whether the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances should try to
replicate the ‘authenticity’ of face-to face presence rather than reflect on it.
Wong talks about the emerging nature of new media, like video was 20 years
ago. It is not yet an art form; it lacks fluidity and does not sustain an audience
(CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_12, 2003 15:00). Wakeford
remarks that it is the promise of its potential that makes it desirable. Kluitenberg exits.
Wakeford, chilled, reminds the crew: ‘We still have a heating issue’ (CodeZebra
Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_12, 2003.16:00)!

2.34 Reality Director
Mapplebeck spends a lot of time with Wong and Wakeford, discussing their
experiences in the lock-up, goading them to express frustration or conflict, and just
passing time. She influences where they position themselves by her camera set-up.
She directs their performances. Mapplebeck shows Wong and Wakeford how to use
the diary cameras and leaves the warehouse.

2.35 Sociability and the Meal; Performing the ‘Art of the Everyday’; Vérité
Wakeford sings in the background, chats on CodeZebraOS and talks with Wong as he
makes elaborate meal preparations for Wakeford, Diamond, Van Hasselt and himself.
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She joins Wong in the kitchen. Wong says: ‘It’s great to just concentrate on cooking’
(CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_13, 2003 5:00). He continues, ‘It
feels like you and I have hosted a dinner party and now everyone is gone home’
(CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_13, 2003 12:00). Wakeford
says: ‘I am not feeling so bad’. The video crew is not shooting as regularly as was
originally planned. Wong asks: ‘Whatever happened to someone coming up here
every four hours’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_13, 2003
18:00)? Diamond thanks them for scotch and Wakeford assures Diamond that they
will be sending fish, rice, salad and dessert. Diamond expresses pleasure in watching
Wong cook on a two-burner hot plate, knowing his gourmet cooking aptitudes.

2.36 Conversational Forms in CodeZebraOS
Diamond is interested in analysing how various types of topics adapt to shapes in
CodeZebraOS. She asks Wakeford to look at the shape of the ‘we are home’
conversation, as it ‘really has a nice feel for the dynamics of posting’. Wakeford
agrees (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_14, 2003 5:00). The three
begin to settle into a more direct, intimate dialogue.

2.37 Dailiness and Sociality; Private Feel in Public Space: Ubiquity; Trust;
Sociology
Van Hasselt brings full plates downstairs to Las Palmas. The team eats dinner
together, separated by floors. Wong asks: ‘Hello Sara. how is your dinner?’ Diamond
replies: ‘Paul, it’s delicious, we are online dining’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2
Server CZ Cam 2_14, 2003 12:00). Sounds of chewing emanate from both floors.
When Diamond interjects her voice breaks up. This clearly annoys Wong:
‘You are breaking up’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_14, 2003
14:00). Wong gets up to fix the audio and notes the time: ‘Is it really one o’clock?’
They are over one-third through the performance. Wakeford says: ‘It doesn’t feel like
it… it was three hours of being interviewed and then a bit of peace.’ (CodeZebra
Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_14, 2003 22:00). Wong shares cooking hints
with Wakeford.
Wong has turned down the lights in order to have a pleasant atmosphere for
dinner; he remarks that he feels invisible, that nobody is seeing them, and Wakeford
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laughingly reminds him that ‘they are streaming to the world’(CodeZebra Server
Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_14, 2003 30:00). As though on cue, Van Hasselt
comes up stairs to check the audio problem and adjust light levels having also noticed
that Wong accidentally put a camera on pause. They were not streaming to the world
on both cameras.
Conversation centres on safety. Is the water safe to drink? Is there a security
guard in the building?
Wakeford is curious about the origin of the strobe lights and whether they are
a normal tool of cinematography. Van Hasselt chuckles. He brought the strobe lights
up in desperation because he feared there would be no lights. Wong has played with
them all evening. They were an unexpected prop.
Wakeford, back to being a sociologist, interviews Wong about the differences
between a producer and an artist.

2.38 Directorial Habitus; Conversational Blindness; Surveillance Awareness;
Collaborations outside the Parasite; Pacing Twenty-Four Hours
Wong now sets to work reframing cameras, moving décor, establishing streams, and
‘reshaping the room’ for the group on Thursday. Diamond chimes in: ‘It’s very cute
to hear Paul reshaping the shoot’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam
2_14, 2003 58:00). ‘Uh oh,’ says Wong. ‘I hope we didn’t say anything too horrible’
(CodeZebra Server Recording V2 Server CZ Cam 2_17, 2003 4:00). He offers to host
on Thursday. Diamond turns the offer down. Wong asks Wakeford to check her
emails for communication for him: she is his interface with the world. Wakeford
remembers that a moderator is coming onto the chat and they house clean.
The audio from Las Palmas is finally clear. Wong sets out candles on each
floor. Wakeford is chatting on CodeZebraOS and emailing on her own computer. Van
Hasselt comes up to document them. Wong feels: ‘They had a nice meditation time,
very nice. The speed the four of us are working at means that we are getting more
done. Hurrying it creates chaos’ (CodeZebra Server Recording V2 Server CZ Cam
2_16, 2003 14:30).
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2.39 Sociologist Habitus; Stages of Intimacy in Collaboration; Time and
Technology
The video stream has developed a strange, literal bug. It freezes for several seconds
on key words such as ‘intimacy’ or ‘time’. Wakeford posts:
I wonder, with my sociologist hat on (which I seem to have lost, largely)
whether there are recognised or categoriseable stages of intimacy of
collaboration. I’ll have to try and work them out—and note them down—
ideas anyone? (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID
192 Nina, The Long Night, Intimacy, 1.30 a.m. the long night, 2003-0226 01:35:43.636+01)

2.40 Rhythm of Collaboration, the Ubiquitous Webcam; Bound by
Conversation
The three agree that late night is the time of night for webcams, because that
medium combines intimacy and voyeurism. Webcams are ‘so different from
chats and emails, a frisson of the visual and sense of presence’ (CodeZebra
Server Recording V2 Server CZ Cam 2_16, 2003 35:00). Diamond whispers to
Van Hasselt to not tell the performers that they are occasionally inaudible;
Diamond wants them to believe that her surveillance is constant. Diamond,
Wakeford and Wong use the video stream and CodcZebraOS to communicate in
a relatively seamless flow.

2.41 Poetry, Improvisation; Temporal Forms and Cultural Expression
Wong reiterates the reasons that he improvised his poems earlier when the audio lag
was extreme: ‘The whole idea is not to duplicate the phone, but create another
dimension, not be so literal’ (CodeZebra Server Recording V2 Server CZ Cam 2_16,
2003 42:00). Given this, perhaps a poetic approach is needed. Wakeford asks
rhetorically on Wong’s behalf ‘What is the poetic?’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS
[Software], 2003 Msg ID 205 Nina What is the Poetic? 2003-02-26 02:32:03.564+01).
Diamond uses the subject line in CodeZebraOS to write a poem that reads, ‘Poetry
implies syntheses. Diamond then adds to the body of the text, ‘or is it lyricism, is it
metaphor?’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 207 Stunned but
Alive 2003-02-26 02:39:03.415+01). Wong improvises: ‘There is wind blowing, it is
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airy in the loft tonight’ (CodeZebra Server Recording V2 Server CZ Cam 2_16, 2003
48:00) as he swings lights back and forth.
Wakeford thinks of poetry as condensed and dense. She is not sure that is what
this moment is. She asks if the group knew any circular stories; she knew one in
childhood and it was comforting: ‘There were three travellers crossing the moor…’
Wong answers that that is the three of them right now. Diamond, posting in
CodeZebraOS, describes Métis storytelling traditions, where the teller gives a
fragment of the story to different people, and each person makes up the whole, finally
sharing both the fragment and their version, much like the structure of their discussion.

2.42 The Interview: Sociology/Ethnography and Documentary Art; Music
Wakeford again resumes her questioning, asking Wong to recount when he knew he
was an artist. He parries back, as the documentary artist, by asking her when she
decided to become a sociologist. Wakeford answers.
Wong starts to shoot video to the rhythm of the music, and plays with the
lights, creating visual effects. Wakeford enthuses that the experience is highly
mediated yet there is the seduction of belief in a ‘true’ shot that captures the moment
because of Paul’s creative skills: ‘Paul is using his process of storytelling through the
camera and our actions.’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID
196 Nina, Perhaps, 1.30 a.m. the long night 2003-02-26 02:00:56.069+01).
Later Wong lies on the ground and drinks Scotch. Wong and Wakeford
discuss their mutual love of working on the floor. Wakeford returns to the earlier
discussion of her career path and tells Wong that she has built her MPhil by laying out
the key concepts on the floor, then ordering these so that they fit the room.

2.43 Intimacy through Intricacy of Communication Mode: Moves and Turns; A
Moderator Directs Performance
Diamond changes identities in CodeZebraOS to try to capture the feel of
conversations, energy level and the participants at hand. She is currently posting
under ‘Syndicated’. Diamond remarks that Ahasiw Maskegon-Iskwew, a Cree/Métis
performance artist, the next moderator, is online. Since CodeZebraOS is PC only and
he is an Apple user,

Maskegon-Iskwew watches the stream and emails

Diamond, who posts the content into CodeZebraOS and reads it into the video stream.
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Wakeford and Wong respond. Diamond reads to Maskegon-Iskwew from the chat.
Wong plays with the camera, sending images out in a visual mix-down that responds
to Maskegon-Iskwew’s words. At times, the latter directs Wong. The intricate
procedures of communication create a sense of engaged intensity and active listening
between the four participants. The group is at ease. The group discusses many
postings from Maskegon-Iskwew. He is in Winnipeg, in the depths of winter. His
style is dramatic, lyrical and poetic.

2.44 Twenty-Four-Hour Clock and Early Morning Style; Lag; Biopower
Wong notes that it is three a.m. There is a one-minute lag. Diamond has changed her
CodeZebraOS handle to ‘stunned but alive’. Wong shoots his crotch, plays with
strobe lighting, whimsically inferring disco dance culture (CodeZebra Server
Recording V2 Server CZ Cam 2_18, 2003 14:00). Maskegon-Iskwew tells Wong to
put the light between his legs. Diamond makes up a poem: ‘Laptop on lap to keep me
warm. Light bright stick. Wong pulsates along’ (CodeZebra Server Recording V2
Server CZ Cam 2_18, 2003 25:00). Maskegon-Iskwew dubs this performance ‘literoeroticism’s magic wand’. Maskegon-Iskwew speaks of the violation of Aboriginal
cultural rights and treasures: ‘The selling of bear gall, spider is seeding the world with
people who were helped by bear, wolverine and meteorological rage… the rage of the
spirits against desecration, super storms!’ Then, Maskegon-Iskwew cries without
pause: ‘Hi Paul! Lovely to see you’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003
Msg ID 208 stunned but alive, AHASIW LYRICS—Asking about the Weather, 1:30
a.m. the long night, 2003-02-26 03:22:34.268).

2.45 Techno-Culture Art: Subverting or Reinforcing Globalisation; Minoritarian
Memory
Wong, Wakeford and Diamond discuss naming and memorials. The warehouses and
condominiums bear the names of former Dutch colonies. ‘They are the remnants of
Dutch colonialism,’ says Wong: ‘It used to import the loot from the colonies and now
it’s become this art centre’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_19,
2003 10:00). Wakeford is curious whether the art is a direct form of colonialism or
simply a means of colonising the neighbourhood. Wong feels that the international
quality of the exhibiting artists at DEAF is made invisible by the term ‘Dutch’.
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Rotterdam holds many monuments to its dead. The city has left a ‘remnant of
the Jewish ghetto wall. Now there are only three small arches’. Wakeford suggests
that local histories can translate that past into a ‘history trail’ (CodeZebra Server
Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_19, 2003 14:00).
Maskegon-Iskwew starts a discussion (through Diamond’s posting for him), of
the politics of the larger CodeZebra Project, about how ‘zoomorphism operates… is
this when animals place their spirits onto us’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS
[Software], 2003 Msg ID 210 stunned but alive, Paul's literocism's magic wand, 200302-26 03:01:22.019+01)? Wong wonders about CodeZebraOS’s aspirations as a
‘moving democratic space’ (CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_19,
2003 18:00). Diamond argues that it’s not intended to suppress conflict but to mediate
conflicts and indicate emotional dynamics as well as content.
Wong exclaims how happy he is and announces: ‘I am napping for the people’
(CodeZebra 12-3 PAL, 2003). He suddenly dips into sleep on camera and starts to
snore.

2.46 New Media Art and Sustainability
Wakeford and Diamond initiate the chat topic ‘electricity’—Diamond includes
Maskegon-Iskwew’s postings about the complicity of electronic art culture with the
devastation of nature:
The erogenous and substantive amounts of electricity surging around the
world for industry, domestic use, and spectacle, are created and
maintained at great costs to the non-human environment that can and
will/is fighting back. Digital artists float delicately in this violent surge…
[The] idea of networking, of electronic community development is
interesting when put alongside the erotic rage of the massive energy
streams it rides on. (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg
ID 211 stunned but alive, Power Surges. ELECTRICITY, 2003-02-26
03:22:34.268+0)1)

2.47 Summary, Review and Self-Reflection; Becoming; Interaction Ritual
Wong informs Wakeford and Diamond that he is not asleep.
Diamond feels they have ‘quickly created ground rules for exploring this
experience together… and understood what was needed to make each other
comfortable’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 199 stunned
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but alive, collaboration and merging, 1:30 a.m.. the long night 2003-02-26
02:04:56.69+01).They witness each other’s expertise and focus on process,
performance, experience and analysis. Wong produces art works; Wakeford responds
with analytical texts and also broaches topics. The process underscores the value of
‘home living’ and mutual care and the inclusion of the ‘social’ into ‘constructed
collaboration… the social within the social’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS
[Software], 2003 Msg ID199, stunned but alive, collaboration and merging, 1:30 a.m.
the long night, 2003-02-26 02:04:56.69+0). Throughout the conversation, the three
interrupt each other, apologising for jumping the gap, not waiting for the end of a
comment in the flow of communication, but finding a comfortable interaction ritual.

2.48 Direct Address: Video Diary; Performing Sleep on Camera, Distributed
Spaces
Wong records his first video diary, with interpolations from Wakeford. He has had a
nap in front of the camera. It has made him feel secure, as though someone would
intervene if he was in danger. Wakeford, off camera, interrupts from downstairs. She
feels sleeping in front of a camera is like falling asleep in the middle of a busy road.
Wong muses: ‘Is sleep is private time?’ He continues: 'I seem to be very happy
playing it up on camera, playing the visuals. Nina is happy with the “textuals”, as
Nina calls them. Nina is happy in her corner’ (CodeZebra 12-2 PAL, 2003). He adds,
'It is so beautiful with the water on all sides… So we are all captive on little islands of
communication, Nina is on her island, Sara is on her island.’ (CodeZebra 12-2 PAL,
2003).

2.49 Wakeford Diary: Role of Flash Cards; Boundary Objects, Review of Event
Structure and Intimacy. Changing Doxa
Wakeford wants her video diary to ‘capture the mood’. She whispers intimately to
camera: ‘Collaboration tank experiment going well’ (CodeZebra 12-2 PAL, 2003).
She considers the tasks Diamond set for them: ‘Have they discovered a system, a
process or tool yet?’ They have activated tools they brought with them, the flash cards
being best: ‘They were simple and childlike… a translation device between two
worlds’ (CodeZebra 12-2 PAL, 2003).
Like Wong, she enjoys their team’s division of labour and is beginning to be
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influenced by his improvisational and process-based approach to the performance:
Paul has been working on the visual and I have been seeing the process of
how he sets up shots. I like to be on the textual side of things because it
creates a kind of balance. In front of me is a visualisation of some of the
CodeZebra [Project’s] ideas on fabric… The transformation of the place
with the fabric and smell and josh sticks is keeping many senses alive
even though my brain is fried. I am actually learning that I should draw
on process, so that it is about process… I am enjoying different rhythms.
(CodeZebra Server Recording, V2 Server CZ Cam 2_20, 2003 10:20)
She shares insights on the presence of surveillance technology, the vérité process
and slipping in and out of awareness of surveillance:
I am not sure about the kinds of effects that surveillance will have as we
get more tired. I am aware that the microphone is there but I somehow
stopped linking it to the audio stream… I have not managed to grasp on to
the fact that the object is linked to an effect that goes out to the world. I
don’t know when that disconnection happened and maybe that is similar
to what Paul says about not noticing the camera. (CodeZebra Server
Recording V2 Server CZ Cam 2_20, 2003 11:50)
2.50 The Time Machine, Machine Time and Time Travel; Direct Address; Time’s
Depths; Bodies-in-time
Prompted by Wakeford, who suggested they bring objects, Wong brought The Time
Machine by H.G. Wells (1931). This 1931 edition is a ‘beautiful old typographical
style, the kind of typography that is raised print that you can feel’ (CodeZebra Server
Recording V2 Server CZ Cam 2_20, 2003 5:00). They spend over an hour exploring
its contents, reading it aloud to camera and through this means, to Maskegon-Iskwew.
They discover that Wells anticipated relativity:
Time is a fourth dimension and the normal present is a three-dimensional
section of a four-dimensional universe… Obviously there might be
various presents according to the direction in which the advancing section
was cut… The now is therefore not instantaneous, is a shorter or longer
measure of time; a point that has still defied its proper appreciation in
contemporary thought. (Wells, 1931)
2.51 Crossing Time Zones and Gaps, Thickness of the Present
Wakeford explains that for Wells, ‘the way we understand time is only one way of
understanding time’ (CodeZebra Server Recording V2 Server CZ Cam 2_21, 2003
8:00).
Diamond’s postings of Maskegon-Iskwew’s emails into CodeZebraOS are
now faster than the video stream. Wong comments: ‘It’s a bit like what we have been
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doing, where we have been in the middle of time, and crossing time zones and gaps in
time and lapses in time’ (CodeZebra Server Recording V2 Server CZ Cam 2_21, 2003
9:00). Wakeford laughs, ‘And other people’s time’. Wong adds, ‘And delayed time’
(CodeZebra Server Recording V2 Server CZ Cam 2_20, 2003 10:00). They declare
The Time Machine to be an operating manual for the Habituation Cage.

2.52 Rethinking Time
Diamond says that ‘a minute is a big piece of elastic’ (CodeZebra Server Recording
V2 Server CZ Cam 2_20, 2003 11:00). Maskegon-Iskew has taken a still of Wong
sleeping off the Internet and emailed it to them, with the cut line, ‘Pleased to be a part
of an international pyjama party’ (CodeZebra Server Recording V2 Server CZ Cam
2_20, 2003 12:00). Wakeford jokes, ‘Internet snooze’. Wakeford puns, ‘You have to
watch out for traffic’ (CodeZebra Server Recording V2 Server CZ Cam 2_20, 2003
14:00). Despite the slowness of the Internet, there is a flow between postings in
CodeZebraOS and the video streams.

2.53 Intimacy, Privacy and Trust, Reality Television, Flash Cards and Parallel
Bars
Wong drifts in and out of sleep; Diamond, Maskegon-Iskew and Wakeford use email,
CodeZebraOS and video exchanges to discuss intimacy with occasional interventions
by Wong when he stirs, sleeping under the gaze of the camera. They discuss the
differences between intimacy as a social construct, privacy which inscribes rights and
is a historically aligned concept and secrecy, the right to protect one’s own
information.
Diamond comments: ‘I think intimacy is circumstantial and can be one of
those fleeting things that can be produced through the right alignment of bodies…
intimacy is when perfect frictions align’ (CodeZebra Server Recording V2 Server CZ
Cam 2_21, 2003 35:00) Wong responds with the Mandarin flash card, ‘the parallel
bars’, to suggest they are in synch. Diamond says: ‘It’s when inhibitions are worn
down by delight or exhaustion’ (CodeZebra Server Recording V2 Server CZ Cam
2_21, 2003 37:00). They continue to discuss ‘public intimacy’ as opposed to trust,
which may be core to intimacy, as in the performance. Wakeford teases: ‘Do you trust
this woman?’ referring to Diamond (CodeZebra Server Recording V2 Server CZ Cam
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2_21, 2003 41:00). They hope the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances will
become a new collaborative mode of ‘writing the self’. Maskegon-Iskwew sends a
last

posting:

‘Jean

Genet

enforced

intimacy,

incarcerated

intimacy,

and

sadomasochistic intimacy. Tansi Sara’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software],
2003 Msg ID 215 and 216, stunned but alive, Closer and closer and Parallel Points,
INTIMACY, 2003-02-26 06:09:59.292+01and 2003-02-26 06:21:52.453+01)!

2.54 Intimacy and Surveillance: The Technologies of Intimacy, Boundary
Objects between Spaces
Diamond and Wakeford consider whether intimacy and surveillance are necessarily at
odds with one another. Wakeford picks up the earlier point that the time lag makes
perception, ‘like losing a sense’, yet they also have ‘[three] computers up or running
or trying to—candles, cameras—still it seems like all our senses might be captured,
but still something might slip by’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003
Msg ID 200 Nina, like losing a sense, 1:30 a.m. the long night, 2003-02-26
02:05:53.021+01). Diamond’s environment is isolated, dusty and cold, but is now
concurrent with theirs: ‘I too have a heater, appropriately pointed up my skirt for
intimacy; I like the candles and the music is helpful’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS
[Software], 2003 Msg ID 201 stunned but alive, Heaters, 1:30 a.m. the long night)
2003-02-26 02:07:37.444+01).
They consider the ways that context matters: shared technologies of
surveillance become technologies of intimacy or ‘relatedness’—heaters in both places
keeping them warm, a microphone that carries a voice that has become endearing, a
camera image that captures a private moment. Diamond and Wakeford wonder:
The radio mike in my pocket—Sara’s headphones (because this is how I
knew my voice was reaching her body in the small hours), the downstairs
heater… have all become means to draw up together, to bind us… How
would we know if we were post-panopticon? We have come to fetishise
or at least perform our surveillance. (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS
[Software], 2003 Msg ID 219 Nina, Objects of Intimacy INTIMACY
2003-02-26 06:48:32.134+01)
The Parasite video stream starts crashing and freezing at regular intervals,
beginning at 6.08 a.m., prompting Diamond to nap briefly, also under the camera’s
gaze. When she wakes up, Diamond notes that her ability to hear Wakeford typing
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provides a physical sign of the other’s presence and affords comfort. Wakeford
ponders how to undertake participant observation on so complex an object of analysis
and yearns for Wong to wake up to see how he would represent this issue.

2.55 Privacy and Space
Wakeford drapes fabric over her head to stay warm and view the monitor as the sun
rises over the harbour. Wong has named this device a shroud, Diamond, an
intellectual tent. The glare on the monitor is making it impossible to see the screen
and hence use CodeZebraOS. She stays under her fabric for much of the rest of the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performance when she wants to post a message. She
speaks from inside the fabric (CodeZebra 123 PAL, 2003 4:00:40:24:20).

2.56 Reviewing Artefacts, Boundary Objects, Performance, Performativity,
Collaborative Installation
Wakeford and Wong convene upstairs to review all of the artefacts that they had
brought to the Habituation Cage, at Diamond’s request, in front of Mapplebeck’s
camera. They undertake an elaborate inventory of each item in their ‘activity bags’,
including the used and ignored: it is their third collaborative improvisation.

2.57 Data Knitting, the Intellectual Tent or Shroud, Tactile Piling becomes
Mnemonic Pile-Up
Their moderation session with Steve Marsh is beginning and winds through various
cycles. He is in Ottawa. He asks them to define ‘data knitting’, the theme of DEAF.
Wakeford feels: ‘It’s an alternate to the net as a structure, more creative than
‘network’. However, if you start with a bad pattern it could be a problem.’ Wong
suggests that their sculpture is data knitting:
We combined one item at a time in a show and tell, things, and props…
into thought bubbles. We let things mingle… we ended up with a pile of
stuff that we brought to stimulate activity… looking at a knitted, woven,
matted pile of combined ideas and new narrative flowed from that,
because we carefully selected what we would bring. (CodeZebra 123 PAL,
2003 :04:00:44:27:00)
They like the tactility of this process, mixing the mnemonic and material qualities of
objects and ideas, some more cogent than others. The process prompts review and
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begins new ideas from objects they do not need to use. Wong suggests: ‘It was a big
huge bulky sweater, probably with hand spun wool with big huge onion skin gobs in
there, like when you dye stuff, but, no, but remade by the Italians of course’ and sold
in Prada. Considering their social roles, he says: ‘It would be ‘proletarian—she comes
from

academics’,

and

‘I

am

with

the

people’

(CodeZebra

123

PAL,

2003 :04 :00:47:14:00).
They add the games that Diamond bought into the pile: ‘[A] jigsaw puzzle,
stuffed animals, and kitsch stuff’ (CodeZebra 123 PAL, 2003 :04:00:01:50:00). Wong
suspects Diamond was worried that they would be bored. He is proud that he has not
been bored over the 21 hours, ‘not a millisecond’. Of course, he can ‘entertain himself
marvellously well’ (CodeZebra 123 PAL, 2003 :04:00:02:00:00). They feel that they
have crossed cultures. Their sculpture is an ethnographic pile, standing in relation to
the Internet which ‘on the other hand is a flat surface’. They have built a
‘methodology of tactile piling’, that builds another dimensionality, a threedimensionality to the Internet (CodeZebra 123 PAL, 2003 :04:04:09:00:00).
An important part of their installation is the addition of concepts or phrases in
relation to objects. They use the ordered flash cards to do this. Diamond names it a
‘mnemonic pile-up’—a creative heap of devices to stimulate associations and
thoughts.

2.58 Shout Out to the World: Modes of Speech
They move downstairs with Mappledeck. Sunlight pours in. Wong declaims:
We are talking live on top of Las Palmas, in the Parasite, we’re reaching
out to you, wherever you are, we wanna touch you, and we can feel
you… speak to us! I feel suddenly godly up here… this is a 24-hour
dementia setting in. (CodeZebra 123 PAL, 2003 :04:13:38:00)
They are heady.

2.59 Zone of Privacy and Complicity with Surveillance; Space and Place; Who
Speaks for Whom?
By 10 a.m., Diamond, who has tried to freshen up in the cold water warehouse tapes,
is joined by a flood of audience members. There is significant lag again. Nina
Czegledy joins Diamond as the next moderator.
Wakeford and Wong agree that they expected ‘public demands’, so they did
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not feel invaded. Wakeford talks about creating ‘a zone of privacy’ by not being at
home, it’s a ‘space away’. There are no curtains, nor are there neighbours. They had
the panoptic view. They could control their space; they knew where the cameras were.
There was ‘complicity with surveillance’. They begin a lengthy discussion with
Czegledy and Diamond about privacy, space and surveillance. By being in a
performance space away from home and by controlling the placement of technology
they were both complicit with surveillance but also expected a public gaze.
Wakeford finds the term space too oblique to be meaningful, but rather prefers
to combine space and time as concepts that are relevant to how spaces adapt to
become personalised. She references theorists such as Auge and de Certeau,
suggesting that anonymous spaces adapt to people to become places over time,
learning their behaviours. This has happened very rapidly in the instance of the
Parasite.
They discuss the critical role of trust within performance art, contrasting
volition to imprisonment and the contemporary loss of human rights. Celery warns of
the importance of information that emerges in contexts of witnessing or testifying or
even who engage in a political art work being used against people in the future,
leading them to commit suicide after minoritarian memory is created as a public
record. Wakeford, referring to the mnemonic heap that they have created suggests that
objects can at times speak for those who cannot.

2.60 Endurance, Pace, Process as Product, Trust, Collaborative Inquiry
Wakeford has learned about starting with a text, approaching the goals in a different
way and still completing. Trust underscores the ability to collaborate:
We did this because we trust Sara in a manner of speaking—we both
agreed to come (Paul you are speaking for yourself). I did not trust it just
‘happening’, realised the collaboration is about fulfilling objectives. This
is very different than Paul’s methodology about understanding the process
as already the product from the beginning… we created what this is by
understanding the cards. (CodeZebra 123 PAL, 2003 :04:06:41:00)
They are ‘still laughing, not bored or cross’ (ibid).

2.61 Science and Art, Mobility and Power; Cohesion with Moderator,
Collapsing Physical Spaces through Virtual Technologies
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Wakeford is chatting with moderator Marsh, and reading his postings in a new topic
space, Mobility and Identity. Marsh, importantly for the goals of the CodeZebra
Habituation Cage performances later in the conversation defines himself as having
multiple identities. He is:
a scientist, and I do feel a tension between science and art, but I'm also a
cultural activist in the sense that I believe we can push for change and
acceptance of all cultures. But the tension exists, and we're thinking
differently. Does anyone else notice this, or is it just me? How can we
work together to better that? (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software],
2003 Msg ID 291 Steev, Science and Art, Mobility and Identity, 2003-0226 16:36:15.408+01)
He believes that scientists have a responsibility to link with artists in promoting a
social ethic however by facilitating their expression.
Picking up on Wong’s earlier declamation, Marsh asks whether mobile
technology enhances the feeling of godlikeness. Echoing an audience posting, he
wants to know if he has an identity if he does not have a phone.
Wakeford interprets this comment as referring to the mobility of information,
rather than cellular phones. She notes that she is not sure she could have made it
through the 24 hours without the Internet being there (CodeZebra 123 PAL, 2003 :04
00: 00:57:20). She says: ‘[I]t’s all about mobility: wish there was more of it, so you
could be a bit closer’. She tells Marsh that she is ‘channelling’ Wong through her
keyboard. She adds that she stayed in touch with her girlfriend through most of the
night. Wong demands a photograph of Marsh, and he sends it through the Internet.
Wong tours Steve through the Parasite with his camera, and Wakeford tours Marsh
through the postings on CodeZebraOS. They have found a way to bring him into their
physical and virtual spaces. He thanks them for the tour, ‘What a wonderful place you
have there’.

2.62 Identity and Memory: Technological and Minoritarian; Identity and
Sexuality
Earlier, Marsh raised the question of cultural memory and minoritarian memory that
emerged in conversation with moderator Celery: ‘If our technology helps us to
remember, how can we forget anything and how can we live with that?’ (Diamond et
al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 250 Steev, technoprivacy. privacy, 200302-26 14:24:06.162+01). This relates to issues Celery has raised about the problem of
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memory for victims of violence. Wakeford types for Wong into CodeZebra: ‘We need,
perhaps, more ways of forgetting’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003
Msg ID 257 Nina, Paul Says, Mobility and identity, 2003-02-26 15:07:21.234+01).
Mary Flanagan joins Diamond in the control booth. She later joins the
conversation by posting a reply to Marsh on CodeZebraOS: ‘To me technological
systems have their own inherent forgetting in hardware, obsolescence, lost passwords,
accidental deletions, etc’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID
289 Eva, Forgetting, Mobility and Identity, 2003-02-26 16:30:19.469+01).
The conversation continues with a discussion of ways that sexual identities
have migrated onto the Internet; there is a debate between Wakeford and Wong that is
strongly grounded in their differences in both profession and gender experience. From
studies she has read, Wakeford suggests that there is a continuum of practice from
reality to the Internet, Wong speaks to his own experience of Internet sex—he feels
that it is a more anonymous and generous performative space which he can subvert
when sex becomes banal.

2.63 Review: Division of Labour: The Performance Artist and the Ethnographer
In two final interviews Wakeford and Wong review their CodeZebra Habituation
Cage performance experiences and their collaboration. Wong feels that they ‘naturally
assumed our positions’. Referring to Diamond’s original mandate, he felt he was
‘performing the words, putting them back into space’. Wakeford and he worked in
parallel. He reflects on Wakeford’s role as analyst and concept driver and how this
helped to order his video art, photography and performances of the last twenty-four
hours: ‘To see the way she works made it more clear about where I have been going’.
Wakeford responds that it was informative to see someone ‘creating a visual image’
and not become solitary: ‘You never said, don’t talk to me, I am creating a visual
image’. Wong replies: ‘Well, you never said to me, well, I am chatting’ (CodeZebra
123 PAL, 2003 :04:19:50:20:00).
Wong feels he has called on his work as an artist with technologies, his
practice of refusing protocol, ‘re-engaging and subverting, not allowing himself to be
dictated to because of expectations’. This parallels the ways Wakeford sees
knowledge and her role as teaching the nature of boundaries so that these can be
broken within and across disciplines. She now places the experience into a larger
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practice of ethnography: she ‘came in thinking I could do an interview’. She clearly
has become far more immersed in the process. (CodeZebra 123 PAL,
2003 :04:19:58:00)
They reluctantly pack up and leave the Habituation Cage, vowing to continue
their collaboration.

3. Preparing for the Second Performance: Reorganising Domestic and Technocultural Space
The second lock-up is planned to start eighteen hours after the first ends, at 10 a.m.,
and remain available to the public for the ten hours that Las Palmas is open, in order
to engage a larger audience. After the first Habituation Cage performance, Diamond
and the DEAF technical team rebuild the streaming technology to speed it up,
eventually attaining a transmission rate with an average maximum twenty-second lag.
The V2 programming team cleans up computer bugs in the CodeZebraOS software
and tests it on site.
Diamond has observed that the location of the technology in the first
performance and the resulting division of spaces between performers may have led to
each collaborator focusing on their individual work and outward as much as the
collaboration. She is curious about the impact of reconfiguring the space. The team
moves the computer and screen with the CodeZebraOS software to the second floor of
the Parasite so that these are located on the dining room table, in the social spaces of
the dining room area and living room. This rearrangement of the space should allow
the team to chat online, respond to the video stream, and compile their video diaries
while engaging in other activities upstairs with each other. It will also be physically
warmer. All technology is tested and is working well.
On the morning of the Habituation Cage, Diamond, the two performers and
the technical crew arrive at Las Palmas at 9a.m. They find that the streams for the
entire festival have crashed, and that the site is subject to a brown-out. It takes several
hours to find an electrician and crew. Diamond moves into the Parasite and works on
regaining software functionality, so that the dialogue and moderators’ interventions
may at least be sustained. This leaves the control booth in Las Palmas without the
artist-researcher during a crucial time of public access.
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4. The Second Performance: Tom Donaldson and Mary Flanagan, BodyStorming to Start Brainstorming: Taking Control of the Performance
By roughly 11.30 a.m., Donaldson and Flanagan decide that they will ‘storm’ the
Habituation Cage and begin their collaboration. They head to the elevator,
Mapplebeck following with the camera. Donaldson proclaims: ‘We are breaking into
that cage’ (CodeZebra 125 PAL, 2003 00:06:27:00)! Donaldson says they will ‘go’
with ‘human creativity and the tech will sort itself out’ (CodeZebra 125 PAL,
2003 :00:07:38:23). Flanagan agrees. This statement becomes one of the guiding
principles of their collaboration. They arrive at the moment that Diamond is leaving to
fetch them. Donaldson jokes: ‘Liberation is complete’ (CodeZebra 125 PAL,
2003 :00:10:20:00). He adds, as he sees Diamond’s welcoming face: ‘It was quick. It
was brutal, but they were happy to see us’ (CodeZebra 125 PAL, 2003 :00:10:40:00).

4.1 The Space of Inquiry: Establishing Conversational Style; Play
Diamond leads a tour around the Parasite. Donaldson and Flanagan parry back and
forth, teasing each other and flexing their intellectual wit as they play with the toys.
Flanagan throws a small stuffed cat into the fish bowl with the electronic dog, shaking
the bowl and making cat noises. Donaldson turns to Diamond and says: ‘She is
trouble man. So while you are away, I am in charge?’ (CodeZebra 125 PAL,
2003 :00:12:02:20). Diamond nods and laughs, commiserating.

4.2 Microwave as Boundary Object; Group Cohesion as Resistance
The microwave that Diamond arranged to have on site for the performances has again
disappeared. Donaldson and Flanagan playfully pursue topic ideas. He suggests the
topic of micro-communication, and Flanagan augments the idea by suggesting ‘the
whole SETI thing’.134 The group jokes about the microwave and DEAF’s seeming
disrespect for the project. Diamond assigns Van Hasselt to steal the microwave back
from the staff and guard it, so that Donaldson and Flanagan will have a means of

134

This refers to SETI@home, a scientific experiment that uses Internet-connected computers in the
Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence (SETI). Citizens can participate by running a free program that
downloads and analyses radio telescope data. Hundreds of thousands of individuals participate in this
program; available from <http://setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edu/> [Accessed 10 July 2005]
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cooking their food.

4.3 Setting up Domesticity and Cohesion; Bimodal Spaces and Tools. Placing
Resources
Donaldson and Flanagan begin to talk about the spaces that each might use within the
overall space and share the simple tools they have brought. (CodeZebra 125 PAL,
2003 :00:18:00:00). They realise they have forgotten their coffee fixings and Russian
vodka. Flanagan starts screaming. Mapplebeck worries about the vodka, ‘I will just be
very sad’. Donaldson tells her, ‘You are supposed to be documenting, not interacting’.
Diamond fetches the vodka and coffee. Donaldson and Flanagan, now in the kitchen,
unload chocolate, paper, ‘wasser’, according to Flanagan, crackers. Flanagan screams
in excitement as each new acquisition is unloaded.

4.4 Waiting and Initiation; Self-starting
Van Hasselt, intimidated, tries to tell them about the ways that the microphones are
set up. Donaldson and Flanagan start to plan their next steps. Flanagan asks,
plaintively: ‘Can’t we make stuff?’ Donaldson sternly retorts: ‘No, we can’t’,
provoking a whimper from Flanagan. They look out the window and fiddle with props.
‘All right, we can play now’, says Donaldson. They begin without Diamond.

4.5 Brainstorming in the Work Space; Designing Collaborative Inquiry Process,
Time Structures and Chance; Language as Tool
Flanagan sets up a work space. Donaldson suggests getting all of the ideas that they
came in with ‘out of the picture’ (CodeZebra 125 PAL, 2003 :00:22:53:00):
We should take each idea and write it onto a piece of paper and then
crumple it into a bowl, because this whole thing is going to be… like
many universes of possible narrative all defined by the ideas we are gong
to talk about, and if we put them into a bowl, then collapsing our narrative
equation is more of a chance element. (CodeZebra 125 PAL,
2003 :00:23:49:00)
4.6 Cohesion, Tension and Roles; Non-compliance with documentation;
Surveillance Systems and Failures
Mapplebeck warns the high-energy duo not to peak too early. This provokes
Donaldson, who asks, referring to Mapplebeck: ‘Is she going to be like this all the
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time?’ Mapplebeck defensively answers: ‘Well, it’s my style’ (CodeZebra 125PAL,
2003 :00:24:05:00). Unlike the previous team who used video as a medium of either
art making or research documentation, neither Donaldson nor Flanagan, a generation
younger, values video. They make this clear. The team and Mapplebeck remain
uncomfortable with each other over the duration of their time together.
The collaborators move their chairs together and gather games and toys from
the table. Diamond returns from Las Palmas with vodka, coffee and other supplies,
along with news about the technical progress. Donaldson and Flanagan set out five
drinks, for the crew, as well as themselves. The technology starts to work, although a
DEAF technician mistakenly turns off the public stream, cutting off audience access
for a number of hours.

4.7 Amending Themes as Cohesion/Resistance/Collaborative Inquiry
Donaldson wants to ‘come up with some theories that may or may not be
scientifically provable’. Flanagan wonders if their focus should be ‘the type of
questions that Sara thought about, technology, bodies, and humans?’ (CodeZebra 125
PAL, 2003 :00:25:56:00). Donaldson does not want to be ‘computer centric’
(CodeZebra 125 PAL, 2003 :00:27:00:00). He feels it is time to move on to ‘quantum
computing to biological computing. Science is the medium, but still with a lot of
cultural understanding’ (CodeZebra 125 PAL, 2003 :00:28:00:00).
Flanagan reminds them that the debate on whether identity can be divorced
from the body is over, the body is always present. Donaldson would like to come out
with conceptual products, theories, artefacts. Flanagan adds the need to think about
gaming culture and to consider repurposing existing digital artefacts. They agree to
touch on private/public, that is, the space that they are in for the next hours, but in a
different way than did Wakeford and Wong. ‘Okay!’ says Donaldson. ‘Hiy!’ yells
Flanagan (CodeZebra 125 PAL, 2003 :00:31:00:00)
As in the first lock-up, rebellion against the intellectual framework Diamond
provides is a first step, with rebellion quickly turning to amendment.

4.8 The Lucky Dip: Brainstorming through Word Association and Constrained
Chance; Rhizomatic
Following on his earlier suggestion, Donaldson suggests using his lucky dip to start
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ideas fomenting: ‘The problem with brainstorming is that you have lots of ideas, but
conversation being sequential, you miss all the other branches’ (CodeZebra 125 PAL,
2003 :00:32:00:00). Adding mediating terms through the discussion will make it like
a conversation. Flanagan endorses this approach: ‘It’s rhizomatic, a Deleuzian
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1987) thing about being able to associate two very different
concepts that had nothing to do with each other and was unlikely, so let’s each put in
six’ (CodeZebra 125 PAL, 2003 :00:33:39:14). This approach fits with the use of
outside moderators whose role is to add perspective, layers and challenges to a
dialogue between two individuals that could become closed and with the lateral
conversation topic structure of CodeZebraOS. It corresponds to Deleuze’s concepts
about media structure but also his ideas about alternate perceptions of time (Deleuze,
1986, 1988, 1989)
Flanagan writes, ‘Intelligent systems and is the Internet an organism?’ They
take the words that they are writing, crunch the paper and place it in the goldfish bowl.
As Diamond proposed, language is a kick-off point for their similarities and
differences.

4.9 Improvisation as Code Switching
Flanagan pauses for a moment, pretending she is a dog. She constantly improvises,
undermining moments that become too serious. Her repertoire includes singing,
mimicry, dancing, stand-up comedy and spontaneous games.

4.10 Debating Narrative as Structure
Donaldson and Flanagan begin to debate whether ‘narrative’ is the modus operandi of
the performances. Donaldson suggests that the experiment offers knowledge about
serial and parallel narrative. He returns to the notion of the bowl as a narrative control
mechanism. ‘There are all these different narratives in a kind of big mesh network and
over 24 hours we are going to find a path through the work of narrative’ (CodeZebra
125 PAL, 2003 :00:34:51:24). Flanagan rejects the notion of narrative; she feels it is
too historically loaded. But she accepts the idea of path and rhizome: related concepts
jumping up in different points within the dialogue, each with a specific tangential
configuration. They agree to put narrative down as a word to discuss; Donaldson
writes: ‘What isn’t narrative?’
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4.11 Performative Research; Embodying Language; Inventing Counter
Surveillance Technology
They see brainstorming as requiring a physical component as well as words. They like
the physicality of ‘crumpled bits of paper’: ‘Information is going into the bowl, not
coming out. It gives us some control back’ (CodeZebra 125 PAL, 2003 :00:36:40:00).
Mapplebeck goads: ‘Is that important, Tom?’ Flanagan embraces ‘the performative
nature of the whole thing. I wish we had a little printer and CodeZebraOS could just
print little extra things to put in our bowl’ (CodeZebra 125 PAL, 2003 :00:39:04:00).
They agree that an idea association technology would be a good invention for
CodeZebraOS.

4.12 Inventing a Time Machine for Collaboration and Endurance Performance;
Mathematics as Boundary Language; Capacity Testing
Flanagan gets up to make coffee, advancing on the kitchen. She sings: ‘Stop in the
name of love, before you break my heart.’ Then, in a funny voice, she asks: ‘You got
to tell me what time it is Tom’ (CodeZebra 125 PAL, 2003 :00:40:08:02). They need
a time structure, to keep them moving when exhausted. Donaldson suggests that they
develop different intervals for each of the key word sections, increasing or decreasing
these in a pattern. A Fibonacci interval will likely not work well, ‘because basically in
the end, we would only have one topic’ (CodeZebra 125 PAL, 2003 :00:41:30:00).
They both laugh. He suggests going backwards down a Fibonacci series and Flanagan
agrees. He starts to calculate figures, sitting at the table.
Mapplebeck asks, ‘What series?’ Flanagan and Donaldson answer in unison,
‘Fibonacci!’ (CodeZebra 125 PAL, 2003 :00:42:50:06). The two are already united in
solidarity against outside forces. Donaldson explains its operations. Donaldson has
run the math and finds that the algorithm expands too quickly. He continues to test
various time configurations as starting points. Flanagan suggests starting with their
birthdays—it does not work. He decides: ‘We have to go fractal on this with long
phases on one end’. There is silence and the sound of breathing while both figure,
Flanagan with the Fibonacci and Donaldson with the fractal set. They have eleven
topics and a structure to time topics:
A long session 12–8, 8–10, 10–12, 12–12.30, 12.30–1, 1–1.10, 1.10–1.20,
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1.20-1.30, 1.30–2, 2–4, 4–12… to give it some symmetry… I reckon if
we stagger them and offset them by two hours we will have the last long
session at six in the morning. (CodeZebra 125 PAL, 2003 :00:44:50:00)
This brainstorm time-machine will allow them to work intensely when energy is high
and move quickly through topics when they are at the peak of exhaustion. The
collaborative planning of their research process served as a test of each others’
intellectual capacity and built cohesion.

4.13 Choosing Keywords, Boundary Objects
The pair has moved around the table; the camera follows them. Donaldson is by the
window; Flanagan puts topics up that they have chosen out of the bowl. She reads
these, and they agree on the key ones: complexity, subversion, narrative, intimacy,
‘times two’, ‘humour’. Donaldson interrupts and teases that she is ‘determined to
make it cyclic’, referring to her insistence on repeating intimacy, and then teases her
about her use of the American spelling, ‘humor’. She teases back using a halting
grammar: ‘It right in my country,’ and continues: ‘Intimacy, intimate, intimate
intimacy’, then, ‘languaghee’, making a language joke through mispronunciation.
Donaldson assigns times, while Flanagan puts words up. He says: ‘I think it’s only
right that intimacy takes the late-night slot’ (CodeZebra 125 PAL, 2003 :00:50:02:00).
He places ‘structures’ at midnight, ‘language’ at 12:30. Flanagan adds ‘code’ and
‘responsibility’ as other concepts. She shows ‘responsibility’ to the camera, and
Mapplebeck states: ‘You got to have that in moderation’ (CodeZebra 125 PAL,
2003 :00:51:00:00). Donaldson points out that their first concept is ‘time and space’
(CodeZebra 125 PAL, 2003 :00:52:19:15).

4.14 Time and Space: Eight-Hour Brainstorm; Video Stream and Impact of 30Second Lag
Flanagan is standing, and Donaldson is writing on the papers on the wall. As if on cue,
making a joke about time and space, the video conference stream kicks in and
Flanagan’s echoing voice is heard, ‘Time and space, time and space’. Donaldson is
impressed by the reasonable delay or lag of about thirty seconds. Flanagan excitedly
shouts: ‘We’re up! We’re up!’ Flanagan, suddenly more sceptical about the value of
the video stream, sings to the video screen: ‘Why waste my time?’ (CodeZebra 125
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PAL, 2003 :00:54:25:00).

4.15 CodeZebraOS as Summary Tool; Habitualisation Starts Fast; Themes and
Influencers; Differential Time
Donaldson types into CodeZebraOS, while Flanagan stands above him. He adopts the
name ‘Planck’, after Max Planck, the winner of the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1918
(Planck, 2005). Donaldson types a summary of ‘differential time’ into CodeZebraOS,
into a topic called ‘Time and Space’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003
Msg ID 320. Planck, 12pm to 8pm here we go, Time and Space. 2003-02-27
13:22:10.625+01).
Flanagan suggests: ‘First let’s put an influencer in’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL,
2003 :00:00:04:00). Flanagan summarises their brainstorming method for
Mapplebeck:
We use our influencer pool… to influence that topic with a variety of
different approaches to the topic. So the first influencer is duration, the
duration of time in networks and that’s our first collision, like a collision
of these two that we have been talking about. Now we are creating a map
in CodeZebraOS to mirror that collision and follow our conversation.
(CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:01:36:00)

4.16 Time in Cinema; Embodied Time and Endurance in Gaming; Event Time,
Quantum Time and Multiplicity
Donaldson and Flanagan discuss time and games. They stand face-to-face in intense
dialogue, sometimes with the table between them. This stance becomes typical,
although they also pace, sometimes smoking. Flanagan lists different forms of time in
games. ‘Sim time’ speeds up the everyday world of The Sims (Wright, 2007), in a
manufactured duration like that of the real world. Some games, ‘use human scale, like
real world time, sun up, sun down. Most gamers can play for many hours, believing
only a few have passed. This opens a critical question: ‘What does this do to aging?
Can we have more experience in our lifetime?’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL,
2003 :00:02:50:00). They are curious whether this speed-up is specific to network
time or physical reality. Donaldson poses a challenge: ‘The human brain can only
learn two bytes per second, and can we challenge that boundary?’ (CodeZebra 126
PAL, 2003 00:03:09:00).
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Donaldson asks: ‘Are there patterns of time—evolution, circular, fractal—that
might be nice to mess around with?’ Flanagan cites Run Lola Run (1998): ‘Multiple
simultaneous possibilities, narrative and other experiences are cohabiting’
(CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 00:05:00:00). Donaldson reads his posting to Flanagan,
asking her approval of his representation of their discussion:
The sense of time while gaming however is not necessarily the same
sense of time in the real world. Aging: Can we explore more in our
lifetimes through virtual time – does the 2 bits per second rule alter?
Other structures of time: looped, start-stop, multiple simultaneous
possibilities. (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID
322. Planck, Overview of Time, Time and Space. 2003-02-27
13:32:28.723+01)
4.17 CodeZebraOS as Summary and Interlocutor; Embodied Writing as Source
of Ideas; Writing on the Wall
Donaldson continues to read parts of his CodeZebraOS texts, interspersing these with
his ideas while Flanagan plays with a tube bulb, swinging it and sniffing it. While
Donaldson types, Flanagan brainstorms on paper, shouting: ‘Some of this has to be
scribbled!’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 00:06:00:00). They yearn for a mind-mapping
tool in CodeZebraOS and will ask Diamond for this to be built as its next phase of the
software development. They are yelling out time structures in film while asking each
other’s permission to smoke: ‘No holds barred!’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003
00:09:55:00). They both inhale with pleasure. Donaldson captures their discussion in
CodeZebraOS, adding elements of his own thought: ‘Is there a Planck time [the time
it takes a photon to cross a Planck length]?’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS
[Software], 2003 Msg ID 325. Planck, Source Materials, Space and Time. 2003-02-27
14:02:12.05+01).

4.18 Time in Sports; CodeZebra Habituation Cage Performance as Cricket
They move on to brainstorm time structures in sports. Both are poised on their feet in
the upstairs room, rocking back and forth, speaking as fast as humanly possible,
taking turns, but volleying: ‘Like in basketball there is the shot clock. There are
almost two types of time, game time and clock time’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003
00:10:10:00). Flanagan changes it to ‘game time and move time’. Donaldson says:
‘I’m English. So you have the shot clock.’ They debate British versus American
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nomenclature and arrive at cricket: ‘International cricket matches take five days and
they stop for tea and lunch’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 00:12:10:00). Flanagan
laughs: ‘It’s like this! It’s a habituation game!’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003
00:12:18:22).

4.19 Space/Time; Conversation as Performance
They frenetically brainstorm ‘space’; it segues easily from ‘time’: ‘Being in two
spaces at the same time: Lara Croft’s (Eidos, 2007) space and the player sense.
Cartesian versus non-Cartesian juxtaposition, being in two spaces simultaneously’
(Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 327 and 328. Planck,
Overview of Space and Source Materials, Time and Space. 2003-02-27
14:12:57.565+01 and 2003-02-27 14:37:45.021+01).
Flanagan joins Donaldson on CodeZebraOS and attempts a synthesis between
the debates on time and space: ‘Locate in time or space the universe as a loop = traced
in time and space, as in astronomy time and space can only be measured in terms of
the other’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 329. girlbot,
Shared issues in space and time, Time and Space. 2003-02-27 15:08:27.545+01).

4.20 Moderator Cohesion/Rupture: Trust, Vulnerability, Pacing, Spatial
Separation; Role of Moderator and Control
Mark Tribe joins Diamond in the control booth in Las Palmas. He is tired and
jetlagged. At first he tries to use CodeZebraOS for the discussion but shifts to audio
through the stream. He has trouble hearing the Parasite and understanding the video
lag. He finds the team’s self-involvement annoying. It is a tense moment.
He interrogates the team as to how he can fit into their process, given their
intensity and both his and the system’s lag. Tribe tries to get control of the moderation
process: ‘Perhaps rather than my asking questions, you could ask me questions?’
(CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:15:47:00). They look bemused. Donaldson speaks:
‘What of that flow, stuck, what washed away?’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL,
2003 :00:16:26:21). Flanagan and Donaldson wait; she looks out the window, he at
his hands.
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4.21 Summary, Technical Breakdowns: Video Lag; Moderator versus Group
Think or Misunderstanding
Donaldson explains that the team has begun an eight-hour discussion topic. Flanagan
summarises their approach:
By throwing everything away we are getting to know each other in a
thought process mode. We are developing our Habituation strategy and
mathematically our first discussion is our longest…so that we understand
our process. We will be able to whip through faster and faster as the day
moves along. (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:14:41:08)
They confer with each other, waiting, whispering. Flanagan says, ‘Come on little
hosts, hear me!’ (CodeZebra 126:00:15:08:22). Tribe is not empathetic. He tells them:
It seems so off-the-cuff and ungrounded… I found myself wandering and
thinking about the time lag that is creating such a significant gap in the
conversation. We are doing a demonstration test of CodeZebraOS but that
technology is broken. You are upstairs from me, or we could be talking
on the phone. Instead we are trying to overcome barriers in space and
time. (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:17:49:29)
Donaldson replies: ‘The fact that you cannot be in the narrative because of the time
delay is a way of creating a second simultaneous narrative’. He turns expectantly to
Flanagan for the correct term and they chant together: ‘Story line, structure and flow’
(CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:18:25:20). Flanagan defends:
This particular separation serves as a purposeful boundary zone, just as
playing hide-and-seek does for kids. Covering one’s eyes and having this
space/time gap between spaces that are seen and not seen is something
that is maybe going to help us distil some juicy stuff. (CodeZebra 126
PAL, 2003 :00:19:16:12)
There is silence as the upstairs team waits for a response. They do not make eye
contact for a long time; then they look back at each other.

4.22 Proximities and Distances; Benjamin Internet Art / Asynchronous Time,
Stretching Time, Writerly Time
Tribe suggests that Walter Benjamin (1985) identifies that art works have new
proximities through reproduction of the image, yet the ‘work of art in the age of the
Internet’ introduces artificial distance. He suggests a return to an ‘epistographic’
culture. The Internet presupposes instantaneity, especially when real-time video is the
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medium (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:22:08:00). Donaldson suggests that in the
CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances the asynchronous nature of time is
functioning like a ‘microscope’, where the power of its structures is actually revealed.
Should this not be the same as ‘stretching and exploring things in a larger scale, rather
than in a temporally compressed space?’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:23:30:35).

4.23 Challenging CodeZebraOS; the Defence of the Action Researchers -Synchronous and Asynchronous Time
Tribe states that he cannot see what the Habituation Cages have to do with
CodeZebraOS, which is an attempt to provide ‘asynchronous but enhanced visual
cues that are generated through artificial intelligence algorithms’ in an online chat
environment, rather than a video conferencing system (CodeZebra 126 PAL,
2003 :00:24:02:00). Flanagan and Donaldson defend the project and its process. They
are also reacting against Tribe’s interrogation of their work. Flanagan retorts:
It’s like forming an organism shell from the outside and then creating the
inside, but I think you can see it both ways… this discourse and how we
put it into CodeZebraOS and the relationship to you and your bodies in
physical space and our bodies in physical space is related. (CodeZebra
126 PAL, 2003 :00:27:02:00)
Donaldson adds: ‘The interesting thing about CodeZebraOS and bulletin boards is
that

they

are

simultaneous

and

asynchronous’

(CodeZebra

126

PAL,

2003 :00:24:00:00).

4.24 Forms of Speech, Rough Voices, Spillage / Protocols of On-Line
Collaboration and Moderation/Control
Flanagan whispers to Donaldson: ‘This idea of granularity is very interesting that we
have here and the idea of the predictable control paradigm that we have’ (CodeZebra
126 PAL, 2003 :00:23:40:00). She wonders if they are allowed to talk to each other.
She whispers to Donaldson, ‘I don’t like this guy, by the way, I have met him before’
(CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:24:14:00). This comment is audible and documented.
Diamond documents their discussion in CodeZebraOS, using the moniker
‘why’. The two in the cage are ‘speedy’—the challenge is to find a rhythm with the
people in Las Palmas and those off-site’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software],
2003 Msg ID 337. why Reporting on the Stream, Time and Space. 12003-02-27
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5:49:07.305+01). He feels that there is value in understanding how that energy
differential might emerge and further contribute to the CodeZebra method. Tribe
discusses the difficulties of indicating speaking order; he suggests that CodeZebraOS
and the video stream need note-passing and chairing to manage the conversation. The
group endorses the development of protocols for ‘single channel’ or ‘interruption’,
‘regular or cued interactions’, so that people do not have to wait for minutes on either
end. Tribe reiterates his discomfort: ‘In a sense a moderator is the party who owns the
cards, usually come to conversation thinking about the topic: it’s a different form of
moderation’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 339 and 340.
why, Multitasking/multitasking and Still want to figure out systems. Time and Space.
2003-02-27 16:15:30.649+01 and 2003-02-27 16:17:48.309+01). Diamond notes a
false assumption on Tribe’s part that those upstairs in the Parasite are truly ‘in
control’, when, in fact, there is a need for interjections back into the process.

4.25 Working the Gaps; Interaction Ritual; Time and Aesthetics
Donaldson and Flanagan begin their own discussion. How can they ‘destroy notions
of time as a sequence’? Where does Kant’s (2001) aesthetics fit this model? They
have achieved a regime, listening with headphones, using Diamond’s transcription
and group repartee. Diamond is amused and notes, ‘Those two go on and on!’
(Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 345. why 24 HOUR event.
Time and Space. 2003-02-27 16:31:56.268+01).
Tribe starts a discussion about the nature of time and space within conceptions
of history, referring to Michel Foucault’s constructs in The Archaeology of
Knowledge (1972). English metaphors suggest that the future is always something
ahead, while in Mandarin the future is behind one. The group agrees that space can
only be known through interpretation. They discuss memory loss and space, what
happens to Alzheimer victims, and whether environments can be created that could
facilitate their sense of spatial memory.135

135

The Toronto Memory Project is dedicated to exploring this proposition, using memory ‘scaffolding’
to assist brain-damaged and elderly patients to way find through affective clues. The memory assist
ideas from the performance are picked up as an ongoing by the team in their one-day debrief in London
after the DEAF events.
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4.26 Moderator as Provocateur: Self-Reflexion and Subject Positioning in
Research; Flow
Tribe presses Donaldson and Flanagan to talk more personally about why and how
issues of time and space relate to their own histories. Donaldson asks Tribe to start.
Tribe (1995-2007) describes beginning Rhizome at DEAF 1995 (CodeZebra 126 PAL,
2003 00:27:00:00). Flanagan describes her art works that explore space and time, in
particular Phage, a work that tries to visualise the ‘space of the hard drive’ (Flanagan,
2004). Donaldson explains his interest in Borges (2000) and the Library of Babel, the
idea of infinite time and how it returns you to the ‘now’. Tribe confesses that when he
was a child there was a ‘long now’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003
Msg ID 355. IS TIME UNIVERSAL? Time and Space. Why. 2003-02-27
16:56:04.389+01). A year was infinite. He asks them to describe differences between
them in how they perceive time. He has hit his stride as a moderator. Diamond
suggests that they are in ‘the experience of flow’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL,
2003 :00:28:00:00).

4.27 Body-Storming: Performing Time Measurement
Between questions and the time delay from Las Palmas, both Diamond and Tribe and
Donaldson and Flanagan continue to work and discuss with each other, listening with
one ear. Flanagan spontaneously stands on one foot for five minutes as a way of
marking time. Donaldson is trying to think of one experiment that will endure for the
coming sixteen hours. Tribe asks Donaldson and Flanagan to do a re-enactment of an
art work he created in 1995 where each player has to guess when three minutes have
passed without looking at watches, cameras or each other. Donaldson starts by
counting in an uneven way to successfully throw off their sense of time. The exercise
underscores time as an embodied bodily construct (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS
[Software], 2003 Msg ID 357. why Mary’s Foot/Time Experiment. Time and Space.
2003-02-27 17:05:58.966+01).

4.28 Face-to-Face; Presence; Endurance
At the end of this session, Mark Tribe negotiates his way upstairs on crutches to meet
with Donaldson and Flanagan under the gaze of the documentary camera crew. He
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looks around and comments that the Parasite is by far the nicest place in the building.
It is ‘warm and friendly’. He congratulates Flanagan on Phage (2004). He wants to
know if the team is planning to stay up all night and smiles. Flanagan shouts: ‘Yeah!
That is the reason that I came! This is like my idea of a good, good time’ (CodeZebra
126 PAL, 2003 :00:31:16:12). Flanagan shows Tribe their topic structure.

4.29 Curatorial Collaboration
Tribe is curious about why they feel that Diamond asked them to participate.
Donaldson explains why he believes he was recruited:
Compared to most people in the new media world I come from quite a
scientific angle. I have quite mathematical thinking and I can ground it
because my background is in mathematical engineering – I come from
different technologies than most people in the new media world work on.
(CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:32:21:13)
He notes that part way through their collaboration Diamond realised they were both
technology inventors, a role that combines ‘designer’, ‘artist’ and ‘scientist’ and said,
‘You are inventors, go to it!’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:32:21:13).

4.30 Action Research, Performance; Embodied Knowing
They discuss the Habituation Cages as a live, twenty-four-hour, performance
brainstorm. As performers and action researchers, they have been given the
opportunity to shape the process and the performance. Both speak of ways of working
that supersede text alone, Donaldson with pictures, equations. Flanagan needs, ‘to be
kinetic’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:37:36:00). Tribe adds: ‘Sara was sitting next
to me typing up notes and she is so good at synthesising conversations’ (CodeZebra
126 PAL, 2003 :00:38:09:00).

4.31 Tribe as Outsider; Cohesion and Resistance
Tribe gets up to leave. Flanagan, enigmatic, says: ‘Thanks for your visit. You’re an
outsider in these here parts.’ Tribe jokes, with honesty: ‘I can tell. I can feel it’
(CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:39:12:00). Donaldson and Flanagan are both pleased
that they are perceived as having merged identities: ‘Has it [the Habituation Cage]
taken on our identity already? Whoohoo!’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:40:00:00)
they shout and Flanagan claps. They go into the kitchen; Mapplebeck asks if they are
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burned out yet. Donaldson tells her: ‘Trust us, this is nothing. Four o’clock in the
morning you will be fast asleep and we will be.’ She agrees emphatically: ‘I will not
be here’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:40:12:00).
They undertake an interview with Mapplebeck, describing their brainstorming
process and reiterating that they will not burn out. They are over eight hours into the
process.

4.32 CodeZebraOS Audience Engagement Aesthetics; Newtonian and Quantum
Time
Response to the second performance by audience members in CodeZebraOS begins
early. One observer posts into CodeZebraOS in response to the time and space
discussion: ‘I like the list of ideas that you are lining up—in particular the issues of
proximity in space and time. Why create artificial barriers? Does it provoke a sense of
loneliness?’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 334. now, This
is warping around, Time and Space. 2003-02-27 16:10:23.366+01).
Another commentator discusses their ambition of creating new forms of
duration in networks and cautions that issues of duration and transmission speed are
some of the most difficult technical challenges, currently being addressed by quantum
informatics and other large-scale research approaches. He later ‘laughs’ and slips
away from the site when the lag overwhelms him.
In response to another posting, Diamond asks Donaldson and Flanagan to
return to some of their earlier discussion, ‘As humans we tend to experience space
and time in a Newtonian sense and I am curious how you think about the quantum and
post-quantum world that you are describing and how you think it affects your mind
and body?’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:13:00:00).
‘Pete’ responds, picking up the conversation thread hours later:
[W]e also have a very varied notion of how time and space operate—
think for example of the way that in NLP (neuro linguistic programming)
analysis people have very different notions of how spatial time is, and
how the way that they are part of a landscape or stream of time directly
effects their way of social interaction. (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS
[Software], 2003 Msg 388, pete, western time notions being homogenous,
time and space, 2003-02-27 19:36:14.787+01)
Pete continues, linking these thoughts to a discussion of the temporal structures of
CodeZebraOS:
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[An] interesting thing about coming into a discussion environment like
this and ‘diving’ into the threads is that there is no sense of linear
progression. Yes, there are threads, but they really do seem to operate
more as objects than as moments. (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS
[Software], 2003 Msg 389, space and time notions in CZ, Time and Space,
2003-02-27 19:39:21.043+0)1

4.33 Appropriating and Reinventing Technologies; Conventions and Technology
Design, Rough Voices with Second Moderator
Nat Muller is the next moderator to join the team, who have moved onto their next
theme, ‘subversion’, which is annotated by ‘play’. Diamond records and comments on
the discussions in a new topic space, ‘GIRLS-TECH-TIME-VIBRATORS’, posting
as ‘twelve’. Diamond and Muller discuss the ways that technologies are appropriated
and reinvented. Flanagan and Donaldson awkwardly join, underestimating Muller.
Flanagan, again audible, moans to Donaldson: ‘I hope we’re not going to talk about
that any more’ (CodeZebra Tape 126 PAL, 2003 :00:49:45:00).
Flanagan lectures that in tool design, ‘every part of a system needs to be
consciously included; every component needs to be conscious.’ This is because
histories weigh on design, but is also done to communicate design intention to others.
Muller responds by stating that she likes the design of the CodeZebra Habituation
Cage performances and is convinced of the value of ‘play with time lag as a benefit or
enrichment rather than as frustration’ (CodeZebra 126 PAL, 2003 :00:50:10:00).

4.34 Social Conventions; Spillage and More Rough Voices from Flanagan
Muller, eager to create a social and domestic connection, asks what their snack is on
the table. Flanagan expounds that it is goat cheese but that the ‘real food’ is ‘ideas’
Donaldson points to Flanagan and with a serious face states: ‘This is a good cheese.
She is good but also bad’. Flanagan sings: ‘She is good but also bad’ (CodeZebra 126
PAL, 2003 :00:51:00:00). She moves the food away.

4.35 Technology Subversion and Design; Erotic Machines; Simple Rules Lead to
Complex Acts; Cohesion in Both Spaces; Conversation Moves
Sensing the disinterest in the current topic from the upstairs speakers, Muller
elegantly moves the discussion to how often technologies are subverted, used in ways
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other than intended in their design, citing the history of the vibrator: ‘Vibrators were
used as medicinal aids to calm women down who were perceived as hysterical, not
seen as sexual since not penetrating technology’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS
[Software], 2003 Msg ID 391, twelve, Cures for Hysteria, GIRLS-TECH-TIMEVIBRATORS, 2003-02-27 19:53:12.443+01).
Muller suggests that subversion could be a better late-night topic, but now is
the time to discuss play as a ‘methodology’. This fits well with the focus that
Donaldson and Flanagan have on new forms of gaming. In gaming, subverting,
'modding' or hacking can be part of play. They return to design and lament that
interfaces do not engage the body fully. Some games ‘lend themselves to play’
(Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 397, twelve Technology
Mediated Play GIRLS-TECH-TIME-VIBRATORS, 2003-02-27 20:13:38.514+01).
Muller agrees that the problem is that even when ‘social interaction is at the
top of the funnel’, the technology can exert influence. They agree that not only is
software critical but hardware design as well (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS
[Software], 2003 Msg ID 398, twelve, AI responsive environments, collision, GIRLSTECH-TIME-VIBRATORS, 2003-02-27 20:16:40.617+01).
Muller describes Taxume, a large play environment, built through a
collaboration where audiences donned costumes and could fly, suspended on trapezes
(Sha, 2003): ‘Costumes invited unusual gestures and movements, so [the participants]
broke [social] boundaries: people were encouraged through the structure to interact
with each other’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 399 twelve,
NAT DESCRIBES SWINGING, GIRLS-TECH-TIME-VIBRATORS, 2003-02-27
20:19:04.162+01).
Donaldson coins the axiom that all technologies should assert ‘powerful
simplicity’. A second maxim emerges: ‘Technology is not about achieving a goal. It is
about achieving opportunity’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg
ID

404,

twelve

POWERFUL

SIMPLICITY??????

GIRLS-TECH-TIME-

VIBRATORS, 2003-02-27 20:32:34.754+01).
Riding the pacing of the echo, Muller and Diamond continue their dialogues in
Las Palmas with each other and with the upstairs team.
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4.36 Dance and Play and Flow; Breakdown of Reality Interviews and Summary
Process
Donaldson and Flanagan are dancing together to dramatic tango music and Van
Hasselt, the cameraman, enters, looking shy. He is followed by Mapplebeck. They
begin to videotape the team.
Flanagan picks up one tube light and Donaldson another. They begin to fence;
Flanagan ‘kills’ Donaldson as he distractedly checks CodeZebraOS, leaving his side
vulnerable: ‘Listen to the force, Luke!’ (CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:04:57:00).
Mapplebeck is taping and tells Flanagan that there will be no interview, the
dancing has covered it. This surprising decision means they do not have an
opportunity to review and synthesise their recent discussions. The camera crew have
decided that they are too exhausted and Las Palmas too uncomfortable to stay through
the night.

4.37 Face-to-Face: Intersubjective Statement of New Identity
Muller mounts the stairs; they greet each other; Flanagan shows Muller the topics:
‘Welcome to our spot. This is who we are. This is what we do. These are our topics’
(CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:05:46:23). Muller is uncomfortable entering this
heavily monitored yet private space. They stand and chat with her near the windows.
Muller says it is ‘very strange; you don’t have the moment to socialise with people.
You start talking with people, and then this time lag, which is very strange’
(CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:07:04:00). Flanagan teases Donaldson, the scientist,
that the time lag is nature; Donaldson teases back that it is complexity. Muller is left
as witness and soon leaves.

4.38 Complexity and Narrative; Phase Change as Boundary Object
Flanagan draws the terms that will mediate the next discussion from the fishbowl.
These are ‘building complex systems’ and ‘narrative structures’. Donaldson and
Flanagan begin to discuss the relationship of cultural texts to complexity. Novels such
as Midnight’s Children by Salman Rushdie (1981) strike Donaldson as
the perfect fractal book. If you plot associations against distance away it’s
like a perfect fractal… It’s really easy to look at in hindsight and say
that’s a classically complex system. You could do the statistics and find it
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was a perfect fractal structure. (CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:23:04:00)
Flanagan questions the value of the exercise outright: ‘How useful is that?’
(CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:05:27:03). The conversation continues in
CodeZebraOS about the nature of complexity, chaos, time structures and systems
design in three different parallel topics: ‘complexity’, ‘alife’/’weather’/’ecoperfection’
and ‘perfect chaos’. Lizbeth at first expresses the challenges of entering the
conversation as a lay person in an early posting, ‘the people groaned and asked for a
simpler topic, but complexity here we come’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS
[Software], 2003 Msg ID 422, lizbeth, but the people wanted something simpler☺,
Complexity, 2003-02-27 21:34:42.283+01). She later participates in the debates about
philosophy, chaotic systems and nature.
Donaldson, who is interested in De Lando’s (2000) method of applying phase
change to sociology and philosophy describes dynamic stable states, ‘which are a
range in level-state change, each will have a stable attractor, some strange’ (Diamond
et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg 430, duplexity Invention—Same States,
PERFECT CHAOS, 2003-02-27-22:39:37.665+01). Flanagan picks up the concept of
phase change as it signifies dimensional and qualitative shifts.
Donaldson, Flanagan and Diamond are \huddled around the video stream,
writing on paper and in CodeZebraOS. They agree that diversity in ecological systems
represents ‘an aesthetic and discursive choice, rather than something needed for the
survival of the planet’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 431,
duplexity,

Diversity

and

modelling,

PERFECT

CHAOS,

2003-02-27

22:49:26.429+01).

4.39 Complexity, Chaos: Representation or Application; Metaphor for
Distributed Resistance
Donaldson feels that although the ‘science and math is powerful’, it’s the metaphor of
complexity that attracts a larger following. The scientific results are less than they
should be if it was actually a strong universal theory. Diamond and Flanagan move on
to discuss chaos and explore possible applications for chaos, including possible
‘chance devices’ for tactical media—the Situationist notion applied to social
phenomena that multiple distributed interventions could destabilise hierarchical
systems (Debord, in Knabb, 2002; de Certeau, 1994; Lovinck, 2003, Vanetgem, 2003).
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Donaldson shuts this discussion down, stating that theirs is a representational not
scientific use of the terms.

4.40 ‘Lagging’, Alternate Interaction Modes
Inspired by the video lag, they stay in the same room, but brainstorm the topic
separately and then together—trying to speed up their thought process to fit the
abbreviated topic time length. Donaldson explains: ‘Lagging: we’re looking at having
two simultaneous sets of conversations that dovetail in weird ways’ (Diamond et al.,
CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 417, help Lagging, Time and Space, 200302-27 21:23:10.137+01). They become equally curious about whether or not there are
hidden spaces within the visible space that can also be used.
The time allotted for topics has condensed dramatically as the team applies the
equation to their collaboration. They next approach Intimacy.

4.41 Technologies of Trust; Techno-Culture; Moderator Role
Steve Marsh, the next moderator, engaging through CodeZebraOS initiates a
discussion on ‘technologies of trust’ that picks up on the previous Habituation Cage
preoccupations with privacy and intimacy. Marsh stays with them for many hours,
asking difficult questions, observing and intervening. They consider what can be
measured as trust, the importance of trust in allowing difference to exist within a
system, and how social contracts work. Marsh, Diamond, Flanagan and Donaldson all
feel that ‘knowledge is contextual—progressive decay of validity of data the further
away from context you get’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID
447, snooper, Knowledge is not universal, EYE to EYE or EYE for EYE, 2003-02-28
01:03:11.633+01). In the instance of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances,
all agree that there was ‘trust in SD to choose people who could do well in the
situation, so trust was based on an outside context’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS
[Software], 2003 Msg ID 448, Trust, EYE to EYE or EYE for EYE, EYE, snooper,
2003-02-28 01:07:09.62+01).

4.42 Video Diary: Fictive World and Performing Intimacy to Camera
Donaldson undertakes his video diary, lying on the couch and reassuring the viewers
that he is not sleeping. He tries to create a fantasy world by whispering:
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It’s about 2.24; I can hear crickets, an owl, it’s tropical sweating heat here.
It’s really quite eerie. I can hear some rustling over on the other side of
the room and I am not sure what it is. We had a fantastic little session on
AI, intimacy and trust with Steve the man from Canada. We had a nice
big spurt of energy again when we hit complexity. I think we are in a
more reflective, deep thinking, and almost spiritual phase right now. We
have about a third of our time to go and about two-thirds of our topics, so
it’s going to be a busy finish. We are about to do intimacy, which is why I
am curled up with you in this less slightly less formal, more personal way.
(CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:10:18:27)

4.43 Video Diary: Performance to Camera Discomfort
Flanagan sits next to Donaldson and takes her position on the couch. She is
surprisingly shy speaking to camera. Her excitement about the Habituation Cage is
palpable:
Our session needs to go for several days in order to get the kinds of
results we had hoped for, in terms of designing products. I am not tired at
all; maybe it’s our conversation and the space. It’s fun. Sara’s awake
downstairs playing the CodeZebra music so that’s very exciting for us…
Laaaaa…. If we have to tell a secret what would it be? This hair [plucks
something from the couch and shows a hair]; I know where it’s from.
(CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:12:58:16)

4.44 Can there be Computer Mediated Intimacy?
Donaldson and Marsh agree that a human/computer relationship needs to create a
‘private conversation’, like an intimate relationship with a person. The computer must
understand the context of the human using its technology. Flanagan questions why
she would want an intimate relationship with a computer and Donaldson argues that it
is an opportunity for the computer to, ‘mediate on your behalf’. Intimacy should be
the goal, not personalisation, to avoid stereotypes. Computer personality should be
idiosyncratic rather than profile-based’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software],
2003 Msg ID 450, BACK AGAIN, Intimacy versus Profiling, Intimacy—Mary and
Tom, 2003-02-28 02:35:37.158+01).
Flanagan is sceptical about the capacity to breed sophisticated intelligence in
bots. With Marsh, they coin keywords to describe the desirable capacities of these
technologies. (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 451, BACK
AGAIN C+++leads to hitchhikers, Intimacy—Mary and Tom, 2003-02-28
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02:38:44.858+01.) They choose the metaphor of conversation to describe these
capacities rather than data collection, to allow potentially richer relationships.

4.45 Post 9/11 North American Child-Focused Culture; Families and Mobiles;
Vulnerability and Endurance Performance
The morning is wearing on. Donaldson and Flanagan hit emotional issues, around
families and communication and the ways that technologies defer or distort these.
Donaldson feels that North American culture is ‘child obsessed’, either in its
hyperbole about the dangers of technology or in its marketing of emerging
technologies. He is very angry about this, jumping up and down. Flanagan makes
games and software for girls, so she is on the defensive (Diamond et al.,
CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 454, childrenvalues Child Rant Judgements,
Intimacy—Mary and Tom, 2003-02-28 02:51:49.589+01). They call a truce, agreeing
on the need to distinguish between families’ relationships on line and in person. The
theory and roles have dipped out of the professional into the personal domain.

4.46 Measuring Incremental Intimacy
Donaldson and Flanagan create a chart that measures actual intimacy against signs of
intimacy, ‘what you say and do’. Flanagan creates a geographic intimacy map for
North America. They quantify intimacy in types of relationships. Flanagan adds
‘child’ to tease Donaldson. They draw a comparative measurement between distance,
convenience and intimacy: the latter requires investment. Computers may have made
communication convenient at the sacrifice of intimacy. They list the ways that
technology could facilitate and actually amplify intimacy, like ‘an alpine horn of the
twenty-first century’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 458,
childrenvalues, ABUSE OF INTIMACY, Intimacy—Mary and Tom, 2003-02-28
03:02:03.057+01).

4.47 Designing Protocols for Intimate Technologies
They consider protocols for intimate technologies. Limits on intimacy are drawn by
the medium that carries the communication. They consider ‘chance encounters’ and
applying textures to technologies, ‘like we think about fabrics and bodies’ (Diamond
et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 464, childrenvalues, bringing together
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intimacy and rage, Intimacy—Mary and Tom, 2003-02-28 03:31:39.853+01). They
believe in the value of a quest for personal, non-universal dialogue using technology
as a mediator. Diamond exclaims that they ‘started with notion of breaking social
boundaries and critiquing intimacy; then you turn around and use intimacy as a value;
these are contradictory’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 465,
childrenvalues, context, Intimacy—Mary and Tom, 2003-02-28 03:33:49.858+01).
A ‘subversive’ example is Flanagan’s, ‘the long form of email within the
barrage of banality of internet communication’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS
[Software], 2003 Msg ID 468 childrenvalues, how much is the revolution formal,
Intimacy—Mary and Tom, 2003-02-28 03:42:22.193+01). They switch gears and start
imagining inventions. Mobiles could be ‘unique creative tools’. Can anonymity, the
‘investment in staying unmapped as users’ in the online world, transfer to the mobile
phone, with its protocol driven by user identity? (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS
[Software], 2003 Msg ID 469, sniff tech, anonymity, Intimacy—Mary and Tom,
2003-02-28 04:03:39.511+01).

4.48 The Shared Use of Space/Creating Place
They have eight hours left in the Habituation Cages. Flanagan stays upstairs chatting
to Diamond on the video stream and reading CodeZebraOS, while Donaldson takes a
very brief nap downstairs. Other than the use of the bathroom, this is the only time
that this team uses the downstairs area. Stevie Wonder plays in the background and
Flanagan dances on camera. She describes their progress in a video diary entry: ‘We
just finished intimacy and we are on our way to code.’ She pauses: ‘I don’t know
what else to say’, and then, slightly annoyed, asks, ‘What does the video diary
constitute?’ (CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:13:00:00).

4.49 Teasing and Cohesion; Endurance and the Nap
Donaldson wakes up. He interrupts her on camera, breaking the solo confessional
stage or soliloquy of the diary camera: ‘Pour your feelings out about Tom. It’s coming
together, but you are quite disappointed’. Flanagan laughs and he adds, ‘In Tom’
(CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:14:00:00). Diamond’s voice is heard interrupting, in
response to Donaldson’s interruption of Flanagan’s diary: ‘Speak for yourself Tom!’
Flanagan uses Diamond’s interruption to escape the diary and pass the torch to
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Donaldson: ‘You have a nice little video diary moment’ (CodeZebra Tape PAL,
2003 :00:15:44:24).
Donaldson speaks in a confessional tone to the camera. He says, milking every
word for melodrama:
It’s all gone wrong now, definitely in everybody’s bad books. It might
have been that I fell asleep for 10 minutes but how bad is that? It might
have been that I said bad things about my mother. I said I don’t pick up
the phone. Mom doesn’t mind, but hey, it’s four o’clock in the morning. I
am definitely feeling a lot of coldness around but it’s probably the open
window. (CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:17:19:16)
Flanagan jokes with him, telling him not to introduce conflict when he does not have
to. They laugh and suck on candies. Flanagan continues to dance in the background
by the documentary camera.

4.50 Code Talking or Failing to Talk; The Method Breaks Down
They begin their discussions of code. Donaldson, Flanagan and Diamond exchange
keywords to describe the many readings of the word ‘code’: these are functionality,
behaviour, social codes, dress codes, markers, secret, levels, and structuring. Diamond
introduces a discussion of DNA as code. She is curious as to why it is understood
primarily as a message system rather than a binder and medium. They discuss whether
the application of computer metaphors to genetic code is a mismatch. Donaldson
notes that concepts shape expectations: ‘If you look at it as an a priori model then you
can argue that it is ultimately modifiable, or if you see it replicates itself then it is
pure’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 474, Genetic Mod,
Biochemical Machine, CODE TALKING, 2003-02-28 04:38:38.992+01).

4.51 Computer and Genetic Code
Diamond finds what she jokingly calls ‘a binding analogy’ between versioning
computer code and versioning in genetic structure:
If cows carry human DNA, through cloning and replacing their code, when is
their junk code cow, when human? The junk is the glue. The glue is needed.
When you clean computer code and remove junk code the program can
collapse, lose its architecture. That is why one often has to engineer from
scratch. Is DNA different? (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003
Msg ID 475, Genetic Mod cow carriers, CODE TALKING, 472, 2003-02-28
04:44:47.109+01)
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She asks: ‘Does software not carry the junk DNA of the past lives of code?’ Diamond
discusses the ways that in graphic coding there is fear of the trace of the software, yet
for artists the trace can be the most precious mark’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS
[Software], 2003 Msg ID 475, Genetic Mod cow carriers, CODE TALKING, 472,
2003-02-28 04:44:47.109+01).

4.52 Returning to Embodiment: Drawing and Brainstorming; Role of
Curator/Lead Artist-Researcher
The code discussion fades quickly—the Parasite team is tired, Diamond energised.
Diamond is frustrated. She writes: ‘The difficult and impossible topics of non-flesh
seem to have eluded them’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID
481, Genetic Mod, 7:15am Feb 28th, Biotech was not a hit, 479 2003-02-28
07:27:39.751+01).
Diamond picks up her role as curator and lead facilitator. She advises Tom and
Mary to draw for a while; they relax and draw and think about Flatland (Abbott,
1994). Flanagan makes difficult shapes that seem phallic, and Donaldson considers
the line that evolves in the 3D surface as a means to think about taking onedimensional space into two-dimensional. He wonders: ‘If flat, instead of adding
instructions you get a line of instructions, not in the sense of computer code, but a line
in the sense of a simultaneous subset. All instructions that lie on the line of the 2D
space get executed simultaneously’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003
Msg ID 476, Genetic Mod, Drawing Room, CODE TALKING, 2003-02-28
04:55:31.102+01). Diamond decides that Donaldson’s idea would work in
‘triangulating between the past and the future’. The discussion resonates, ‘echoing
continuously with the trace of the past through the stream’ (Diamond et al.,
CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 478, Genetic Mod, 5D, CODE TALKING,
2003-02-28 05:00:43.373+01).

4.53 Technology Déjà Vu; Phase Change, Past/Future, Hidden Spaces
As Flanagan reports on having a déjà vu experience, the video stream freezes as
though in technological mimicry. Their drawings address three themes that repeat
through their Habituation Cage performance. The first is phase change, which are
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metaphor, science, social science and language. The second is enveloping past and
future time in one moment. The third is hidden spaces.

4.54 The Under Spaces of the Parasite, Body Storming and Hidden Spaces;
Building Cohesion
Diamond presses them towards other ways of working, ordering them to stop talking
when they, ‘spiral into abstraction or a tunnel’ (CodeZebra 127 PAL,
2003 :00:41:00:00). She suggests that they crawl around the Parasite and look at what
they might see from the floor, ‘almost an upside down world’, as a correlative of what
is apparent. She asks them to catalogue the hidden spaces of a room and describe the
objects in it from the vantage point of the floor. She suggests that this could help them
to understand their ideas of hidden spaces, one-dimensional versus two-dimensional
space and graphs, a topic that arose after their space brainstorm. They crawl. They
apply these ideas to designing games and game and play experiences.

4.55 Shared Video Diary: Productivity, Collaborative Inquiry, Action Research;
Endurance
At 7.30 a.m., Diamond asks them to record a video diary. The performers sit together
on the sofa, very close to each other, looking into the camera. They are almost one
melded voice as they speak. Donaldson starts: ‘Hi. Tom’. He pauses. ‘It’s 7.30’.
Flanagan says: ‘Seven-thirty in the morning on a new day’. They have been immersed
in the performance for nineteen hours. Flanagan states: ‘We’re productive.’
Donaldson says: ‘Let’s illustrate the point finely’. In unison they state: ‘We’re
productive!’ Donaldson admits that they are still producing ideas but in a ‘tired state’.
Flanagan will not accept that they are tired, but rather that they are ‘running into more
dead ends than we were yesterday’. They describe the topics that they have covered:
space/time, complexity, subversion, intimacy, code. Donaldson admits he ‘snoozed’,
but no naps ‘for the Mary, with so much energy’, he rhymes, and ‘it’s scary’
(CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:19:30:00). They acknowledge that there is much
correlation between the topics, the ideas emerging and the process itself.
Donaldson notes that they rushed out ‘tons of stuff’ until two o’clock in the
morning, when ‘[O]ur Canadian friend Steve hammered us with some really great
questions… We are going back to inventing, it’s not flowing yet, but I think it’s just
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resetting time’ (CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:21:19:00).

4.56 Pacing Brainstorming and Inventing
Donaldson and Flanagan brainstorm inventions. They set priorities for their remaining
time in the performance. They hope to plan an installation, tools for democracy and
local communities, in particular a way of accelerating lobbying processes, through a
mobile phone application. They brainstorm information finding aids for mobile
phones that provide alternative interpretations to the mainstream news. They imagine
a system that facilitates ‘encounters’ for those who ‘want to make themselves
fundamentally available’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID
493, Genetic Mod, for our mothers, NINE THIRTY, 2003-02-28 10:14:56.925+01).
They hope to translate their realisations about the simultaneity of time, which
is time zones that move between the past and the future, into an equation to link these
seamlessly. This could be parlayed into memory devices for those suffering from
memory loss—devices that can manage the fluidity of time. They want to perfect this
movement between times as a tool for brainstorming and for learning more rapidly
than in real time, which are feedback systems that could combine memory-based
learning and medical technologies.
They hope to find parallels and differences between two-dimensional graphics
and two-dimensional DNA; they hope to do more thinking about the relationships
between maps and cultural myths (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003
Msg ID 499, democrat, theory about time, NINE THIRTY, 2003-02-28
11:21:47.48+01).
They invent a ‘time doughnut’, a circular corridor space that is a line of
speakers and sound cancellation devices: ‘The idea of the doughnut is to achieve this
moment where you fracture a person’s sense of temporality. You have small
fragments of sound separated by anti-noise so you cannot hear outside’ (CodeZebra
127 PAL, 2003 :00:38:04:00). They develop a concept similar to a project created by
Diamond where furniture would ‘remember’ the body, movements and sounds of a
user retain it as a date stamped memory and replay it. The three vow to collaborate on
this.
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4.57 Audience as Participant(s)
As audience members enter DEAF at 9 a.m., small online messages (or ‘posts’)
appear in the CodeZebraOS, responding to topics and postings from the past twentyone hours, and even those from the previous performance. A contributor using the
moniker ‘Air guard’ says: ‘I can tell that you are onto about the third wind of a big
wave of ideas’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg 524 airguard,
you must have been tired, NINE THIRTY 2003-03-04 11:00:01.789+01).
Interventions in German and Dutch sprinkle the software space. In ‘Time and Space’,
someone with the handle ‘Monument’ writes in response to an earlier discussion of
how the West relies on fixed time and continuums: ‘Time is water, It flows, it eddies,
it pours’ (Diamond et al., CodeZebraOS [Software], 2003 Msg ID 528 monument,
Time and Space, 2003-03-04 10:52:43.109+01).

4.58 Shared Space, the Hecuba Measure: a Conceptual Boundary Object; Time
Scales within Technologies, Communicating in Short-Hand, & the Stability of
Boron: the Moderator; Reciprocal Subjectivities
Diamond enters the Habituation Cage at noon, exactly twenty-four hours after she left
Donaldson and Flanagan locked up together. She interviews the team. Flanagan
wonders if they should have invented after each thematic brainstorm. She suggests
that those ‘trying to do this at home’ try that approach. Donaldson adds: ‘with
parental supervision, obviously.’ They agree that the Habituation Cage ‘was very
good for a person’ (CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:35:19:00).
Their approach is different than Wakeford and Wong. Donaldson says, ‘We
don’t seem to have left the same room… we didn’t go off into our corners and scratch
our chins’. They debate their tendency to share the same physical space wonder
whether it means that they required intimacy as a team, or whether, to the contrary,
they lacked ‘intimacy barriers’. They laugh. ‘The Hecuba measure’, says Flanagan,
referring to the discovery of that asteroid by the philosopher and mathematician
Robert Luther and its relationship to other planets. ‘Demonstrate to camera’
(CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:30:19:00), jokes Donaldson.
The subject of computer code was the topic on which Diamond expected
equanimity, yet ‘code died a horrible death ‘: the subject was not fully engaged with,
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mainly because of the placement of that topic towards the end of the lock-ups, when
participants were exhausted. The team realise that ‘code has been given short shrift’
and pledge to return to it—it’s a basic design tool. They remain eager to plunge into
practical applications, ‘patents, money, money, money’ (CodeZebra 127 PAL,
2003 :00:32:19:00). They note that two performative activities have kept them awake
and engaged, embodied in the lock up performance: food and dancing.
They agree that time scales played out differently with each technology
utilised in the 24-hour session, including the CodeZebraOS. Moderation was often
delayed (due to Internet lag), so was episodic, but through echo, immediate, and yet
diffused.
They discuss an ‘invention-to-idea ratio’: the team note that the pace of
invention and ideas evolution and expression varied when debaters were present in a
shared physical space: sharing live dynamic ‘full bandwidth’ in person – and when
they were engaging online. They perceive CodeZebraOS as ‘a regular set of
samplings, but different samplings’, as Diamond typed in commentary on their
process, her responses and those of the moderators, filling the gaps (CodeZebra 12-2
PAL, 2003 :39:32:07). The most apt analogy for this process is that of ‘compression
rates’. The team acknowledge the role of the moderators and compare their role to
those of ‘borons’, in that the moderators were mopping extra energy to stop explosion,
so modifying the dynamic with an external moderator was interesting. Boron has the
capability to form stable molecular networks. The discussion with Muller inspires a
long list of possible games or play environments developing from this analogy.
The synchronicity during the lags was so dramatic that they found the long
lags of great value, as they tried to explicitly set up parallel conversations:
We talked about it in harmonic terms, two frequencies of conversation…
more like a wave transform…having something operate on a different
time scale is actually…valuable… The idea of multi log or multi path or
multi modal…it’s not just one conversation that happens to be taking
place at a slower rate because of the lag. (CodeZebra 127 PAL,
2003 :00:49:32:07)
They created a manifesto to sustain a self-reflexive stance. They believe they
developed shorthand and a simultaneous process: ‘We had models in our heads; we
were communicating just enough to nudge the model. Instead of two tightly bound
dialogues there are parallel tracks’ (CodeZebra 127 PAL, 2003 :00:54:41:06).
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Flanagan concurs. By model, they mean ‘discipline, ethics, shared and divergent
cultural reference points’. After some debate, they agree that it is important that their
outcomes

‘are

not

necessarily

elitist

outcomes’

(CodeZebra

131

PAL,

2003 :00:03:47:20).

4.59 Action Research; Tools for Cultural Citizenship: Eight Inventions to
Change the World and Plans for Ongoing Collaboration
Flanagan and Donaldson end their session by promising ‘eight inventions that could
change the world’, which they hope to refine in the next few days. They promise to
challenge scientific paradigms that obscure technology, and prefer a ‘context for
designers to collaborate with users over the design of new technologies’ (CodeZebra
131 PAL, 2003 :00:08:47:20). Donaldson and Flanagan pack their bags and leave,
descending the stairs to the festival site.

5. Debriefing
The Habituation Cage performances are over. A debriefing session combined with a
dinner party occurs the next evening and includes all of the performers, moderators
who are on-site, key crew (with the exception of Mapplebeck who has left) and V2
Laboratory leadership.
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Appendix VII

CodeZebraOS: A Brief History
Each phase of the design process began with a workshop that combined
brainstorming, planning, and prototyping and presentation activities. An opportunity
occurred to brainstorm, fast prototype and present the CodeZebraOS through
collaboration with Arts Alliance Laboratories, a European venture capital fund
creative laboratory in San Francisco.
The workshop discussed artificial intelligence algorithms that could analyse
different kinds of postings, track individual and group behaviours, draw concepts
together, show changes in topic content and allegiances, break off irrelevant or
emerging concepts, and build accessible databases and histories. This collaboration
provided a seemingly endless stream of boundary objects, as participants grasped each
other’s ideas.
A concrete development plan and an initial data structure emerged from the
workshop. Software mock-ups, as well as graphics, showed the innovative potential of
the project. The images created by the programming team engendered an exciting
visual showcase for the project136 and were printed on fabric for future exhibitions.
Ultimately, the workshop participants were able to pinpoint the debates and questions,
while showing coherency, cohesion and strong results. The team re-enacted its
creative process for the audience, thus reinforcing reinforced the ways that the artistresearcher would shape the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances. 137 The
resulting discussion was intense and engaged, with great interest in the project’s
ongoing work.
The tempo of the collaboration was instructive: finding a rhythm between
developing concepts, developing images, mocking up ideas and prototyping. The
process of workshopping elements of the software, programming, refining the
136

Lewis and Fragnitto created a storyboard for the software and the key concepts that resulted from
the workshop. Walters and Portway coded pattern diagrams that abstracted animal patterns. Portway
and Tonkin built a small mass and spring system with voronoi groupings as the underlying metaphor
for the system.
137
In CodeZebra character, the artist-researcher was the key presenter, with Lewis as master of
ceremonies. Each group took turns presenting elements of the research. The programming team created
impromptu diagrams using magnets on a white board that showed the kinds of individual and social
relationships the artist-programmer had hoped for in the software, comparing this plan with what they
thought it was possible to do. The artist-programmer provided repartee in return, sharing ideas about
visualisation and immersion.
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software plans, and programming, evaluating the next step and then workshopping
and programming became the working method for all stages of CodeZebraOS and
will be explored in PhD research. 138
In San Francisco, Australian John Tonkin expressed interest in coding the first
full version of CodeZebraOS.139 Tonkin programmed a basic client server applet hat
drew relationships between postings, keeping these grouped by timeline and
proximity of relationship, based on plans, diagrams and discussions. A mass and
spring and voronoi system was used to form related posting boundaries and
conversation spaces, and to avoid collisions between postings.
In the summer and autumn of 2002, the second significant Java software build
of CodeZebraOS began, with the infusion of significant commercial development
funds from Telefilm Canada and some ongoing funding from the UK. Telefilm was
impressed by the international partnerships for the project, its potential as a flexible
tool, the use of the software in performance and possible wearable technologies that
might result. They were excited about a project coming from the Canadian art world
could cross over into commercial capacity. 140 CodeZebra Inc. also entered into
collaboration with V2 (The Netherlands) and accessed funds from Europe’s Culture
2000. The prototype was built at The Banff Centre in co-production with CodeZebra
Inc.
The artist-researcher hired a Banff programming team led by Richard
Lachman. Carpendale of the University consulting on graphics and Salway (2001) of
University of Surrey consulted on artificial intelligence.141 A July 2002 workshop in
Rotterdam took many of the abstract concepts of CodeZebraOS and drew these into

138

Questions with continued relevance to the field include how much personal identity should be given
to individual participants; the ways navigation through the site could and should be shown; and the
representation of the histories of individuals and of conversations.
139
There was an intensive period of collaboration with the artist-researcher, when Tonkin moved to
Banff and Canmore to work with her (and sporadically with Carpendale).
140
The intention was to hold live events, plan the ‘softwear’ (the term used by the project team to
designate the project’s fashion and technology component) and most importantly, with Crowe, to
arrange for broadcast licenses for documentaries about the project, or live real-time events, in order to
trigger Telefilm production funds to complete the software project.
141
Lachman is an MIT graduate with a history in creating some very difficult yet successful
collaboration software systems. Dr Kevin Liang, a graphics expert with some visualisation knowledge
and Java coding abilities, joined the team, along with Annie Tat, a computer science student of
Sheelagh Carpendale, who had developed a mock-up of social networking. Tat was a designer for
CodeZebraOS, working with designer Richard Fiore and, later in the project, with Flash programmer
and designer Mark Kolody. Artem Baguinski created the server-side database.
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programming plans, with time lines and priorities for realistic achievement. The
workshop brought lessons in the protocols of collaboration.142
As well as the Java software, designers created a Flash version of CodeZebra,
with an organic, bubble world aesthetic that could double as a storyboard. 143 The
artist-researcher achieved an organic, visually pleasurable, almost decorative
sensibility for Version Two, drawing on floral and animal prints from the late 1950s
and early 1960s used in interior design and fashion.
At this time, senior executive producer Rowena Goldman of Creative
Research (formerly Imagineering) became interested in CodeZebra, as did the new
director of Imagineering Matt Locke. This was an opportunity to apply CodeZebraOS
to a popular or mass cultural context. There was interest in the project, and a tentative
commitment for early co-development. The CodeZebraOS would need to be
reconfigured into an easier to use system to comply with BBC standards.
V2 became the key partner and collaborator in the final prototype of
CodeZebraOS and the larger CodeZebra project.144 Production pressures were high;
CodeZebraOS was to premiere as part of a media and performance art work at the
Dutch Electronic Arts Festival. Yet the team was smaller than it should have been, as
funds were not available on the Canadian side. 145 Future Physical provided an
146

opportunity to test the software in a club setting.

This was the second usability testing the

artist-researcher had undertaken, and it was valuable to watch people use the software,
interview them and ask for their ideas. The programmers made last-minute corrections to the
software to prepare for the DEAF Festival. The software moved to a final testing stage, the
DEAF festival. With on-site tweaking

147

, the CodeZebra software worked for both

142

When the keen ideas of Sheelagh Carpendale were dismissed by the male programming team at V2,
there was a confrontation over seniority, gender and workshop pacing. Once addressed, the atmosphere
cleared, and the team began to work in harmony.
143
Flash was becoming more flexible as a design medium and had graphic capacities that Java did not.
144
CodeZebra Inc and V2 were the core organisations that carried the project through this period,
organising the other European partners. These included the SMARTlab Centre of the London Institute,
UK, through whom the grant money flowed; C3, Hungary; Future Physical, UK; and the University of
Turku, Finland.
145
Only Rich Lachman continued on the project, and this was part-time. V2 placed Baguinski on the
project, now working on visualisation, which excited him; Kemperman worked on artificial intelligence
when he could; and Stephan Drescher work on and off on the database. Lachman picked up database
and Java issues, but could not work full time. They were enthusiastic, but stretched for time.
146
CodeZebra Inc and Future Physical collaborated in a series of test events before the DEAF festival
and were part of the Culture 2000 grant.
147
During the first Habituation Cage performance, CodeZebraOS time stamped postings accurately, but
at one point, began to restamp all postings to the current day, erasing any sense of a developing
dialogue.
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performances at DEAF.

148

In 2004, for four days at the University of Surrey, computer

scientists, students, sociologists and communications theorists undertook a
collaboration process that combined face-to-face discussions and activities with the
comparative use of CodeZebra as a collaboration tool.
The artist-researcher hoped to have a functional and well-tested version that
all manner of users could apply to future events, conferences and performances.
Unfortunately,

CodeZebraOS

was

not

completed

as

production

software.

Nevertheless, as a research project, CodeZebra OS is a rich environment, containing
the use of graphics, artificial intelligence analysis, conversation, and social
organisation of on-line spaces, enveloping a number of key collaborations, and
providing games as a means to augment dialogue. The software stands as a
testimonial to the value of the participatory process (brainstorming, workshopping
and prototyping) in the design process. It also makes evident the need for face-to-face
interactions and solid tools in large networked projects. A new team can learn from its
concepts, versions, capabilities, and dialogues and build their own CodeZebraOS.

148

After DEAF, in March, Tapio Makela of mcult and University of Turku worked with the artistresearcher to organise a summit at University of Turku, analysing CodeZebra as a concept and project,
user-testing it and sharing other on-line gaming projects. This event placed CodeZebra in front of
seasoned gamers and on-line developers, as well as academics.
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Appendix VIII
The Context of the CodeZebra Project: 1997-Ongoing
Having provided an overview of the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances in
the thesis, this Appendix provides the context provided by the larger, decade-long
CodeZebra Project (1997-2007). Beginning in 1997, the Project, led by the artistresearcher, became a means to develop experiments and resulting modules that could
facilitate collaboration and dialogue between art and science, and artists and
scientists. The artist-researcher chose different artistic forms from a repertoire of
performance and media art for each module, seeking an expression that was
appropriate to a specific question in art and science, or that could engage a particular
community. These related but fairly independent modular segments served varied
contexts and audiences. The modules took the forms of public conversations,
workshops, new media works, performance art works, dance, theatre presentations,
club nights and fashion and technology projects.
In keeping with the phenomenon of new media artists designing tools to meet
specific aesthetic or cultural needs that dominant technologies fail to address,
technology design and prototyping are at the core of the CodeZebra Project. This is
most significant in the area of conversation visualisation software. The premise that
cross-disciplinary collaboration is most effective when there is interplay of creative
playfulness and serious dialogue and research is at the root of the larger CodeZebra
Project. Throughout the Project, presentation goals have helped set timelines for
ongoing research activities. Led by the artist-researcher, a group of interdisciplinary
collaborators brainstorm a module, workshop and refine it, document it, build the
module, as time and resources allow, and then present the research and new
creation.149 Like the CodeZebra Habituation Cage performances, this brainstorming
process breaks down roles and creates new forms of identifications.

149

Key collaborators through the history of CodeZebra include Artem Baguinkski, Joanna Berzowska,
Sheelagh Carpendale, Lizbeth Goodman, Susan Jenkyn-Jones, Richard Lachman, Di Mainstone, Anne
Nigten, Joshua Portway, Vanessa Richards, Andrew Salway and John Tonkin. Others, such as Anthony
Rowe, Warren Sack or Susan Kennard, played specific, important roles during key phases of the
project.
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The creation of a new, archival and active web site, accompanied by an
updating of the aesthetics and enhanced functionality, has accompanied each phase of
the project.150 The current web interface is demonstrated in Figure VIII.1 below.
Figure VIII.1

Current <www.codezebra.net> interface (Diamond, 2005)
The documentation of workshop processes, presentations and dialogues around the
project has created a deep archive for the CodeZebra Project, enabling retrospective
exhibition. 151 Research results have bridged cross-disciplinary artistic research and
several domains of computer science, engineering, and social sciences. CodeZebra
participants undertake significant peer-reviewed conference presentations and
publications in engineering social science and arts venues, as well as receiving media
coverage. 152 Technical invention has occurred in the arena of graphics, artificial
intelligence, ubiquitous computing, sensors, mobile networks and responsive
materials. The CodeZebra Project has at times stepped over the boundaries of art and
science and moved into commercial applications.153

150

The artist-researcher developed new versions of the sites with Joshua Portway, Flexneck, Anlanda,
Arts Alliance and Geoff Lilleman. Each served as an interactive experience and archive for the project.
151
In its various expressions, CodeZebra has exhibited and presented throughout the United States,
Canada, the United Kingdom and Europe, Latin America, Mexico and Africa. Noteworthy events have
occurred in Budapest, Mexico City, Sao Paola, London, Dakar, London, Kansas City, Los Angeles,
Irvine, Toronto, Banff and Rotterdam.
152
The CodeZebra project provided academic participants, such as Carpendale, the artist-researcher,
Lewis, Nigten, Salway, Wakeford and Walters with material for peer-reviewed presentations and
publications, and with research questions that they continue to investigate.
153
The CodeZebra concept and the CodeZebraOS received strong BBC interest through the late 1990s
and early 2000s, development funding from Telefilm Canada and partnership with a commercial
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The Project developed from a performance by the artist-researcher at a 1997
conference in Newcastle, Across Two Cultures. The conference was meant to attract
artists and scientists and to provoke debates about the methodology of collaboration
between these fields. Slated to provide the endnote speech, the artist-researcher opted
to undertake a performance, influenced in her decision by such feminist writers as
Cixous (1994) or Irigaray (1993), who mingle theory with poetry or narrative.
In her performance, the artist-researcher/performer wore zebra-patterned

clothing, which allowed her (and her audience) to reflect on the ways fashion and
mythology make use of zoological metaphors. By making this choice, she referred to
social assumptions that artists are intuitive and, hence express the essence of nature in
their work and behaviours, while scientists are nature’s observers. Her performance
reflected on the ways in which Western intellectual philosophical history and practice
has bifurcated art and science. She proposed the value of re-uniting, in ironic, yet
meaningful ways, the human species and its identities with its biological and
zoological roots.154 While suggesting that Aboriginal and other non-Western cultural
expressions have sustained an organic view of culture and science, she paid respect to
twentieth-century intellectual achievements in culture and scientific discovery.155
When Peter Ride, a curator with DA2, asked the artist-researcher to build a
website that would replay the performance in some way, thereby provoking discourse,
the CodeZebra Project took shape. The artist began the design of a rich web-site, with
web episodes by a group of characters who represented artists and scientists. It was to
be a space for asynchronous and real-time chat about issues in art and science and
technology.156
The idea of inventing chat software began at a series of extended faculty-artist
residencies at the Performing Arts Laboratories and Multimedia Laboratories. The
artist-researcher was familiar with chat and frustrated with existing linear chat and list
production company. Unfortunately, changes in Canadian policy towards a domestic rather than an
international audience share meant that it did not receive its final commercial production funding.
154
The use of performance as a means to engage in theoretical discourse and to provoke self-reflexives
on the part of audiences represents the ongoing research-based approach of the larger CodeZebra
Project. The zebra was taken up throughout the larger project, because it has led biology to better
understand camouflage, biodiversity and computer code.
155
The use of a character to speak about an issue references various cultures’ practices, whereby ritual
clowns or cross-dressers use role-playing and transgression to point out deficiencies in society. The
performance underscores strains between shamanism and psychoanalysis.
156
The early resulting sites were shown by DA2, ZeroDegree Monstrosities in Vancouver, at Invencao
and Sigrafi, Brazil, at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art and many other locations.
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serve environments, which did not provide any intelligence about social dynamics
during chat; nor did it permit the emergence of key concepts. The project, therefore,
called for the creation of a dynamic environment that would allow relationships to be
shown.157
Invencao, the International Symposium of Electronic Arts in Sao Paolo, Brazil
provided an ideal opportunity to develop participatory collaboration and
performance.158 Leading up to Invencao, the artist-researcher solicited interventions
from artists about issues of ethical concern in science; they argued a topic or raised a
question, rated their feelings towards it and provided a resolution. This focus on
solution-finding is fundamental to the CodeZebra Project; it consistently juxtaposes
playfulness and even irony with a desire for positive, outcome-driven collaboration
between disciplines. Attendees at the conference could also fill out survey forms and
provide interventions. There was topical interest in genetic engineering, biogenetics,
biometrics and issues of copyright over genetic materials. Contributors used the
CodeZebra site to send the artist-researcher images and texts; she was able to present
these during her performance. The eager participation in the event suggested that the
approach to collaborative inquiry was a success. 159 The performance became a
prototype for future CodeZebra events, beginning a direct relationship between online spaces where performances, research or even parallel events activities unfold.160
Moreover, the thoughtful solutions and inventions (even if phantasmagoric) from the
contributors added a new collaborative dimension to the outsider critique of
science.161
The artist-researcher’s period of residency as writer-in-residence at the
University of Surrey resulted in the development of nine CodeZebra characters, all,
157

Joshua Portway of Real World and stain.org mocked-up prototypes based on the artist-researcher’s
maps of the framework for the software.The first small prototype was a humorous bubble world that
clumped postings, with text appearing as a mouse-over, attached to little gifs on a bubble. This was a
valuable phase for the artist-researcher—it gave her a sense of what was possible with fast prototyping,
what Java could do, and how software ‘worked’ as a creative medium.
158
In Brazil, the artist-researcher met Marcelo Walters, who had created simulation software that grew
animal patterns. An immediate affinity led to years of collaboration.
159
ISEA and Leonardo, a coalition of Brazilian universities and ITAU Cultural made this event
possible. ISEA has played a critical role in supporting the presentation and debate of art and technology.
160
For example, Skawannati Fragnitto provided makeover images of an Aboriginal Barbie, with a
discussion of Barbie’s hybridity and history as a clone; Patrick Clancy of the Kansas Art Institute, sent
an eloquent text about genetic engineering and food.
161
Other in-character performances included the Montreal Festival of Nouveau Cinema and Media and
the Walker Arts Retrospective conference. She read from a CodeZebra Manifesto and debated the
renowned social philosopher Pierre Levy about forms of consciousness in the Internet.
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like the zebra, bearing reaction-diffusion patterns. She wrote character back stories
that included relationships between the characters. The writings and resulting
performances explored the relationship between anthropomorphism and zoology,
building mythic animal characters based on recent biological knowledge about each
species and their relationships to others. This module was an experiment in the ways
people might group around clearly described animal behaviour types.162
The dramaturgical process, while at first difficult to integrate into CodeZebra,
became more valuable as the project continued, creating a movement and theatrical
component to the piece, offering feedback and indicating the live/on-line potentials of
the project. In effect, the CodeZebra Project moved from an individual’s performance
to large-scale brain and body-storms, improvisation and group performance by actors
and dancers. Planning of future spoken word, DJ and software events resulted in the
spoken word, dance, and DJ multimedia event in Budapest in October 2001, an event
in Paris at ISEA, in December 2001, a spoken word club event in London in 2002 and
a club event as part of Future Physical, UK, in 2003.
Briefly stated, the research has resulted in the building of functional
prototypes that work as art and design works, as engineering demonstrations, as
documentation of the activities, as public forums, as exhibitions of the completed
works and as a series of dance and fashion shows.163 These events have included a
large-scale event at the Banff Summer Festival (2004) that is illustrated by Figure
VIII.3 below, nextMedia (2005), Women’s Art Research Centre Toronto (2005) and
SIGGRAPH (2005). Because the research brings together the material and the digital,
the human body and technology, in intimate ways, it requires a constant balance
between aesthetics, functionality (wearability), safety and engineering.

162

Lizbeth Goodman was the lead dramaturge for a week-long improvisational workshop, working
closely with Vanessa Richards. Goodman was the founder and director of the INMR at the University
of Surrey; Richards led a theatre and performance company (Mannifest) in Brixton.
163
As with previous phases of the project, the scientists and artistic researchers have written about the
research for scientific and artistic peer-reviewed journals. Documentation in video and on the web
provides access to these materials. The process of production, the documentation of ideas and process
to ensure the reproducibility of results are as important as the products themselves.
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Figure VIII.2

CodeZebra fashion and technology events at The Banff Centre that
visualise communication processes, using graphics programs from CodeZe
braOS
An in-depth chronology of CodeZebra, with a description of each element of
the project, the form that collaboration took, the institutional and financial support
structures, the media studies theoretical and aesthetic framework, the resulting science
research, use of technology in the collaboration, challenges and successes, and its
presentation contexts from 1997-2004, is not permitted by the constraints of the
thesis, but is available on DVD 3, as Appendix IIb. As well, The Making of
CodeZebra, a documentary about the project from 1997-2002 is available on that
DVD, as is the CodeZebra Promo, a video tape about Prototype Two and the process
of building CodeZebraOS.
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